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Abstract
The linguistie representation of events in time results from the interaetion of 
various eomponents: the inherent semanties of a given verb, derivational 
morphology, aspeet, argument strueture, adverbial modification, etc. In the 
Salish languages of Western North America, a great deal of information 
about argument strueture is given by derivational affixes, and recent work 
on predicate classification in Salish languages has shown that some of these 
affixes affect the situation type (i.e., Vendlerian/Aristotelian aspectual class) 
of a predicate. This thesis examines the interaetion of derivational affixes 
with both situation type and grammatical aspeet in the Saanich dialect of 
Northern Straits Salish (SENCOTEN). Drawing mostly on primary 
fieldwork with speakers of this highly endangered language, I argue that 
aktionsart (derivational aspectual morphology), situation type, and 
grammatical aspeet are distinct but interacting categories relevant to Saanich 
teihporal interpretation. The thesis provides the most comprehensive 
description of Saanich grammatical aspeet to date, by investigating its 
morphological status, its semantic restrictions, and its use in discourse. 
Building on previous analyses of aspeet in Saanich and other Salish 
languages, I argue for a two-way infieetional distinction between perfective 
and imperfeetive aspeet, and provide further evidence that the traditionally 
named derivational ‘control’ distinction afreets situation type. Lastly, I 
examine the use of aspect in non-elieited contexts. The thesis supports two 
cross-linguistic generalisations: i) the relevance of argument strueture to 
telicity, and ii) the correlation between telieity and perfeetivity.
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Notes on glossing conventions:
❖ Where possible, I follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules, found at 
http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php, although I have 
chosen to use the more recognisable FEM instead of F for FEMININE.
❖ Affixes are separated from their bases by a hyphen -, reduplication is indicated with 
a tilde ~, infixation with angle brackets <>, stem change with a backslash \, and 
morphological information which has no realisation with square brackets [ ]. See 
§3.5 for more details of my conventions with respect to aspect morphology.
❖ Resultative aspect is indicated through stem shape and prefixation (Turner 2007) so 
RES normally appears twice in one gloss.
❖ The semi-colon is used when two SENCOTEN elements are formally 
unsegmentable due to phonological coalescence or contraction (e.g., tOo ?dn 
GNRL.DET 2POSS ‘your’ is regularly pronounced tOon, which I gloss as 
g n r l .det;2poss).
❖ The forward slash is used to indicate alternate meanings for a given element, but 
note that sometimes an element has more than one meaning but I have only 
included the meaning relevant to the given example.
❖ Full words in small caps not appearing in the above list are lexical suffixes. 
However, lexical suffixes and other derivational suffixes are only glossed when 
relevant. See Montler (1986: 65) for a list of lexical suffixes in SENCOTEN.
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languages, and the International Phonetic Alphabet. Note that orthographic representations 
may not be totally consistent, particularly with respect to the comma, whieh is used for a 
variety of purposes, including resonant glottalisation. The orthographic lines in my 
examples reflect either the spelling that was given to me by the speakers or my own 
transcription; the NAPA line is generally a broad phonemic transcription.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
The study of aspect reaches over a wide area, touching on almost every sub-discipline of 
linguistics. Previous research on the way in which temporal information is conveyed in the 
world’s languages has shown that it involves the interaction of lexical semantics, 
productive morphology (both derivational and inflectional), argument structure, 
quantization of arguments, adverbial modifications, discourse context, and narrative 
conventions. The specific focus of my research is a subset of these factors, specifically, the 
interaction of argument structure and derivational morphology with semantically driven 
predicate classification (stativity, telieity, durativity) and with grammatical aspect 
(perfective, imperfeetive). In English, derivational morphology plays a very small role in 
the temporal properties of predicates. However, in the Salish languages of Western North 
America, the role of derivational morphology is important and principled. In this thesis, I 
investigate these three levels in SENCOTEN, a dialect of Northern Straits Salish.
Grammatical aspect gives the temporal relationship of a situation with respect to 
some reference time and I will argue that it is an obligatory inflectional feature for all verbs 
in SENCOTEN. Its two values are perfective, which places some sub-part of the situation^ 
within a reference time (1.1a), and imperfeetive, which places the reference time within 
the time of the situation (1.1b) (definitions based on Klein 1994, Kiyota 2008). As 
commonly assumed following Bennett & Partee (1972/2004), times are taken to be 
intervals, rather than moments.
(1.1) a. DILEM LO, TE Janet
til9m=b? Og Janet
sing[PFV]=PST FEM.DET Janet
‘Janet sang (already); Janet was going to sing.’ (18.4)^
 ^This is not necessarily a proper sub-part, since the whole situation may be located within the 
reference time. However, Kiyota (2008) argues that the sub-part must consist minimally of an 
atomic sub-event, the atomic sub-events being given in his logical definitions for the different 
situation types. This means that for activities sueh as that given in (1.1) which he defines as 
including a BECOME (inception) and a DO (process) subevent, must include either the inception, 
the process, or the entire situation (Kiyota 2008: 92). See §5.1 for further discussion.
 ^Abbreviations and an explanation of glossing conventions are found at the beginning of this thesis. 
In general, I follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules where possible.
1
b. DEDIjLEM, LO, TE Janet
tô~tilsni=lG? 09 Janet
lPFV'~sing=PST FEM.DET Janet 
‘Janet was singing.’ (18.4a)
The derivational morphology considered in this thesis is subdivided into various
types. One type is aktionsart morphology, which focusses on some subphase of a situation
(Binnick 1991), and which I will argue can derive a lexeme with a different part-of-speech
from its base. Example (1.2) shows an adjective representing a state (a), and a verbal
inchoative derived from that state (b).
(1.2) a. CEK TTA,E SWIKE,
c@q t0e?o swoyqs?
big GNRL. DEM man
‘That man is big.’ (47.7)
b. CEKSOT TTE SOL
csq-sat t0e?o sal
big-INCH[PFV] GNRL.DEM road
‘The road is getting bigger.’ (6.35)
Predicate classification schemes for Salish languages include two broad types: one which
distinguishes unaccusativity, focussing on thematic roles of arguments, and one which
distinguishes situation type, focussing on temporal properties of predicates. I will provide
some evidence that the two are parallel (as argued for by H. Davis & Demirdache 2000) in
chapter 4, where I compare Kiyota’s (2008) tests for situation type in SENCOTEN with
Gerdts’s (1988, 1991, 2006; Gerdts & Hukari 2006a, fc) tests for unaccusativity in the
closely related language Halkomelem. I find that unaccusatives are generally telie, while
unergatives are generally atelic. Example (1.3) shows an unaccusative representing a telie
predicate (a) and an unergative representing an atelic predicate (b).
(1.3) a. 0EL, TTE NE TI
k^Gl tOo no ti
spill GNRL.DET ISG.POSS tea 
‘My tea got spilled.’ (6.22)
b. YÀ, SEN U, STENOL,
ye?=son ?u?=stoq=?al
gO=lSG.SBJ CONTR=walk=LIM
‘I’m just going to walk.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
Previous research on temporal semantics in Salish languages (N. Mattina 1996, Bar-el
2005, Kiyota 2008) has distinguished several tests which classify predicates into different
semantic classes. This research, along with research into event structure, has shown the 
importance of derivational morphology. As H. Davis & Demirdache (2000: 97) note, “the 
lexical decomposition of the meaning of a predicate into aspectual classes or event 
types...is morphologically transparent in Salish”. However, the specific interaction of 
derivational morphology with grammatical aspect in any Salish language has remained 
largely unaddressed (although N. Mattina 1996 provides some investigation of this in 
Okanagan). In this thesis, I combine morphological and semantic investigations of the 
interaction between derivational morphology, situation type, and grammatical aspect. In 
addition, this is, to my knowledge, the first work on Salish aspect to look at data from non- 
elieited discourse (texts, conversations, and descriptions of videos).
I begin with the observation that certain predicates appear to be incompatible with 
certain grammatical aspects. Given this observation, my research started with the following 
questions: are there any restrictions on aspect based on predicate class? If so, what is the 
nature of the classes which are incompatible with certain aspects? Predicate classification 
in Salish languages has been the subject of much investigation; however, there are various 
ways in which predicates have been classified: parts of speech (lexical categories), 
unaccusativity, agent control, derivational morphology, and situation type. Aspect in Salish 
languages is less thoroughly investigated, but most authors agree there is a fundamental 
perfective-imperfective distinction (Kinkade 1996). However, there are also a number of 
other categories present in Salish languages which are aspectual in a broader sense, like 
resultative and inchoative. Hence, before answering my initial research question, it is 
necessary to do three things. First, I investigate which categories to include in grammatical 
aspect. Second, I compare the various predicate classification approaches taken for Salish 
languages. Third, I investigate the semantics and function of the SENCOTEN aspects.
On the whole, I find that the encoding of temporal information in SENCOTEN 
follows several cross-linguistic patterns. It contains a perfective-imperfective distinction 
which can be captured by Klein’s (1994) original definitions for aspect, and which parallels 
that of other languages. Aspect is sensitive to durativity, as it is in other languages (Comrie
1976, Smith 1997, Wilhelm 2007). There is a correlation between telicity and perfeetivity, 
such that strong telie predicates are rarely used and are dispreferred in the imperfeetive 
aspect (Andersen & Shirai 1994, Shirai & Andersen 1995, Wagner 2009). Lastly, like 
other languages, it appears that SENCOTEN is not adequately described by the four-way 
distinction proposed by Vendler (1957) for situation type classification in English 
(Rappaport Hovav 1998, Tatevosov 2002).
1.1 SENCOTEN
SENCOTEN (sometimes called Saanich) is the language of the Saanich community of 
Vancouver Island. There is currently no conventional way to write the word SENCOTEN 
(pronounced [son’tJaOon]) in the English alphabet. I represent it in the SENCOTEN 
orthography developed by Dave Elliott Sr. and used by many people in the Saanich 
community (see front of thesis). It is one of a number of dialects spoken in and around the 
Strait of Juna de Fuca and the Haro and Rosario Straits which separate Vancouver Island 
from mainland British Columbia and Washington (Montler 1999). This group of closely 
related dialects was originally called Straits Salish or Straits Salishan, or sometimes just 
Straits. Figure 1.1 gives a map of the Straits Salish dialects.
Figure 1.1: Map o f Straits Salish speaking area (Galloway 1990f
PjJA't
C h i l l i w a c k
' «s '
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S » ’
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Montler (1999) argues that Straits is composed of two distinct languages, Klallam (or 
Clallam; iso code elm) and Northern Straits (or North Straits; iso code str) and this 
distinction has been generally accepted in the linguistic literature on Salish languages. 
SENCOTEN is one of six dialects of Northern Straits. Many of the claims that I make in 
this thesis could probably be extended to all of Northern Straits and even Klallam. 
However, since I have never investigated any of the other Northern Straits languages, or 
Klallam, I restrict my claims in general to SENCOTEN.
Northern Straits and Klallam are in turn members of the Central Salish branch of 
the Salish language family. A genealogy is given in figure 1.2. Branches of the family are 
in italics, and languages in plain type. I give the various dialects of Northern Straits 
(indented), but not those of other languages. Indigenous names and alternate names are 
only included if they appear in the thesis.
Figure 1.2: The Salish language family
Bella Coola
Bella Coola (Nuxalk)
Central Salish
Comox-Sliammon
Pentlatch
Sechelt
Squamish (Skwxwu7mesh)
Halkomelem (ineluding Upriver Halkomelem, Musqueam, Cowichan)
Straits
Northern Straits 
Sooke 
Songish
Saanich (SENCOTEN)
Lummi
Samish
Semiahmoo
Klallam
Nooksaek
Lushootseed
Twana
Tsamosan
Quinalt
Lower Chehalis 
Upper Chehalis 
Cowlitz 
Tillamook
Tillamook 
Interior Salish
Lillooet (St’at’imcets)
Thompson (Nie?képmx)
Shuswap
Colville-Okanagan
Columbian (Moses-Columbian, Nxa?amxcin)
Spokane-Kalispel-Flathead 
Coeur d’Alene
(based on Czaykowska-Higgins & Kinkade 1998: 3; Montler 1999: 463)
The traditional area where Salish languages were spoken extends through most of southern 
British Columbia, large parts of Washington, and smaller parts of Oregon, Idaho, and 
Montana. The extent of the Salish speaking area is shown in the following map, which 
shows Northern Straits and all of the other Salish languages in relation to neighbouring 
aboriginal languages.
Figure 1.3: Map o f Salish language family {Czaykowska-Higgins & Kinkade 1998^
An important neighbour to SENCOTEN, linguistically speaking, is the Cowichan dialect of 
Halkomelem, spoken to the northwest of SENCOTEN on Vancouver Island (see figure 
1.1). There has been considerable interaetion and inter-marriage between the two 
communities and most people who speak SENCOTEN also speak Cowichan (but not vice 
versa). Occasionally, Cowichan words were used in the speech of the SENCOTEN 
speakers I worked with, but these were normally picked up immediately and corrected, 
since the two speakers were particularly earefiil about distinguishing the two languages.
I am grateful to Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins and to de Gruyter Mouton for permission to reproduee 
this map here. The original book (©1998 de Gruyter Mouton) is available for purchase at 
http://www.degruyter.de. The map was adapted by Robert D. Turner for Czaykowska-Higgins & 
Kinkade (1998) from the map ‘Native languages of the northwest coast’ (Cameron Suttles & Wayne 
Suttles; Oregon Historical Society 1985).
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The Salish languages as a whole are highly endangered, and Northern Straits is no 
exception. Czaykowska-Higgins & Kinkade (1998: 65) list one possible speaker of Samish 
and fewer than twenty fluent speakers of SENCOTEN, with no speakers of other dialects. 
Janet Leonard (pc) estimate that the number of SENCOTEN speakers is under 20, that 
there are at least 30 adults learning the language, and that at least 10 people teach in 
various capacities in the community. These numbers are confirmed by John Elliott, a 
Saanich language teacher, language activist, and semi-fluent speaker. Brent Galloway (pc) 
estimates that there are currently approximately 3-5 fluent speakers of Samish.
The reasons for the extreme endangerment of SENCOTEN are the same as those 
for other languages of British Columbia (and North America generally): population 
decline, largely due to disease; the growing influence of English; and the earlier existence 
of residential schools and other schools where children were severely punished and abused 
for speaking their indigenous languages (Elliott 1990, Kinkade 1991). The last factor has 
been the most devastating, but the proximity of the Northern Straits speaking communities 
to the cities of Victoria, Bellingham, and Vancouver has surely meant that the influence of 
English over Northern Straits has been particularly strong as well. The Ethnologue lists 
Northern Straits as “nearly extinct” . However, over the six years that I have been working 
with SENCOTEN speakers, the effort, resources, and money put into language 
revitalisation within the community has grown steadily. Although it is difficult to judge, 
my personal estimate is that the language will continue to have some life for the time 
being. Like other indigenous languages in North America, it appears to be an important 
factor in the sense of cultural identity for young people in the Saanich community.
I have been working with two SENCOTEN-speaking elders since 2004, when I 
started my Master’s programme at the University of Victoria. At that time, the university 
had a joint grant with language organisations in the Saanich and Cowichan communities, 
and my Master’s supervisor, Dr. Suzanne Urbanczyk, also held a grant to study non- 
concatenative morphology in Salish and Wakashan languages. One of the SENCOTEN 
elders was our consultant for a field methods class, and my fellow student Janet Leonard
and I had the opportunity to continue working with this elder throughout our Master’s 
degrees. In 2005, the first elder was joined by a second, and the four of us continued our 
work together. Over the first two years of my doctoral research, I worked again with the 
two elders. Sadly, on my third field trip, one of the elders passed away while I was in the 
Saanich area. It is customary in linguistie fieldwork on North American languages to thank 
and honour one’s consultants by name in a prominent place at the beginning of the work. 
Although I do thank and honour the two elders I worked with, I have not named them, as 
they prefer to remain anonymous. The elder who passed away, in particular, always 
maintained that he did not wish to be named, saying that SENCOTEN belonged not just to 
him, but to all the Saanich people. One of the elders I worked with was from West 
Saanich, and one from East Saanich; these are listed as separate sub-dialeets by Montler 
(1986, 1999), and there are some some differences between them. Throughout the thesis, it 
is occasionally necessary to distinguish between the judgements of the two speakers. In 
these instances, I will refer to the West Saanich speaker as Speaker 1 and the East Saanich 
speaker as Speaker 2.
In this thesis, SENCOTEN examples that result from my fieldwork are always 
written in both the Dave Elliott orthography and the North American phonetic alphabet. 
This includes questionable examples, or examples whieh were variably accepted (indicated 
with ?). Ungrammatical examples (indicated with *) and infelicitous examples (indicated 
with #) are written only in the phonetic alphabet. Examples found in other work on 
SENCOTEN whieh does not use the SENCOTEN orthography are provided only in the 
phonetic alphabet, in the way in whieh they are presented in the original. I have modified 
glossing, however, in order to maintain consistency with the examples in my thesis. 
Examples from other Salish languages are unmodified, except where a common term is 
indicated but a different abbreviation used from my conventions. So, for example, some 
authors use ISUB for first singular subject; I have changed this to ISG.SBJ, which is 
consistent with my conventions and with the Leipzig Glossing Rules whieh are adopted
where possible throughout the thesis. Glossing abbreviations and an orthography key are 
provided in the front of the thesis.
1.2 Methodology
This research has relied heavily on fieldwork and associated data analysis. Over the three 
years of my PhD degree, I conducted three field trips to Vancouver Island for 2-3 months 
each spring. During these field trips I worked with the two elders mentioned in §1.1 for a 
total of 60 hours in 2008 and 75 hours in 2009. In the third year. Speaker 2 was badly ill 
and passed away, and so I worked only with Speaker 1 for approximately 44 hours. Since 
there was some leftover funding, some additional fieldwork was carried out over the next 
five months by Janet Leonard (mentioned in §1.1), who is pursuing a PhD at the 
University of Victoria on SENCOTEN phonology. After each field session, I entered 
transcriptions and fieldnotes into a database of SENCOTEN sentences. I will describe my 
field methods first, and then talk about the database.
My fieldwork involved a combination of elicitation (through the medium of English 
and through visual stimuli) and speaker judgements and translations of constructed 
SENCOTEN sentences. Finding answers to the research questions specified at the 
beginning of this chapter required further documentation of SENCOTEN and access to 
SENCOTEN speakers in order to ask about specific verb-aspect combinations in the 
language and carry out tests aimed at predicate classification. Due to the nature of some of 
the tests, it was not possible to rely entirely on textual material, especially since there are 
currently only a few available texts in SENCOTEN.
Previous fieldwork on SENCOTEN, undertaken by myself and others, has 
generally relied on direct elicitation, whieh essentially involves translation from English to 
SENCOTEN and from SENCOTEN to English. Especially given that all living 
SENCOTEN speakers are fluent English speakers, the direct elicitation method has as one 
disadvantage a possibility of English interference. For example, when asking for 
imperfeetive unaceusatives, I often find that the sentence I am asking for is not very good
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in English. As Matthewson (2004b: 386) has argued, using ungrammatical or infelicitous 
metalanguage is not a suecessfiil way to obtain data in the language being researched. Even 
when English sentences are perfectly grammatical, it is likely that their structure will 
influence SENCOTEN. For example, since for most verbs English non-progressive is not 
used for ordinary present tense clauses, it is difficult with direct elicitation alone to tell 
whether SENCOTEN perfective can have present time reference.
As an alternative to elicitation, there is grammaticality/felieity judgement, argued 
for by Matthewson (2004b) and used in recent work on Salish aspect (Bar-el 2005, Kiyota 
2008). This method involves setting up some context through a description in the 
metalanguage or a visual aid and then presenting the speakers with a constructed sentence 
in the language of study to see if it is appropriate in a given context. Speakers usually 
distinguish between what is ungrammatical and what is infelicitous (what sounds wrong vs. 
what sounds tunny or just doesn’t make any sense).
Felicity judgements can have the same disadvantage as elicitation, but have the 
added benefit that they allow us to see what is possible and what is not possible in the 
language, What is obvious in Bar-el’s (2005) work especially is that this method also 
provides access to speaker’s intuitions regarding the use of particular verbs and 
constructions in their language. Bar-el includes various comments that speakers of 
SkwxwuTmesh and English made when she was carrying out her tests, and these help to 
inform the construction of hypotheses about the source of (in)felicity. This is true for 
SENCOTEN too; if I presented a sentence which was ungrammatical or infelicitous in the 
given context, the speakers would offer an alternative sentence and/or an alternative 
context that would work better. Even when presented with felicitous sentences, the 
speakers sometimes provided alternative sentences, which they felt were more appropriate 
ways to refer to the stituation. This was important to my research, since I am interested not 
only in what is possible, but also in what is preferred, when looking at correlations 
between predicate classification and grammatical aspect use (§5.3).
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In addition to traditional elicitation from English to SENCOTEN and 
grammaticality/felieity judgements, I also made some use of visual prompting, using 
pictures and film. This method has the advantage of directing the language use towards 
specific structures without having to use a metalanguage. This was used in my initial 
fieldtrip with a fair amount of success. The initial aim of the method was to determine the 
possibility of referring to punctual situations (achievements) and situations with no causer 
(unaeeusatives) using the imperfeetive aspect. In this aim the task was moderately 
successful. However, this being the first time I had carried out such a task, some of the 
contexts provided did not yield the desired results. I often ended up using the films as a 
context in which to ask the felicity of SENCOTEN sentences which I constructed. This was 
nonetheless very helpful. However, the films were much more valuable in another respect. 
They prompted the use of SENCOTEN connected speech and conversation between the 
elders. One of the elders could not see the videos properly. This was obviously a 
disadvantage to my original aim; however, it provided a real context for the other elder to 
describe the videos in detail to the elder with the poor eyesight, often using his imagination 
to elaborate on the context and link the films together.
Traditionally, text collection has been used as a method of recording natural 
language use. It is essential for language documentation, and of great use to the community 
of speakers. The disadvantage of text collection is that it does not provide a reliable means 
of finding out about a specific issue in a language. It also provides a specific type of 
language use only. However, looking at SENCOTEN texts was important for this thesis. 
Aspect is recognised to have a key role in discourse (for some researchers, this is its main 
role, e.g. Hopper 1979) and in order to compare this role in SENCOTEN discourse with 
the function of aspect in other languages, it was necessary for me to look at long stretches 
of discourse. In addition, I wanted to test my hypothesis that the observed pattern of 
imperfeetive achievements being variably accepted in elicitation sessions was a result of 
low frequency. In the course of my fieldwork, I had hoped to record some texts or other 
examples of lengthy connected discourse such as personal narratives; however, the
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speakers I worked with found this difficult for a number of complex reasons which I do not 
fully understand and which do not bear on the thesis. Luckily, Montler (1986) provides a 
fully glossed SENCOTEN text and there are also texts in other Northern Straits dialects in 
Effat (1969) and Galloway (1990). In addition, the Saanich Native Heritage Society has 
published a book of SENCOTEN stories. I consulted all of these works in determining the 
use of aspect in discourse; with respect to frequency counts I used only the text in Montler 
(1986).
During elicitation sessions, which were four to five hours each, I left the recorder 
on the entire time. This was done with the permission and encouragement of the speakers, 
but they often forgot the recorder was on and began to speak naturally to each other, 
usually in a mix of SENCOTEN and English. Some of these conversations contain private 
material, and are not included in the thesis; others provided nice examples of real 
SENCOTEN language use which I have cited in several places.
The elicitation sessions from the first fieldtrip were fully transcribed, and I took 
detailed notes during the second and third fieldtrips. These transcriptions and notes were 
then entered into a Filemaker database I constructed specifically for this purpose. The 
database entries consist of sentences in the SENCOTEN orthography, the North American 
phonetic alphabet, an interlinear gloss, a free translation, and for some entries a field 
specifying what sort of evidence the sentence provides with regards to my research 
questions. Each entry also contains comments regarding speaker judgements and variation, 
context of utteranee/aeceptanee, and relationship with other sentences in the database. At 
the time of writing, this database contains 3594 sentences. I have tried to eliminate 
duplicates, but there are likely some remaining due to re-eheeking of sentences in later 
elicitation sessions. In addition, some sentences are minimally different from each other. 
Nonetheless, this provides a wealth of SENCOTEN language data which has been crucial 
for this thesis and will continue to be used for linguistic and language revitalisation 
purposes. Examples from the database are cited in the thesis with their example number, 
except those which result from my Master’s fieldwork, which are cited “Fieldwork 2006”.
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1.3 Outline of thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides a review of 
literature on aspect, situation type, and the classification of verbs based on unaeeusativity 
and derivational morphology. There is a massive literature on some of these topics 
(especially situation type), and I focus particularly on the research carried out on Salish 
languages within these areas, and on those theories which have informed the Salish 
research. Chapter 3 outlines common derivational and inflectional morphology of 
SENCOTEN verbs, including some morphology which has not been described before. It 
goes more in depth into the three types of morphology which are particularly relevant to 
this thesis: aspect, aktionsart, and valence-changing morphology (particularly that which 
distinguishes ‘control’). The chapter argues that SENCOTEN aspect is an inflectional 
morphosemantic feature consisting of the two values perfective and imperfeetive, and that 
its form is best treated in terms of inflectional classes. I further argue that aspect is 
orthogonal to the more derivational categories of aktionsart, control, and valence-ehange; 
and that these categories are both formally and semantically inside aspect. Chapter 4 
compares approaches to predicate classification in Salish languages, particularly with 
respect to syntactic vs. semantic approaches. I support Montler’s (2003) arguments for a 
verb-adjeetive distinction, and compare it to the stage-level vs. individual-level distinction 
among predicates. I compare Gerdts’s (1988, 1991, 2006) approach to unaeeusativity with 
Kiyota’s (2008) classification of situation types, and show that there is some evidence that 
unaeeusativity can indeed be used to predict situation type. Lastly, I examine the impact of 
‘control’ on situation type in SENCOTEN, providing support for the claim that control and 
non-eontrol transitives are distinguished in their culmination requirements (B. Carlson 
1996, Watanabe 2003, Bar-el et al. 2005, Kiyota 2008, Jacobs fc) and extending that claim 
to other control and non-control pairs in SENCOTEN. Throughout the chapter, I assess 
Kiyota’s (2008) situation type tests and classification, suggesting ways in which the 
classification could be refined. Chapter 5 looks at grammatical aspect, arguing explicitly for 
a perfeetive-imperfeetive distinction in SENCOTEN which applies obligatorily to all verbs
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and only to verbs. I show that SENCOTEN aspect has similar semantics to aspect in other 
languages, and that it patterns similarly with respect to predicate classes and is used with 
similar functions to aspect in other languages. The second half of the chapter provides 
evidence of a correlation between aspect and situation type in SENCOTEN, showing that 
strongly telie verbs are rarer and less acceptable in the imperfeetive aspect than are other 
verbs; and that there is generally a higher proportion of telie perfeetives and atelie 
imperfeetives in SENCOTEN discourse.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
SENCOTEN aspect, situation type, and aktionsart are distinct categories which interact in 
predictable ways. This chapter outlines the previous literature on aspect, situation type, and 
the derivational categories of aktionsart and control in Salish languages, situating this 
literature in the general linguistic literature. The term aspect here is used exclusively to 
refer to grammatical aspect (also termed viewpoint aspect). In SENCOTEN, I argue, 
aspect is an inflectional feature with two values: perfective and imperfeetive. I use the term 
situation type to refer to classes of predicates which are defined on the basis of such 
properties as telieity, punctuality, and stativity (these classes are sometimes called 
eventualities, events, aktionsarten, or Vendler classes and the semantic distinctions 
between them are sometimes said to be in the realm of Aristotelian aspect, actionality, 
lexical aspect, or inner aspect). Lastly, although it has often been used in more recent 
work as a synonym for situation type, I use the term aktionsart (plural aktionsarten) in its 
original sense; that is, to refer to derivational morphology (and the lexeme it has derived) 
which modifies the lexical semantics of a base by focussing on a sub-part of the situation 
(Binniek 1991: 458). In SENCOTEN, this includes resultative and inchoative morphology, 
and influences a predicate’s situation type.
The chapter is organised along thematic grounds. In §2.1,1 give a general overview 
of aspect, situation type, aktionsart, and the ways in which different scholars have analysed 
them. I will discuss issues internal to each of the levels: what kinds of distinctions are 
included in aspect; the universality of situation types; the contribution of derivational 
affixes to situation types. In §2.2,1 discuss some issues in the study of argument structure 
and situation type; namely, proposals to equate unaeeusativity and the Salish notion of 
agent ‘control’ with situation type distinctions. In §2.3,1 look at correlations between the 
situation type property of telieity and the aspectual value of perfeetivity, which are 
explored from several approaches: their similar semantics in describing a bounded 
situation, their converging patterns of acquisition, and their similar function in discourse.
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2.1 Three distinct aspectual categories
The term aspect has generally been used to describe three different phenomena: 
grammatical aspect, situation type, and derivational morphology which affects temporal 
semantics. Scholars often talk about grammatical aspect and situation type as layers or 
components of aspect (e.g.. Smith’s (1997) two-eomponent theory of aspect), and some 
have argued that the two are really manifestations of the same phenomenon at different 
levels of grammar (e.g., de Swart 1998, Borer 2005, Timberlake 2007). As mentioned 
above, I will only use aspect to refer to grammatical aspect, a grammatical feature with the 
values perfective and imperfeetive in SENCOTEN. There are several reasons why 
grammatical aspect and situation type are often discussed together. For one, early work on 
aspect in modem linguistics focussed on aspect in certain Slavic languages, especially 
Russian, which have prefixes that appear to encode both aspectual and situation type 
distinctions. Meanwhile, other early work on aspect drew parallels between derivational 
affixes (aktionsarten) in Germanic languages (particularly German) and the Slavic prefixes 
(Binniek 1991: 135-149). In addition, situation type and aspect often affect each other, such 
that certain situation types cannot take certain aspects, or certain aspects have different 
kinds of interpretations and uses with different situation types (e.g., English achievements 
often cannot appear in progressive aspect). Lastly, there are significant correlations 
between aspect and situation type, in terms of their semantics, distribution, and ftmetion 
(see §2.3).
This section is split into three parts, in order to keep the discussion clear. This
reflects my approach, which maintains a distinction between inflectional morphology,
semantic classes, and derivational morphology. I generally follow Binniek (1991):
It is now possible to distinguish the three kinds of “aspect”: Aristotelian 
aspect [situation type] is a elassifcation of situations and expressions for 
them in terms of phasic structural types; the Aktionsarten constitute a 
classification of expressions for subsituations, phases, and subphases of 
situations; and tme aspect concerns the temporal relationship of a situation 
to the reference frame against which it is set.” (Binniek 1991:458; boldface 
mine)
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I adopt this approach mainly because it is necessary to distinguish these three categories in 
order to provide an accurate description of SENCOTEN aspect. Also, the majority of 
aspectologists distinguish aspect and situation type in some way. Hence, the first two 
sections are devoted to aspect (§2.1.1) and situation type (§2.1.2). Discussions of akionsart 
morphology are not prevalent in the literature on aspect. For SENCOTEN, however, it is 
useful to identify morphology which predictably affects both situation type assignment and 
grammatical aspect use. Previous work on aktionsarten in Salish languages is the focus of 
§2.1.3. Since the three categories overlap, each section will mention the other two 
categories in the course of discussion.
2.1.1 Aspect
Grammatical aspect can be defined in different ways, depending on the perspective 
of the author. First, it has been defined in descriptive terms which attempt to characterise 
the difference in meaning of perfective and imperfeetive clauses in different languages. 
Comrie (1976) argued that the traditional descriptive notions of perfective aspect as 
denoting punctuality or completion are inadequate. Instead, his definition, which is widely 
cited in informal definitions of aspect is that aspect expresses viewpoint (to use Smith’s 
(1997) term), where perfective and imperfeetive are “different ways of viewing the internal 
temporal constituency of the situation” (Comrie 1976: 2). This kind of informal description 
has been made more explicit (Smith 1997, Klein 1994) and formalised (Kratzer 1998).
Another way of defining perfective and imperfeetive is in terms of their role in 
discourse. This view is characterised in the functional account of Hopper (1979), who calls 
anything which systematically foregrounds a predicate in discourse perfective, and 
anything which backgrounds it imperfeetive. It has also been explored in depth in the 
framework of Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp & Rohrer 1983 and subsequent 
papers), which formalises the role of connected discourse in determining the use and 
interpretation of aspect.
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The importance of the perfeetive-imperfeetive distinction in the literature is 
exemplified by Comrie’s (1976) hierarchical model, where perfective and imperfeetive are 
basic categories, and other possible aspectual meanings are represented as sub-categories 
of imperfeetive (p. 25). A binary branching tree is given in which perfective and 
imperfeetive are the first basic opposition, and other distinctions between subtypes of 
imperfeetive are also shown.
Figure 2.1: Comrie s (1976) classification o f  aspectual oppositions
Perfective Imperfeetive
 1
Habitual Continuous
 L _
I------
Nonprogressive Progressive (Comrie 1976: 25) 
According to this structure, if a form is used in both habitual and continuous contexts, it is 
a general imperfeetive, if it is used in progressive and non-progressive (stative) contexts 
but not habitual contexts, it is a continuous marker, and if it is used only in progressive 
contexts, it is a progressive.
Another significant work in the area of the typology of aspect is that of Dahl
(1985), who presents descriptions of basic universal categories of aspect, on the basis of
the results of tense/aspeet/mood surveys given to speakers of a sample of typologieally
diverse languages. Eighteen languages covering eleven areas of the world are represented.
The study is based on grammatical aspect, and the perfeetive-imperfeetive opposition and
progressive vs. non-progressive distinction are considered (Dahl 1985: 69).^ A detailed
characterisation of the perfective is given:
A perfective will typically denote a single event, seen as an 
unanalysed whole, with a well-defined result or end-state, located in 
the past. More often than not, the event will be punctual, or at least, it 
will be seen as a single transition fi*om one state to its opposite, the 
duration of which can be disregarded. (Dahl 1985: 78)
In addition to perfect.
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This characterisation, based on comparison of a varied selection of languages, refers to 
three components which are not generally considered part of aspect: tense, telieity and 
duration. However, Dahl’s (1985) observation is empirical, based on the use of perfeetives 
in languages in his sample. It does not make a theoretical claim that perfeetivity requires 
these properties, but refers to evidence of tendencies for perfective to eo-oecur with other 
kinds of temporal values, at least within the eighteen languages studied.
In Dahl’s work, progressive is not taken to be a subeategory of imperfeetive (as it is 
by Comrie (1976)), but is presented as a separate aspectual opposition, although Dahl 
(1985) notes that there are very few contexts where a distinction between the two can be 
shown (p. 93). Also, imperfeetives are found to often develop diachronieally from 
progressives (Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca 1994: 141-142; Dahl and Velupillai 2008). The 
distinction between imperfeetives and progressives is of some relevance to this thesis, 
because one of its goals is to support Kiyota’s (2008) claim that the SENCOTEN aspectual 
contrast is one of perfective vs. imperfeetive. In Dahl (1985), imperfeetives and 
progressives are distinguished in the following ways: 1) Both progressive and 
non-progressive tend to be used for all tenses, while in the perfeetive-imperfeetive 
distinction, perfeetives tend to be restricted in their temporal reference 2) Progressives are 
not usually used in habitual contexts, where imperfeetives often are, and 3) Progressives 
are not usually used in stative contexts, where imperfeetives often are (pp. 92-93). In 
addition, progressives are usually marked by periphrastic means (Dahl 1985: 93) and 
perfeetive/imperfeetive by morphological means (Dahl & Vilupillai 2008).
Bar-el (2005) argues that Skwxwu7mesh has both a progressive and imperfeetive 
coexisting in the language; imperfeetive is indicated by a clitic, while progressive is 
indicated by more obviously morphological means, i.e., reduplication. Her main reason for 
elassilying the two in this way is that the elitie can introduce habitual meaning to the 
clause, while reduplication cannot. I will show in §5.1 that the SENCOTEN imperfeetive 
aspect is used to express situations occurring habitually. It is also used “in stative
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contexts”, since it is used with the class of stage-level states. In this way, it is similar to 
imperfeetives in other languages, such as French and Greek.
Smith (1997) also argues for the primacy of the perfeetive-imperfeetive contrast. 
She defines aspects in terms of endpoints, where perfective provides a view of the situation 
which includes both its initial and final endpoints (start and end) (p. 66). Imperfeetive 
provides a view which does not include the endpoints, either viewing an internal portion of 
the situation, or a portion following the stiuation’s endpoint (resultative) (p. 73-77). Smith 
also distinguishes a third category, neutral viewpoint, used to describe situations that are 
ambiguous between perfective and imperfeetive (p. 77). She provides evidence fi*om 
Mandarin Chinese.
(2.1) Zhangsan xiuli yitai luyinji
Zhangsan repair one CL.tape.recorder
‘Zhangsan repaired/is repairing a tape recorder.’ (Smith 1997: 277)
According to Smith, this example can be interpreted to include both ends of the situation (a 
closed reading) or as viewing an internal part of the situation (an open reading). We will 
see in §2.1.2 that this account of the Mandarin facts is challenged by Koenig & Chief 
(2008), who argue that the ambiguity results from the lexical semantics of predicates like 
x/w//in (2.1).
Another approach to making the viewpoint metaphor more concrete is that of Klein 
(1994). Building on Reiehenbaeh’s (1947) model of tense and perfect, which introduces the 
idea of reference time, Klein defines topic time (TT) as the time span which links the time 
of the utterance (UT) to the time of the situation (TSit). Topic time is “the time for which 
the particular utterance makes an assertion” (p. 37). Aspect then relates the time of the 
situation to the topic time. Perfective aspects place the topic time “at” the time of the 
situation, and imperfeetives place the topic time within the time of the situation (p. 108). 
Klein assumes operators such as the following for English non-progressive and 
progressive.
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Figure 2.2: Kleins (1994) aspect operators
PERFEC' assigns to TSit the set of time intervals whieh (properly or 
improperly) include TSit.
IMPERFEC' assigns to TSit the set of time intervals whieh are properly 
included in TSit. (p. 118)
Kratzer (1998: 17) provides formal definitions of perfective and imperfeetive which are 
“in the spirit of Klein”, whieh place the event time within the reference time for 
perfective and the reference time within the event time for imperfeetive. Bar-el (2005) 
adopts these definitions for the Skwxwu7mesh perfective and imperfeetive, while Kiyota 
(2008) modifies the definition of perfective so that only one atomic sub-part of the event 
time must be included in the reference time. In §5.1,1 will discuss his arguments for this 
further, and observe that this definition fits with Klein’s initial proposal for perfeetivity, 
whieh places the reference time AT the event time, where AT means that the reference 
time is partly included in the event time (Klein 1994: 99-100).
Typological descriptions of aspect which do not take perfeetive-imperfeetive as 
basic include that of Bybee et al. (1994) and Timberlake (2007). Bybee et al. (1994: 
138-139) offer a critique of Comrie’s (1976) tree (above), showing that it is useful in some 
respects but not in others for their purposes of examining the diachronic development of 
tense, aspect, and modality. They argue that progressive is not subordinate to imperfeetive, 
but they do find grammaticalisation moving up the tree, such that progressives often evolve 
into imperfeetives. They point out that certain points on the tree are not attested in their 
sample of languages, in particular continuous and non-progressive.
The five aspectual operations described by Timberlake (2007) are the progressive, 
iterative, perfect, perfective, and imperfeetive. He characterises these aspects as changing 
situation type. For example, “the progressive presents the world as an activity” (p. 287), 
and it indicates that the activity (or process) is ongoing at the reference time (or contextual 
occasion). The idea that progressives and imperfeetives change telie situations into atelie
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situations appears to be less common than the view that aspect and situation type are 
distinct; this issue is discussed in §2.3.
As seen in Timberlake’s (2007) list, one category whieh is often called an aspect is 
the perfect. This is a highly productive category in English, where it is orthogonal to both 
tense and aspect. English has past, present, and future versions of progressive and 
non-progressive perfects (/ had eaten, I  had been eating, I  have eaten, I  have been eating, 
I  will have eaten, I  will have been eating). Approaches vary in whether they include 
perfect as a tense or an aspect. Kiyota (2008: 96) has argued that there is a perfect in 
SENCOTEN. This is also orthogonal to tense and aspect. I show examples of the perfect 
with both aspects here. Note that the SENCOTEN perfect often denotes inception with 
atelie predicates (Kiyota 2008: 34).
(2.2) a. 0LILEN ESW ?
k^i=?ifon=?o=sx'^
PRF=eat[PFV]=Q=2SBJ
‘Are you starting to eat?’ (6.50)
b. 0 tI,L EN ,E T E 
k^f=?i<?>f:9n=fto 
PRF=eat<IPFV>= IPL.SBJ 
‘W e’ll already be eating.’ (13.4a, 43.27)
Perfect is also indicated by different formal means from tense and aspect. While aspect is
realised by different stem shapes, and tense is indicated by second position elities, perfect
is indicated by a pro-elitic (pre-predicate particle). Like tense, it does interact with aspect
(and with situation type (Kiyota 2008: 34-36)), but is a distinct grammatical feature.
In most descriptive work on Salish languages, the term aspect is used to cover a 
number of different distinctions, most of whieh are probably derivational, and would likely 
fall under my aktionsarten. For example, Galloway (1993) includes continuative, 
resultative, stative, durative, characteristic, and inceptive under the heading of aspect;
A. Mattina (1993) includes completive, habitual, perfect, imperfeetive, inceptive, and 
future. Many of the grammars are laid out according to form rather than semantics.
Montler (1986), in his description of SENCOTEN morphology and phonology, includes 
imperfeetive aspect in a section on “radical morphological processes”; i.e., morphology
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which is expressed non-eoneatenatively. This section includes plural and diminutive 
morphology in addition to aspect and akionsart.
However, work that has focussed on the semantics or function of aspect in Salish 
languages, as well as more recent descriptions (particularly Watanabe’s (2003) grammar of 
Sliammon) has identified a basic perfeetive-imperfeetive contrast. In most Salish 
languages, the imperfeetive is the more formally complex member of the pair (Kinkade 
1996: 2). We will see in §3.2 that the SENCOTEN imperfeetive stems exhibit several 
non-coneatenative realisations (e.g., reduplication, infixation), while the perfective stems 
are plain.
Although the perfeetive-imperfeetive distinction is listed in all descriptive work on 
Northern Straits, several terms were used throughout the years for the distinction, the most 
common being actual (L. Thompson & M. Thompson 1969; Raffo 1971, 1972;
L. Thompson, M. Thompson & Effat 1974; Demers 1974; Montler 1986, 1989; Turner 
2007). Efrat (1969) and Galloway (1990) use the term continuative for the same category, 
and Kiyota (2004) uses progressive. Hukari (1978), working on Halkomelem, uses the 
term imperfeetive in a study of the phonology. Hukari’s comment in a footnote suggests 
that actual was the more accepted term at the time in work on Central Salish: “The term 
imperfeetive may be peculiar to me. Read actual if you wish” (p. 147).
An example of the Northern Straits distinction is given by the SENCOTEN 
example here, with the perfective in (a) and the imperfeetive in (b).
(2.3) a. con-ot=s9n
bury-C.TR\PFV= 1 SG.SBJ 
T buried it.’ (Montler 1986: 115)
b. con-t=s9n
bury\lPFV-C.TR= 1 SG.SBJ
T’m burying it.’ (Montler 1986: 115)
Montler’s (1986) characterisation of the distinction is as follows:
The ‘actual’ [imperfeetive] aspect is opposed to ‘non-aetual’
[perfective] and signals that the action, state, or other reference of the 
predicate is actually occurring at an indicated time. It is often 
translated into English in the form o f‘be...-ing’ progressive aspect and 
the English progressive is nearly always rendered in the ‘actual’ in
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Saanich. However, a predicate in the ‘actual’ need not refer to a 
continuous or progressing action, (p. I l l ;  bracketed material mine)
As Montler correctly notes, the SENCOTEN imperfeetive aspect is not a progressive like 
the English progressive. Recent work has argued for a perfeetive-imperfeetive distinction 
(Turner 2007, Kiyota 2008). This was preceded by work on aspect in other Salish 
languages.
The earliest work specifically dealing with the semantics of aspect in a Central 
Salish language, as far as I am aware, is that of Kroeber (1988), who treats CV- 
reduplieation as an indicator of imperfeetive in Comox, and concludes (p. 49) that 
predicates with no overt aspect morphology are perfective. He shows that only 
imperfeetives are compatible with the adverb qeji ‘still’. This test is shown to be valid also 
for the perfeetive-imperfeetive distinction in Sliammon, the mainland dialect of Comox 
(Watanabe 2003: 408-410). While accepting that the reduplicated forms are imperfeetive, 
Watanabe simply states that the non-reduplieated forms are “presumably” perfective.
Outside Central Salish but within the Salish family, A. Mattina (1993) calls the 
form of a predicate with no overt aspect morphology completive', this seems to get at the 
same meaning as perfective. N. Mattina (1996) describes a perfeetive-imperfeetive-neutral 
aspectual distinction in Okanagan. She argues that sentences with no overt aspect have a 
phonologically null perfective. As with Kroeber (1988), her evidence for this comes from 
the fact that they are incompatible with the adverb puti? ‘continuously’ or ‘still’.
N. Mattina’s (1996) notion of the imperfeetive is different from the one used here. She 
classifies several different formatives with different semantics under the heading of 
imperfeetive: continuous, perfect continuous, propseetive, and habitual/customary (pp. 
59-62). It appears that all of these aspects are inflectional (they are all sentential aspects in 
Mattina’s terminology), since apparently every verb can appear in every one of these 
aspects (p. 191). Okanagan thus has a much larger inventory of inflectional aspects than 
SENCOTEN.
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Bar-el (2005) argues explicitly that the non-overtly coded aspect in Skwxwu7mesh 
is a “standard perfective” (pp. 224-226) and that there is both an overt progressive and an 
overt imperfeetive. She rejects the possibility that the plain forms of the verb may be 
neutral with respect to aspect, by arguing that approaches for neutral aspect for other 
languages do not apply to Skwxwu7mesh. The main reason for even considering this 
possibility is that Skwxwu7mesh, like most (perhaps all) Salish languages has a class of 
telie predicates whieh can have their culmination cancelled:
Skwxwu7mesh:
(2.4) na p’ayak-ant-as ta John ta snexwilh-s
RL heal-TR-3ERG DET John DET eanoe-3POSS
welh haw k-as i huy-nexw-as
CONJ NEG IRR-3CNJ PART fmish-TR-3ERG
‘He fixed his canoe but he didn’t finish (fixing) it.’ (Bar-el 2005: 128)
In example (2.4), the verb p ’ayakantas has no overt realisation of aspect, since it does not
have the reduplication which indicates progressive. The clause also lacks the imperfeetive
auxiliary wa7. Bar-el (2005) argues that clauses such as those in (2.4) are perfective.
Bar-el (2005) argues that the Skwxwu7mesh perfective cannot be like the
“semi-perfective” proposed for Thai by Koenig & Muansuwan (2000), whieh interacts
with inherently imperfeetive accomplishments, nor subject to the “neutral perspective”
proposed for Hindi by Singh (1998), which entails termination but not completion. In fact,
these two proposals aim to account for the phenomenon of non-eulminating
accomplishments. Recent work on this phenomenon has not appealed to grammatical
aspect as a solution (Tatevosov 2008, Koenig & Chief 2008; see §2.1.2).
Bar-el (2005) also argues that Skwxwu7mesh plain forms are not in a neutral
aspect like that proposed by Smith (1997). One problem with a neutral account is that
accomplishments like that in (2.4), while compatible with a non-eulminated reading in the
perfective aspect, still have a default reading of culmination (p. 217). Bar-el argues that
culmination is not an entailment of these accomplishments, but it is an implicature.
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SkwxwüTmesh:
(2.5) na xel’-t-as ta sxw exw iy’am’ lha Mary
RL write-TR-3ERG DET story DET Mary
‘Mary wrote a story.’
Speakers comments: "She wrote it...shefinished” (Bar-el 2005: 217)
Another reason not to apply a neutral aspect analysis to plain verbs is that the plain 
Skwxwu7mesh verbs, unlike the neutral forms cited by Smith (1997), are not ambiguous 
between perfective and imperfeetive readings (p. 240). As I will show in chapter 5, these 
arguments apply also to SENCOTEN. Another of Bar-el’s arguments against a neutral 
analysis is that the culmination cancellation effect is only available with one class of 
predicates in Skwxwu7mesh and SENCOTEN. Koenig & Chief (2008) also take this line, 
claiming that a neutral aspect account of non-culminating accomplishments in general 
overprediets that all predicates will show this effect in the “neutral” aspect.
Another recent work on aspect in a Salish language was Turner (2007), where I 
suggested that the aspectual contrast in SENCOTEN is one of
perfective-imperfeetive-resultative, mostly on the basis of form. Since resultatives (whieh I 
now consider an aktionsart) have the same stem shape as imperfeetives, I argued that 
resultatives were built from imperfeetives, yielding a three-way aspect distinction. I did not 
use the terms perfective and imperfeetive, as I did not yet have the evidence to decide if 
the SENCOTEN imperfeetives were indeed imperfeetives or were progressives (now I do; 
see §5.1)! Given their formal similarity, I argued that the imperfeetive aspect and 
resultative share the property of durativity. While it is true that imperfeetive is sensitive to 
durativity (truly punctual predicates are not compatible with the imperfeetive (§5.2)) and 
resultatives do express durative situations (since they are stative), the account is not very 
suecessfiil since there are other durative predicates in the language, whieh are neither 
imperfeetive nor resultative. Also, I will show in chapter 3 that imperfeetive and resultative 
belong to different systems, where imperfeetive is an inflectional aspect, and resultative is a 
derivational aktionsart.
Most recently, Kiyota (2008: 86-95) has provided a semantic account of aspect in 
SENCOTEN, whieh looks at the use of different aspectual forms in clauses modified by
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punctual phrases and proposes formal definitions for the aspects. Kiyota argues that there 
is a contrast between imperfeetive (overtly coded) and perfective (not overtly coded) 
aspects, but that perfective has a different semantics from that normally assumed. He gives 
a formal representation of imperfeetive based on that proposed for Skwxwu7mesh by 
Bar-el (2005), given by Kratzer (1998) (see above). Imperfeetives, Kiyota (2008) argues, 
have a “standard semantics”, where the reference time is included in the event time.
For perfeetives, on the other hand, Kiyota argues that the whole event time is not
necessarily included in the reference time. Instead, only the time o f  one sub-event must be
included in the reference time (Kiyota 2008: 94-96). The determination of whieh 
sub-event is included in the reference time of the perfective depends on the situation type. 
For activities and inchoative states, “out-of-the-blue” sentences with no overt tense or 
aspect morphology are given an inceptive reading. This is taken as evidence that only the 
initial subevent is included in the perfective reading.
(2.6) cey=son ?o k'^=s coleq'^ol
work[PFV]=lSGSBJ OBL COMP=NMLZ yesterday
‘I started working yesterday.’/* !  worked yesterday.’ (Kiyota 2008: 95)
For accomplishments and achievements, these out-of-the-blue sentences are given a
completive reading. This is taken as evidence that either only the final subevent is included
or the whole event is included.
In §5.1,1 will add to Kiyota’s arguments for a perfeetive-imperfeetive distinction in
SENCOTEN, by providing further evidence that the SENCOTEN perfective can only be
used as a perfective and thus is not neutral with respect to aspect, and also by showing that
the imperfeetive is used with habitual readings and is thus not a progressive. I accept
Kiyota’s (2008) definitions of perfective and imperfeetive, but will question his
characterisation of the SENCOTEN perfective as “non-standard”. His reasons for
proposing this definition rest on the behaviour of the perfective with respect to different
situation types. These are discussed further in the next section, whieh provides an
overview of the theoretical work on situation type whieh has influenced research on Salish
languages.
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2.1.2 Situation type
This section discusses the phenomenon of different semantic classes of predicate 
within languages. The literature on situation types is vast, and so I will highlight a few 
major works and then focus on literature specifically relevant to my study of SENCOTEN. 
Good overviews of the history of situation types in linguistic theory are found in Binniek 
(1991) and Filip (fc), and these have greatly aided my understanding of the development of 
the field.
Aristotle (Metaphysics) is credited with the first discussion of situation types in 
western philosophical thought. The idea of such classes was then explored in the work of 
Ryle (1949), Vendler (1957), and Kenny (1963). Vendler (1957) has been most influential 
in work on situation types within linguistics. Vendler proposes four classes, first 
distinguishing between activities, such as running and pushing a cart, and 
accomplishments, such as running a mile and drawing a circle, in that the latter “proceed 
towards a terminus” (p. 102-103). He then distinguishes between achievements, such as 
reaching the top and spotting the plane, and states, such as loving and believing, in that 
the latter take up more time (pp. 103-104). Vendler’s (1957) classes are applied to the 
Salish language Comox by Kroeber (1988), in particular the class of states, whieh is 
motivated through various language internal tests of durativity and rate. These tests include 
compatibility with the adverbs x^ux^ ‘for a long time’, qoji ‘still’, hahays ‘slowly’, and Xi? 
‘fast’. States are compatible with the former two adverbs and not with the latter two.
The distinction between Vendler’s (1957) activities and accomplishments is also 
discussed by Garey (1957) in work oh French verbs. He introduces the terms atelie for 
activities and telie for accomplishments, the intuition being that telie verbs suggest 
movement towards a goal or telos. This distinction has been the focus of most of the 
subsequent work on situation type, and is also the source of parallels between situation 
type and aspect (discussed in §2.3). Developments in the notion of telieity are discussed 
throughout the following paragraphs, up to the present day when distinctions within the
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class of telie verbs are increasingly being made in the literature. Note that, although 
Vendler (1957) did not consider achievements to be telie, they are often treated as telie in 
subsequent discussions of situation type.
Vendler (1957: 146) refers to his classes as “different species of verb”, but it is 
clear that the semantics of events are affected by things beyond the verb: direct objects, 
measure phrases, time adverbials, and subjects have all been shown to have an effect on the 
values associated with event classes. This is shown even in Vendler’s (1967) own 
examples—see the distinction between running and running a mile above. This issue was 
recognised in the 1970s in the work of Verkuyl (1972) and Dowty (1979).
Verkuyl (1972, 1989) shows that both subjects and direct objects affect the 
aspectual meaning of an English verb, and argues that aspect as a whole is a sentential level 
phenomenon and situation types are not determined lexically (Verkuyl 1989: 42). The 
distinction is made between terminative events, processes, and states, all of whieh refer to 
different types of sentences. Aspect is compositional in that certain aspectual features of 
the verb, direct object, and subject contribute to its assignment to one of the three classes. 
The verbal feature [+ADD TO] identifies a verb as eventive rather than stative, while the 
nominal feature [+SQA] identifies a noun as referring to a specified quantity (Verkuyl 
1989: 81). Only when the verb and all of its direct arguments have [+] values will a 
sentence display the properties of a terminative event; i.e., be telie (p. 79).
Verkuyl’s account makes explicit the contribution of the mass-count distinction in 
nominal expressions to situation type classification. Further to that, others have argued that 
the telieity distinction of the verbal domain is parallel to the mass/count distinction in the 
nominal domain (e.g., Taylor (1977), and Mourelatos (1981)). Bach (1981, 1986) proposed 
an extension of a formal model of the mass-eount distinction (Link 1983) to distinctions 
among verbs. This was developed further by Krifka (1989, 1998), who distinguishes 
between cumulative and quantized predicates in the nominal and verbal domain. In 
Krifka’s original definition, a predicate is cumulative if when it applies to two entities, it 
also applies to the sum of the two entities. Cumulative nouns include beer and books',
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cumulative VPs are atelie VPs like walk. A predicate is quantized if when it applies to two 
entities, it does not apply to the sum of the two entities. Quantized nouns include a book, 
five books, and a glass o f  beer, quantized VP are telie VPs like solve the puzzle (Krifka 
1989: 75).
Verkuyl (1989) also argues against Vendler’s four-way distinction. He argues that 
achievements and accomplishments are not distinguished linguistically, but rather on 
real-world information: one predicate can be used to describe both instantaneous and 
non-instantaneous events, e.g., draw a circle is one of Vendler’s examples of an 
accomplishment, but with a computer it is possible to draw a circle in an instant (Verkuyl 
1989: 58). Verkuyl therefore proposes conflating the classes of achievements and 
accomplishments and distinguishing only three situation types, whieh are classified 
according to two parameters only (telieity and stativity).
The contribution of nominals, particularly direct objects, to the verb has also been 
captured in the Minimalist approach of Kratzer (2004). According to this account, telieity 
is relevant to syntax. Kratzer argues that this is the ease in Finnish, where all telie 
predicates have objects in the accusative ease and atelie predicates have objects in the 
partitive ease (p. 403), and in German, where she argues that the telieity of 
accomplishment verbs is syntactically derived. Telieity, a verbal feature, is added as a 
means to cheek the nominal feature of accusative. She also acknowledges the similarity of 
atelieity and imperfeetivity, noting, however, that imperfeetivity differs from atelieity in 
that imperfeetivity implies culmination in some possible world (not necessarily the real 
world). She claims that in Russian something very similar to atelieity is added by using the 
overt imperfeetive suffix with verbs carrying the telie ‘perfective’ prefix (Krazter 2004: 
405).^ Lastly, she argues that something similar to atelieity is contributed in German by a 
non-overt imperfeetive operator (pp. 406-408).
 ^This applies to the overt suffix, and not the underived ‘imperfeetives’ of Russian. The underived 
‘imperfeetives’ are treated as atelie, but Kratzer (2004: 419, fii 21) notes, eiting Hana Filip, that the 
link between telieity and prefixes in Russian is not as straightforwarded as presented in the paper.
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Much of the formal literature up to the present day assumes some variation on a 
mereologieal (quantization-based) analysis of the telieity distinction, with recent theoretical 
work making use of scales representing gradabable changes to explain distinctions between 
and within the classes of telie predicates (Hay, Kennedy & Levin 1999; Beavers 2008;
Filip 2008; Kennedy & Levin 2008; Rappaport-Hovav 2008). This has not yet been taken 
up in work on Salish languages.
Besides Verkuyl (1972), the other major influential work of the 1970s was that of 
Dowty (1979), who provides a deeompositional analysis of the classes, making use of the 
model-theoretic framework of formal semantics. He follows Verkuyl in discussing the 
contribution of elements outside the verb in distinguishing Vendler’s (1957) classes. 
However, he stresses that his account is a semantic account and not a syntactic account.
In Dowty’s model (whieh he calls an aspectual calculus), the event semantics of 
all predicates can be defined in terms of one type of simple predicate and a small set of 
operators. All classes are built on a simple stative predicate; thus Vendler’s states are the 
simplest predicate class. Activities contain the operator DO (whieh introduces agentivity 
but not necessarily volition), achievements contain BECOME (whieh introduces 
ehange-of-state). Accomplishments are complex predicates containing the operator CAUSE 
(whieh introduces causation) plus one or more of the other operators (p. 124). Aspect in 
Dowty’s (1979) model is deeompositional; activities and achievements are built on states, 
and accomplishments are built on achievements and/or activities. In addition, extensions of 
the situation types are recognised, e.g., achievements as “inchoation of activity”
(BECOME operating on DO) and “stative causatives” where one state causes another (p. 
124). Thus, although Dowty (1979) discusses the four Vendlerian classes, he does not limit 
the number of predicate classes to only four, but instead provides tools whieh can define 
the four classes and make a number of more fine-grained classifications as well.
Dowty was also influential in recognising the Imperfeetive Paradox, a crucial 
difference between telie and atelie events with respect to the progressive. The observation 
is that, in English, the past progressive of an accomplishment does not entail its past
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non-progressive (Dowty 1977: 46). For example, John was drawing a circle does not 
entail John drew a circle, but the progressive activity John was pushing a cart does entail 
its non-progressive John pushed a cart (p. 45).
One extension of Dowty’s (1979) model whieh is relevant to the Salish literature is 
that of Rothstein (2004), who argues that Dowty’s logical formulas should be used to 
characterise verbs, as well as VPs (pp. 33-35). For Rothstein, verbs are lexically specified 
for aspect (i.e., situation type), but their aspectual properties can be shifted by grammatical 
operations, so that a VP may behave aspeetually dissimilar from the verb whieh heads it, 
and in fact share aspectual properties with verbs of different situation types (p. 34). Aspect 
shift or coercion (i.e., situation type shift), whereby inflectional morphology and elements 
outside the verb can affect situation type, is argued for in a number of works (Moens & 
Steedman 1988, de Swart 1998, Zueehi 1998, Bohnemeyer & Swift 2004).
Rothstein’s approach and the idea of aspect shift have been used in work on 
St’at’imeets and Skwxwu7mesh (Matthewson 2004a; Bar-el, H. Davis & Matthewson 
2005). These papers argue that accomplishments are derived from achievements through 
the addition of a control transitive suffix to an unaceusative verb. Kiyota (2008) also bases 
his formal definitions of SENCOTEN situation types on Rothstein’s (2004) definitions. 
These are discussed in depth below.
Another approach influential to previous work on Salish aspect is the 
deeompositional approach of Pustejovsky (1991, 1995), for whom both states and activities 
are basic. States refer to a single event and processes (activities) refer to multiple identical 
events (1991: 56). In addition, transitions can be made from one situation type to another, 
so an achievement such as The door closed would be a transition from state to state (p.
58). This approach is applied to N. Mattina’s (1996) categorisation of Okanagan (Interior 
Salish) event classes (or base aspect). Burton & H. Davis’s (1996) analysis of the 
St’at’imeets (Interior Salish) stative, and in H. Davis & Demirdaehe’s (2000: 124) proposal 
that all St’at’imeets events are underlyingly causative (see §2.1.3).
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N. Mattina (1996) proposes that all base-level lexemes (lexemes to whieh 
productive derivational morphology and inflectional morphology have not yet been added) 
can be grouped into the classes of entities, states, processes, and transitions. Entities are 
nouns (since Mattina argues explicitly for a noun-verb distinction in Okanagan), and the 
rest are verbs. Mattina’s approach is considered in some more detail in §2.1.3, in the 
discussion of aktionsart.
Another approach partially adopted in work on Salish languages is that of Smith
(1997), in her model of the interaction of situation type (aktionsart) and viewpoint
(grammatical aspect) touched on in §2.1. The classes of states, activities, achievements,
accomplishments, and semelfaetives are characterised in two ways. First, as discussed in
§2.1.1, they are the result of a eross-classifieation of the features of telieity, durativity, and
stativity, where states are [+stative, +durative, -telie], activities are [-stative, +durative,
-telie], accomplishments are [-stative, +durative, +telie], achievements are [-stative,
-durative, +telie], and semelfaetives are [-stative, -durative, -telie] (Smith 1991: 20). Bar-el
(2006: 28) criticises the featural account based on the fact that it cannot rule out classes of
[+stative, -durative] and [+stative, +telie], which are not included in the model. Smith also
characterises the situation types structurally, by providing visual representations of the
features and endpoints of each type.
Figure 2.3: Smith’s (1997) Temporal Schemata
States (I)--------(F)
Activities I..FArb
Accomplishments I..Fwat
Achievements ... E r . ..
Semelfaetives E (Smith 1997:23-32)
The solid versus dotted line captures stative vs. dynamic, the absence of initial (I) and final 
(F) points indicates punctuality, and telieity is simply captured by the intuitive notion of 
arbitrary (atelie) vs. natural (telie) final points in activities and accomplishments, 
respectively. In the literature on Salish languages, Bar-el (2005) applies Smith’s (1997) 
idea of initial and final points, though not her featural account, to Skwxwu7mesh.
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One of the reeent trends in work on situation type is the exploration of situation 
type distinctions in languages outside Indo-European. These studies have shown that 
Vendler’s (1957) four classes are not universally adequate for capturing situation type 
distinctions (Tatevosov 2002, Wilhelm 2007, Bar-el 2005). This work has first noticed that 
some of the tests for situation type do not translate between languages. Particularly 
problematic is the fo r  an hour/in an hour test, used to distinguish between activities and 
accomplishments. This has prompted the development of other tests aimed to get at the 
telieity distinction. In work on indigenous languages of Canada, Wilhelm (2003, published 
as 2007) and Bar-el (2005) have developed language-specific tests for telieity and other 
relevant distinctions for Dëne Sqliné (Chipewyan, Athabaskan) and Skwxwu7mesh. Some 
of Bar-el’s tests were extended to SENCOTEN by Kiyota (2008). Since some of these are 
used in chapter 4 to assess the contribution of aktionsart and some valenee-ehanging 
morphology to situation type, I will outline them here.
Kiyota (2008) argues for five situation types in SENCOTEN: homogeneous states, 
inchoative states, activities, achievements, and (non-culminating) accomplishments. 
These are argued for on the basis of several language-internal tests: The first is the 
interpretation of out-of-the-blue sentences (in neutral aspect), which distinguishes states 
and activities (atelie) from achievements and accomplishments (telie). States (2.7) and 
activities (2.8) only have a present tense interpretation, and a past tense marker is 
apparently required for a past interpretation of activities at least (compare 2.9 with 2.10).^
(2.7) k^amk^am ti?o Jack
strong PROX.DEM Jack
‘Jack is strong.’ (Kiyota 2008: 27)
(2.8) hilsk^ to Jack
get.happy GNRL.DET Jack
‘Jack is happy.’ (Kiyota 2008: 28)
(2.9) k^oneg-at=son k'^ Oo no ten
help-C.TR[PFV]=l SG.SBJ REM.FEM.DET ISG.POSS mother
‘I am helping my mother’/*‘I helped my mother.’ (Kiyota 2008: 32)
 ^However, I have not found this restrietion in my fieldwork with different speakers o f the language. I have 
instead found that it is a tendency.
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(2.10) k^0neg-at=s9n=b? k"^ 09 no-ten
help[PFV]-C.TR=lSG.SBJ=PST REM.FEM.DET ISG.POSS-mothcr
‘I helped my mother.’ (Kiyota 2008: 32)
On the other hand, accomplishments and achievements only have past tense interpretation.
Kiyota’s (2008) consultant rejected present tense interpretations of the following (p. 29).
(2.11) 4^ay to Jack
die[PFV] GNRL.DET Jack
‘Jack died.’ (Kiyota 2008: 30)
(2.12) lo?o=son=k'^o?
GNRL.AUX=lSG.SBJ=PST.DIR.EV
t®ek^-ot t®o no lonopton
get.washed[PFV]-C.TR GNRL.DET ISGPOSS floor 
‘I cleaned my floor.’ (Kiyota 2008: 31)
The next test also relies on interpretation into English, this time with the particle 
[k^i], which Kiyota (2008) argues independently is a perfect. Inceptive readings are found 
with inchoative states and activities (2.13-2.14); completion (perfect of result/recent past) 
readings are found with accomplishments and achievements (2.15-2.16).
(2.13) k^i=icik^0 s to Jack
PRF=get.tired[PFV] GNRL.DET Jack
‘Jack has begun to feel tired.’ (Kiyota 2008: 34)
(2.14) lo?o=to k^i=noc-0g
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV PRF=laugh[PFV]
‘He has begun to laugh.’ (Kiyota 2008: 34)
(2.15) k"^i=tecol=son 
PRF=arrive[PFV]=1 SG.SBJ
‘I have (already) arrived/I am here.’ (Kiyota 2008: 35)
(2.16) lo?o=son=k'^o?
GNRL.AUX=lSGSBJ=PST.DIR.EV
k^i=le?-ot tso no latem
PRF=get.flxed-C.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET ISGPOSS table 
‘I have already fixed my table.’ (Kiyota 2008: 35)
The third test is the availability of the resultative (called stative by Kiyota (2008)), 
which distinguishes achievements from all others. The resultative is indicated by a prefix s- 
and a stem shape identical to the imperfeetive. Kiyota (2008) follows the traditional 
account of Montler (1986) in treating the prefix as a distinct stative prefix which then eo-
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occurs with resultative stem shapes; however Turner (2007) argues that the stative prefix is 
always and only used in resultatives (see §3.4). Achievements freely take s-.
(2.17) s-x^ayat ti?o Jack
RES-wake.up\RES PROX.DEM Jack 
‘Jack is awake.’ (Kiyota 2008: 37)
(2.18) la?a=ta k'^i=s-le~la? to latem
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV PRF=RES-RES~get.fixed GNRL.DET table 
‘The table has been fixed.’ (Kiyota 2008: 37)
Kiyota (2008) claims that none of the other situation types can take the prefix s-. Although
Kiyota (2008) does not test accomplishments specifically, I have tested some control
transitives with respect to their ability to take s- (or resultative) and found that they do not.
Since control transitives are argued to constitute the class of accomplishments, this test
does comply with Kiyota’s claims that accomplishments do not take s-.
(2.19) a. TPEXT
Àpax-t
scatter-C.TR[PFV]
‘Scatter it.’ (Turner 2007: 58)
b *s-Xapx-t
RES-scatter\RES-C.TR
attempted translation: ‘It’s scattered.’ (Turner 2007: 58)
However, it is unclear in Kiyota’s (2008) work if it is because these verbs are 
accomplishments or if it is because they are transitive that they cannot occur with the 
resultative. No examples of the resultative with non-control transitive forms have been 
found either, although non-control transitives are not accomplishments (they are 
achievements).
Kiyota (2008) also provides an ‘almost’ test, which distinguishes between 
achievements and accomplishments. With accomplishments, cdlel ‘almost’ produces 
ambiguity; either it means the event started but didn’t finish or the event didn’t happen at 
all. With achievements, C9lel is not ambiguous, and must mean the event didn’t happen.
(2.20) calel=son ?i?=le-t tsa latem
almost=lSG.SBJ COM=get.fixed[PFV]-C.TR GNRL.DET table
‘I almost fixed the table.’ (Kiyota 2008: 63)
Reading: VI didn’t start fixing the table/VI started fixing the table, but didn’t finish.
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(2.21) calel ?i?=^^ay tsa na pus
almost COM=die[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS cat
‘My cat almost died.’ (Kiyota 2008: 62)
Situation: the cat was seriously sick, and the speaker thought that it was going to 
die.
In §4.3,1 show evidence that the ‘almost’ test targets a different distinction from Kiyota’s 
(2008) accomplishment-achievement tests.
Notice that Kiyota (2008) distinguishes between two types of state in SENCOTEN: 
one which has no internal structure and denotes a more permanent quality of a referent, 
and one with a beginning and an end which denotes temporary states of affairs. This 
distinction is one of individual-level versus stage-level. Following observations by Milsark 
(1974) that English adjectives fall into two classes based on various syntactic properties,
G. Carlson (1980: 66-79, 168) proposed that English predicates can be distinguished into 
those which normally predicate over individuals and those which predicate over stages of 
an individual. A stage is “roughly, a spatially and temporally bounded manifestation of 
something”. The distinction between individual-level and stage-level predicates, 
particularly in the realm of states, has come to be generally recognised in the literature on 
event structure, but individual-level and stage-level states are not generally treated as two 
different situation types.
Following work on Chinese states (Chang 2003), Kiyota (2008) incorporates the 
individual-level/stage-level distinction into his SENCOTEN situation type classification. 
Previous work on Salish languages had already recognised differences between 
individual-level and stage-level predicates generally (H. Davis, Lai & Matthewson 1997;
H. Davis 2002). Kiyota (2008) calls these two types of states homogeneous and inchoative 
states, but I will use the more standard terminology. As discussed above, inchoative states 
do not appear to behave differently from (stage-level) states in other languages with a 
perfective-imperfeetive distinction.
Montler (2003) also discusses individual-level states in Klallam and Northern 
Straits, though he does not call them individual-level. He argues that they are a distinct 
lexical category, namely that of adjectives. His argument is based on the observation that
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only individual-level states must agree in plurality with overtly plural nouns in certain 
constructions, including DPs. These arguments will be presented in detail in §4.1.1 will 
adopt the verb-adjective distinction in this thesis. More evidence is required to see if the 
class of adjectives is indeed the same as the class of individual-level states.
Kiyota (2008) lists the following distinctions between inchoative states and 
homogeneous states. They are distinguished by a punctual clause test, which yields an 
inceptive reading for perfective inchoative states and is infelicitous for homogeneous states. 
The sentence in (2.22) contains an inchoative state. Kiyota shows that this is restricted in 
terms of its interpetation (hence the asterisk beside the second attempted interpretation) 
but it is grammatical. (2.23), on the other hand, which contains a homogeneous state, is not 
grammatical.
(2.22) tecs4 to Jack
get. angry [PFV] GNRL.DET Jack
k' -^s k'^f=t9l-nox'^-s to sq'^olq'^ol
COMP-NMLZ PRF=learn-NC.TR[PFV]-3P0SS GNRL.DET ncws
‘Jack was mad [angry] when he heard the new s.’
VJack was not mad before, but he became mad because of the news.
V*Jaek was already mad when he heard the news. (Kiyota 2008: 42)
(2.23) #k^amk^sm to Jack k' -^s
strong GNRL.DET Jack COMP-NMLZ
kwf=k'^on-ot-og-s to stelgox'^-s
PRF=take-C.TR[PFV]-PASS-3POSS GNRL.DET medicine-3P0SS 
‘Jack felt strong when he took the medicine. (Kiyota 2008: 43)
Kiyota (2008) shows it is possible to derive an inchoative reading by adding the inchoative
suffix or the prefix tx^- to some homogenous states and to some derived states
(resultatives). Examples with the prefix are given here:
(2.24) tx^o-sex^sox^ tso Jack 
INCH-Iazy GNRL.DET Jack 
‘Jack got lazy.’ (Kiyota 2008: 45)
(2.25) tx^o-s-xeloi son ?o ti?o k'^ocil
lNCH-RES-get.hurt\RES 1 SG.SBJ QBE PROX.DEM morning 
‘I got sick this morning.’ (Kiyota 2008: 45)
Although the term inchoative state is unique to Salish literature (coined by Bar-el (2003)),
verbs with resultative state meaning in the imperfeetive are also found in other languages.
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Smith (1997) shows that Mandarin verbs which express statives in imperfeetive 
and neutral contexts, can be used to express inchoatives with perfective le.
Mandarin:
(2.26) Wo bing-le
1 siek-PFV
T got sick.’ (Smith 1997, p. 265)
This situation is different from that of inchoative states in that the Mandarin perfective is 
overtly coded, while in the Salish languages with inchoative states only imperfeetive is 
overtly coded. Thus, Smith is able to say that Mandarin verbs like bing are basically 
stative, and that their situation type is shifted with the addition of the perfective -le. For 
Salish languages, this claim is harder to make, because it is the formally complex form 
with the stative readings.
In French and Italian the perfeetive/imperfective distinction can reflect 
inehoative/stative readings. In French, the passé composé of verbs like être and avoir 
reportedly describes inchoative situations in their default readings (2.27a) while the 
imparfait of the same verbs describes a stative situation (2.27b) (Smith 1997).
French:
(2.27) a. Marie a été heureuse à la vue de son fils.
Marie was^^ happy at the sight of her son. (Smith 1997: 195)
b. La mer était ealme.
The sea was^ "*^  ^calm. (Smith 1997: 197)
The same is true of preferred readings of Italian simple past and imperfeetive, according to 
Bertinetto (2001).
Italian:
(2.28) a. Leo impugno la pistola; tutt’attorno si fece un subito silenzio
‘Leo got hold(-simple past) of his gun; all around a sudden silence arose.’
b. Quando Lia entro, Leo impugnava la pistola
‘When Lia came in, Leo was holding(-imperfeet) his gun’. (Bertinetto 2001: 13)
In addition. Green (2010) shows that Kwak’wala (Wakashan) states have an inchoative
reading in the perfective. In Tatevosov’s (2002) typology of situation types (actionality),
the four languages he considers (Mari, Tatar, Bagwalal, and Russian) all contain at least
one class of states with an inchoative reading in the perfective and a stative reading in the
imperfeetive. Even for English, Vendler (1957: 153) discusses the inchoative
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interpretations that certain states can sometimes get in the non-progressive: “And then 
suddenly I knew!”, although he treats this use of the verb know as an achievement, related 
to the state but not identical to it. In addition, there is the class of positional states in 
English, some of which have been observed to carry inchoative meaning in the 
non-progressive and stative meaning in the progressive (Shirai 1998, Kranich 2008). We 
see, then, that Salish languages are not unique in their use of the perfective-imperfeetive 
category to encode an inchoative-stative distinction. What may be unique to Salish 
languages is the particular class of statives which have this property. They appear to 
include emotional states and positional states, though the two slightly differ from each 
other (see §4.2).
Research on Salish languages and several other languages has brought to light the 
phenomenon of non-culminating accomplishments. These are accomplishment-like 
predicates which involve a change of state but are compatible with a cancellation of their 
completion, or with a statement of their continuation (such that they are “not finished 
yet”). Crucially, this ability to express a “non-culminating” situation is found in both 
aspects. A Mandarin example is given here:
(2.29) Wo zuotian xie-le gei Zhangsan de-xin
I yesterday write-PFV to Zhangsan DE-letter
keshi mei xie-wan
but not write-finish
T wrote a letter to Zhangsan yesterday, but I didn’t finish it.’ (Smith 1997: 265) 
Matthewson (2004a), Bar-el et al. (2005), Bar-el (2005), and Kiyota (2008) have 
argued for non-eulminating accomplishments in Salish. Accomplishments and 
achievements in several Salish languages have been argued to differ in that achievements 
entail culmination, and accomplishments merely implicate culmination (Bar-el et al. 2005: 
3, 6). Evidence for this lies in that fact that accomplishments can have their culmination 
cancelled. A SENCOTEN example is below:
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(2.30) WECETSEN TTE Jack
x^ac-at=son to Jack
get.woken-C.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET Jack
I, EWE 0S WIS
?i?=?awa k'^=s x^oy-s
COM=NEG COMP=NMLZ get.W0ken[PFV]-3P0SS
T woke up Jaek but he did not wake up.’ (Kiyota 2008: 265; cheeked in 16.1) 
When they are not caneelled, however, accomplishments still have a culmination 
implicature. Achievements ean never be eaneelled, and thus entail culmination.
(2.31) # q'^oy to spe?os ?i?=?awa s-q'^a~q"'i^
die[PFV] GNRL.DET bear COM=NEG RES-RES~die
‘The bear died but it is not dead.’ -  Contradiction! (Kiyota 2008: 58) ^
Bar-el (2005), Bar-el et al. (2005), and Kiyota (2008) term the distinction between
predicates which entail culmination and those which implicate culmination as a distinction
between achievements and accomplishments. However, it is probably more accurate to
describe these as two different types of accomplishment, since the class of culmination-
entailing predicates as a whole are not all instantaneous.
The analysis given by Matthewson (2004), Bar-el et al. (2005), and Bar-el (2005) is
that non-eulminating accomplishments do not entail culmination, but they implicate it. In
Bar-el et al.’s analysis, the situation denoted by the accomplishment must culminate in all
inertia worlds; i.e., worlds “which are exactly like the given world up to the time in
question and in which the future course o f  events after this time develops in ways most
compatible with the past course of events” (Dowty 1979: 148, cited in Bar-el 2005: 131).
Tatevosov (2008) discusses non-culminating accomplishments in Karaehay-Balkar
(Turkic), and shows that they come in two types: one which allows only a failed attempt
reading and one which allows, in addition to a failed attempt reading, also a partial
success reading. He bases his analysis on Bar-el et al.’s (2006) and Koenig &
Muansuwan’s (2001) intertia worlds analysis of non-eulminating accomplishments and
Ramehand’s (2008) model of First Phase Syntax, which involves three sub eventual stages
for accomplishment verbs. Tatevosov suggests that two of these stages, v (associated with
 ^This is transcribed with plain (non-ejective) [q"'] in Kiyota (2008: 58), but elsewhere is listed with 
[q'^ ], and is always ejeetive in my fieldwork. I assume the [q'^ ] is simply a typographieal error.
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agent) and V (associated with process) ean both come in intertia varieties. Languages 
differ in whether they have these inertia varieties available.
Koenig & Chief (2008), in the same volume, propose the Scalar Hypothesis for 
non-eulminating accomplishments. They use the term incompleteness effect to describe 
the phenomenon that some accomplishment verbs in some languages do not necessarily 
denote events which culminate. The first half of their paper is devoted to arguing against 
analyses which locate the cause of the incompleteness effect in either object NPs or in 
grammatical aspect.
Sob & Kuo (2005) had argued that non-culminating accomplishments in Mandarin 
were possible because Mandarin NPs are different from NPs in a language like English: 
according to their analysis. Mandarin NPs denote a non-necessarily proper part oï the 
denotation of the English-type NP. This is also reflected in the fact that Mandarin does not 
have a mass/eount distinction. Koenig & Chief (2008: 247) give attested counter-examples 
to Soh & Kuo’s (2005) grammaticality judgements, showing that non-eulmination ean 
occur with NPs introduced by numerals.
Smith (1997) claims that the Mandarin perfective le is responsible for 
non-culmination, suggesting that it denotes only termination and not culmination for all 
events. Koenig & Chief (2008: 248) argue that this analysis cannot be correct, since it 
predicts that all events ean receive a non-culminating interpretation. They show that this is 
not possible, and non-culmination is only compatible with a subset of events in each of the 
languages they consider.
The second half of Koenig & Chiefs (2008) article contains a proposed analysis of 
non-culmination. They suggest that the non-eulminating verbs are those which describe 
“induced normative gradable changes”; i.e., changes which ean be measured on a closed 
scale (a scale with a maximum degree of change beyond which no further change is 
possible). Then, in languages with non-culminating verbs, these verbs only entail that a 
change greater than zero and less than or equal to the maximum amount of change took
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place. In a language without non-eulmination, the same types of verbs entail that the 
maximum amount of change took place.
Koenig & Chiefs (2008) proposal has the advantage over Tatevosov’s (2008) in 
describing Mandarin, in that it involves degrees of change, thus accounting for the fact that 
with non-culminating accomplishments in Mandarin, at least, some change must have 
occurred. However, it seems that in Karaehay-Balkar this is not the ease: both types of 
non-culminating accomplishment allow the failed attempt reading, where no change takes 
place at all. Tatevosov’s (2008) proposal is also more extensive than Koenig & Chiefs 
(2008) in that he considers the behaviour of non-culminating accomplishments in both 
aspects, perfective and imperfeetive.
Both of these analyses argue effectively that the source of non-eulmination is in the 
lexical property of certain classes of verbs, and not in grammatical aspect. The 
SENCOTEN facts support this view, but provide an interesting case. In SENCOTEN, in 
contrast with all of the languages considered by Tatevosov and Koenig & Chief, non- 
eulmination is made possible by the presence of derivational morphology, i.e., the control 
transitive. If Kiyota (2008) is correct that all control transitives have this property, then this 
provides evidence that the control and limited control transitive suffixes are derivational, 
operating at the lexical level, and affecting the verb’s lexical semantics. Control in Salish 
languages is discussed further in §2.2.2. The next section focusses on other derivational 
morphology which ean affect situation type distinctions.
2.1.3 Aktionsart
As discussed above, I am using the term aktionsart in the traditional sense to refer 
to derivational morphology, and not in the more recent sense as a synonym of situation 
type. Filip (fc) cites Agrell (1908) as coining the term aktionsart to refer to classes of verbs 
differentiated on the basis of overt derivational morphology. These “cover the 
lexicalization of various ‘manners of action’ (e.g., terminative, resultative, delimitative.
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perdurative, iterative semelfactiye, attenuative, augmentative)” (Filip fc: 3). Binnick (1991: 
458) defines aktionsart as pertaining to phases of situations.
I find the notion of aktionsart useful in discussion of Salish languages, since the 
languages all contain derivational morphology which is “aspectual” in nature but which is 
not grammatical aspect. Kinkade & Kiyota (2004) compare derivational affixes throughout 
the Salish family that are used to encode state and change of state. In SENCOTEN, there is 
both resultative and inchoative morphology, which encodes the resulting state of a situation 
or the inception of a situation, respectively. In §3.4,1 consider the resultatives and two 
inchoatives in a section on aktionsart. I also list persistent morphology, which seems to 
encode or focus on the middle portion of a situation (e.g., deriving a word meaning ‘watch’ 
from a verb meaning ‘look at’).
N. Mattina (1996) provides a detailed study of aktionsart in Okanagan, 
distinguishing it from both aspect (perfective-imperfective-neutral) and situation type 
(state-proeess-transition). She introduces the terms base aspect for situation type at the 
level of the verb base (not including aktionsart), stem aspect for aktionsart, and sentential 
aspect for aspect. Her base-level classes of state, process, and transition are distinguished 
on the basis of their ability to appear with certain aktionsart. Among the suffixes that 
Mattina (1996: 69) includes in the stem aspects are the transitivising suffixes {closed 
transitional, open transitional), reflexive, middle, reciprocal, causative, eontinuative, 
limited control, desiderative, and stative. In her model, again based on Pustejovsky’s 
(1991) model of event structure, the stem aspects do not affect the event structure of the 
base lexeme, but they do derive lexemes with a changed semantic lexical conceptual 
structure. This means that the derived lexemes’ lexical semantics differs from that of their 
bases in a way which is predictable based on the suffix used in the derivation.
Burton & H. Davis (1996) and Bar-el (2003) also provide analyses of derivational 
morphology in Salish languages within a Pustejovskyan framework, focussing on the 
stative prefix in St’at’imcets and SkwxuTmesh, respectively. This stative prefix is cognate 
with the SENCOTEN resultative, and appears to have the same function, deriving a
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predicate expressing the resulting state of a telic situation. They argue that the stative 
prefix removes the initial subevent of a transition predicate, leaving only the final subevent, 
which is a state.
In work on St’a f imeets by H. Davis (1997), Demirdaehe (1997), and H. Davis & 
Demirdache (2000), different verb stems (equivalent to N. Mattina’s stem aspects) place 
the focus onto different parts of the event structure, which is identical for all verbs.
H. Davis & Demirdaehe argue that all verbs are underlyingly causative, with a complex 
event structure that includes a process and a transition (i.e., cause and change of state). 
Unaeeusatives then place the focus on the transition, unergatives place it on the process, 
and transitives place the focus on the whole event. Demirdaehe (1997) provides an analysis 
of St’at’imeets ‘out of control’ morphology in this framework. ‘Out of control’ morphology 
(not found in SENCOTEN) applies to different predicate types with different 
interpretations; these are similar to those of the SENCOTEN non-control forms, including 
‘accidental’, ‘managed to’, ‘suddenly’, and ‘able to’ readings (see §2.2.2). Demirdache 
argues that ‘out of control’ morphology suppresses the initial subevent of the event to 
which it applies.
The idea of morphology deriving event-structure differences is brought up again in 
Bar-el et al. (2005), in which it is argued that St’at’imcets directive transitives and 
Skwxwu7mesh control transitives derive accomplishments from underlying achievements. 
This will be discussed further in §2.2, both in the section on unaccusativity and in the 
section on control.
In this thesis, I will be following N. Mattina’s (1996) approach to morphological 
divisions to a certain extent, maintaining a distinction between aktionsarten, which affect 
the lexical semantics of a verb base, and aspect, which is inflectional and does not. There 
are some ways in which I diverge from her approach, however. In chapters 3 and 4 I will 
distinguish among the valence-changing affixes those which affect situation type and are 
relevant to grammatical aspect formation (both formally and semantically) and those which
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do not. Thus, I do not group reflexive morphology with control morphology; control 
morphology affects situation type, while reflexive morphology does not.
Another way in whieh I diverge from Mattina’s (1996) approach is as follows. 
Mattina treats aspect as being built up from the base (the root and unproductive 
derivational morphology), which defines event structure, to the stem, where aktionsart 
applies. This does not allow aktionsart to contribute to situation type itself, and does not 
allow anything outside the verb to contribute. Kiyota (2008) treats derivational 
morphology as deriving a new verb with a new situation type classification. In this thesis, I 
will adopt Kiyota’s approach in this respect. Some verbs containing derivational 
morphology pattern the same way with respect to situation type as certain verbs containing 
no morphology. For example, verbs containing the non-eontrol transitive suffix behave 
similarly to unaccusatives (Kiyota 2008; §4.2).
An issue whieh has not been properly addressed in the literature on Salish aspect is 
to what extent factors outside the verb affect situation type properties. One thing I have 
observed is that a verb describing a punctual situation with a singular subject is unable to 
take imperfeetive aspect, but is able to take imperfeetive when the subject has a plural 
referent, in particular this is shown for the verb tecsl ‘arrive’ (Turner 2007: 68). This was 
taken to indicate the association of the imperfeetive with durativity (i.e., non-punctuality). 
As Kiyota (2008: 89) points out, ‘arrive’ with a plural subject denotes a complex situation 
consisting of multiple repeated arrivals. This is discussed further in §5.2.2, where I show 
that other verbs describing punctual situations can only take imperfeetive if they refer to 
iterations of the situation.
Kiyota (2008) does not treat the application of imperfeetive aspect as one of his 
situation type diagnostics, but the availability of aspect is one of the classic situation type 
tests used in other languages. Thus there is some indication that, in Salish languages, 
situation type is sensitive to information outside the verb, but more systematic study is 
needed to determine how. One reason we have not needed to look outside the verb is that 
so much information regarding argument structure and the nature of participants is
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contained in the verb itself, given the rich derivational morphology of Salish verbs; in 
SENCOTEN this includes obligatory object agreement and valence suffixes. The 
importance of derivational morphology to telieity is discussed in the next section, which 
looks at unaccusativity and Salish ‘control’ morphology.
2.2 Unaccusativity and ‘agent control’ as affecting situation type
This section focusses on two specific issues relevant to the classification of situation types 
in SENCOTEN, both of whieh have been the subject of intense study in Salish languages. 
One is the unaceusative-unergative distinction (Perlmutter 1978), which has been 
investigated in work on Halkomelem and St’at’imcets (Gerdts 1988, 1991, 1993, 2006; 
Gerdts & Hukari 2006a; H. Davis 1997, H. Davis & Demirdaehe 2000; H. Davis & 
Matthewson 2009). The other is the derivational category of control, whieh has been the 
subject of various studies within Salish languages, and which has counterparts outside 
Salish, at least in some Austronesian languages.
Both unaccusativity and control interact with situation type. Some authors claim 
that unaccusativity may be subsumed by situation type (Van Valin 1990). Within Salish 
linguistics, some have claimed that the “control” distinction is really one of aspect or 
situation type. For SENCOTEN, Kiyota (2008) argues that unaeeusatives are 
achievements, and that the category of control distinguishes accomplishments from 
achievements in the transitive system. In chapter 4 ,1 will investigate Kiyota’s arguments 
further, showing that both the unaccusative vs. unergative distinction and the control vs. 
non-control distinction do indeed appear to affect situation type. Unaccusativity is also 
relevant to aktionsart. In Turner (2007), I argued that only unaeeusatives may take the 
resultative and that unaeeusatives cannot take the imperfeetive aspect. I have since found 
eounterevidence for the claim that unaeeusatives cannot take imperfeetive aspect. 
However, my other claim remains: resultative is only found with unaceusative bases.
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In this section I will start by overviewing the early literature on unaeeusativity, its 
extension to Salish languages, and its relationship with situation type (§2.2.1). I will then 
give a history of work on the Salish control distinction (§2.2.2).
2.2.1 Unaccusativity
The general idea of unaccusativity or split intransitivity is that intransitive verbs 
in a given language fall into two classes, semantically motivated but distinguished on the 
basis of syntactic tests (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995: 4). The original proposal of 
unaeeusativity relies on a syntactic theory whieh has two levels. Unergatives are 
intransitive verbs with a participant that is typically agentive, and which is in subject 
position at both levels of syntax. Unaccusatives are intransitive verbs with a patient or 
experiencer participant, and whieh is in the subject position on the surface, but whieh is in 
the object position at some deeper level. Syntactic phenomena accounted for by 
unaeeusativity in early work on the topic include the following: Mohawk incorporation, 
French use of impersonal passive vs. extraposition of indefinite (note from Paul Postal to 
David Perlmutter reproduced in Pullum 1990); pronoun use in Dakota (Perlmutter 1978, 
citing Boas & Deloria 1939); selection of the auxiliaries essere vs. avere in Italian, and the 
ability to take the partitive clitic ne and reflexive elitie se (Rosen 1984, citing unpublished 
work by David Perlmutter); the distribution of the middle voice in Sanskrit and Albanian 
(Rosen 1984).
The Unaccusativity Hypothesis was proposed by Perlmutter (1978; see also 
Perlmutter & Postal 1984), in the framework of Relational Grammar, following earlier 
discussions of Perlmutter and Postal, published in Pullum (1991: 141-159). Pullum (1991) 
notes that forms of the unaeeusativity distinction among intransitives are found in several 
earlier sources (Sapir 1917, Postal 1962, Hall 1965, Fillmore 1968, Bowers 1972, Napoli 
1973, Fiengo 1974; all cited in Pullum 1991), but that Perlmutter and Postal crucially first 
included in the class of unaccusatives some verbs which are purely intransitive (e.g., exist).
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never used as transitives but yet still proposed to take an argument which is an object at 
some abstract syntactic level (Pullum 1990: 154).
Formally, a sentence in Relational Grammar consists of a set of vertical ares, whieh 
represent predicates and syntactic arguments, and horizontal arcs, which represent two 
distinct levels, or strata, of syntax, an initial stratum and a final stratum. An unaceusative 
has a 2-are (direct object) in the intial stratum, whieh is changed to a 1-are (subject) in the 
final stratum. An unergative has a 1-arc (subject) in both strata, so only one level is 
represented in the diagram below.
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Figure 2.4: Perlmutter s (1978) diagrams o f  unaceusative and unergative 
Where P=predieate, l=subjeet, 2=direet objeet, 3=indireet object, ci=initial stratum 
Unaceusative Unergative
Jemp
exist gorillas play gorillas ' night
Gorillas exist. Gorillas play at night.
(Perlmutter 1978: 160-161)
These classes are generally distinguished in terms of their semantic properties as well, 
where unaeeusatives have an argument with a patient thematic role, and unergatives have 
an argument with an agent thematic role.
In subsequent work on unaccusativity (Rosen 1984), the observation was made 
that verbs with the same kinds of meaning may differ in unaeeusativity from language to 
language. This emphasises the idea that unaeeusativity is not entirely dependent on the 
semantics of a verb, but rather its syntax, and so there ean be mismatches, where a verb 
whieh seems to have a patient-like subject is syntactically unergative, or a verb whieh 
seems to have an agent-like subject is syntactically unaceusative. In order to determine 
whieh verbs are unaceusative and unergative in a particular language, therefore, one must 
carry out language-speeifre syntactic tests. In Rosen’s (1984) view, then, unaeeusativity is 
primarily syntactically defined.
As noted above, strict synactic unaeeusativity relies on a two-level theory of 
syntax, as in the strata of Relational Grammar, or the Deep and Surface Structure levels of 
Government-Binding theory, in whieh theory Burzio (1981, 1986) provided another early 
proposal for the Unaccusativity Hypothesis. The theory of Role and Reference Grammar 
(RRG) (VanValin & LaPolla 1997) is a one-level theory of syntax, which also rejects the 
idea that grammatical relations (such as agent and patient) are primitive. Thus, it cannot 
accommodate either the syntactic or semantic view of unaccusativity. Within this theory. 
Van Valin (1990) argues that all of the criteria whieh are used to distinguish between
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unaccusatives and unergatives ean be accounted for by appealing to distinctions in the 
lexical semantics of verbs (represented by logical structures based on Dowty (1979)) and 
the RRG model of argument assignment. In RRG, semantic participants are assigned to 
syntactic arguments according to their position on an Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy, whieh 
ranks the types of arguments in logical structure of events on the basis of their likelihood to 
be actors or undergoers.
Figure 2.5: RRG Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy (based on Van Valin 2004: 68)
ACTOR UNDERGOER
  >
< -------------------
Arg. of DO U* arg. of arg. of 2"^  arg. of Arg. of state
do' (x,... pred' (x,y) pred' (x,y) pred' (x)
The situation types proposed within RRG are the activities, accomplishments, 
achievements, and states familiar from Vendler’s classification with the additional basic 
class of active accomplishments, a class recognised by Dowty (1979), though not named 
(where DO operates on BECOME). In addition, each of the five basic situation types has a 
causative counterpart (Van Valin 2006: 167).
Figure 2.6: RRG Logical structures o f  non-causative events
Activity do' (x, [predicate' (x) or (x,y)])
Active Accomplishment do' (x, [predicatei' (x,(y))]) & INGR predicatea' (z,x) or (y) 
Accomplishment BECOME predicate' (x) or (x,y)
Achievement INGR predicate' (x) or (x,y)
State predicate'(x) or (x,y) (Van Valin 2006: 167)
These five non-eausative situation types plus their causative counterparts for each of these 
are argued to be universal by Van Valin (2006).
Levin & Rappaport Hovav (1995) argue against both the predominantly syntactic 
approach of Rosen (1984) and the strictly semantic approach of Van Valin (1990, 2006). 
Levin & Rappaport Hovav maintain that unaeeusatives and unergatives are distinguished 
on the basis of syntactic behaviour which cannot be explained entirely by its lexical
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semantics. On the other hand, they hold that verbs in the unaceusative class all share 
certain relevant components of meaning, while the verbs in the unergative class all share 
other certain components of meaning. They stress the importance of recognising 
sub-classes of verbs within the classes of unaceusative and unergative, whieh ean also be 
determined on the basis of systematic differences in semantics, if enough careful study is 
given to the verbs of a given language. This approach has been taken by Donna Gerdts and 
Tom Hukari in their focussed work Halkomelem verb classes and argument structure (e.g., 
Gerdts 2000, 2004, 2006; Gerdts & Hukari 1998, 2006a, 2006b, fc).
Early work on argument structure in Halkomelem (Central Salish) was carried out 
in Relational Grammar by Gerdts (1988, 1991, 1993). Gerdts (1988) provides several 
criteria to distinguish between the two classes. Her main tests for unaeeusativity involve 
the grammaticality of certain verb roots with certain suffixes specifying argument structure. 
Her observation is that one group of verb roots ean take the control transitive suffix -t and 
not the causative suffix -stsx^, while another group of verb roots can take the causative 
suffix and not the control transitive suffix. Gerdts (1988) proposes that the former are a 
class of unaeeusatives, while the latter are a class of unergatives. Other tests also 
distinguish the two classes: unergatives have the sense of ‘want’ when taking the 
desiderative -dlmon^, while unaeeusatives with the desiderative express a “natural, 
unavoidable future” (Gerdts 1988: 848). Notice that these tests involve the availability and 
interpretation of certain affixes. Thus, Gerdts’s tests are only syntactic if the transitive and 
causative suffixes are accompanied by different syntactic structure; in Gerdts’s (1988) 
Relational Grammar analysis, they do differ. Drawing on Gerdts’s (1988) work, Howett 
(1993) argues that the classes of unaceusative and unergative are relevant in Thompson 
Salish (Nle?képmx) as well.
Gerdts (1991) shows that her unaeeusativity tests do not split the class of 
Halkomelem intransitives once and for all into two classes. Based on a study of 100 verb
The SENCOTEN cognate is -elijdn.
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roots, Gerdts shows that some verbs take causative but not desiderative, while other verbs 
take desiderative but not causative. These she argues also fit into semantically unified 
classes: those whieh take causative only are states (most of these look like the 
SENCOTEN individual-level (homogeneous) states). The verbs which only take 
desiderative are processes. Processes and states are both taken to be subclasses of 
unaeeusatives.
Having tested the combinatorial possibilities of a much larger class of Halkomelem 
verb roots (467) with different suffixes, Gerdts & Hukari (2006a) and Gerdts (2006) revisit 
the unaeeusativity tests once again. In these papers, the classes identified in Gerdts’s 
(1991) study are supported further. The papers also claim that some Halkomelem roots are 
transitive, challenging the widespread idea that all Salish roots are intransitive (Kuipers 
1968, Hess 1993, Jelinek 1994, H. Davis 1997, Suttles 2004). It is not that Gerdts &
Hukari have found a new class of verb roots which can appear in transitive clauses with no 
transitivising suffix, but rather that there is a large class of verb roots whieh cannot appear 
without a transitivising suffix. In their view “the transitive suffix is a verbal inflection that 
ean appear on bases that are already semantically transitive” (Gerdts 2006: 75-76). This 
view is challenged by H. Davis & Matthewson (2009: 1102-1103) on the basis that it 
undermines the generative idea of productivity, whieh is interested not only in which 
words are attested, but also in whieh words are possible.
Gerdts (2006) argues that her claims of split intransitivity still hold in 
Halkomelem, despite the fact that about half of the 467 verbs in Gerdts & Hukari’s corpus 
are “swingers”, verbs whieh appear to follow both unergative and, unaceusative behaviour 
depending on the context, citing that this is common in languages with split intransitivity. 
Gerdts’s (2006) elassifleation of unergatives remains as in previous papers: unergatives are 
those verbs which cannot take the control transitive suffix [-t], and ean take the causative 
suffix [-stox' ]^. Unaeeusatives are further split into processes and states, based on their 
behaviour with respect to four suffixes: causative, control transitive, limited control 
transitive (what I am calling non-control transitive), and desiderative.
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Process unaeeusatives take the control and limited control transitive suffixes 
regularly. Some process unaeeusatives, those with three semantic participants, take the 
causative suffix. Most state unaeeusatives take the causative suffix to express meanings 
such as “to make, get, have, keep, or find something in that condition or state” (Gerdts 
2006: 73). Some state unaeeusatives take the control transitive suffix with the meaning 
‘change, make’, and some take the limited control suffix with an aspectual meaning. In 
both unaceusative classes, some but not all verbs take the desiderative suffix, but it is used 
with an “aspectual” function, expressing that a situation is likely to happen in the near 
future.
Some transitive roots are never found without a transitive suffix (control or limited 
control). Another group of transitive roots ean be found with or without a transitive suffix, 
but when they are intransitive they have an agentive subject (p. 77). This is unexpected 
given that the original test for an unaceusative verb was its ability to take the control 
transitive. Gerdts (2006) argues that these unergatives have transitive semantics. Some 
transitive verbs also take the causative suffix, to be used in a ditransitive clause. They do 
not take the desiderative suffix.
Unaeeusativity is also discussed, from a rather different point of view, in the work 
of H. Davis (1997), H. Davis & Demirdache (2000), and H. Davis & Matthewson (2009) 
on St’at’imeets. These papers argue that all verb roots are unaceusative in St’at’imeets, and 
by hypothesis all Salish languages (H. Davis 1997 also extends this to all languages in the 
world). Davis starts with the observation that the unaceusative verb roots in St’at’imcets 
and other Salish languages far outnumber the unergative verb roo ts .T h is  is partly 
because very many unergative verbs in the language are not roots, but are derived through 
various suffixes. Some of these suffixes transparently derive unergatives from 
corresponding unaeeusatives, while others contain recognisable suffixes whieh appear to be
H. Davis (1997: 81) states that there are approximately 75 unergative roots and 2000 unaecuative 
roots in St’at’imeets. Gerdts (2006: 69) lists 28 unergatives out of 467 verb roots, whieh is an 
equally small proportion; however, she lists only 55 eanonieal unaeeusatives. The rest are ‘swingers’ 
and transitive roots, whieh would presumably be eonsidered unaceusative in Davis’s (1997) view.
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re-analysed as part of the verb root. On the other hand, Davis points out, there is no 
morphology whieh derives unaeeusatives from unergatives.
H. Davis (1997) then goes on to show that unergative verb roots behave identically 
to transparently derived unergatives with respect to the following properties: they are both 
incompatible with inchoative morphology, they share the same interpretation with respect 
to ‘out of control’ morphology, they both take the desiderative suffix -almdn, meaning 
‘want to’.^  ^In addition, the unergative verb roots fall into the same two sub-classes as the 
derived unergatives, one describing an event with an implied objeet (Gerdts calls these 
antipassive; see §3.3) and one describing an event which is “medio-reflexive” (the single 
participant carries out an event for their own benefit). These similarities show that there 
are unergatives with no overt morphology and unergatives with overt morphology.
H. Davis (1997) argues that the unergatives with no overt morphology are nonetheless 
zero-derived unergatives. In my opinion, his best evidence for this is the existence of verbs 
whieh alternate between an unsuffixed form and a suffixed form with the same meaning 
(e.g., q^um ~ q^um-hx ‘to shrivel’) and verb pairs with different forms but the same 
meaning, where one is unsuffixed and one suffixed (e.g., ?dxic ‘to lie down’ vs. kic-hx  ‘to 
lie down’) (H. Davis 1997: 89-90). Transitives are also derived in Salish languages, a claim 
which at the time was not particularly controversial, and is only challenged by Gerdts & 
Hukari’s recent work (discussed above). Therefore, in Davis’s (1997) view, the only 
primitive verb class in the lexicon is the class of unaeeusatives (p. 91).
H. Davis & Demirdache (2000) build on this approach. Following the proposals of 
Chierchia (1989, later published as 2004) and Reinhart (1997), they argue that all 
unaeeusatives in St’at’imeets have an underlying causative semantics. In addition, H. Davis 
& Demirdaehe treat all unaeeusatives as representing telic events, and adopt the framework 
developed by Pustevosky (1991, 1995). Unaeeusatives only foreground the initial subevent
This is similar to one of Gerdts’s (1988, 1991, 2006) tests. In Halkomelem, unergatives and 
unaeeuatives have a different interpretation with the desiderative suffix. In St’at’imcets, there are 
two distinct, historically related, desiderative suffixes. Only unergatives take -âlmdn ‘want to’, and 
only unaeeusatives take -àlmdn ‘almost’ (H. Davis 1997: 85).
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of a complex telic event (a Pustejovskyan transition, akin to a Vendlerian 
accomplishment), but their semantic representation actually contains the full complex telie 
event. Transitives are then derived from unaeeusatives, but have the same event structure. 
They differ in that they foreground the whole transition event. Thus, H. Davis & 
Demirdaehe (2000) draw a direct link between event structure and unaeeusativity. This 
paves the way for Bar-el et al.’s (2005) and Kiyota’s (2008) claims that unaeeusatives are 
achievements, and that control transitives derive accomplishments from their unaceusative 
counterparts.
In Turner (2007), I also appealed to unaeeusativity in my work on imperfeetives 
and resultatives (Turner 2007), hypothesising that unaeeusatives do not take imperfeetive 
aspect. I have since found much eounterevidence to that claim, and will argue in chapters 4 
and 5 that all verbs are grammatical with both perfective and imperfeetive aspect. Aspect 
is sensitive instead to situation type. This new hypothesis is made in light of my 
exploration of the relationship between unaeeusativity and situation type in chapter 4. 
Although Kiyota (2008) claims that unaeeusatives are achievements, he does not explicitly 
claim that all unaeeusatives are achievements (though it is implied), and he does not define 
unaeeusativity. In chapter 4 ,1 will compare Gerdts’s Halkomelem unaeeusatives with 
Kiyota’s SENCOTEN intransitive achievements to see if the two are in fact the same class 
of verbs. I also compare Gerdts’s unergative tests to Kiyota’s SENCOTEN intransitive 
activities and inchoative states. This comparison finds that Gerdts’s tests by and large pick 
out the same classification as Kiyota’s.
Gerdts (& Hukari) and H. Davis (& Demirdaehe) both capture an important facet 
of Salish languages: the use of very productive derivational morphology to change both 
event semantics and the specification of thematic roles. Davis shows that there are derived 
verbs whieh behave identically to the class of unergative roots. The evidence for this is 
found in Halkomelem too: derived intransitive verbs with agentive subjects also take the 
causative suffix and not the control transitive. As H. Davis (1997) points out, many 
intransitives with transparent derivational morphology behave just like underived
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unergatives with respect to other properties as well. For my purposes, it makes no 
difference whether all verb roots in the language are underlyingly unaceusative, since I am 
not dealing with roots versus affixed verbs, but rather with semantic classes defined on the 
basis of derivational morphology or on their ability to combine with certain derivational 
morphology. When speaking of unergatives and unaeeusatives in this thesis, I refer to verbs 
whieh appear to pattern like unergatives and unaeeusatives with respect to Gerdts’s tests. 
Some of these are roots, and some are derived.
2.2.2 Control
Control is used in a very specific sense here, as it is a grammatical category found in
many Salish languages (Czaykowska-Higgins & Kinkade 1998: 29-30). The Salish
category of control has been discussed at length by Thompson (1979a, b, 1985) in work on
Thompson Salish, and is described in detail in L. Thompson & M. Thompson’s (1992)
grammar^^. Thompson argued that all Thompson Salish predicates are specified for either
[+etl] or [-etl], and these features are defined as follows.
Controlled situations are those in whieh the agent functions with 
usual average capacities in keeping things under control...Non-eontrol 
covers not only unintentional, accidental acts, but also intentional, 
premeditated ones which are carried out to excess, or are 
accomplished only with difficulty, or by means of much time, special 
effort, and/or patience, and perhaps a little luck. (L. Thompson &
M. Thompson 1992: 51)
The Thompsons’ approach argues that verb roots are usually (but not always) specified for 
control [+/-]. Example (2.32) is a ‘non-control root’ with the value [-etl], and (2.33) is a 
‘control root’ with the value [+ctl]. These values are based not on any morphological 
feature, but on the semantics of the root itself.
(2.32) k' i^s kn
fall ISG.SBJ
‘I fell.’ [-ctl] (L. Thompson 1985: 394)
The English name for this Salish language is not due to the linguists Laurenee and Terry 
Thompson, but after the Thompson River in Southern British Columbia and Washington.
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(2.33) naq'  ^ kn
steal 1 SG.SBJ
T stole.’ [+ctl] (L. Thompson 1985: 397)
In addition, some suffixes can change the [ctl] value of a root, while providing other 
information. The [-etl] root meaning ‘cut’ is argued to take on a [+ctl] value when it is used 
with the [+etl] suffix ‘directive’ [-e].^ ^
(2.34) nik-e-t-p 
CUt[-etl]-DRV[+ctl]-TR-2PL.AGENT
‘You people cut it.’ [+ctl] (L. Thompson 1985: 406)
The [+/- etl] suffixes are arranged by L. Thompson & M. Thompson (1992) on a hierarchy 
of dominance, using dominance feature [+/-dom]. The more dominant suffixes are more 
likely to change the [ctl] value of the predicate.
Figure 2.7: Thompson and Thompson s (1992) hierarchy o f control suffixes
weaker<--------------------------------------------------------------------->stronger
Unmarked [+etl] [-etl] [+ctl] [-etl]
for ctl [-dom] [-dom] [+dom] [+dom]
(L. Thompson & M. Thompson
1992: 52)
One problem with this exhaustive account of control, where almost every root and suffix in 
the language is specified for [etl], is in finding evidence for the control values of predicates. 
It is not clear what L. Thompson & M. Thompson use for this other than intuition.
A more restricted approach to control has been taken by other linguists working on 
Salish languages. For example, Saunders & P. Davis (1982) examine control in Bella Coola 
(Nuxalk). They describe a set of suffixes whieh describe various types of lull control, 
limited control, and non-control. Situations involving control are ones where the action is 
performed in a way that is normal to expectation (p. 3). Examples (2.35) to (2.37) show the 
three degrees of control possible in Bella Coola.
The Thompson Salish directive suffix is one of the language’s transitive suffixes. It normally 
indicates a punctual event with an intentional agent (Howett 1993: 16). It is normally of the form -n, 
but on some stems it is manifested as -e (L. Thompson 1985: 406). Cognates to the Thompson 
directive are found in other Interior Salish languages.
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Bella Coola:
(2.35) wil-aX-is vans ti-stilwa-tx
pour-floor-he/it Vanee -broth-
‘Vanee poured the broth on the floor.’ [+ctl] (Saunders & P. Davis 1982: 12)
(2.36) wil-aX-ay-nix-is vans ti-stilwa-tx
pour-floor-AUX-LC-he/it Vance -broth-
‘Vance accidentally poured the broth on the floor.’ [limited ctl] (Saunders &
P. Davis 1982: 12)
(2.37) wil-aX-ay-layx-0 vans x-ti-stilwa-tx
pour-floor-AUX-NC-he Vanee PREP-...broth-
‘Vanee spilled the broth on the floor.’ [-ctl] (Saunders & P. Davis 1982: 12)
In addition, each of the control values ean be distinguished in terms of direct or mediated 
control.
Control and non-control suffixes are also discussed in descriptions of other Salish 
languages contemporary to the Thompsons’ work. Beaumont (1977) gives a list of the 
different terms used for this distinction, most of whieh involve notions of non-volitionality, 
lack of responsibility, and low control. He does adopt the term control, but emphasises 
that the non-control suffix in Seehelt can be used either with an ‘accidental’ or a 
‘managed-to’ reading.
Seehelt:
(2.38) li-con k'^oi-nox'^-an con s?iwue
FACT-1 SG.SBJ spill-NC.TR-1 SG.SBJ GNRL.DET; ISG.POSS water 
‘I Spilled my water (“aeeidentally”) .’ (Beaumont 1977: 5)
(2.39) li-con sop-nox'^-an
FACT-1 SG.SBJ slap-NC.TR-lSG.SBJ
‘I managed to slap him’ (Beaumont 1977: 3)
He draws a comparison with the causative suffix, stating that the objeet of the causative is 
restricted in the same way as the subject of the non-eontrol transitive. The referent of the 
causative object can be either made to do something or allowed to do something by the 
referent of the subject; the referent of the non-control transitive subject ean be either made 
to do something or enabled to do something by some outside force. Galloway (1978), 
citing Beaumont, also draws connections between control and eausativity, suggesting that 
the control transitive, non-eontrol transitive, and causative of Upriver Halkomelem are all 
part of a set of obligatory control transitive suffixes.
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Thompson’s extention of the notion of control beyond the transitive suffixes of 
Sechelt and other languages (and ‘out of control’, discussed below) has not been generally 
adopted. Presumably one reason the idea of control and non-control roots has not caught on 
is that it has been subsumed by the more empirically grounded work of Gerdts (1988,
1991) on Halkomelem unaccusativity. Howett (1993) provides an updated study on the 
verb roots of Thompson, and concludes that unaccusativity is a relevant classificatory tool 
in Thompson as well as Halkomelem.
However, the terms control and non-control transitive or control and limited 
control transitive are standardly used in descriptions of Central Salish languages. The 
distinction for SENCOTEN is shown here:
(2.40) a. 1,0EL,ET SW TTÀ,E
?i?-k^ôl-st=sx'^ tOe?o
C0NTIN-Spill-C.TR[PFV]=2SBJ DIST.DEM 
‘You poured it/spilled it.’ (10V.69b)
b. 1,0EL,NOW SEN TTE KO,
?i?-k^9l-nax^=son tOo q'^a?
CONTIN-Spill-NC.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET water
‘I managed to tip the water out; I finally tipped the water out.’ (4.18)
These transitives can then have reflexives, reciprocals, and passives built on them (chapter
3), so that the control distinction covers four types of lexeme.
As shown in §2.2.1, the availability of a control transitive suffix is one of Gerdts’s
(1988, 1991) tests for unaccusativity. The non-control transitive suffix, on the other hand,
appears with unaccusative and some unergative roots in Halkomelem; an unergative
example is îomdtnox^ ‘manage to get someone seated’ (Gerdts 2008: 2). During
SENCOTEN elicitions, both Kiyota (2008) and I focussed on roots which could take both
control and non-control transitive. I have, however, come across some potentially
unergative roots with the limited control suffix, as in the inchoative state noq^ ‘go to
sleep’:
(2.41) NEKNOW SEN TTE KA.K
noq'^-nax"'=S9n tOo qeq
go.to.sleep-NC.TR=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET baby 
‘I finally made the baby go to sleep.’ (1.50)
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Besides the control distinction among transitives, some Salish languages contain ‘out of 
control’ morphology. This term is due to B. Carlson & L. Thompson (1982), who describe 
it as “emphatic non-control” (p. 52) in their study of Spokane and Thompson. An example 
from Thompson is given here.
Thompson Salish:
(2.42) nox'^~ox'^ 
run~OOC
‘[animal] is forced to run [because of a natural catastrophe or because of a 
pursuer]’ (L. Thompson 1985: 402)
Kinkade (1982) shows that ‘out of control’ appears in Moses-Columbian as well.
Kroeber (1988) suggests a historical link between inceptive in Comox and ‘out of
control’ in these Interior languages, given that they share form (~C2 recuplication). There
appear to be cognates with an inceptive meaning in Tillamook and Twana as well (Kinkade
1996: 14). Kroeber also suggests a link with the recursive of Lushootseed (Hess 1966) and
the slow of Upper Chehalis (Kinkade 1985). In work on St’at’imcets, Demirdache (1996,
1997) provides a formal analysis o f‘out of control’, which is expressed by the circumfix
ka...a (called resultative by van Eijk 1997: 51). She adopts a framework based on
Pustejovsky (1991, 1995), and argues that ‘out of control’ suppresses the initial sub-event
(or the name associated with that sub-event) of the predicate it applies to. As such, it
affects the event structure of the predicate. ‘Out of control’ differs from the
control/non-control distinction of transitives in that it is outside of the valence-changing
system of affixes. It can in fact apply to any type of predicate. According to Demirdache,
with activity verbs or verbs with a causative meaning, ‘out of control’ yields an ‘able to’
reading (2.43). With verbs with a causative meaning, it yields an accidental reading (2.44),
and with unaccusatives, it yields a spontaneous/unexpected reading (2.45).
St’at’imcets:
(2.43) ka-alkst-kan-a 
OOC-work-1SG. SB J-OOC
‘I am able to work.’ (Demirdache 1996: 103
(2.44) ka-paqu7-s-kan-a 
OOC-scared-C AUS-1 SG. SBJ-OOC
‘I accidentally scared him.’ (Demirdache 1996: 103)
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(2.45) ka-paqu7-lhkan-a
OOC-scared-1 SG. SBJ-OOC 
T got scared suddenly.’ (Demirdache 1996: 103)
Demirdache (1997: 98) describes ‘out of control’ as the opposite of a passive: it affects
lexical meaning without affecting argument structure. Following Kiyota’s (2008)
observations, I characterise control and non-control transitives of SENCOTEN in chapter 4
as affecting both lexical meaning and argument structure.
In recent work on St’at’imcets, H. Davis, Matthewson & Rullman (2009) and 
H. Davis, Louie, Matthewson, Paul, Peterson & Silva (fc) have defined ‘out of control’ as 
an indicator of circumstantial modality, a type of modality which evaluates a situation 
based on certain facts that happen to hold in the real world. They claim that all of the uses 
of ‘out of control’ suggest either that the subject’s referent has the ability to perform an 
action, or has no choice. H. Davis et al. (2009: 239-240) argue that Demirdache’s event 
structure analysis makes certain predictions which are found not to hold. The different 
interpretations associated with ‘out of control’ are predicted to surface with different 
situation types; however, H. Davis et al. (2009) show that this is not the case. In 
SENCOTEN, the control transitive is basically only derived from one situation type; 
namely, achievements. However, the limited control transitive can be derived from at least 
achievements and inchoative states. I suggest in chapter 4 that its interpretation does 
depend on the situation type of its base.
Although Thompson’s definition of control has been the one most prevalently used 
in descriptive work on Salish languages, the control/non-control distinction has been 
analysed in other ways. Gerdts (2008) suggests that non-control verbs in Halkomelem 
express that “in the speaker’s judgement, the event falls outside the range of usual 
behaviour or optimal circumstances for accomplishing an action” (p. 3).
Several authors have made a connection between the different transitivisers and 
aspect or situation type. Hébert (1979, 1982) proposes that the Okanagan -nt and -st 
(Thompson’s control transitive and causative, respectively) should be analysed as aspect 
suffixes -n ‘perfective’ and -s ‘imperfective’, with the -t as a transitive suffix. She claims
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that main clauses containing -n are translated as completed events and those Avith -s as 
ongoing;
Okanagan:
(2.46) Q’'^ ?’a-s-t-in ?i stom’tim’.
wring-PFV-MSGxRANs the clothes
T’m wringing the clothes.’ (Hébert 1982: 203)
(2.47) Q’'^?’a-n-t-in ?i stom’tim’. 
w rin g -IF F V -M S G x R A N s the clothes
T wrung the clothes.’ (Hébert 1982: 203)
She gives evidence that -n is incompatible with the adverb pŸuti? ‘still’ (p. 198) and that -s 
cannot be used with roots denoting punctual situations, except in dependent clauses when 
in combination with the prefix c-, which she labels ‘perfect’. In Okanagan, the non-control 
suffix actually co-occurs with the control transitive -nt. Hébert states that it does not occur 
with -St. Kiyota (2008) argues that control transitives are “quasi-telic”, i.e., they implicate 
culmination. SENCOTEN causatives looks like they might be atelic, but I have not done 
systematic testing to determine this. It may be that Hébert’s evidence points to a telic-atelic 
distinction, rather than a perfective-imperfective distinction.
In the course of Hébert’s (1982) arguments against the control analysis, she 
provides an example which shows an important property of control transitives (i.e., her 
“perfective”), which had also been noted by J. Davis (1978). This is the fact that control 
transitives can denote events which do not culminate. Both authors question the term 
control (Hébert strongly, J. Davis mildly) by stating that the control transitive does not 
entail that the agent was successful in their attempted action. The phenomenon of 
non-culminating accomplishments was discussed in §2.1.2.
B. Carlson (1996) is the first to connect the non-control suffix with telicity, in a 
paper on Spokane. As in Okanagan, the non-control suffix in Spokane, -nu, co-occurs with 
the control transitive -nt. Carlson applies Smith’s (1991) featural model of situation type to 
Spokane, arguing that the non-control suffix indicates that an event is both durative and 
telic; hence, an accomplishment. According to B. Carlson (1996), the Spokane -nu always 
indicates that an agent has been successful in carrying out a action after some effort. The
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accidental reading familiar to Central Salish non-control forms comes from the 
co-occurrence of -nu with ‘out of control’ reduplication (described above). He shows on 
pp. 64-65 that there is also an intransitive version of this accomplishment-making suffix, 
-el, and a similar suffix appearing with middles, which has the form -nwein. “The control 
function of the success morpheme emphasises extra effort. The aspectual function 
emphasises duration with eventual completion or change of state.” (p. 67)
Watanabe (2003: 203) confirms Davis’s (1978) observation regarding the Comox- 
Sliammon control suffix -t\ it does not entail that the situation culminates. The non-control 
suffix -ng, however, does. He suggests that, while the control analysis offered by 
Thompson observes the contrast from “the agent’s point of view”, his aspectual approach 
observes it from the patient’s point of view. He cites a manuscript by Kroeber on control 
and aspect, which discusses the same approach. The hypothesis is that control predicates 
encode the starting point but not the end point, while non-control predicates encode the 
end point “(but apparently not the starting point)” (p. 204). Two of Watanabe’s examples 
are shown here.
Sliammon:
(2.48) kop-t-ui=c9n ?iy x'^a? kop-as
CUt-C.TR-PST=lSG.IND and NEG CUt-3CNJ^ ^
‘I cut it, but it is not cut.’ (Watanabe 2003: 205)
(2.49) *kop-9x'^-an ?iy x'^a? kop-as
CUt-NC.TR-lSG.ERG and NEG CUt-3CNJ 
(‘I cut it, but it is not cut.’)^  ^(Watanabe 2003: 205)
Watanabe (2003) suggests that, rather than the Thompson’s observation regarding agent
control, an event structure distinction may be the most important factor which
distinguishes control from limited control verbs:
Encoding the completion or the actualization of an event appears to be 
an important function of the Noncontrol [limited control] transitivizer; 
in fact, it may be possible that such a function is of greater
It is also Paul Kroeber who pointed me to Watanabe’s (2003) work on control. I am very grateful 
to both of these scholars, and to Henry Davis, who together raised my awareness of the “aspectual” 
approach to control in the Salish literature.
 ^ Glosses have been changed slightly from the original in order to be consistent with the glossing 
used in this thesis and the Leipzig Glossing Rules. CNJ=eonjunctive subject.
Watanabe’s (2003) parentheses indicate the expected translation of this ungrammatical sentence.
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significance than the one assumed by the ‘Control analysis’, which is 
more semantic in nature. (Watanabe 2003: 204)
Matthewson (2004), Bar-el (2005), and Bar-el et al. (2005) extend this idea to two 
more Salish languages. They show that control transitives in St’at’imcets and 
SkwxwuTmesh can have their culmination cancelled.
St’at’imcets:
(2.50) k’ul’-un’-lhkan ti ts’la7-a, t’u7 aoy t’u7 kw tsukw-s 
make-TR-lSG.SBJ DET basket-DET but NEG just DET finish-3P0SS 
‘I made the basket, but it didn’t get finished.’ (Bar-el et al. 2005: 4)
They also provide a formal semantic analysis of the difference between control transitives,
which they suggest have a culmination implicature, and unaccusatives, which have a
culmination entailment.
Kiyota (2008) takes Davis’s/Watanabe’s observation further by looking at control
vs. limited control transitives in SENCOTEN and applies the Matthewson/Bar-el analysis
to it. He finds that, like in Sliammon, limited control transitives differ from control
transitives in that they do entail culmination. He also finds that limited control transitives
behave differently from control transitives with respect to the ‘almost’ test. These tests are
discussed in §2.1.2 and §4.3.
Watanabe (2003: 206-211) shows that, as in SENCOTEN, Sliammon non-control
transitives are often rejected with the imperfective aspect, but are sometimes accepted.
According to Watanabe, imperfective non-control transitives are acceptable as long as
some of the result of the action has been realised.
Sliammon:
(2.51) C3~cx-9x'^-an 
IPFV-COOk-NC.TR-lSG.ERG
‘I have been cooking.’ [Some are cooked already, but I am still cooking more.] 
(Watanabe 2003: 208)
This suggests that the culmination entailment of non-control transitives holds not only in 
the perfective aspect, but also in the imperfective aspect. This work by Watanabe is highly 
relevant to my description of SENCOTEN. I have not yet tested the culmination 
requirements of imperfective non-control forms in SENCOTEN, but expect that they will 
behave like those in Sliammon, since the behaviour of control and culmination seems to be
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identical across the language family. This then provides further evidence that the 
distinction cross-cuts aspect and thus is not indicative of a neutral vs. imperfective 
aspectual distinction.
I will be adopting and furthering the evidence for an “aspectual” analysis of control 
in Salish languages. However, at this stage, I will continue to use the terms control and 
non-control to designate the suffixes -t and -nax^ in SENCOTEN. I am aware that Jacobs 
(fc) has been working on a thesis on control in Skwxwu7mesh, and I do not want to 
simultaneously provide new terms for these suffixes. I would rather wait until a consensus 
on the meaning of control has been reached by those of us who are conducting this 
research, in order to avoid terminological confusion for later generations of linguists and 
language learners.
A phenomenon similar to Salish control has also been noted in certain 
Austronesian languages. Dell (1983/1984) describes a contrast among verbs in Tagalog. 
Most verbs have both a neutral vs. ability form:
Tagalog:
(2.52) a. hinipo niy ang dingding
N-PFV-toUCh GEN-3SG NOM wall
‘He touched the wall (on purpose).’ (Dell 1983/1984: 175)
b. nahipo niy ang dingding
A-PFV-touch GEN-3SG NOM wall
‘He managed to touch the wall; He accidentally touched the wall.’ (Dell 
1983/1984: 175)
Like Salish control/non-control, the neutral forms implicate that the situation culminates, 
but are compatible with scenarios where the culmination is not realised:
Tagalog:
(2.53) Pumunta sa Maynila si Pedro,
N-PF-go DAT Manila NOM Pedro
pero naligaw siya, kaya hindi siya nakapunta
but get.lost NOM-he hence not NOM-he A-PFV-go
‘Pedro set off for Manila but got lost, and didn’t get there.’ (Dell 1983/1984: 180)
The sentence with the AIA (ability and involuntary-action) form, on the other hand, entails
culmination. Dell’s characterisation: “one uses a neutral form when one intends to assert
that a certain Maneuver took place, but one wants to remain noncommittal as to whether it
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did actually bring about the intended Result; on the other hand, one uses an AIA form 
when the main business at hand is to assert that a Result, intended or not, was actually 
achieved”. (181). He also draws a parallel to control, noting that with situations described 
using the AIA forms, the agent never has total control over his/her actions (p. 191).
Kroeger (1990) discusses the same phenomenon in Kimaragang Dusun, and cites 
the phenomenon as found in other “Phillippine-type” Austronesian languages. He terms 
the equivalent of Dell’s neutral forms as being in the eventive aspect, and the AIA forms in 
the stative aspect, so called because it focusses on the resulting state of the situation (not 
because it actually denotes a stative situation in the usual sense). He notes that the stative 
forms are used to describe situations which take place prior to some other situation (p.
118).
In §2.1.2,1 discussed the phenomenon of non-culminating accomplishments, found 
in several languages. One interesting thing about Salish non-culminating accomplishments 
(and seemingly those in Austronesian languages as well) is that the non-culminating 
property (i.e., the implicature rather than entailment of culmination) appears to be added 
through productive derivational morphology (Bar-el et al. 2005). In §4.3,1 will give some 
evidence that the non-culminating property is found not only in control transitives, but also 
in control reflexives and control passives in SENCOTEN. This provides further evidence 
that the control distinction itself is really a distinction relating to culmination requirements. 
This line of investigation is also taken up by Jacobs (fc), who finds a similar pattern in 
Skwxwu7mesh.
Two works on Athabaskan languages are relevant to this discussion as well. Rice 
(2000: 260) argues that situation type in Slave is indicated partially through the use of 
certain derivational suffixes. Wilhelm (2007) argues that telicity is grammatized at (i.e., 
grammatically relevant to) the VP domain, and thus interacts with argument structure, 
while durativity is grammatized at the IP domain, and thus interacts with grammatical 
aspect. Her claim is based on German (which grammatizes telicity but not perfectivity) and 
on Dëne Sqliné (Chipewyan) (which grammatizes perfectivity but not telicity), but she
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predicts that it will carry cross-linguistically. In fact, her claim is consistent with the Salish 
system, since the control suffixes and other valence-changing suffixes affect telicity. I have 
also found that punctual (i.e., non-durative) situations are incompatible with imperfective 
aspect in SENCOTEN. Thus, both of Wilhelm’s predictions are borne out in SENCOTEN. 
The role of derivational morphology in telicity and other distinctions is discussed in 
chapter 4.
2.3 Telicity and perfectivity
Correlations between situation type and grammatical aspect provide an important role in 
this thesis, where it is argued that the strongly telic situations are rarely expressed by 
clauses in the imperfective aspect. Threaded through the literature on aspect and situation 
type, in grammatical descriptions of languages, in general overviews, and in theoretical 
work, the ideas of telicity and perfectivity are subject to comparison and sometimes 
conflation. While some argue strongly that the two should be kept apart (e.g.. Smith 1997, 
Bertinetto 2001), there appears to be much evidence that the two are correlated in 
interesting ways. In Smith’s (1997) terms, telicity is about completion {s\\w2Liions that can 
finish) and perfectivity about termination (a view of an event as stopped before the end of 
the reference time). We know that perfectivity and telicity are not the same thing, since in 
many languages there is a perfective-imperfective contrast that applies freely to different 
situation types.
However, there is a semantic similarity between termination and completion. 
Perfectivity and telicity both have to do with a concept of a bounded situation, a situation 
which has ended or is expected to end. The semantic similarity between termination and 
completion, and between the behaviour of predicates distinguished on the basis of situation 
type and those distinguished on the basis of aspect, has prompted some authors to propose 
a model of aspect and situation type which are based on the same mechanism, operating at 
different levels in different languages and sometimes within a language. In §2.3.11
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summarise some of these proposals and also discuss work showing the correspondence 
between grammatical aspect in one language and situation type in another.
A significant area of research on the correlations between situation type and aspect 
is that of language acquisition. Studies have shown that children and second language 
learners tend to apply imperfective aspect to atelic situation types and perfective aspect to 
telic situation types earlier than the other way around. These studies are discussed in 
§2.3.2. Some studies have shown that these correlations are not just in learner’s language, 
they are in the input too; i.e., adult first language speakers produce more perfective telics 
and imperfective atelics. This may be because telicity and perfectivity have a similar 
function in discourse: roughly speaking, perfectives and telic situation types are used for 
foregrounding; imperfectives and atelic situation types are used for backgrounding. §2.3.3 
addresses studies on the role of aspect and situation type in texts and other forms of 
discourse.
2.3.1 Cross-linguistic semantics
In some languages, it appears, the distinction between telicity and perfectivity is clearer 
than others. The context in which the words telic and atelic are first used is a paper by 
Gary (1957) on aspect in French. He surveys the previous literature on French aspect, in 
which telicity and perfectivity are often confused, and then concludes “there must be a 
distinction between lexical aspect and grammatical aspect” (p. 105). Garey goes on to
propose that French verbs belong to different classes, telic and atelic and that both classes
of verbs are compatible with perfective and imperfective aspects:
Figure 2.8: Gary’s characterisation o f  telicity and perfectivity in French
IMPERFECTIVE PERFECTIVE 
TELIC Pierre arrivait Pierre est arrivé 
ATELIC Pierre jouait Pierre a joué  (Gary 1957: 106)
Aspect, he argues, is not about telos, but is about the relationship of the event time to the 
reference time—an idea formalised by Klein in (1994). Garey also points out that the 
verb’s complement can affect telicity.
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Mourelatos (1978) emphasises that the classes proposed by Vendler (1957) and 
Kenny (1963) are determined not only by the lexical meanings of the verb, but also by 
other factors, including the verb’s arguments (as discussed above), adverbials, tense and 
aspect (p. 199). Unlike Verkuyl (1972), for example, Mourelatos does not offer an analysis 
of how situation type is built up out of these different elements, but he does point to some 
important issues in predicate classification, which have been taken up in subsequent 
literature. Relevant for this section is his claim that Russian aspectual affixes, Greek 
perfective and imperfective, and the English progressive can all contribute to a distinction 
between telic and atelic predicates (p. 195).
Declerck (1979) takes a similar position. She argues that not only is boundedness 
(telicity) a property of situations rather than verbs, but viewpoint aspect (namely, 
imperfective) can affect the boundedness of the proposition (p. 767). Declerck emphasises 
that boundedness is not seen as a property of a situation itself (i.e., the real world 
occurrence), as it is possible to use a bounded proposition like John drank six  g la sses  o f  
w hisky  and an unbounded one like John drank whisky  to refer to the same situation 
(Declerck 1979: 764). Turning to English progressive, Declerck (1979: 767) shows that 
progressive sentences behave like non-progressive sentences of atelic situations. For 
example, they are compatible with f o r  hours and incompatible with in an hour. Thus, she 
argues that the telicity of a sentence {bounded-unbounded  interpretations in her terms) can 
be brought on by, among other things, the PROGRESSIVE operator.
Others argue that aspect can sh ift the situation type of a predicate. Among these 
are Hinrichs (1985) discussing English progressive and Kamp & Rohrer (1983) discussing 
the French imparfait (cited in de Swart 1998: 347). De Swart (1998) in particular argues 
that situation type and grammatical aspect share the same model-theoretic notions. She 
claims that English progressive involves “stripping an event of its culmination point” (p. 
355), yielding stative situations. She cites this idea as due to Moens (1987). Her analysis of 
French is more relevant to this section on telicity and perfectivity, since she posits that 
sentences with passé composé refer to telic situations (“events”) and those with imparfait
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to atelic situations (“states and processes”) (p. 368). As seen with Garey’s (1957) 
examples above, both sentences referring to telic situations and those referring to atelic 
situations can take both aspects. De Swart thus proposes that when, for example, the 
imparfait is used with a telic situation, the situation must be coerced into atelicity.
The syntactic approach of Borer (2005) also proposes that telicity and perfectivity 
are due to the same mechanism, suggesting that some languages encode telicity in the 
direct object of a VP, while some encode it in aspect morphology (cited in van der Auwera 
& Filip 2008: 205-206). However, Borer’s approach appears to be based on Slavic prefixes, 
so perfectivity here may not refer to the same thing as SENCOTEN perfectivity (which is 
more like the perfectivity of French and Italian—see §2.1.1).
Timberlake (2007), in his general overview of tense, aspect, and mood in language 
mentioned in §2.1, explicitly states that aspectual operations (perfective, imperfective, 
progressive, and perfect morphology) “make use of the same concepts that describe the 
aspectual proclivities of predicates” and perfectives are characterised as bounded or liminal 
(p. 287). Non-liminal [atelic] situations have a dispreference for the perfective; activities 
have time limits placed on their duration, as in for example, Russian drognuf ‘quiver, 
tremble once’, which is a perfective formed on the imperfective drozaf ‘quiver, tremble 
repeatedly’ (p. 293).
Timberlake’s (2007) position may be in part influenced by his specialisation in 
Russian. Several papers (e.g., Bertinetto 2001, Kratzer 2004, Popova 2006, Filip 2008) 
have argued that derivational “perfective” prefixes in Slavic languages reflect a lexical 
telic-atelic distinction rather than a grammatical perfective-imperfective distinction. Filip 
(2005, 2008) argues that the Slavic perfective-imperfective distinction is a 
grammaticisation of the same property which distinguishes telic verbs from atelic ones in 
Germanic languages.
Bohnemeyer and Swift (2004) examine the interpretation of situations in certain 
languages (those with “telicity dependent systems”) that can contain clauses with no 
obligatory perfective/imperfective distinction. Their position is that perfective-like readings
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(where the reference time includes the event time) are default for telic verbs and that 
imperfective-like readings (where the event time includes the reference time) are default 
for atelic verbs. For the moment Fll follow Smith (1997) in calling these two readings 
‘closed’ and ‘open’, respectively. Bohnemeyer & Swift’s examples from the Tarramiut 
(Hudson Strait) dialect of Inuktitut show that telic verbs with no aspect get closed readings
(2.54), while atelic verbs get open readings (2.55).
Inuktitut:
(2.54) a. Anijuq.
ani-juq
go.out-PAR.3.SG^^
‘He/she went out.’ (Bohnemeyer & Swift 2004: 267)
(2.55) b. Pisuttuq.
pisuk-juq
walk-PAR.3.SG
‘He/she is walking.’ (Bohnemeyer & Swift 2004: 267)
Telic verbs only get open readings if an overt ‘ingressive’ affix is used (2.56), and atelic 
verbs only get closed readings if an overt ‘terminative’ affix is used (2.57).
Inuktitut:
(2.56) a. Anilirtuq.
ani-liq-juq
go.out-ING-PAR.3.SG
‘He/she is (in the process ot) going out.’
(2.57) b. Pinasugiirtuq.
pinasuk-j ariiq-j uq 
WOrk-TERM-PAR. 3. SG
‘He/she finished working.’ (Bohnemeyer & Swift 2004: 268)
Bohnemeyer & Swift (2004) also look at languages with no overt aspect, such as German. 
I will not outline Bohnemeyer & Swift’s formalisation here, but the general idea is that 
telic verbs get closed readings as a default, while atelic verbs get open readings.
This section has listed several approaches which have attempted to deal with the 
connection between telicity and perfectivity. These have included proposing that aspect 
contributes to the telicity of à predicate (Mourelatos 1978, Declerck 1979), using the same 
semantic or syntactic mechanism to account for telicity and perfectivity distinctions (de 
Swart 1998, Borer 2005), and proposing a default realisation of aspectual values based on
17 The gloss is original to Bohnemeyer and Swift (2003), where P A R  = indieative partieiple.
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telicity of the predicate (Bohnemeyer & Swift 2004). In the next section, I will consider a 
strand of research where the connection between telicity and perfectivity (and also past 
tense) is particularly strong: language acquisition.
2.3.2 Acquisition
Research on language acquisition has long shown a correlation between tense, 
aspect, and situation type. Summaries of the field’s development are given by 
Bardovi-Harlig (2000) and by Kempchinsky & Slabakova (2005: 7-8). The primary 
observation relevant to this section is that language learners use perfective aspect with telic 
situations before they start using it with atelic situations, and learners use imperfective or 
progressive aspect with atelic situations before they start using it with telie situations. 
Bardovi-Harlig (2000: 193-197) shows that claims regarding the acquisition patterns, called 
The Aspect Hypothesis, started out as quite strongly asserting that children used 
morphological tenses in Italian, English, and French to indicate situation type (Antinucci & 
Miller 1976, Bronckart & Sinclair 1973, Andersen 1991). A later, weaker version is given 
in Shirai & Andersen (1995), who propose that situation type influences tense/aspect use, 
such that a higher percentage of telic verbs will be used with past and/or perfective 
inflectional tense/aspects. More evidence that perfective/past is used first with telic 
predicates is found in further studies on different languages. Bardovi-Harlig (2000: 399) 
lists Spanish, Catalan, Dutch, and Japanese. Weist, Wysocka & Witkowska-Stadnik (1984) 
and Weist, Pawiak & Hoffman (2009) show similar results for Polish. Wagner (2009:
1053) also cites studies on Mandarin (P. Li 1990) and Hebrew (Berman 1983) as 
supporting the aspect hypothesis.
Shirai and Anderson (1995) show that the telicity-perfectivity/past correlations are 
actually observed in the input to children’s acquisition too, i.e., their caregivers also show a 
bias towards using achievements and accomplishments in the past or perfective and using 
activities in the progressive (p. 751). In their study of English learners, they suggest that 
verbs encoding punctuality, telicity, and a result are the prototype of the past tense, while
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verbs encoding atelicity and durativity are the prototype of the progressive. Children thus 
begin applying the inflectional morphology to its prototypical verbs and then extend it to 
use with less prototypical verbs. This is further explored in P. Li & Shirai (2000) who 
propose the frequency of the prototypical verb-aspect combinations in input result in the 
aspect hypothesis phenomena.
A recent article by Wagner (2009) argues on the basis of experimental evidence 
that adult LI speakers also show the same “prototypical groupings” of telic/perfective/past 
and atelic/imperfective/present. Her experiment involved speakers judging pairs of 
sentences in terms of which they found “better” or “worse”. She gives evidence that adults 
find it more difficult to comprehend cross-group combinations than within-group 
combinations.
These studies on input fi'cquency and both learner and speaker comprehension 
suggest a strong correlation between situation type and aspect (and also tense). In the next 
section, I will consider studies that show that telicity and perfectivity can have a similar 
function in discourse.
2.3.3 Discourse use
It is often asserted that the perfective and imperfective aspect have distinct roles in 
discourse. Forsyth (1970: 9-10) states that Russian perfectives are used to describe 
sequences of events, denoting an action which is a “new event, bringing about...a new state 
of affairs, and thus carrying the narrative forward”. Chvany (1985) confirms the Russian 
facts in a textual study showing that perfectives used in backgrounding events are used as a 
particular literary device.Imperfective, Chvany argues, only “indexes” background in the 
past tense (p. 267). We have seen above (§2.1.2 and §2.3.1) that recent analyses of Slavic 
aspect argue that the predicates denoted by verbs derived via prefixation are generally both 
perfective and telic. Hopper (1979) takes up this claim, citing both Forsyth on Russian and
Smith 1997: 92-93 also discusses special contrastive uses of backgrounding perfectives and 
foregrounding imperfectives in French.
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also Reid (1976) on French. Hopper argues that aspect is completely a grounding device, 
such that perfective is used for foregrounding events in narrative, while imperfective is 
used for backgrounding. He even uses the terms perfective and imperfective to refer to 
non-aspectual grounding devices in other languages.
Hopper & Thompson (1980) hypothesise that not only aspect, but a number of 
other features that cluster together, and which they term collectively transitivity, are used 
distinctively in discourse grounding. They contend that telicity is one of these features, 
finding in their sample of three short English texts that 45 out of 51 (85%) of foregrounded 
predicates were telic, while 22 out of 83 (27%) of backgrounded predicates were telic (p. 
286).
More focussed studies on aspect and situation type in English and French have 
discussed their role in discourse. Kamp (1981) developed the influential Discourse 
Representation Theory, which applies truth-conditional semantics to discourse, updating as 
new sentences are interpreted by the hearer. In a series of papers (e.g., Kamp 1979, Kamp 
& Rohrer 1983), it was shown that both grammatical aspect and situation type play an 
important role in discourse. Kamp & Rohrer (1983) define the French passé composé in 
terms of its role in presenting a situation sequential to the reference time set up by the 
previous discourse, and the French imparfait is defined in terms of presenting a situation 
which temporally overlaps with the established reference time of the discourse. In addition, 
stative sentences behave like imparfait in presenting an overlapping situation, while non- 
stative sentences behave like passé composé in presenting a sequential situation. Dry 
(1981, 1983; cited in Dowty 1986) also shows that situation type (telicity and stativity) can 
have this fimction in English.
Dowty (1986: 48) argues that the use of accomplishments/achievements (i.e., telic 
events, as he denies a real distinction between accomplishments and achievements) to 
describe sequential situations results from their semantics as defined by Taylor (1977) and 
interpreted by Dowty (1979: 166). Accomplishments/achievements are defined thus: if 
they are true of an interval I, they cannot be true of any subinterval of I. Dowty shows that,
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as a consequence, they cannot be true of a superinterval of I  either, since /  would then be a 
subinterval of the superinterval. Thus if an accomplishment were true at interval I  and the 
reference time overlapped with /, either partially, or as a subinterval or superinterval of I, 
the accomplishment would not be true at the reference time. Because of this, Dowty 
argues, accomplishments are interpreted as referring to events sequential to the reference 
time. States and activities (atelic events), on the other hand, can be true of both an interval 
and its subintervals, and so can be interpreted as referring to events overlapping with the 
reference time.
Outside of Indo-European, aspect has also been found to background/foreground 
events in certain Mesoamerican languages ((McArthur 1979, Jones & Jones 1984), 
Mandarin (C. Li, S. Thompson & R. Thompson 1982), Tamil (Herring 1991), Korean (Lee 
1991); cited in Aaron 1999). Aaron (1999) provides an analysis of tense and aspect in three 
different discourse genres in the Bantu language Obolo. In terms of “aspect”, he examines 
not only aspect and situation type, but also phasal aspect [aktionsart], finding that 
perfective, non-stative, and inchoative verbs are used more frequently in foregrounding of 
narrative discourse types.
I have presented a very basic view of the use of aspect in discourse. There has been 
much more literature on the topic, showing that the different aspects have different uses 
than simple backgrounding and foreground (e.g., the testimonial use of imperfectives 
(Caudal & Roussarie 2005), and that different discourse types show different patterns of 
aspect use (Aaron 1999, Bardovi-Harlig 2005, Smith 2005). As far as this thesis is 
concerned, only the very basic uses of aspect in discourse are considered. There are two 
reasons for this: first, I do not consider very much discourse data, and most of the available 
data is restricted to impersonal narratives from the oral storytelling tradition; second, the 
use of aspect in discourse only provides a portion of the focus of the thesis, and so there 
has not been time to explore this area of research completely. My exploration does 
however provide evidence that the basic use of aspect in grounding is relevant in 
SENCOTEN too: perfectives are used for foregrounding and imperfectives for
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backgrounding. I also find a strong correlation between aspect and situation type, such that 
telic verbs occur most frequently in the perfective aspect, and such that most imperfective 
verbs are atelic. This is shown in §5.3.
2.4 Chapter 2 conclusion
In this chapter, I have called attention to several issues in the study of temporal semantics 
and the morphology which affects it. First, I have shown that three interacting but distinct 
phenomena have been identified, all of which have been called “aspect” at some point: 
aspect, which is an inflectional feature encoding the speaker’s view of the relationship 
between a situation and some reference time; situation type, which is a classification of 
predicates and is influenced by the semantics of verbs, their arguments, and various other 
pieces of clausal information; aktionsart, which is reflected by derivational morphology 
affecting the lexical semantics of a verb, and thus influencing situation type assignment. 
These definitions are not universally held, but they reflect my view of the three categories, 
and the way in which I will show these to be distinguished in SENCOTEN.
Each of the three categories has its own internal issues, and also there is much 
discussion about how the three relate to each another. In my survey of the literature in 
§2.1,1 showed that work on aspect finds a fundamental perfective-imperfective distinction 
in many of the world’s languages, and Salish languages appear to be among that number. 
Salish perfective looks similar to perfective in other languages, and Salish imperfective 
looks similar to imperfective in other languages. Work on situation type has found that 
predicate classes differ from language to language, but that similar patterns recur; one such 
pattern is the distinction between culminating and non-culminating accomplishments, 
which is found in at least some Salish languages. Regarding aktionsart, although it is not 
given much attention in the theoretical literature, we do see that languages can have 
derivational morphology which contributes to the situation type of a predicate in a 
predictable way. Again, Salish languages are rich in such morphology.
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In §2.2, we saw that both the unaccusativity and the control distinction have been 
argued to reflect event structure differences among predicates. I showed that the 
unaccusative-unergative distinction in Salish languages relies heavily on morphological and 
semantic tests, and pointed to arguments that Salish unaccusatives are semantically 
causative. I also showed that most researchers who have focussed on the Salish “control” 
distinction have found that it reflects some kind of distinction in event semantics: either 
one of aspect or one of situation type. Recent work suggests that it reflects a distinction 
between culminating and non-culminating accomplishments.
In §2.3,1 discussed correlations between telicity, a property of situation types, and 
perfectivity, a value of grammatical aspect. Both indicate some kind of temporal bound, 
and they are strongly correlated in some languages (i.e., Slavic languages). In languages 
with no aspect or aspect which does not apply to all verbs, telicity distinctions seem to take 
on the role of aspect.
The best evidence for a correlation between telicity and perfectivity comes from the 
area of language acquisition. Several studies have found that both first and second language 
learners of various languages tend to use perfective aspect with telic verbs and imperfective 
aspect with atelic verbs first. This research has also found that adult native speakers 
produce a higher frequency of telic perfectives and atelic imperfectives than the other way 
around. I lastly looked at literature on aspect and situation type in discourse. Although 
situation type in discourse has not been subject to the same amount of study as aspect in 
discourse, it appears that telic verbs can function similarly to perfective verbs, 
foregrounding events; while atelic verbs can function similarly to imperfective verbs, 
backgrounding them.
These three sections have set the stage for the main arguments made in this thesis. 
In chapter 3 I will provide an overview of SENCOTEN verb morphology, demonstrating 
that aspect and aktionsart operate in distinct systems, one being inflectional and one 
derivational. In chapter 4 1 will test the effect of unaccusativity, control, and aktionsart on 
situation type. I will show that all three have a predictable effect, but that situation type is
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also influenced by other factors such as the lexical semantics of the verb and the plurality 
of the arguments. I will also argue for extending Kiyota’s (2008) five situation types to 
include positional statives and true punctual achievements. In chapter 5 ,1 will look at 
correlations between perfectivity and telicity, showing that verbs denoting strong telic 
situations (Kiyota’s “achievements”) are often rejected in the imperfective aspect and are 
rarely found with the imperfective aspect in discourse. A frequency count in a SENCOTEN 
text also finds that the verb types which normally appear in telic situation types are more 
frequently found in the perfective aspect, while verb types normally appearing in atelic 
situation types are more frequently found in the imperfective.
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Chapter 3 SENCOTEN Verb Morphology
This chapter provides an overview of SENCOTEN verb morphology, with a detailed 
discussion of the morphology most relevant to the thesis: aspect (perfective, imperfective), 
valence-changing morphology (various transitivisers and intransitivers), and aktionsart 
(resultative, inchoative, persistent). In the course of this discussion, I will argue that aspect 
differs from the other two in that it is inflectional while they are derivational. Most 
previous work on Salish word structure has argued for three distinct morphological levels, 
although these levels are not the same for all accounts (N. Mattina 1996 on Okanagan, 
Czaykowska-Higgins 1998, Willett 2003). One approach has argued that inflectional and 
derivational morphology are in the same morphological domain (Black 1996). I find that 
for the purposes of studying the interaction of aspect with valence-changing morphology 
and aktionsart it is necessary to distinguish inflection from derivation, and to make further 
distinctions within derivation. §3.1 outlines SENCOTEN verb morphology other than the 
three main types to be discussed; §3.2 describes the varidus shapes of perfective and 
imperfective aspect and argues for an account of its form based on inflection classes; §3.3 
lists each of the valence-changing suffixes and provides some details of my assumptions 
regarding their function; §3.4 lists the formatives I am calling aktionsart, which affect 
event structure but not valence; and §3.5 looks at the relationship between aspect, 
valence-changing morphology, and aktionsart, showing that aspect is a distinct category 
from the other two, since it is orthogonal to them, it is more inflectional according to 
typologically driven criteria, and it is formally realised at a different level.
3.1 Outline of verb morphology
A good description of SENCOTEN morphology, most of which is verbal, is given already 
in Montler (1986). Here I will provide a basic list of those formatives which occur in the 
examples in this thesis and particularly note where I am adopting a different analysis of 
their function or different terminology from Montler. Throughout the section, I am 
adopting an approach similar to that of N. Mattina (1996) or Willett (2003) for other Salish
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languages. This approach proposes three layers for the Salish word. The largest, outside 
layer is the word or inflectional stem, which is inserted into a syntactic phrase and 
includes a lexeme with all of its inflectional morphology in place. The middle layer is the 
stem or derivational stem, which serves as a stem for the inflectional morphology. This 
includes the root and all derivational morphology. The innermost layer is the base or 
lexemic stem, which includes the root plus lexical suffixes and unproductive derivational 
morphology, but not productive derivational morphology. In this thesis, I am not making a 
case for SENCOTEN word structure generally, although the thesis is a step towards 
comparing word structure in a Central Salish language with the structures argued for the 
Interior languages Okanagan, Spokane, and Nxa’amxcin.
I begin this section with a discussion of the inflectional features of person 
agreement (§.3.1.1). This is followed by a description of common derivational morphology: 
plural, diminutive, location, nominalising, and verbalising (§3.1.2). The next section 
(§3.1.3) covers both lexical suffixes and unproductive derivational morphology. I then 
provide an outline of the clausal categories of tense, mood, modality, evidentiality, and 
perfect (§3.1.4), almost all of which are indicated by clitics. The section concludes in 
§3.1.5 with a discussion of the particles ?i? and ?u?, which are prevalent in discourse.
3.1.1 Person
Salish languages are normally described as polysynthetic, containing large amounts 
of information in affixal material on the syntactic predicate. However, SENCOTEN, which 
has a very similar morphological inventory to other Central Salish languages, has very little 
truly inflectional morphology. In inflectional morphology for verbs, I include only aspect 
and person agreement (which also partially distinguishes number and case).^^ Nouns 
appear to lack any inflectional morphology other than perhaps possession, while 
demonstratives inflect for gender, remoteness, and number; neither of these parts of speech
There is a debate in Salish linguisties on the status of person affixes as pronouns vs. agreement, 
whieh will be diseussed further at the end of §3.1.1. In this thesis, I treat both subject and object 
affixes as indicators of agreement.
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is considered in this thesis. The reason so few verbal categories are considered inflectional 
is that only aspect, person agreement, and case agreement have all of the following 
properties: they are obligatory (each verb must have a value for each category), each verb 
can only take one value for each category, and they do not add a semantic predicate to their 
stem. Only lexical verbs take all three of these inflectional features (aspect, person and case 
agreement), since aspect is restricted to appearing with lexical verbs. Chapter two 
contained a discussion of the Salish lexical category debate, where it was shown that most 
scholars now agree that Salish languages at least distinguish verbs and nouns in the 
lexicon. I am assuming for this thesis that Montler (2003) is correct in proposing lexical 
categories of auxiliary, adjective, and adverb too for Klallam and Northern Straits.
There is other morphology which is more controversial, in particular 
valence-changing morphology and tense. I argue in §3.5 that valence-changing morphology 
is derivational, although it is more like inflectional morphology than some of the other 
derivation, and some valence-changing morphology is closer to inflection than others. It is 
obligatory, in the sense that all transitive clauses must have a predicate with one of the four 
transitivising suffixes. However, it is stackable and some valence-changing morphology 
significantly affects the semantics of the verb to which it applies. Tense in SENCOTEN has 
not been the subject of any focussed research. In literature on other Salish languages. 
Upriver Halkomelem and St’at’imcets, there has been a debate over whether or not it is 
obligatory (Wiltschko 2003b, Ritter & Wiltschko 2005, Matthewson 2006). I have not 
investigated the obligatoriness of tense in SENCOTEN. The different tense clitics will be 
outlined in the section on clitics, §3.1.4.
The SENCOTEN verb can occur as a well-formed word and even a syntactic clause 
with no overt sign of inflection, as in, e.g., (3.1).
(3.1) KES 
qcs
go.in.water[PFV]
Tt fell in the water.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
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Lacking any first or second person agreement, a bare root like (3.1) is taken to involve 
either a third person subject or to act as a command. In (3.1), it is interpreted as a third 
person. It is also interpreted as perfective, since the basic SENCOTEN verb stem for roots 
containing two consonants is used for the perfective aspect (see §3.2). Since it lacks case 
agreement and a transitivising suffix, it is interpreted as intransitive with an absolutive 
subject.
Most Salish languages have been described as split-ergative systems 
(Czaykowska-Higgins & Kinkade 1998: 32), where the split is conditioned by different 
factors in different language sub-groups. In most Central Salish languages, the split is in 
terms of person and clause type (Montler 1986: 183, Gerdts 1988: 47-50, Jelinek & 
Demers 1983, Kiyosawa & Gerdts 2010: 29-30). In SENCOTEN, first and second persons 
have a clear nominative-accusative pattern, where subjects of intransitives and subjects of 
transitives are both indicated by the same means. In matrix clauses, they are indicated by a 
set of clitics, distinguishing first person singular =sdn (3.2), first person plural =it9 (3.3), 
and second person (singular or plural) =sx^ (3.4).
(3.2) QA SEN
k'^ey=s9n
hungry[PFV]=l SG.SBJ
T’m hungry.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
(3.3) WILTE
XW9y=|t9
wake. up[PFV]=1 PL. SB J 
‘We woke up.’
(3.4) TELA,T SW 
Âole?-t=sx'^
be.sought-C.TR[PFV]=2SBJ 
‘You’re looking for it.’ (15.13)
These are second position clitics, so they appear on the right edge of the first word in the
sentence, whether this is a syntactic predicate (3.2-3.4 above), an auxiliary (3.5), or an
adverb (3.6).
(3.5) YÀ, SEN DOQ
ye?=s9n lak'^
go=lSG.SBJ go.home[PFV]
‘I’m going home.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
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(3.6) CE,LÀL SEN I JAN,
C9lel=S9n ?i?=cer)
alm ost=l SG.SBJ COM=be.home[PFV]
T almost made it home.’ (30.5a)
The second person clitic can be used with a singular or plural subject (Montler 1986:
152). A speaker can specify that they are referring to more than one second person by
using the optional enclitic =held, which appears on the right edge of the syntactic
predicate, as in (3.7).
(3.7) TILENSWHÂLE 
Oi&Qg=sx^=hel9 
stand.up[PFV]=2SBJ=2PL
‘Stand up, everyone.’ (Turner 2007: 47)
According to Montler (1986: 218-219), this can be used for any second person in the 
clause, subject, possessive, or object.
First and second person objects are indicated through agreement suffixes on the 
syntactic predicate. As with the subject clitics, number is distinguished in first person but 
not second. There are two sets of suffixes for first and second person singular: one is used 
with the control transitiviser (3.8-3.9) and the other set is used with the other transitivisers 
(non-control, causative, and effort) and with the relational applicative -nos (3.10-3.11).^® 
The first person plural suffix is the same for all transitivers (3.12-3.13).^^
(3.8) KÀUES 
qew-3-s
get.paid-C.TR[PFV]-lSG.OBJ 
‘Pay me!’ (7.25d)
(3.9) CTÀSE SEN TTE XENÂNS TTEN, SKA.L
cte-S9=son t09 x'^oneg-s tGch s-q'^el
ask[PFV]-C.TR;2SG.OBJ GNRL.DET how-3POSS GNRL.DET;2p0SS NMLZ-speak 
‘Em going to ask you what your words are.’ (27b. 15)
(3.10) WEvlONESSW
x'^oy-na-g9S=sx'^
wake.up-NC.TR[PFV]-lSG.0BJ=2SBJ 
‘You woke me up.’ (1.52a, 8.54a)
This split is found throughout Salish languages and the two sets are sometimes ealled S-objeets 
and M-objeets, due to their Proto-Salish form (Montler 1996, Kinkade 1998; eited in Kiyosawa & 
Gerdts 2010: 32). Proto-Salish *m has developed into [g] in the Straits Salish languages.
Note that the [t] of the eontrol transitive suffix and the [ax'^ ] of the non-eontrol and causative 
suffixes delete in the presence of the object suffixes (Montler 1986: 164-166).
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(3.11) XEL,TONE 
xsl-t-aqô
get.written-CAUS\PFV-20BJ 
‘I wrote on you. ’ (31.1a)
(3.12) K;'^on-9t-alx^=sx'  ^
see-C.TR\PFV-lPL.0BJ=2SBJ
‘You look at us.’ (Montler 1986: 157)
(3.13) k'^on-n-alx^=sx'^ 
see-NC.TR[PFV]-lPL.0BJ=2SBJ 
‘You see us.’ (Montler 1986: 157)
The third person in matrix clauses is generally treated as operating in an ergative 
system, where third person absolutive agreement (for third person subjects of intransitives 
and objects of transitives) is not overtly expressed (3.14, 3.15), and third person ergative 
agreement (for third person subjects of transitives) is indicated by a suffix [-s] on the verb 
(3.15) (Montler 1986: 153). Third person agreement on the verb does not distinguish 
number or gender.^^
(3.14) XE,ON
x'^3<?>aq
cry<lPFV>
‘He was crying.’
(3.15) W0EKJETS 
x'^-k'^oq-ot-s
L0C-0pen-C.TR\PFV-3ERG 
‘She opened it.’
It is possible to indicate subject plurality of third persons by using the plural form of the 
verb or auxiliary, as seen with the auxiliary in (3.16).
(3.16) YALE SE TA 0E0ÂCELES
ye<ls>?=S9? tey k'^ok'^ecobs
go<PL>=FUT canoe. raee[PFV] tomorrow
‘They’re going to canoe race tomorrow.’
Sex-based gender, and to some degree number, of third persons may be indicated when
there is a DP, since SENCOTEN determiners and demonstratives have distinct feminine
Throughout the thesis, I provide the sentenees as they were translated by the speakers I worked 
with, or with a translation appropriate to the seene they deseribe (for the video deseriptions). That 
does not mean it is the only possible translation. When a verb with third person agreement appears 
with no overt DP, it ean usually be translated with ‘it’, ‘he’, ‘she’, or ‘they’, constrained of course by 
the lexical semantics of the verb (e.g., in the following two examples the subject referent would not 
be translated ‘it’).
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singular and non-feminine singular forms, some of whieh are obligatory and some not 
(Montler 1986: 226).
(3.17) a. lY, TTE NE NENE
?oy t09 no gono
good GNRL.DET ISG.POSS offspring 
‘My ehild is good.’ (7.13a) [daughter or son]
b. DEQIST SEN TE NE NENE
loB:'^-i-st=son 6a na gona
g0 .home-REL-CAUS[PFV]=lSG.SBJ FEM.DET ISG.POSS offspring 
‘I took my daughter hom e.’ (1.9) [ean only be daughter]
The determiner/demonstrative system of Straits Salish languages is complex, and will not
be addressed in this thesis. See Montler (1986: 224-240) and Montler (2007) for
descriptions of SENCOTEN and Klallam.
The Straits Salish languages, including SENCOTEN, contain several types of
subordinate clause, described by Demers & Jelinek (1982, 1984), Montler (1986, 1993),
Jelinek (1994), Jelinek & Demers (1994), and Czaykowska-Higgins & Leonard (fc). These
take the same sets of object suffixes as matrix clauses, but subjects are indicated in
different ways. Some subordinate clauses take a special set of subordinate subject
agreement suffixes, with separate forms for first person singular and plural, second person,
and third person. In subordinate clauses, the third person patterns with first and second as a
nominative-accusative system. A second person subordinate agreement suffix is given in
(3.18).
(3.18) ILENLTESE, E 0SE CESE MO,EK
?ibn=lto=SQ? ?G k'^so cgsg ma?oq^
eat[PFV]=lPL.SBJ=FUT OBL REM.DET two duck
I, 0  ENA,EW SE, TÂCEL
?i?=k'^=ane?-©x^=SG? tecol
COM=COMP=come-2sUB.SBJ[PFV]=FUT arrive
‘We’re going to be eating the two ducks when you arrive.’ (13.4)
The subordinate agreement suffixes appear very rarely in my fieldwork recordings.
In another type of subordinate clause introduced by the eomplementiser
subjects are indicated by suffixes identical to the possessive clitics and/or suffixes of DPs.
Again, all persons operate in a nominative-accusative system for these subordinate clauses,
so the possessives are used for subjects of transitives and intransitives. Again, only first
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person distinguishes number. The first person singular and second person are clitics which 
attach to the eomplementiser (3.19, 3.20) and the first person plural and third person are 
suffixes whieh attach to the subordinate clause predicate (3.21-3.22).
(3.19) XEN SEN SE, 0NES YÂ, DOQ
x9g=s9n=SG? k^=ns=s ye?
fast=lSG.SBJ=FUT COMP-1 SG.POSS=NMLZ gO g0 .homc[PFV]
T went home quickly.’
(3.20) U, CÀCENE0EL ETE I, NU,NÂCTEL ETE
?u?=ceco-nG-k"'Gl=ltG ?i?=nawnec-t-ol=ltG
CONTR=friend-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.RECP=lPL.SBJ COM=get.paid-C.TR[PFV]-C.RECP=lPL.SBJ
E0S TU, CA ETE
?o=k^=s tsw cey-ita
OBL=COMP=NMLZ still WOrk[PFV]-lPL.POSS
‘We’re friends, but we still pay each other when we do work for each other.’
(24.29)
(3.21) STAN 0EN,S QENNEW?
step k^=ôô=s k'^on-nax^
what C0MP=2P0SS=NMLZ see-NC.TR[PFV]
‘What did you see?’ (13.57b)
(3.22) WITEN 0S SEKS
x^itog k^=s saq-s
jumpfpFV] COMP=NMLZ gct.OUt-SPOSS
‘It jumped out.’ (1IV. 146a)
I will not go into any detail regarding the different types of subordinate clauses and when
they are used. The most common ones in my fieldwork recordings are the nominalised
type shown in (3.19-3.22), so many examples of these will appear throughout the thesis.
There has been considerable debate surrounding the status of person affixes and
clitics in Salish languages. Jelinek (1993: 162, 1995, 1998) argued that Lummi is a
pronominal argument language, in which all of the person affixes and clitics are pronouns
and these pronouns are the only syntactic arguments (all DPs being optional adjuncts).
Others have argued against this view, particularly H. Davis (H. Davis 2005, H. Davis &
Matthewson 2009), who treats them as agreement markers. For this thesis, I have used the
term agreement to refer to the person affixes and clitics above.
3.1.2 Common derivational morphology
This section lists the common derivational morphology of SENCOTEN verbs. I 
will not discuss the valence-changing suffixes or the aktionsart morphology, as these are 
given their own sections in §3.3 and §3.4. As in §3.1 generally, my aim is not to provide a 
thorough morphological description of SENCOTEN (this has already been done by 
Montler (1986)), but it is to familiarise the reader with SENCOTEN verbs before going 
in-depth into the aspect, valence-changing, and aktionsart morphology whieh is at the heart 
of the thesis. I restrict myself to morphology which commonly appears in examples in this 
thesis: the diminutive, plural, location, nominalising, and verbalising morphology.
The diminutive and plural are both indicated through non-concatenative material, 
and they both apply to verbs and nouns. The plural morphology at least also applies to 
adjectives. The form of the the diminutive is regular: it is generally indicated by CV~ 
reduplication plus a glottal stop infix whieh occurs following the stressed vowel (Montler 
1986: 98).^  ^Since CV~ reduplication and glottal stop infixation are two of the exponents of 
the imperfective, diminutives resemble some imperfectives formally, although not 
necessarily semantically. The diminutive in (3.23) is nominal and the diminutive in (3.24) 
is verbal.
(3.23) HELISET TTE CECI,CBN,
holi-SGt t09 cG~ci<?>kôn
alive-INCH[PFV] GNRL.DET DlM~chicken<DlM>
‘The ehiek came to life; the chick is coming to life.’ (1.40, 8.31, 18.12) (cokon 
‘chicken’)^ '^
^  M ontler (19 8 6 ) lists this as C ~  reduplication. S ince all o f  h is exam ples are trisyllabic, stress is 
penultim ate, and unstressed  full v o w els  regularly reduce to schw a (Leonard 2007: 7 ), the 
reduplieant could be analysed as o f  the shape C V , w here the sch w a fo llow ing  Ci is a reduced cop y  
o f  the full v o w el o f  the stem  (see  Turner (2 0 0 7 ) on im perfective and resultative form s). M ontler  
(1 9 8 6 ) argues instead that this is an epenthetic schw a due to a constraint against tw o  con tiguous  
indentieal consonants (p. 30).
The reduplication deriving the w ord for ‘ch icken’ looks m ore like plural reduplication, s in ce  it 
also involves the use o f  the full v o w el [i]. H ow ever, the translation g iven  w as a lw ays singular. T his  
unusual dim inutive thus requires further investigation.
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(3.24), NE,NOKEL TTE KAK
n9~naq^ai t09 qeq
DIM~fall.asleep\lPFV GNRL.DET baby
‘The small baby is sleeping.’
[Speaker comment: “you’re finding the baby cute”] (1.47) (naq'^Gi ‘sleeping’) 
For Halkomelem, Suttles (2004: 138) argues that all diminutives are imperfective, where 
diminutive visibly includes formal indications of both imperfective and diminutive, as in 
double reduplication. Montler (1986: 98-101), in contrast, claims that diminutives can be 
perfective (‘non-actual’) or imperfective (‘actual’) in SENCOTEN. However, he does not 
provide any examples of verbal diminutives which are not also imperfective, and I have 
found none among my recordings. In addition, the glottal stop associated with diminutive is 
not found in (3.24), although it does have an imperfective form. It may be that the glottal 
stop Montler (1986) associated with diminutive is actually the imperfective infix, which is 
used with some full vowel stems. Very few SENCOTEN diminutives have been recorded 
so far in linguistic fieldwork, so it will be necessary to gather a larger list before drawing 
any further conclusions regarding its co-occurrence or overlap with aspect.
Plurality is another feature indicated on both nouns and verbs. Bar-el (2003b: 6), in 
a paper on the semantics of Skwxwu7mesh plurals, argues that the plural indicates 
plurality of events when used with verbs, often yielding an iterative or habitual 
interpretation; and Urbanczyk (2004) discusses this and other uses of plurality in Central 
Salish languages. In the SENCOTEN examples presented here, only plurality of subjects is 
indicated. The plural is indicated by one of a number of different non-concatenative means. 
It appears that at least two distinct plural formatives must be at work (Kiyota 2003,
Leonard 2010). The extent to which they are phonologically predictable is not yet fully 
understood. Montler (1986: 101-109) lists four basic plural formatives: Ci~ reduplication
(3.25), Cg1~ reduplication (3.26), infixation of < g1> (3.26, 3.27), and CVC~ reduplication
(3.28).“
25 The [i] of the Ci~ reduplication moves to the stressed syllable (as seen in 3.26).
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(3.25) TETINEWS 
tG~tiqGx' -^s 
PL~land-3P0SS
‘They’re his lands.’ (Montler 1986: 103) (tagox'^ ‘land’)
(3.26) 0ELE0I,WENTEL, 0TE CELECISU
k^0lG~k^i~’v^sn-t-9l k^ O^o k@~<l@>kisu
PL~IPFV~fight-C.TR-C.RECP REM.DET DIM~<PL>pig
‘The guinea pigs are fighting.’ (k'^iwantol ‘fighting’; koksu ‘little pig’)
(3.27) ÀETI TELÂCEL TTE EN SCÂLECE
?ei=ti t<Gl>ecal tOa ?on sce<l9>C9
PROX.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV;CONTIN <PL>arrive[PFV] GNRL.DET 2.POSS <PL>frlend
‘Your friends are arriving.’ (Turner 2007: 68) (tecal ‘arrive’; scecG ‘friend’)
(3.28) I, NENU, I,QEN,TES TE SLENLÂNI
?i?-nGnu ?i?-k'^9n-t-GS Og s&9n~&enGy
CONTIN-very CONTIN-see-C.TR\lPFV FEM.DET PL~woman
‘He was looking at the w om en.’ (5.23e) (sienoy ‘woman’)
Note that plural is used optionally in SENCOTEN: a form with no plural
morphology can still be used to indicate an event with more than one participant, or a noun
referring to more than one entity. Example (3.29) shows a singular use of the noun
meaning ‘egg(s)’, and (3.30) shows a plural use.
(3.29) BEL TTE XEZXOLES 
PgI tOG XGt®xal9S
hatch[PFV] GNRL.DET egg
‘The egg hatched.’
(3.30) QSET TTE XETXOLES
k'^sGt tOG xol^alG S
get.eounted-C.TR\lPFV GNRL.DET egg 
‘Count the eggs.’
The only time plural morphology might be obligatory is with adjectives in complex 
predicate nominals (nominal clauses acting as syntactic predicates) and DPs, where the 
adjective has to agree in number with the noun it modifies. Montler (1986: 130) gives 
examples from Klallam:
(3.31) a. cayq=cx'^=hay svvwv^ Gyqa?
big\PL=2SBJ=2PL man\PL
‘You are big m en.’
b. ♦cGq=cx'^=hay swwGyqa?
big=2SBJ=2PL man\PL
I will address this further in §4.1, as it is used to argue for a distinct lexical class of
adjectives.
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Another derivational formative found throughout the examples in my thesis is the 
x^- location prefix. Montler (1986) calls this prefix ‘locative’, but it does not indicate 
locative case. Rather it is used “when the predicate involves a particular location” (p. 45), 
so 1 am choosing to refer to it as the location prefix, and glossing it LOCAT. Sometimes it 
involves situations directed at someone’s face or other body part (3.32), and it occurs in my 
fieldwork recordings in several sentences describing a door being open or closed (3.33).
(3.32) WMECTITES 
x ^ -m sk '^ -G -i- t-G S
LOCAT-get.kissed-MOUTH-CONNEC-C.TR[PFV]-3ERG 
‘She kissed him; He kissed her.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
(3.33) WTKETES TTE SOL
x^-tq -G t-G S  tOG sal
LOCAT-close-C.TR\PFV-3ERG GNRL.DET door 
‘He/she closed the door.’ (18.30a, 23.129)
Its contribution to the verb meaning is not always clear to me.
A very common prefix in SENCOTEN is the nominaliser s-. As in many other
Salish languages, it is used both to nominalise verbs and to nominalise clauses (H. Davis
1997: 65). As a clause nominaliser, it behaves more like a clitic, phonologically attaching
sometimes to the eomplementiser or negative predicate, whieh introduces the clause, and
sometimes to the nominalised clause predicate. As a verbal nominaliser, it refers to an
entity and appears to be a prefix, since it is always phonologically attached to the verb it
nominalises. Example (3.34) shows both the clausal nominaliser (introducing the ‘when’
clause) and the verbal nominaliser (deriving the word ‘food’).
(3.34) QA SEN CNES QEN,NEW TTE S,ILEN
k'^ey=SGn k'^=no=s k'^on-nox'  ^ tOo s-?ÜGn
hungry[PFV]=lSG.SBJ COMP=lSG.POSS=NMLZ SCe-NC.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET NMLZ-eat 
‘1 got hungry when 1 saw the food.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
When the nominaliser is followed by the location prefix, it surfaces as [s], sometimes
through coalescence, where neither is! nor /xV surface, as in (3.35).
(3.35) ÂJETSEN TTE SQENOSEN
?ec-Gt=SGn tOG s-k^an-as-Gg
wipe-C.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET NMLZ;LOCAT-see-FACE-MID
‘I’m wiping the window/mirror; I wiped the window/mirror; I’m going to wipe the 
window/mirror.’ (15.2, 23.1)
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It may seem inappropriate that I have included the nominaliser in a section on verb 
morphology. Both the deverbal nominaliser and the clausal nominaliser are relevant, 
however, to understanding SENCOTEN aspect. Both nominalised verbs and nominalised 
clauses appear with both perfective and imperfective shapes. The differences between 
nominalised verbs and nominalised clauses with respect to aspect are discussed in §5.2, 
where I argue that the existence of nominalised verbs with both perfective and imperfective 
stem shapes does not provide counter-evidence for my claim that aspect applies only to 
verbs.
Two other derivational prefixes found in my fieldwork data are i- partake, and c- 
which Montler (1986: 148) calls have. These can both be used to derive verbs (3.36, 3.37). 
In many of my examples the ‘have’ prefix seems to indicate that an intransitive verb has an 
agent subject (3.38).
(3.36) SQÀ 0NES LCOFI
sk'^ey k'^=nG=s i-kafi
cannot COMP=lSG.POSS=NMLZ PARTAKE-coffee[PFV]
‘I can’t have coffee.’ (13.4Id)
(3.37) c-teb=son  
HAVE-money[PFV]=1 SG.SBJ
‘I have some money.’ (Montler 1986: 48)
(3.38) CPIT SEN 
c -p it= S G n
HAVE-recognise[PFV]=1 SG.SBJ
‘Oh! 1 recognise (that person).’ (34.35)
1 am not sure what the connection is between ‘having’ something and being an agent.
Perhaps there are two homophonous prefixes c-. This requires further research.
Another suffix which can be used to derive verbs is the -il directional suffix
(3.39) UIY,1LENSE 
? u ? = ? G y -il-G g = S G ?
CONTR=gOOd-DIRECT-MID[PFV]=FUT
‘The weather’s going to get better.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
It is also used with verbs indicating directional motion, productively in (3.40) and with a
bound root in (3.41).
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(3.40) SU, NU,ILENS 0E,
s=u?=nGw-il-Gg-s=k"'G?
NMLZ=CONTR=g0.in-DIRECT-MID[PFV]-3.POSS=PST.DIR.EV 
Then she went in.’
(3.41) CELÂL 1, TÂCEL 0TE NE SCÂCE
calel ?i?=tec-Gl k'^ Oa na scecG
almost COM=arrive-DIRECT[PFV] REM.DET ISG.POSS friend
‘My friend has almost arrived.’
However, the suffix is not used with all verbs of directed motion. For example, it is not
used with the verb tds ‘reach, get near, arrive’:
(3.42) XEN SEN OL, 1, TES E TTE SWOIS
xGg=SGn=?al ?i?=tas ?g tOo sx'^ais
quickly =lSG. SB J=LIM COM=reach OBL DET finish.line
‘1 quickly reached the finish line.’
The directional suffix appears to be limited in its use to certain bases.
1 would like to conclude this section with two points of clarification. First, 1 have
not listed all of the derivational morphology active or historically relevant to SENCOTEN.
1 have provided a brief description of the common elements found in my fieldwork
examples. Second, throughout the thesis Tdo not always gloss the derivational morphology
shown in this chapter. 1 do not gloss it when it is irrelevant to the point an example is
illustrating and where it might distract from the more relevant morphology.^^
3.1.3 Lexical suffixes
Lexical suffixes, found throughout the Salish family and in some neighbouring 
Wakashan, Chemakuan, and Tsimshianic languages of the Pacific Northwest (Boas 1947, 
Czaykowska-Higgins & Kinkade 1998: 25-26, Mithun 1999: 48), are suffixes with “a 
substantive, root-like meaning” (Montler 1986: 64); that is, they share formal properties of 
suffixes and semantic properties of content words. Lexical suffixes are always bound. 
Montler (1986) lists 58 lexical suffixes in SENCOTEN (p. 65), with meanings ranging 
from body parts/locations like ‘arm, side’ or ‘eye’ to classes of object like ‘wood’ or ‘fire’, 
to more abstract notions like,‘appearance’ or ‘times’.
T. Mattina (2008) also discusses the drawbacks of overglossing Salish languages.
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Although lexical suffixes are found with many nouns, they are also found in verbs, 
as the following examples show. In most of the literature on Salish languages, the 
root-lexical suffix boundary is indicated by the equals sign =, but since I am following 
more general conventions (and the Leipzig Glossing Rules) in using = to indicate clitics, I 
use a regular hyphen for lexical suffixes, as with other suffixes, although I use small caps to 
indicate that these are suffixes and not root material. The suffix glossed CONNEC is a 
connector, a string of phonemes often used between roots and lexical suffixes (Pidgeon 
1970: 18), the purpose of which is unknown. The following two examples contain lexical 
suffixes (in bold), joined to their bases with connectors.
(3.43) KBELÂCT 
qp-ol-ec-t
gather-CONNEC-WAIST-C.TR[PFV]
‘Bundle them (sticks) up.’ (Montler 1986: 72)
(3.44) WKEL,KEL,À,WEN,
x' -^q'^Gl~q'^Gl-e-wôn
LOCAT-CHAR~talk-CONNEC-MIND[PFV]
‘He’s thinking.’ (Montler 1986: 75)
I am inclined to treat lexical suffixes as derivational, since their semantic contribution to
verbs is idiosyncratic: compare the concrete use of the lexical suffix ‘eye’ in (3.45) and the
more tangential use in (3.46).
(3.45) JAN U , lEBOLES TE Katie
cen ?u?=l®Gp-alGS 0g Katie
really CONTR=close-EYE[PFV] FEM.DET Katie
‘Katie closed her eyes.’
(3.46) NEJOLES 
nac-abs 
different-eye
‘multi-coloured’ (Montler 1986: 77)
In addition, they provide a base for further derivational morphology, such as 
valence-changing suffixes, as shown in (3.47). Compare this to (3.48), a verb with the 
same root but no lexical suffix.
(3.47) EN TI, 0EN,S XELOSTEN
?Gn Xi? k'^9h=s xôl-as-t-ôN
2.P0SS want C0MP.2.P0SS=NMLZ write-face-C.TR-PASS[PFV]
‘Do you want to get your picture taken?’
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(3.48) I,XEL,TEN, TTE PU0
? i? = X G l-t-G lï t0G puk"^
CONTIN=write\n>FV-C.TR-PASS DET book
‘The book’s getting written.’
However, Czaykowska-Higgins (1998) argues that lexical suffixes differ in that some are
referential (they take on an internal argument role) and some are non-referential. In her
model of the Moses-Columbian word, she distinguishes lexical from morphosyntactic
morphology, rather than derivation and inflection. It may be that some SENCOTEN lexical
suffixes are more derivational than others.
In work on lexical suffixes in Salish languages, there has generally been a debate
regarding whether or not they involve noun incorporation (Czaykowska-Higgins &
Kinkade 1998: 26). Lexical suffixes, especially if they are incorporated nouns (norrtlally
objects), could have an affect on situation and grammatical aspect use. However, I have not
investigated their interaction with predicate classification or aspect for this thesis.
3.1.4 Tense, modality, evidentiality, and perfect
In SENCOTEN, aspect is a distinct feature from tense. While aspect is obligatory 
and indicated by changes in stem shape, tense is grammatically optional and indicated by 
the use of second position clitics. In addition to the tense clitics and the subject agreement 
clitics discussed in §3.1.1, SENCOTEN has several other second position clitics (called 
post-predicate particles in Montler (1986)). Most of these appear to have modal and/or 
evidential meaning. In addition, Kiyota (2008) argues that SENCOTEN has a perfect. This 
section goes through tense, mood, modality, evidentiality, and the perfect.
SENCOTEN has tense clitics to indicate past (3.49) and future (3.50) events.
(3.49) KAWET LO, SEN TE SLÂNI,
qew-Gt=lG?=SGn Og sieni?
get.paid-C.TR[PFV]=PST=l SG.SBJ FEM.DET woman
‘I was paying the lady.’ (8.24a)
(3.50) JA,NET SEN SE, TTE NE PU0
cen-Gt=SGn=SG? tOo no puk'^
get.straightened-C.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ=FUT GNRL.DET ISG.POSS book
‘I’m going to correct/straighten my book(s).’ (7.22)
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Both past and future tense clitics can be used on nominals in SENCOTEN (Montler 1986: 
210, 212). For example, the past clitic can be used to describe a person who has died.
Since I am focussing on verbs, I will not consider this further here.
The tense clitics are optional (Montler 1986: 210): out of context perfective 
sentences, discussed during elicitation, can often be translated with past, present, or future 
reference.
(3.51) DILEM TE Janet
lib m  09 Janet
sing[PFV] FEM.DET Janet
‘Janet sang; Janet is going to sing; Janet sang a song; Janet is singing.’ (Turner
2007:66; 18.3,45.18)
The optionality is especially seen regarding past tense, where, as Kiyota (2008) has shown, 
perfective telic verbs with no tense or temporal phrases are regularly interpreted as 
occurring in the past.
(3.52) WECETSEN TE NE SCÂCE
X'^ GC-Gt=SGn 09 n 9  scecG
wake.up-C.TR\PFV=lSG.SBJ FEM.DET ISG.POSS friend
‘I woke up my friend.’
In addition, setting up a past reference time in elicitation contexts yields sentences with 
optional past tense. (3.53b) is a possible answer for (3.53a), and the past tense clitic is 
optional.
(3.53) a. STON,ET SW LE OCE E 0SE TÂ,TES TINTEN
stag<?>9t=sx'^=b?=?ac9 ? 9  k^s9 te?09s tinton
do.what<lPFV>=2SBJ=PST=REQ OBL REM.DET eight ring
E 0SI,Â CELAKEL?
?9 k'^si?e caleqGl
OBL REM.DET yesterday
‘What were you doing at 8:00 yesterday?’
b. LÂLET (LE,) SEN TTE NE TÂ,E0EL
Ie~b-t(=l9?)=s9n t09 n9 teyok'^ol
lPFV~get.fixed-C.TR(=PST)=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET ISG.POSS racc.canoe
• ‘I was fixing my canoe.’ (19.28e)
I have transcribed a few SENCOTEN conversations and comments that the
speakers made in the course of our fieldwork together. The tense elities do not appear.
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(3.54) EWES HIT 10IL TTE SPÀ,KEN
?9wo=s hi0 ?i?=kTl t09 speYqag
NEG=NMLZ long.time COM=appear[PFV] GNRL.DET flower
Tt won’t be long and the flowers will show.’ (17.96)
(3.55) N IL0E TI,A SWI,WLES TES OX
nii=k'^9? ti?e swiwlos tos ?ax"^
3pred=PST.DIR.EV pr o x .DEM young.man get.near[PFV] go.towards
E TTE CEK PUT
?9 t09 coq put
OBL GNRL.DET big boat
‘This young man got there on the big boat.’ (23.46)
I do not have enough data to draw any conclusions regarding the use of tense in
conversation, but I do believe this provides some more supporting evidence that tense is
optional in SENCOTEN.
The optionality of tense in Salish languages has been under debate, discussed in
papers on Upriver Halkomelem (Wiltschko 2003b, Ritter & Wiltschko 2005) and
St’at’imcets (Matthewson 2006). Two crucial differences between SENCOTEN and these
two languages is that SENCOTEN has an overt past tense clitic and that SENCOTEN
sentenees ean be intepreted in the future without the future tense. Nonetheless, in the
SENCOTEN text appearing in Montler (1986) tense appears to be obligatory. The main
narrative events appear with no tense, but in the character’s speech future time reference is
always accompanied by the future tense clitic (3.56) or the auxiliary ye? (see next
paragraph), and past time reference by the past tense clitic.
(3.56) “?u?=m9k'^=SG?=sx'^ n9=stabs”
CGNTR=all=FUT=2SBJ lSG.POSS=SpOUSe
‘ “You’ll both be my wives.” ’ (Montler 1986: 252, 260)
(3.57) ye?=l9?=S9n k^ce-s9
go=PST=lSG.SBJ make. spiritually. strong-C .TR;20BJ[PFV]
‘ “I was going to make you strong.” ’ (Montler 1986: 255, 260)
Temporal interpretation in SENCOTEN can also be influenced by a number of
other factors. The auxiliary ye? ‘go’ normally implies future time reference if there is no
past tense in the clause.
(3.58) YÀ, SEN ETOTW TTE KAK
ye?=S9n Yotattx'  ^ tOo qeq
g o = l SG.SBJ go.to.sleep-CAUS[PFV] GNRL.DET baby
‘I’m gonna put the baby to sleep.’ (8.51)
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This may be in the middle of a grammaticalisation process into an indicator of future tense, 
or a modal similar to the English ‘going to’ (Copley 2002), which normally involves future 
time reference. It is only used with non-stative verbs (as far as I have seen), and it can 
occur with the past tense, in which case it retains its lexical meaning ‘go’.
(3.59) YÀ, LE, SEN KEWÀNEK E TI,A ÀNE0
ye?=b?=s9n qsw-ensq ?9 ti?e ?en9k'^
go=PST=l SG.SBJ get.paid-ACTOR[PFV] OBL PROX.DEM today
‘I went out and paid (someone/people) today.’ (7.25a)
The deictic system can also be used to imply temporal reference. In (3.60), the remote
demonstrative indicates that it was a Wednesday in the past, while the proximal
demonstrative in (3.61) refers to the coming Wednesday (‘this Wednesday’).
(3.60) CKÀUSEN E 0SI,A SLIWS
c - q e w = S 9 n  ? 9  k^si?e sfix'^s
AGENT-get.paid[PFV]=lSG.SBJ OBL REM.DEM Wednesday 
‘I got paid last W ednesday.’ (1.14)
(3.61) CKAu SEN E TI,A SLIWS
c - q e w = S 9 n  ? 9  ti?e siix'^s
AGENT-get.paid[PFV]=lSG.SBJ OBL PROX.DEM Wednesday 
‘I get paid this W ednesday.’ (1.15)
At least one suffix and two second position clitics indicate notions expressed by 
moods in Indo-European languages. The first is the desiderative suffix -elijdn (Montler 
1986: 60). (3.62) was uttered by one of the speakers when I offered him some coffee. I do 
not know why there is an extra schwa in the suffix in (3.62). This is perhaps due to a 
dialect difference.
(3.62) EWE. WU,A SEN SE LCOFIAlENEN 
?9W9. x'^9we=s9n=s9? i-kafi-elGgsn
NEG not.yet=lSG.SBJ=FUT PARTAKE-COffee-DESID[PFV]
‘No. I don’t feel like coffee yet.’ (5.0k, 13.41a)
This suffix has some relevance to chapter 4, as the Halkomelem cognate of the suffix is
employed by Gerdts (1988, 1991, and subsequent papers) in her tests for unergativity.
Next there is the second position clitic used for yes/no questions =?d (Montler
1986: 202). In the pronunciation of the speakers I worked with, the schwa often lowered to
[a]; hence the SENCOTEN orthographic representation with ‘O’.
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(3.63) LO,ESW O HÂQ?
la?9=sx'^=?G hek^
GNRL.AUX=2sbj=Q remember[PFV]
‘Do you remember?’ (V2.60, 9V.60)
Lastly, there is a suffix used for strong commands, cd? (Montler 1986: 203).
(3.64) k'^9n-9t-alx'^=CG 
see-C.TR\PFV-lPL.OBJ=CMD 
‘Look at us!’ (Montler 1986: 203)
Montler (1986) does not call it imperative, and I also believe the term command is better,
mostly because it is not an obligatory inflection on the verb. Commands ean be expressed
without this clitic. This is shown in chapter 5, when I look at the use of aspect in
commands.
SENCOTEN modality and evidentiality have not yet been investigated in detail, 
but it appears that most of the other second position clitics have modal and/or evidential 
meanings. Most of these elities are described briefly by Montler (1986). Jelinek (1987) 
provides a list of likely modals in Samish, and Galloway (1990) also refers to modality in 
his description of Samish elities. In addition, some cognate elities are described by 
Watanabe (2003) for Comox-Sliammon and for Musqueam Halkomelem by Suttles (2004). 
Here I will list the common modal/evidential clitics in SENCOTEN, going into a bit more 
detail for two clitics I have investigated more deeply than the others.
The three modals listed by Jelinek (1987), each of which is the same in 
SENCOTEN as in Samish, are not found in my fieldwork recordings, so they will not be 
considered here. More common modals in my examples include =?al, whieh Montler 
(1986: 219) calls limiting. He notes that it indicates “nothing more than what is said is 
implied” (p. 219), thereby limiting the amount of information the speaker intends to 
convey. It is translated often as ‘just’. The following sentence was used to describe a video 
where a woman is sitting in a chair with a drink.
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(3.65) EWE 0S INETS TE Katie
?9W9 k'^=s ?in-9t-s 09 Katie
NEG COMP=NMLZ say-C.TR FEM.DET Katie
U, 0EN,TIS OL, TTE SKO,KO,S
?u?=k"'9n-t-is=?al t09 s-q'^a?q'^a?-s
CONTR=hold-C.TR-PERSIS[PFV]-3ERG=LIM GNRL.DET NMLZ-drink-3P0SS
‘Katie’s not saying anything. She’s just holding her drink.’ (V2.161, 11V.161)
Another common clitic is =?ac3, which Montler (1986: 217) calls ‘request information’.
He states that it adds to a question “the implication that the speaker is not in fact in
possession of the information requested”.
(3.66) QENET... STAN OCE 0ELÂ,E SAKEL?
k'^9n-9t steq=?ac9 k'^9=le?9 seqoi
see-C.TR[PFV] what=REQ REM=LOC.PREP RES;gO.OUt\RES 
‘Look...’TOat’s that outside?’ (9V.23t)
It also looks like it’s part of a clitic Montler (1986: 222) calls presumptive, whieh seems to
be an epistemic modal, often translated with ‘must’ and ‘I guess’.
(3.67) QENQI,ENUOCE TE SLÀNI ET Claire
k'^9nk'^i<?9>n=?u?ac9 09 slen9y ?9=Â Claire
expect<lPFV>=PRESUM FEM.DET woman OBL=PN.DET Claire
‘I guess the lady was expecting Claire.’ (23.69)
Montler (1986) lists this clitic as =wa?acd, but I find it usually has the form in (3.67)
[?u?ac9].
A third clitic is =k^3ce, which Montler (1986: 217) calls ‘explanative’. He notes 
that it does not co-occur with the yes/no elitie =?a and that it is used in both questions and 
answers.
(3.68) STONET 0ECÀ 0SE HOLES? 
stag9t=k^9ce k'^so halos 
do.what[PFV]=EXPL REM.DET Horace 
‘What happened to Horace?’ (23.40a)
This is used with many wh-questions in my recordings.
Two clitics which I have investigated in a bit more detail are =to and =k^d?. These
clitics appear to be evidential. The evidential nature of the clitics is found in the
description of cognate clitics in Sliammon (Watanabe 2003). Watanabe (2003: 528) claims
that the Sliammon clitic =ta ‘observed’ indicates “that the predication is based on the
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speaker’s direct observation” and that “one must be seeing the event described at the time 
of predication.”
Sliammon:
(3.69) C9&=ta 
rain=OBSR
‘[I see that] it started to rain.’ (Watanabe 2003: 528)
This contrasts with =k^a ‘direct evidence’, which also indicates that the speaker has 
directly observed the event, but does not require the event to be currently seen.
Sliammon:
(3.70) C3i=k'^a 
rain=DlR.EV
‘It started to rain.’ (one would say this, for example, if he has just come from 
outside.) (Watanabe 2003: 520)
I hypothesise that SENCOTEN =td and =k^d are distinguished on similar grounds. With
=/a, as with Sliammon =ta, the situation itself is often being observed at the speech time.
(3.71) LO,ETE JETEN,
la?9=t9 catsf)
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV crawl\lPFV 
‘He/she’s crawling.’ (28.1)
[speaker comment: “if he was crawling around on the floor over there”]
It is also sufficient for the results of the situation to be observed at the speech time.
(3.72) XTITSENTE TTE COFI
xti-t=s9n=t9 tOa kaff
get.prepared-C.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ=PRS.DlR.EV GNRL.DET coffee 
‘I just made the coffee.’ (24.43)
(3.73) LO,E SEN TE XTIT TTE COFI
la?9=s9n=ta xti-t tOs kaff
GNRL.AUX=lSG.SBJ=PRS.DIR.EV get.prcpared-C.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET C O ffce
E 0SI,A CELAKEE
?9 k^si?e coleqol
OBL REM.DEM yesterday
‘It was yesterday when I made that coffee.’ (24.38)
[Note: the coffee is right there when I say this]
In addition, there are some examples with future time reference. In these examples, it
appears that there is present observation of some preliminary evidence that the event will
occur, as in for example (3.74), where the speaker knows that his/her friend will arrive
because he/she can hear the friend coming.
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(3.74) TACEL TE I, TTE NE SCÂCE
tec9l=t9=?i? t09 na sceca
arrive[PFV]=PRS.DIR.EV=CONTIN GNRL.DET ISG.POSS friend
‘My friend has almost arrived (i.e., I can hear her com ing).’ (10V.83b)
Due to its observed distribution, I have glossed the clitic =td as PRESENT DIRECT
EVIDENTIAL. This captures the requirement that the speaker has direct evidence for their
knowledge o f the situation, and that this evidence is observable at the speech time (the
evidential has present time reference).
The clitic =t3 is not found in previous work on SENCOTEN. However, Montler
(1986: 235-6) briefly discusses the “suffix” ti?, co-occurring with the deictic auxiliaries.
(3.75) le?9=ti? ts9 Gaqay
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV;CONTIN GNRL.DET sockcyc
‘That one is the sockeye (salmon).’ (Montler 1986: 235; gloss mine)
Montler (1986: 236) suggests that [ti?] may be a post-predieate particle (i.e., clitic), but
does not have enough examples to draw any conclusions on its morphological status or its
meaning. I have also found many examples with ti?. I suggest that this form is a
coalescence o f =/a and the continuing prefix ?/?- discussed in §3.1.5.
Contrasting with =t3 is the clitic =k^d?. This appears to be similar to Sliammon
=k^a. This clitic has received more attention in the previous literature than =t3. Montler
(1986: 215) calls =k^3? ‘informative’, and says it is “used when the speaker is offering the
prepositional content o f the sentence as new or particularly salient information to the
addressee”, but cautions that this definition is only a first approximation. He arrives at this
definition based on speaker comments that the sentences with =k^9? would be used “if  you
asked me” and “if I were telling you”. This is consistent with an extension of Watanabe’s
characterisation of Sliammon =k^a: the clitic is mostly used when the speaker has
observed a situation but the listener has not.
(3.76) LEM,TEN SEN 0E, TTE DILEK!
l:9m 09g= S 9n = k '‘'9? tOa lib q '^
pick.fruit\lPFV=lSG.SBJ=PST.DlR.EV GNRL.DET Strawberry
‘I was picking strawberries!’ (llV.164i)
Answer to question “Where were you?” (in natural conversation)
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(3.77) XELOU,S0E TTE STÂS0ELs!
X9i-9WS=k'^9 t09 Stesk'^9i-S
get.hurt-BODY\lPFV=PST.DIR.EV GNRL.DET back-3P0SS 
‘Her back is hurting!’ (V2.1 la )
Said by one speaker when the other speaker complained that the woman in the 
video was not smiling.
=k^d? is used frequently in video deseriptions. This is probably because I asked the
speakers to describe what they saw, and also possibly because one speaker could often see
more clearly than the other one, and so was passing on his knowledge to the speaker who
had not been able to see the evidence for himself.
(3.78) JE0XINEL0E,
C9k'^X-i-g-9l:=k'^9?
get.fried-PERSIS-MID-IPFV=PST.DIR.EV 
‘Som eone’s fiying something.’ (V2.28a)
Uttered while viewing butter fiying in a pan.
(3.79) SU, NU,ILENS0E, 
s o w  n 3 w - i l - 9 g - s = k ^ G ?
then g0.in-DIR-MID[PFV]-3POSS=PST.DIR.EV 
‘...then she went in.’ (V2.178, 10V.75a)
All of the examples so far have been declaratives. The clitic =k^d? is also used 
often in questions, in whieh case it is the addressee, and not the speaker, who has 
knowledge (or is presumed to have knowledge).
(3.80) EXIN 0E, OCE TE Claire
?9xin=k'^9?=?ac9 09 Claire
where=PST.DlR.EV=REQ.lNF FEM.DET Claire 
‘W here’s Claire?’ (5.25q)
(3.81) M ELEKESW 0O?
m 9 b q = ? 9 = s x '^ = k '^ 9 ?  
forget[PFV]=Q=2SBJ=PST.DIR.EV 
‘Did you forget it?’ (43.2)
There is one example of = b  in a question as well. It uses the general deictic auxiliary la?9.
(3.82) LO,ESWTE, SCUÂTSET?
la ? 9 = S X '^ = t9  S C 9W et-S 9t
GNRL.AUX=2SBJ=PRS.DIR.EV smart-INCH[PFV]
‘Did you learn? Did you get smart?’ (24.57)
Given Montler’s (1986) definition of =k^9?, my fieldwork observations (just 
discussed), and Watanabe’s definitions of the Sliammon cognates, I propose the following 
working definitions of the Northern Straits clitics:
=t9 PRESENT DIRECT EVIDENTIAL is uscd to impart information which is known to the 
speaker, and not the addressee, through direct observation; or to ask for information which
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is known to the addressee and not the speaker. The evidence for the speaker’s/addressee’s 
knowledge is observable at the time of speech.
=k^ 9  PAST DIRECT EVIDENTIAL is uscd to impart information which is known to the 
speaker, and not the addressee, through direct observation; or to ask for information whieh 
is known to the addressee and not the speaker. The evidence for the speaker’s/addressee’s 
knowledge was observable at some time prior to the time of speech.
These definitions are to be taken as second approximations (subsequent to Montler’s (1986:
215) first approximation of =A:'^ a). One example that does not fit in with the above
definitions is a command containing =k^d?.
(3.83) QIÂM0E, 
k'^iem=k"'9? 
stop=PST.DlR.EV 
‘Stop it!’ (6.55, 13.76)
This will have to be taken into account in future research on the evidential clitics. The
evidential clitics =td and =k^d? commonly occur with the auxiliaries la?9 and ?ei9, which I
treat as deictics.
The last clitic I will discuss in this section is Montler (1986: 190) calls the 
clitic realized, and shows that this is often used with sentences translated with the English 
already. This is especially the case when it’s used with resultatives like that in (3.84).
(3.84) 0L SKOL,EL TTE SKÀUT
kwj s-q'^abf t09 sqewO
PRF RES-get.baked\lPFV DET potato
‘The potatoes are already baked.’ (2.3)
Kiyota (2008), however, argues that it is a perfect, and that it has similar uses to the
English perfect (universal, experiential, perfect of result, perfect of recent past) in addition
to an inceptive use. Example (3.85) gives a universal perfect use.
(3.85) k^i ci<?o>q ?o ti?e k^ocil
PRF snow.fall<lPFV> OBL PROX.DEM morning
‘It has been snowing since this morning.’ (Kiyota 2008: 102)
I will follow Kiyota’s (2008) analysis here and gloss this clitic as PERFECT (PRF). It is
relevant to chapter 4, as its use with different predicates is one of Kiyota’s (2008) tests for
atelicity.
This section has outlined some of the elities and affixes with temporal, mood, 
modal, evidential, and perfect meaning in SENCOTEN. In the following section I will look
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at two other clitics whieh affect the temporal interpretation of events with respect to each 
other, the discourse particles ?i? COMITATIVE and ?u? CONTRASTIVE.
3.1.5 Continuing and contrastive particles
Many SENCOTEN clauses contain the particles ?i? and ?u?. Their meaning is 
difficult to pin down, but Montler (2003: 123-125) gives a characterisation which I will 
follow in my glossing. He suggests that there is a prefix ?i?~ called continuing, which is 
used to describe “continuing motion”. This often eo-oecurs with imperfective aspect
(3.86), and often with the perfect as well (3.87).
(3.86) I, TOTEN SEN E TTE SNÂNET
?i?-0a~09N=s9n ?o tOs sNenot
CONTIN-IPFV~gO.Up=lSG.SBJ OBL DET rock 
T’m on my way up the rock/mountain.’ (1.27)
(3.87) 0LI,TO 0EL TTE SDÀCEN
kw|=?i?-tak'^of t09 s’tec9N
PRF=CONTlN-get.broken\lPFV DET tide 
‘The tide is breaking.’ (2.28)
Then there is a separate clitic ?/?=, which he calls a comitative conjunction. It is used to
conjoin verb phrases and denotes simultaneity of the two events described (3.91). It is also
used to conjoin a verb to some adverbial intensifiers (3.92) (Montler 2003: 122).
(3.88) I, NEKNONET TTE KAK
?i?-n9q'^-naN9t tOo qeq
CONTIN-fall.asleep-N.REFL[PFV] GNRL.DET baby
I,W I E TTE 0E0ÀCEN,
?i?=x'^9y ?9 t09 k'^9~k'^ec9g
COM=wake.up OBL GNRL.DET IPFV~shout
‘The baby was falling asleep when it was woken up by the shouting.’ (1.48)
(3.89) CELÀL I, HI TTE SCA ETE
colei ?i?=hay tOs scey-lts
almost COM=finish[PFV] GNRL.DET work-lPL.POSS
‘Our work is getting finished.’ (2.52)
The conjunction and the continuing prefix do appear to bear some semantic resemblance,
and it was often difficult to tell which is being used in a particular utterance. In addition, it
is not clear that one should be treated as a clitic and one as a prefix. However, I will
conform to Montler’s (2003) analysis for this thesis and gloss them differently from each
other, making note that this requires further research.
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The comitative conjunction constrasts with ?u?=, which is used to indicate that an 
event is in contrast to expectations (Montler 2003; 124) (3.90) or in contrast with a 
present state of affairs (3.91).
(3.90) U, HEHO,I SEN OL 
?u?=h9~ha?9y=san=?al 
CONTR=IPFV~alone= 1SG. SBJ=LIM 
T’m all by m yself.’ (44.41)
(3.91) UIY,ILENSE 
?u?=?9y-il-9g=S9?
CONTR=gOod-DIR-MID=FUT
‘The weather’s going to get better.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
Montler (1986: 195) distinguishes between sentenees with ?i? and ?u? using the following 
pair of sentences, which are translated identically, but described further in the paragraph 
following (3.92).
(3.92) a. ? i? = t9 W 9  satog^san
COM=still walk\lPFV=l SG.SBJ 
‘I’m still walking.’ (Montler 1986: 195)
b . ?U ? = t9 W 9  S 9 t9 g = S 9 n
CONTR=Still walk\lPFV=l SG.SBJ 
‘I’m still walking.’ (Montler 1986: 195)
Sentence (3.92a), according to Montler (1986), would be used in the context “I’ve been
walking all day and I’m still walking” (p. 195); sentence (3.92b) “my husband’s sick, laid
up, but I’m still walking” (p. 195; underlining in original). The contrastive conjunction is
also used to conjoin some adverbs to verb (Montler 2003, Jelinek & Demers 2004).
A phonological string used very frequently in the examples cited in this thesis is
[su?] which is used to connect a series of situations in discourse. (3.93) provides a series of
clauses uttered in succession to describe a video. The clause introduced by this string often
has properties of a subordinate clause; the examples in (3.93) contain the third person
possessive suffix indicating a third person agent.
(3.93) a. 0E0IL ENA TE SCÂCES ENA SETEN
kw9~kwii ?one 09 scec9-s ?9ne s9t9N
lPFV~appear[PFV] come FEM.DET friend-3P0SS com e walk\lPFV-MlD
‘It was showing her friend coming walking.’
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b. SU, SEYEKS TE STELEHÂLES
s=u?=s9y9q-s 09 st9l9hel9-s
NMLZ=CONTR=look.for[PFV]-3POSS FEM.DET money.container-3POSS
‘Then she [the friend] looked in her purse/handbag.’
c. SU, W0EKNOWS TTE SOL
s=n?=x'^k^9q-nax^-s t09 saf
NMLZ=C0NTR=0pen-NC.TR[PFV]-3P0SS GNRL.DET door 
‘Then she opened the door.’
d. SU, NU,ILENS
S=U ?=n9W Ü 9N S
NMLZ=C0NTR=get.inside-DIR-MID[PFV]-3P0SS 
‘Then she went in.’
Since the clauses it introduces contain third person possessive agreement, I suggest that 
[su?] is a combination of the clausal nominaliser s= and the contrast clitic ?u?= and the 
string of clauses in (3.93b-d) are syntactically nominalised. Also, [su?] is very frequently 
preceded by ?dn, which looks like the second person possessive clitic. The two were used 
frequently in the speakers’ narration of short films. (3.94) is another example of narration.
(3.94) a. TU I, SMO0EL 0E,
t9w ?i?-s-mak'^9f=k'^9?
a.little.bit CONTIN-RES-get.bent\RES=PST.DIR.EV 
‘She was sort o f bent.’
b. SU,0S ENÂÀÀ TILEN
s=u?=k'^=s ?9neee 0 ib g
NMLZ=CONTR=COMP=NMLZ come stand.up[PFV]
‘Then she started standing up.’ [slowly]
e. EN=SU, TW STOQEL 
?9n=s=u?=tx'^-s-0aq"'9f
2POSS=NMLZ=CONTR=lNCH-RES-get.straightened\RES 
‘Then she straightened out.’
d. EN=SU, TWE TETILEN,
?@n=s=u?=tx^9-09~0ibi^
2P0SS=NMLZ=C0NTR=INCH-IPFV~stand.up 
‘Then she was standing.’
I am treating this ?9n as the second person possessive clitic. It obviously has a specialised
use here, since there is no second person reference. One reason to suppose this is the
possessive is that occasionally no is used instead. That is the form of the first person
possessive clitic. This pattern is also found in Musqueam Halkomelem (Suttles 2004: 105-
112).
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§3.1 has described morphology which is relevant to my thesis, but not that which 
forms its main focus. I have covered person and ease agreement; lexical suffixes; several 
derivational formatives, including plural, diminutive, a nominaliser, and two verbalisers; 
tense, mood, modality, evidentiality, and perfect clitics; and the discourse prefix/clitics 
describing simultaneous and contrasting events. In the next three sections, I will provide a 
more detailed description of the morphology associated with aspect, valence change, and 
aktionsart.
3.2 Grammatical Aspect
In this thesis (§3.2) I argue that grammatical aspect is an inflectional feature on verbs, and 
that it has two values: perfective and imperfective. Thus, each verb has a two-member 
paradigm consisting of a perfective stem and an imperfective stem. I suggest that it is best 
to think of the perfective and imperfective in terms of inflectional classes because their 
forms show considerable variation whieh is not entirely predictable. The variants do not 
appear to be linked phonologically, though there have been several attempts to provide a 
unified morphophonological analysis (Montler 1986, Montler 1989, Stonham 1994, Kurisu 
2002, Leonard & Turner 2010); these attempts are discussed in more detail below. The 
variation in imperfective shape appears to result rather from the convergence of historically 
distinct morphological formatives. In §3.2.1,1 list the different perfeetive-imperfeetive 
shape patterns, in §3.2.2 I discuss previous accounts of the variation, and in §3.2.3 I 
compare the groups of stems taking the different shapes to Corbett’s (2009) canonical 
inflectional classes.
3.1.2 Perfective and imperfective stem shapes
There are four basic perfeetive-imperfeetive patterns, referred to in Leonard & 
Turner (2010) as follows: I) suffixation + vowel change, II) contrastive schwa insertion,
III) CV-reduplication, and IV) glottal stop infixation. Although the terminology used by 
Leonard & Turner (2010) implies a process from perfective to imperfective, their templatic 
analysis does not assume this. I will continue to use these terms here, but will also
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introduce each pattern as associated with an inflectional class. The classes are motivated 
below.
Suffixation + vowel change is attested with all verb stems containing only two 
consonants and lacking a full vowel (Class I). This pattern was first recognised as an 
imperfective pattern in Turner (2006), although previous authors had described resultatives 
with the same internal shape (see §3.4.1). The perfective of these stems has the shape CoC 
and the imperfective has the shape CeCsl or CaCal. Examples are given in (3.95) through 
(3.98), where the perfective is in (a) and the imperfective in (b).
(3.95) a. TE0SE, TTE SXEL,ÂL,S
t©k^=S9? tOa sxolels
break[PFV]=FUT GNRL.DET pencil 
The pencil is going to break.’ (2.25)
b. TO0EL TTE SXEL,ÂL,S
tak^si tOs sxalels
break\IPFV GNRL.DET pencil
The pencil keeps breaking.’ (2.29)
(3.96) a. 0EL, TTE NE TI
k^ @I tOa no ti
Spill[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS tea 
‘My tea got spilled.’ (6.22)
b. I,0OL,EL TTE TA,E0EE
?i?=k^alGi tOo teyok'^al
CONTlN=spill\lPFV GNRL.DET racc.canoc
‘The canoe is on the verge of tipping over.’ (5.3)
(3.97) a. LO,ETE TÀ, 0LNEK TE Katie
la?9=t9 Ac? kT=n@q^ Os Katie
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV again PRF=sleep[PFV] FEM.DET Katie
‘Katie’s sleeping again.’ (17.60)
b. NOKEE IWECETSW
naq^si ?i?=x"'9C-9t=sx'^
sleepMPFV CGM=wake.up-C.TR=2SBJ
‘She was sleeping and you woke her up.’ (12.41)
(3.98) a. LET TTE STEM,0ES
bt® tOs stsmk'^Gs
fill[PFV] GNRL.DET car 
‘The ear is full.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
b. I LÀTEL TTE NE À,LEN
?i?=let®Gi tOo no ?e?bq
CONTIN=fill\lPFV GNRL.DET ISG.POSS house
‘My house is getting full.’ (44.8)
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The quality of the full vowel is discussed by L. Thompson, M. Thompson & Efrat (1974: 
190) and by Montler (1986: 140-141) in his section on resultatives. L. Thompson et al. 
state that [a] is only found preceding rounded post-velars (i.e., [q'^ ] and [x'^]), but based on 
further fieldwork Montler finds that forms with [a] all seem to have a labial consonant in 
the root, but not necessarily a post-velar labial (e.g., 3.2). However, since some forms with 
labials have [e] in their imperfeetive/resultative stem, the contrast is not entirely driven by 
phonology.
The final two consonants of these imperfeetives [of] are analysed in Montler's 
(1986: 56) discussion of resultative as a separate suffix called dumtive. However, in 
SENCOTEN at least, I have only found three environments in which this suffix occurs: 1. 
in imperfectives/resultatives of this stem type; 2. in persistent middles of verbs with no fiill 
vowel in the root (see §3.4.4); 3. in words meaning ‘belonging to’ (Montler 1986: 57). An 
instance of the second and third types are given here:
(3.99) CEX,IN,EL
cox'^-i-q-ol
melt-PERSIS-MID-DUR?
‘Someone’s melting something.’ (9V.28)
(3.100) x'^-senoc-ol 
LOC-Saanieh-DUR
‘It belongs to Saanich (a given personal name).’ (Montler 1986: 57)
The ‘belonging to’ use of [of] in, for example, (3.100) is the only instance which appears to 
be a genuine suffix, since it is not accompanied by any other morphology. With both the 
imperfeetive and the persistent, there appears to be a specific phonological and 
morphological environment in which [oi] only and always occurs. For imperfeetives this is 
with CoC bases and for persistents this is with middle suffixed stems of CoC or CCoC 
roots. I therefore maintain my position of Turner (2006, 2007) and Leonard & Turner 
(2010): although [of] is likely a suffix historically, it is synehronieally part of the 
imperfeetive shape of CoC stems. The suffix does not appear to be found outside Straits 
Salish, since it does not appear in the major descriptions of other Central Salish languages
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(Kuipers 1967, Galloway 1993, Watanabe 2003, Suttles 2004) and is not mentioned in 
Kinkade’s (1996) historieal comparison of aspect morphology in Salish languages.
Contrastive schwa insertion is used with verb stems containing three consonants 
and lacking a lull vowel (Class II). Leonard & Turner (2010: 87), arguing that schwa is 
largely predictable in SENCOTEN, refer to these stems as CCC stems. This also follows 
Montler’s (1986: 122) analysis of these forms, where he argues that there is no underlying 
vowel in the roots of these stems. The stems have the shape CCoC in the perfective and 
CoCC in the imperfeetive. The picture is complicated because other schwas can be 
epenthesised into stems of this shape containing non-glottalised resonants (y, 1, n, m, g) in 
order to avoid illicit consonant clusters (Montler 1986: 127, Leonard & Turner: 90). 
Examples are given in (3.101) through (3.104).
(3.101) a. SKETLTESE, TTE SCALTE
sq-3t=it9=so? tOo s-cey=ito
get.finished-C.TR\PFV=lPL.SBJ=FUT GNRL.DET NMLZ-WOrk=lPL.SBJ 
‘We’re going to finish our work.’ (18.18a)
b. SEKT SEN TTE NE SCA
s3q-t=son tOo no s-cey
get.finished-C.TR\n>FV=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET ISG.POSS NMLZ-WOrk
‘I’m trying to finish my work.’ (18.21a, 46.34)
(3.102) a. TPEX
Apox
seatter\PFV
‘scatter’ (Turner 2007: 83)
b. TEPX
Aopx
seatterVlPFV
‘scattering’ (Turner 2007: 83)
(3.103) a. YÀ, SEN U, STEN OL,
ye?=son ?u?=st9q=?al
gO=lSG.SBJ CONTR=walk\PFV=LIM
‘I’m just going to walk.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
b. 0CÀNETEN SEN ET Janet
k'^ceg-ot-9g=son ?o=X Janet
yell-C.TR[PFV]-PASS=lSG.SBJ OBL=PN.DET Janet
0NES I ÉETEN
k'^=no=s ?i?-sotsg
eomp=lSG.POSS=NMLZ CONTIN-walkVlPFV
‘Janet yelled at me while we were walking.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
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(3.104) a. 0EL,ETSW TTE NE TI
k^9l-ot=sx'^ tOo no ti
spill-C.TR\PFV=2SBJ GNRL.DET ISG.POSS tea 
‘You pour my tea.’ (i.e., command) (8.46)
b. 0EL,T SW TTE KO,
k^ol-t=sx'^ tOo q^a?
Spill-C.TR\IPFV=2SBJ GNRL.DET water
‘You’re tipping the water out.’ (5.22)
The third perfeetive-imperfective pattern is CV-reduplication. Several perfective
stem shapes are found with this pattern, all containing a full vowel in the initial syllable. I
will call stems which follow this pattern Class III stems.
(3.105) a. HI SEN DILEM
hay=son tilom
finish[PFV]=lSG.SBJ sing
‘I’m going to quit singing; I quit singing.’ (21.23)
b. JAN YOT U, HOHI ET Janet
cen yaO ?u?=ha~hoy ?o=X Janet
really always CONTR=lPFV~fmish OBL=PN.DET Janet
‘She’s always quitting on Janet.’ (44.39)
(3.106) a. YÂ, SEN TON E TTE COL,EK
ye?=son Gag ?o tOo caloq'^
go=lSG.SBJ go.up[PFV] OBL GNRL.DET upstream, area 
‘I’m going up (to the top).’ (1.26)
b. I, TOTEN SEN E TTE SNÀNET
?i?-0a~0sg=son ?o tOo sgenot
CONTIN-IPFV~g0.up=lSG.SBJ OBL GNRL.DET mountain
‘I’m on my way up to the roek/mountain.’ (1.27)
(3.107) a. LO,E SEN TE TIMO,T TTE KO,
l a ? 9 = S 9 n = to  0ima?-t tOo q '^ a ?
GNRL.AUX=lSG.SBJ=PRS.DIR.EV freeze-C.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET w a t e r  
‘I f r o z e  t h e  w a t e r . ’ (28.5)
b. LO,E SEN TE TETI,MOT TTE KO,
la?9=S9n=t9 09~0Inia?-t tOo q'^a?
GNRL.AUX=lSG.SBJ=PRS.DIR.EV IPFV~freeze-C.TR GNRL.DET water 
‘I’m freezing the water.’ (19.15a, 47.37)
(3.108) a. KO,KO,ESW?
q^a?q^a?=?9=sx'^
drink[PFV]=Q=2SBJ
‘Are you going to drink?’ (Fieldwork 2006)
Note that unstressed full vowels normally reduee to sehwa in SENCOTEN (Montler 1986: 28), so 
the loeation of the full vowel in the imperfeetive depends on the stress pattern for the word. This is 
generally assigned to the rightmost left-headed foot (Leonard 2007), often resulting in penultimate 
stress (Montler 1986: 26). Thus the full vowel in a reduplicated imperfeetive stem is normally in the 
penultimate syllable, but there are exceptions (3.111). See Turner (2007) for full argumentation.
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b. KOKEKO,ESW? 
q^â~q^sq^a?=?9=sx'^ 
n»FV~drink=Q=2SBJ 
‘Are you drinking? (Fieldwork 2006)
Although some stems with a full vowel have reduplicated imperfeetives, others
(Class IV) follow a different pattern: in (3.109) through (3.112) the perfectives have
various different stem shapes, and the imperfeetives differ from their corresponding
perfective by the presence of a glottal stop infix after the stressed vowel. An epenthetic
schwa appears in one of three environments. First, it appears when the glottal stop infix is
followed by a resonant (3.110), perhaps to differentiate the glottal stop infix from a
glottalised resonant. Second, it appears when the glottal stop infix would form a cluster
with another consonant in a coda (3.111). Third, it appears when the infix occurs at the
right edge of a word (3.112).
(3.109) a. WITEN 08 SEKS TTE SEPLIL
x^itag k'^=s soq-s tOo soplil
jumpfpFV] COMP=NMLZ go.out-3POSS GNRL.DET bread
‘The bread jumped out.’ (1IV. 146b)
b. JAN U, WI,TEN, 
cen ?u?=x^i<?>tog 
really CONTR=jump<lPFV>
‘He’s really jumping.’ (46.9)
(3.110) a. TINEL TTE STEM,0ES
t*igal tOo stonik'^os
getnear GNRL.DET car 
‘The car’s really close.’ (6.21)
b. I ZI,ENEL TTE STEM,0ES
?i?-t®i<?s>gsl tOo stomk'^os
CONTDSr-get.near<IPFV> GNRL.DET ear 
‘The car’s getting closer, nearing.’ (6.21a)
(3.111) a. SAT SEN TTE NE SCÀCE YÀ, TA
se-t=son tOo no sceca ye? tey
make-C.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET ISG.POSS friend go canoe. race[PFV]
‘I made my friend race.’ (2.41)
b. SÂ,ET SEN TTE NE SCÂCE YÀ, TA
se<?o>-t=son tOa na sceca ye? tey
make-C.TR<IPFV>=1 SG.SBJ GNRL.DET ISG.POSS friend go eanoe.raee[PFV]
‘I’m making my friend race.’ (2.41)
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(3.112) a. ENÂ NU,ILEN Claire I, K3E0ESET
?ane naw-il-ag Claire ?i?=qak'^-a-sat
come go.in-DlRECT-MID Claire COM=get.warm-C.TR-C.REFL
‘Come in Claire, and warm yourself.’ (24.66b)
b. MEQ 0S TÀCELS TTE SLIWS
mak'  ^ k'^=s tecal-s tGa siix'^s
every COMP=NMLZ arrive-3P0SS GNRL.DET Wednesday
I,ENA,E NÀIÀUTWENS E TE Janet
?i?=?ane<?a> ne’t®ewx'^aq-s ?a 0a Janet
COM=come<lPFV> visit-3P0SS OBL FEM.DET Janct^^
‘Janet visited us every Wednesday.’ (20.1a, 26.6)
Some perfeetive-imperfective pairs do not follow one of the four major patterns just
described. Some imperfeetives show reduplication and a glottal stop infix:
(3.113) a. X tÂM SEN E TTE E,WOTEL®
xiem=san ?a tOa ?awatal
watch[PFV]=l SG.SBJ OBL GNRL.DET competition
‘I’m going to watch the competition.’ (19.27)
b. XEXLA,EMSEN E TTE E,WOTEL,
xa~xle<?ô>m=san ?a tOa ?awatal
n»FV~watch<IPFV>=l SG.SBJ OBL GNRL.DET competition
‘I was watching the competition.’ (19.27b)
[speaker 1 pronunciation]
(3.114) a. YÀ, E SW SQOM
yé?=?a=sx'^ sk^am
go=Q=2SBJ swim
‘Are you going for a swim?’ (Turner 2007: 91)
b. SESQO,EM E SW
sa~sk^a<?>am=?a=sx'^ 
lPFV~swim<lPFV>=Q=2SBJ 
‘Are you swimming?’ (Turner 2007: 91)
These forms have probably arisen in the language because the imperfeetive shape of a verb
base containing a lull vowel is not phonologically predictable, and because reduplication
and glottal stop infixation probably represent diachronieally distinct morphology. Kinkade
(1996: 186) shows that some Central Salish languages have only the reduplicated variant of
the imperfeetive and not the glottal infix (Comox-Sliammon, Pentlateh, Seehelt, Squamish,
The oblique preposition is unexpected here, since Janet is the agent participant for the predicate 
‘come visit’. It is possible I have parsed this sentence wrong, and it should be nel®ewx"'9g=so? 
‘visit=FUT’.
Note that the comma is used in the SENCOTEN orthography to represent both a glottal stop and 
glottalisation on a resonant (see the orthography key at the beginning of the thesis). I found that the 
speakers I worked with also used the comma to represent morphological boundaries and sometimes 
used it in several places in imperfeetive words (not just next to resonants).
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Nooksack) and suggests that Proto-Salish had two distinct imperfeetives, a glottal infix and 
reduplication. The glottal infix is now found in some of the Interior Salish languages with 
repetitive or inchoative meaning. (Kinkade 1996: 193).
The following table summarises the major patterns of perfeetive-imperfective stem 
alternation.
Table 3.1: Perfective and imperfeetive stems
abstract stem perfective imperfeetive
Class I (suffixation + 
vowel change)
CC CsC CeCoI/CaCoI
Class II (contrastive 
sehwa)
CCC(C) CCsC(C) CsCC(C)
Class III (reduplication) any containing 
full vowel
e.g., CVC(...) e.g., CV~CVC(...)
Class IV (glottal stop 
infixation)
any containing 
full vowel
e.g., CVC(...) e.g., CV<?>C(...)
In addition to the four perfeetive-imperfective stem patterns, all resonants occurring to the 
right of the stressed vowel are glottalised in all imperfeetive forms (Montler 1989,
Caldecott 1999). A good example of this is given in (3.115), where the resonants [1] and 
[m] are glottalised in the imperfeetive.
(3.115) a. DILEM SE TE Janet
tilam=SG? 03 Janet
sing[PFV]=FUT FEM.DET Janet
‘Janet’s going to sing.’ (45.19)
b. DEDIjLEM, TE Janet
to~til3ni 03 Janet
lPFV~sing FEM.DET Janet
‘Janet’s singing.’ (45.20)
There are also glottalised resonants in perfective forms, but only where these are part of the
lexical verb root (e.g., the root k^dl ‘spill’ in (3.96)), and these are glottalised in both
aspects.
Montler (1986: 31) also argues that resonant glottalisation plays a role in the 
alternation between [k' j^ and [w] and between [c] and [y] found in some verbs, which is 
conditioned by factors of stress and word position. He analyses these forms as having a
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hardening process in the perfective, and this hardening does not occur when the glide is 
glottalised in the imperfeetive.
(3.116) a. NECNECEN
n3c~n9C3g
PL~smile[PFV]
‘They all laughed.’ (23.142b) 
b. NELENEYEN
n3~l3~n3^9q
IPFV~PL~smile
‘They’re all laughing.’ (23.142e)
(3.117) a. CO0ES TTEN, SKÂL,
cak^as tOoh sq'^el
use-EFF[PFV] g n r l .det;2poss NMLZ-speak
‘U se your language.’ (5.0d)
b. CE,0,WES TTEN, SKAL,
c<3?>a'v^3S t03n sq'^el
use-EFF<lPFV> GNRL.DET;2poss NMLZ-spcak
‘Keep using your language.’ (5.0e, 9V.2a)
The alternation can also be seen between perfectives, as the glide also occurs when it is
preceded by stress (Montler 1986: 31) or in coda position (e.g., ‘wake up’ vs. x^dc-dt
‘wake someone up’). Galloway (1988), in his reconstruction of Proto-Central Salish
phonemes, shows that Proto-Central Salish *w has in some cases developed into Northern
Straits and Klallam [k'^ ] and *y into [c].
3.2.2 Problems with previous accounts of the stem shapes
This perfeetive-imperfective contrast has received several analyses. L. Thompson &
M. Thompson (1969) account for the Klallam pattern as metathesis, and Demers (1974) 
and Montler (1986) propose two different stress shift analyses. Other accounts attempt to 
unify all imperfeetive forms. Montler (1989) uses a template to account for all imperfeetive 
forms, Stonham (1994) suggests that all imperfeetive formation strives to add a mora to the 
perfective base, Kurisu (2002) uses an optimality theoretic account where all imperfeetive 
forms result from the need for imperfeetives to be distinct enough from perfectives, and 
Leonard & Turner (2010) propose a functional account based on Bybee’s (1985) model of 
the lexicon, where speakers strive to make imperfeetives similar to each other, despite
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distinct historical origins of the variants. Only Leonard & Turner (2010) include the 
suffixation + vowel change variant in their analysis.
These accounts have been successful in varying degrees (see Turner (2007: 41)) for 
a critical comparison), but none has been able to account for all forms since the 
imperfeetive shape simply is not fully predictable based on the perfective shape. Both the 
reduplication and the glottal stop infix pattern are attested with verb stems containing full 
vowels. Consider (3.119) and (3.120), both of which have the same perfective stem shape 
(CVCsC), but differ in their imperfeetive stem shape.
(3.119) a. 0ÀCEN TE Janet
k^ecag 03 Janet
shout[PFV] FEM.DET Janet
‘Janet yelled.’ (Turner 2007: 85)
b. WINONESW 0EN,S 0E0ÂCEN,
x'^3y-n-ag3=sx'^ k'^=3n=s k^@~k^ec3g
wake.up-NC.TR[PFV]-lSG.OBJ=2SBJ C0MP=2P0SS=NMLZ IPFV~shout 
‘You woke me up when you were hollering.’ (8.54a)
(3.120) a. HÂSENSEN
hes3q=S3n
sneeze[PFV]=1SG. SB J
‘I just sneezed.’ (Turner 2007: 35)
b. h A,s e n , s e n
he<?>s3^=s3n
sneeze<IPFV>=1 SG.SBJ
‘I’m sneezing.’ (Turner 2007: 35)
Most verbs follow one or the other pattern, but above I showed verbs which follow both
patterns at once (3.113-3.114), and some verbs are attested with either pattern, as in
(3.121-3.122):
(3.121) NENONEW LTE 0E, 
g3~ga-n3x^=it3=k'^3? 
n>FV~get.eaten-NC.TR= 1 PL. SB J=PST. DIR. EV
TTE CESE MO,EK
t03 C3S3 ma?3q'^
GNRL.DET two duck
‘We’re managing to eat the two ducks.’ [produced by speaker 2] (2.16)
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(3.122) NO,ENEW LTE 0E, 
g a < ? 3 > -n 9 x ^ = lt3 = k " '3 ?  
get.eaten<IPFV>-NC.TR= 1 PL. SBJ=PST.DIR.EV
TTE CESE MO,EK
t03 C3S3 ma?3q'^
GNRL.DET tWO duck
‘We’re managing to eat the two ducks.’ [produced by speaker 2] (2.16a)
These examples are discussed further in §5.2.2, where I will suggest their rarity (as 
imperfeetive achievements) has led to a situation where the few remaining speakers of 
SENCOTEN variably produce either pattern, since they have perhaps never heard the 
words used, or only heard them many years ago when SENCOTEN was still widely 
spoken in the Saanich community.
3.2.3 Inflectional classes
Since the imperfeetive form is not entirely predictable based on the shape of the 
perfective form, I suggest that the stems taking each of the different patterns are treated as 
different inflectional classes. I use the term as defined by Aronoff (1994: 64): “a set of 
lexemes whose members each select the same set of inflectional realisations”. The term 
inflectional class is also used by N. Mattina (1996) in her model of Okanagan word 
formation. However, her use of the term is different. She uses the term to distinguish two 
semantically, morphologically, and syntactically distinct sets of verb stems: transitives and 
intransitives. The transitive and intransitive verb stems are treated as belonging to different 
inflectional classes because transitive stems take ergative suffixes while intransitive stems 
take absolutive suffixes (p. 57-65). Thus, they are two classes whose members select the 
same set offeature values, rather than realisations o f  features. I use the term to refer to 
five classes of SENCOTEN verb stems. All of these contain verbs taking both perfective 
and imperfeetive aspect, but the classes are distinguished based on the way the aspects are 
realised on the verb stems they comprise. Table 3.2 gives a list of examples of each class.
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Table 3.2: Inflection class examples
Perfective Imperfeetive
Class I tok'  ^‘break’ 
la’t® ‘get full’ 
qos ‘fall in water’ 
k^ o^l ‘spill, get tipped’ 
psk'^ ‘rise to surface’
tak'^sl ‘breaking’ 
let®3i ‘filling’ 
qessi ‘going in water’ 
k'^abl ‘spilling, tipping’ 
pek'^ai ‘bobbing’
Class II tk'^ot ‘break it’ 
k'^ssg ‘count’
Âpsxt ‘scatter them’ 
k'^slst ‘spill it, tip it’
tsk'^t ‘breaking it’ 
k'^ossg ‘counting’
Âopxt ‘scattering them’ 
k'^aït ‘spilling it, tipping it’
Class III tibm  ‘sing’ 
xiem ‘watch’
xalnax^ ‘manage to write it’ 
talnsx'^ ‘learn it’ 
q^ a^y ‘die’
btibrh  ‘singing’ 
xaxieih ‘watching’ 
xaxalnax"^ ‘managing to write it’ 
tatalnox"' ‘learning it’ 
q' a^q'^ Gy ‘dying’
Class IV Mgol ‘approach’
sapt ‘whistle’
coqsat ‘get big’
ganox'^ ‘manage to eat it’
set ‘make someone do something’
MYogal ‘approaching’ 
sa?pt ‘whistling’
C9qsa?3t ‘getting big’
ga?9n9x"' ‘managing to eat it’
se?3t ‘making someone do something’
Class V k'^ecag ‘shout, call’ 
sk'^am ‘swim’
k'^3k'^e?c3g ‘shouting, calling’ 
s3sk'^a?9m ‘swimming’
Salish languages are not normally treated as containing inflectional classes, perhaps 
because of the small number of inflectional features in most Salish languages, and the lack 
of interaction between them. This also perhaps results from the dominant approach in 
traditional accounts of Salish languages, which has been largely morpheme-based (see 
N. Mattina 1996, Black 1996, and Willett 2003 for discussion and alternative accounts). In 
order to motivate my use of inflectional classes to explain the SENCOTEN data, I will go 
through Corbett’s (2009) criteria for canonical inflectional classes.
According to the first criterion. Criterion 1, forms differ as consistently as possible 
across canonical inflectional classes, cell by cell. The SENCOTEN aspectual inflection 
classes are split in this regard. Classes I and II are canonical because it is always possible 
to predict a perfective from an imperfeetive and vice versa. All Class I perfectives have a 
shape with two consonants (the lexeme stem) broken up by a schwa; and all Class I 
imperfeetives have a shape with two consonants (the lexeme stem), ending in the affix -di 
and containing a full vowel [a] or [e]. Since the quality of the full vowel is almost always 
predictable on phonological grounds, I have not treated stems with CaCoI and CeCal
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imperfeetives as belonging to different classes. However, since it is not entirely 
predictable, it might be better to split the class into Class la and Class Ib stems. Classes 
III-V are non-eanonieal with respect to Criterion I because their forms do not differ 
consistently. Their perfectives have a variety of stem shapes, and it is not always possible 
to predict the form of the imperfeetive based on the form of the perfective.
Criterion 2 states that canonical inflectional classes realise the same 
morphosyntaetie or morphosemantic distinctions. In this respect the SENCOTEN aspectual 
inflection classes are canonical. The perfective stems are always used for perfective aspect 
(event time within reference time) and the imperfeetive stems are always used for 
imperfeetive aspect (reference time within event time). The imperfeetive stems are also 
used in derived states (resultatives) very consistently.
Criterion 3 states that within a canonical inflectional class each member behaves 
identically. SENCOTEN is slightly non-canonical in this respect. There are several surface 
differences among the members of each class. In Class I, some imperfeetives have an [a] 
and some have an [e]. As stated above, this is largely phonologically predictable. In Class 
II, some perfectives and imperfeetives have extra schwas. These are all epenthesised due to 
phonotaetie constraints on consonant clustering (Leonard & Turner 2010). In Class III and 
Class IV there are some stress differences among forms. These are likely due to the 
variable patterns of syllable weight among the verb stems (see Leonard’s (2007) account of 
stress in SENCOTEN forms containing lexical suffixes). Since three of these differences 
are due to external factors (phonology, phonotactics, and lexical stress), the classes are still 
close to the canonical ideal with respect to criterion 3.
Criterion 4 states that within a canonical inflectional class each paradigm cell is of 
equal status. The SENCOTEN classes are canonical in this respect. Although perfective 
aspect looks basic in terms of some of the forms, I will argue in chapter 5 that it is not a 
neutral aspect. Thus, perfective and imperfeetive are equal to each other.
Criterion 5 states that the larger the number of members of an inflectional class, the 
more canonical that class. The SENCOTEN inflection classes are all canonical in this
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respect except Class V. The members of classes I-IV are of roughly equal distribution. This 
does not mean that the verbs of each class have equal frequency of use. Since CC stems are 
all roots, many of them are unaecusatives, and unaceusatives are rarely found in discourse, 
particularly in the imperfeetive aspect (see §5.3).
Criterion 6 states that the distribution of lexical items among canonical inflectional 
classes is not phonologically motivated. The SENCOTEN inflectional classes are partially 
canonical in this respect. Stems with no frill vowel and two consonants all fall in class I, 
stems with no frill vowel and more than two consonants fall in class II. Stems with a frill 
vowel fall in class III, IV, or V. Thus assignment to inflectional class is non-eanonieal for 
stems lacking a frill vowel. However, stems with a frill vowel are not predictably assigned 
to any one class: some are in class III, some in class IV, and some class V.
Criterion 7 states that the distribution of lexical items among canonical inflectional 
classes is not syntactically motivated. The SENCOTEN classes are canonical in this 
respect.
Criterion 8 states that the distribution of lexical items among canonical inflectional 
classes is not motivated by Part of Speech. Corbett (2009: 7) mentions that many 
inflectional features are themselves constrained to a particular part of speech. This is the 
case for SENCOTEN, since only verbs take aspect (see §5.2). However, this criterion may 
apply when we compare imperfeetives and resultatives. Resultatives are considered to be 
adjectives derived from verbs (§3.4). Though they do not distinguish aspect (since they are 
not verbs), they have the same stem shape as the imperfeetive. The resultative stem shapes 
follow the same pattern as imperfeetives. Most resultatives are of CC or CVC stems, and 
these look like class I and class III imperfeetives, respectively. An imperfeetive of the same 
verb stem as a resultative almost always has the same shape (Turner 2007, §3.4). Another 
area where criterion 8 may be relevant is in looking at derived nominals which have 
perfective or imperfeetive shapes. These again follow the same patterns as perfective and 
imperfeetive verbs. Thus, it seems that the SENCOTEN classes are as canonical as they 
could be with respect to criterion 8, because when the perfective and imperfeetive stem
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shapes are used with different parts of speech, they still follow the same patterns with 
respect to inflectional class.
It appears that the SENCOTEN verb stems are quite close to being canonical 
inflection classes. They are all canonical with respect to four of Corbett’s (2009) criteria, 
almost canonical with respect to one of the criteria, all but one class is canonical with 
respect to another, and about half of the classes are canonical with respect to the remaining 
two. However, there is something unusual about the SENCOTEN inflectional classes, and 
that is that they only apply to one morphosemantic feature. As I claimed in §3.1, 
SENCOTEN does not have a great deal of inflectional morphology. The only other 
morphology I considered inflectional is person and ease agreement. Case agreement 
consists only of the ergative suffix -ds, a eoneatenative formative varying only in 
phonologically predictable ways. Subject person agreement shows no variation and 
consists mostly of clitics. Object person agreement varies according to a different set of 
classes, which are motivated by derivational morphology. It would be posssible to 
construct a paradigm consisting of a verb stem with all of its distinct agreement and aspect 
combinations; however, since nothing other than aspect relies on the inflection classes 
above, and none of the inflectional features are formally dependent on each other, this does 
not seem to be a particularly useful exercise.
3.3 Valence-changing morphology
As with all Salish languages (Kroeber 1991: 28), SENCOTEN has a set of productive 
valence-changing suffixes. Not all of the valence-changing suffixes are discussed in 
chapters 4 and 5, but I will briefly mention all of them in this section, especially 
highlighting where I depart from Montler (1986) in my analysis and/or terminology. I will 
begin with suffixes which derive transitives from intransitives (CONTROL TRANSITIVE, NON­
CONTROL TRANSITIVE, CAUSATIVE, EFFORT), then I will discuss suffixcs which derive 
intransitives from intransitives (MIDDLE, ANTIPASSIVE), then suffixes which derive
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intransitives from transitives (REFLEXIVE, RECIPROCAL, PASSIVE), and lastly suffixes which  
derive transitives from transitives (RELATIONAL APPLICATIVE, REDIRECTIVE APPLICATIVE).
3.3.1 Control transitive
The suffix -dt is generally used to derive transitives from unaceusatives. The unaceusative 
form (a) is used when there is only one direct argument in the sentence, and the transitive 
(b) when there are two.
(3.123) a. JAN U, CEK TTE SEPLIL ET Claire
cen ?u?=coq^ t09 soplil ?9=k Claire
really CONTR=bum[PFV] GNRL.DET bread OBL=PN.DET Claire
‘Claire’s toast got burned.’ (llV.144e)
b. CE,LAL SEN ICEKET TTE SEPLIL
C3lel=s3n ?i?=coq^-9t t09 ssplil
almost=l SG.SBJ COM=bum-C.TR\PFV GNRL.DET bread
‘I almost burned the bread.’ (I cooked it there a little too long) (29.34)
(3.124) a. 0EL, 
k^ol
TTE NE TI
t09 na ti
Spill[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS tea 
‘My tea got spilled.’ (6.22)
b. I, 0EL,ET SW TTA,E
?i?-k^@l-at=sx^ t0e?a
C0NTIN-Spill-C.TR\PFV=2SBJ DIST.DEM 
‘You poured it/spilled it.’ (10V.69b)
The unaceusative usually has as its argument the undergoer of the event. For most of thé
examples I have recorded, the undergoer is a patient, and the event has been brought about
by some external cause (not necessarily an agent).
(3.125) a. WI 
x^ay
TE Katie
0a Katie
wake.up[PFV] FEM.DET Katie
0S KETXSETS
k"^ =s qatx-sat-s
COMP=NMLZ rattie-C.TR;C.REFL\lPFV-3P0SS 
‘Katie woke up because o f an alarm.’ (30.18a)
b. WECET SEN TE Katie
x^ac-st=san 0a Katie
wake.up-C.TR\PFV=l SG.SBJ FEM.DET Katie
‘I woke Katie up.’ (V2.131)
TTE WACS
tOa wec-s
GNRL.DET clock-3POSS
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(3.126) a. QES TTE TALE
k^as t0a tela
get.counted[PFV] GNRL.DET money
The money got counted.’ (8.1)
b. QSET SW TTE TALE
k^s-at=sx'^ t0a tela
get.counted-C.TR\PFV=2SBJ GNRL.DET money 
‘You counted the money.’ (12.35)
(3.127) a. CAK0E, SU, HILENs
ceq=k'^a? s-u?=hilaq-s
fall.over=PST.DlR.EV NMLZ=CONTR=fall
YÂ, KES E TTE KO,
ye? qas ?a t0a q'^a?
go go.in.water[PFV] OBL GNRL.DET water
‘(The tree) fell down off a cliff into the water, [through erosion].’
b. KSET
qs-at
go.in.water-C.TR\PFV
‘Throw it in the water.’ (Turner 2007: 55)
However, some unaceusative counterparts of transitive verbs express an internally caused
event (i.e., an event which is caused by the undergoer itself).
Some transitives do not appear to have a corresponding unaceusative base that can
surface on its own as a verb. When I attempted an unaceusative ‘be seen’ (3.128a),
the speakers volunteered instead (3.128b), which has the have prefix (§3.1.2) which in this
case derives a word with an agentive subject. The transitive is in (3.128e).
(3.128) a. *k^an tOo pobk
see[PFV] GNRL.DET Philip
attempt at: ‘Philip was seen/looked at.’
b. CQEN TTE PELEC
c-k^@n tOo polok
HAVE-see[PFV] GNRL.DET Philip
‘Philip saw.’ (20.27)
e. QENET TE METULIYE TTE PELEC
k^an-Gt 09 motuliyg t09 pobk
see-C.TR\PFV FEM.DET Victoria GNRL.DET Philip
‘Victoria looked at Philip.’ (20.28)
Some of these may just require the right context to surface, and I may not have found it.
When I presented (3.129a) to a speaker, he said it was not a good sentence, but later on
when I asked him how to say ‘The door opened on its own’, he produced it.
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(3.129) a. W0EK TTE SOL
x^k^aq 109 sal
open\PFV GNRL.DET door
‘The door opened on its own.’ (34.6)
b. W0EKÆT TTE SOL
x^k^aq-at 109 sal
open-C.TR\PFV GNRL.DET door
‘Open the door.’ (34.1)^^
However, I do expeet there to be transitives which do not have a corresponding
unaceusative. Gerdts & Hukari (2006a) have found that 19% of verb roots in their 489-verb
corpus of Halkomelem cannot occur as bare roots. This leads them to propose that these
roots are ‘transitive roots’, meaning that transitivity is inherent to the root itself.
Gerdts (2006) shows that the Halkomelem control transitive does not just apply to
verb stems with a patient subject, and to bound roots like (3.128), but also to some verb
stems with an agent subject. In the command in (3.130), the subject is the elided second
person. The patient (the salmon) appears not in a direct argument, but in an oblique phrase.
Halkomelem:
(3.130) a. nem cak^x ?9 k'^09 see:lt9n!
go fry OBL REM.DET salmon 
‘Go fry some salmon!’ (Gerdts 2006: 77)
b. naw9-s nein cak'^x-t t®9 saplil!
2PRED-NMLZ go fry-TR GNRL.DET bread
‘You go fry the bread!’ (Gerdts 2006: 77)
An identical cognate verb to that in (3.35b) exists in SENCOTEN, and so do cognates of
the other Halkomelem transitives which pattern like this. However, the intransitive
counterpart in (3.35a) is not found among the data I have consulted for this thesis.
As discussed in chapter 2, in addition to transitivity, this suffix also describes an
event which Kiyota (2008) calls a quasi-telic accomplishment. This means that the
semantics of the event has an implicature but not an entailment of culmination. In Bar-eTs
(2005) terms, it does not include a final point. This will be discussed further in chapter 4.
Sentences with no overt subject or subject agreement can be interpreted as declaratives with a 3"^ 
person subject or as commands with a 2"^  person subject (see §5.1.3). The latter is more common in 
out of context translations given by the speakers I worked with, as is the ease with this example.
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3.3.2 Non-control transitive
The non-eontrol transitive suffix is used at least with the same type of verb bases as the 
control transitive. In Halkomelem, it is also used with unergative verbs (verbs lacking a 
causative event structure). There is far less data on the combinatory possibilities of 
valenee-ehanging suffixes in SENCOTEN than there is in Halkomelem, so at this point it is 
unclear whether the non-eontrol transitive can be used with unergatives in SENCOTEN 
too. Examples (3.131-3.133) show its use with three of the same unaceusative bases of 
control transitives shown above (3.124, 3.125, 3.129).
(3.131) a. 0EL, TTE NE TI
k^cl t09 na ti
spill[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS tea 
‘My tea got spilled.’ (6.22)
b. 1,0EL,NOW SEN TTE KO,
?i?-k^al-nax^=S9n t09 q'^ a?
CONTIN-spill-NC.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET water
‘I managed to tip the water out; I finally tipped the water out.’ (4.18)
(3.132) a. WI TE Katie
x^oy 03 Katie
wake.up[PFV] FEM.DET Katie
0S KETXSETS TTE WACS
k^=s q 3 tx -S 3 t- s  t 0 3  wec-s
COMP=NMLZ rattie-C.TR;C.REFL\lPFV-3POSS GNRL.DET eloek-3POSS 
‘Katie woke up because o f an alarm.’ (30.18a)
b. LO,E TE SW TA, WINOW TE Katie
la?3=t3=sx'^ ke? x^cy-nax^ 09 Katie
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV=2sbj again wake.up-NC.TR[PFV] FEM.DET Katie
‘You accidentally woke up Katie again.’ (16C.7a, 45.15)
(3.133) a. W0EK TTE SOL
x^k^aq t09 sal
open\PFV GNRL.DET door
‘The door opened on its own.’ (34.6)
b. SU W0EKNOWS TTE SOL
s=u?=x^k^aq-nax^-s t0 9  sal
NMLZ=CONTR=open-NC.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET door
‘Then she managed to unlock the door.’ (1IV. 179a)
Montler (1986) gives the non-control transitive form as -nax^, as so many
examples contain both the [n] and the [ax' ]^ (reduced to [9x' ]^ when unstressed). However,
Wiltschko (2003a: 88) argues.for Upriver Halkomelem that the cognate form -hx^  consists
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of the non-control suffix -/ and a third person object suffix -9x^. There is evidence to 
suggest this is the ease in SENCOTEN as well, but there is also evidence against it. First, 
in support of the analysis, the [ax' j^ part is only found in clauses with third person objects, 
and not found when first and second person object suffixes are used.
(3.134) WINONESSW 0EN,S 0E0ÂCEN,
x^ay-n-agas=sx'^ k'^-9n=s k'^s-k'^ecoq
wake.Up-NC.TR-lSG.0BJ[PFV]=2SBJ C0MP-2P0SS=NMLZ IPFV~ycll
‘You woke me up when you were hollering.’
Another piece of evidence arguing for a Wiltsehko-style analysis of SENCOTEN is that
[ax' j^ is also found in causative forms with third person objects (3.135), and not in
causatives with first or second person objects (3.136).
(3.135) ETOTW SEN TTE KAK
?atat-tx^=S9n t09 qeq
go.to.sleep-CAUS[PFV]=l SG.SBJ DET baby
‘I put the baby to sleep.’ (8.52b)
(3.136) HITTONESSW 
hi0-t-ag9s=sx'^
long-CAUS-1 sg .obj[pfv]=2sbj
‘You kept me for a long time.’ (Montler 1986: 167)
These facts are not unnoticed by Montler (1986), but he argues that the [x' j^ is
deleted before any suffix (p. 166). If [ax' j^ is a 3''^  person object suffix -ax^, we will need to
account for why it does not surface when followed by the suffix -3S, normally treated as an
ergative agreement suffix for third persons subjects of transitives (§3.1.1):
(3.137) KOINES TTE SWIK^ TTE SPA,ET
^^ay-n-as t09 swayqa? t09 spe?90
die-NC.TR[PFV]-3ERG DET man DET bear
‘The man killed the bear.’
It also does not surface in passives with third person objects:
(3.138) 0EL,NON 
k'^al-na-g
Spill-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS
‘He managed to tip it over.’ (lit. It got tipped over by someone) (5.8)
The passive example shows that it is only the [x' j^ which is deleted before other suffixes, or 
which constitutes the third person object suffix. Kroeber (1991: 29) reconstructs the 
Proto-Central Salish non-eontrol transitive suffix as *-ndw; this would be phonetically [nu].
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and *u has developed into [a] in some dialects of Northern Straits (L. Thompson et al.
1974, Galloway 1988).
Another fact that needs to be explained if analysing [ax' ]^ as a person object 
suffix is that this object suffix is only used with non-control transitive clauses and causative 
clauses, and not with control transitives. Here I will follow Montler’s (1986) analysis for 
the purposes of interlinear glossing.
3.3.3 Causative
There is a third transitiviser -stax^. Cognates of this suffix, which is traced back to 
Proto-Salish (Newman 1980: 158), appear in most other Salish languages (Kroeber 1991: 
29), and it is usually known as the causative suffix, since it is used to refer to an event 
where one person makes someone else do something.
Its form shows some variation which, like much of SENCOTEN verbal 
morphology, is partially phonologically driven. Montler (1986: 165-167) gives the 
following explanation of its form. The suffix never actually appears as [stax'^j. In general, 
the /s/ appears only when the suffix is preceded by a vowel (3.139), the /a/ appears only 
when there is no other full vowel in the word (3.140). As mentioned above, the /x'^/ does 
not surface if the suffix is followed by another suffix (3.141).
(3.139) a. ILEN
?ilGn
eat[PFV]
‘Eat.’ [command, doesn’t sound rude] (39.18)
b. ELEN,ISTW 
?9l9n-i-stx'^ 
eat-REL-CAUS[PFV]
‘Feed her.’ (39.19)
(3.140) a. JÀN CEK TI,A SlU,WACEN
cen caq ti?e st®9wec9n
really big PROX.DEM chair
‘Gee, that chair is big.’ (37.3)
b. JAN SW CEKTOW TTE SXÀL,EL
cen=sx^ caq-tax^ t09 s-xelol
really=2SBJ big-CAUS[PFV] GNRL.DET RES-get.written\RES 
‘You made the letters big.’ [so the elder could see them] (37.4)
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(3.141) a. ENÀSW 0E0I,ILES
?ane=sx'^ k'^9~k'^i<?i>l-9S
come[PFV]=2SBJ lPFV~appear<lPFV>-C.TR; ISG.OBJ 
‘Come and see me now and then.’ (15.17)
b. IENA,ETES TTE NE COFI
?i?=?9ne<?9>-t-ss tGa na kafi
C0NTIN=C0me<IPFV>-CAUS-3ERG GNRL.DET ISG.POSS eoffee
‘She’s bringing my coffee.’ (31.11b)
In fact, there are causatives which do not conform to this pattern. First, I have recorded a
few causatives which are preceded by a vowel and do not have the /s/, as in (3.141) above
and (3.142). Also there are two which end in a consonant but do have the Is/; one is given
in (3.143).
(3.142) SQATWSEN 
sk^ey-tx^=san 
cannot-CAUS= 1 SG.SBJ
‘I don’t want to.’ (36.20a)
(3.143) QEN,STW SEN TE Katie E TTE CICS
k^an-stx^=san 8a Katie ?a tOa kiks
see-CAUS=lSG.SBJ FEM.DET Katie OBL GNRL.DET cake
‘I’m going to show Katie the cake(s).’ (31.3)
Montler (1986: 166) suggests that the /s/ may be another affix, but cautions that there is not 
enough evidence to analyse it as one. It appears then that the formal variation in the 
causative suffix is not entirely phonologically predictable.
As seen in the examples above and below, the causative suffix is used to 
transitivise verbs referring to one-partieipant situations like activities (3.139), situations 
involving motion (3.141), individual-level states (3.140, 3.142), resultatives (derived 
individual-level states (3.144)), and stage-level states (3.145). Gerdts (2006: 72) states that 
the Halkomelem causative used with states means “to make, get, have, keep, or find 
something in that condition or state”. We see this in SENCOTEN too (3.144).
(3.144) a. S0Am L TTE SOL
s-k^eqai tOa sal
RES;LOCAT-Open\RES GNRL.DET door
‘The door is open.’ (34.2)
b. S0A ^L T E S TTE KELEJENS
s-k^eqai-t-9s tOa qalacan-s
RES-open\RES-CAUS[PFV]-3ERG GNRL.DET umbrella-3P0SS
‘She left/had her umbrella open.’ (40.29, based on videos)
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(3.145) a. DAJEK TTU,NIL
teÔ94 t0u?=nii
angry[PFV] GNRL.DET;CONTR=3pred
‘He got angry.’ (Turner 2007: 69)
b. DÀJEKTW 
’tecaq-tx'^ 
angry-CAUS[PFV]
‘You made that person mad [angry].’ (37.28)
As shown in (3.143) above, it is also used to bring a third participant into a situation which 
already has two participants (see Gerdts & Hukari (2006e) and Gerdts (2006) for this 
property of Halkomelem causatives). In these eases, the subject is a causer (first person) 
and the object the agent (Katie). The patient can be expressed in an optional oblique phrase 
(e.g., the cakes in (3.143)). The causative suffix also eo-oeeurs with the benefaetive 
applicatives (see 3.139), which will be discussed in §3.3.10.
3.3.4 Effort
There is a fourth transitivising suffix in SENCOTEN which is quite rare. Montler (1986: 
168) calls this the effort suffix, and it has the form -os. Most of my examples with -ds 
involve bound roots. Of those verbs taking -ds, only the verb root in (3.147) has been 
recorded without the suffix (3.147a).
(3.145) CO0ES TTEN, SKÀL,
cak^-9s tOon sq'^el
use-EFF[PFV] GNRL.det;2poss NMLZ-speak 
‘U se your language.’ (5.0d)
(3.146) DEN,ES TTE JÀLEWI
t@6-Gs t09 ce< b > w i
pUt.OUt-EFF[PFV] GNRL.DET dish<PL>
‘Put out the dishes.’ (9V.46c)
(3.147) a. WU,A SE, NOU,
x'^owe=so? n9)^
almost=FUT go.in[PFV]
‘He’s not in yet.’ (23.120)
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b. NU,AS TTE NE SLIL
n@^-es[PFV] t09 na siil
gO.in-EFF GNRL.DET ISG.POSS gift
‘He brought my gifts in.’ (30.8e)^ ^
Montler (1986: 168-169) suggests that it may be a variant of the causative suffix, but shows
that it does not always have the same form. He concludes that further data are required to
understand this suffix better; unfortunately this is still the case.
3.3.5 Middle
This is another suffix with cognates in almost all Salish languages. Gerdts & Hukari 
(2006b) note that the Halkomelem middle (and other Salish middles) is used with a variety 
of constructions, including denominal verbs, verbs of motion, inchoatives, manner of 
speaking verbs, spatial configuration verbs, body processes, verbs of emission, personal 
and logophorie reflexives and antipassives (called “implied object” by H. Davis (1997)). 
They discuss how it appears in several intransitive verbs with bound roots. They also 
identify it with the homophonous passive suffix. I will not be discussing all of these uses of 
middle in SENCOTEN, but will focus on the antipassive, reflexive, and motion verb uses, 
and discuss its appearance with bound roots. The passive is discussed separately below.
Some verbs with a middle suffix are derived from unaceusative bases representing 
two-partieipant events. They differ from their bases in that they have the agent as their 
direct argument rather than the patient. This type of middle is called “antipassive” by 
Gerdts & Hukari (2006b) and “implied object” by H. Davis (1997). Taking (3.148) as an 
example, the unaceusative (a) has only one syntactic argument (‘the money’); the transitive 
(b) has two direct syntactic arguments (the subject ‘you’ and direct object ‘the money’); the 
middle (e) has one direct syntactic argument (‘Claire’), and one indirect argument (‘the 
money’), which appears in an optional oblique phrase. Examples (3.149) and (3.150) 
compare transitives with middles.
In this example, the verb does not appear to have the third person ergative agreement suffix -ds, 
despite oceurring in a transitive elause with a third person subject. Perhaps the two homophonous 
suffixes are coalesced.
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(3.148) a. QES TE TALE
k^os 09 teb
get.counted[PFV] FEM.DET money
‘The money got counted.’ (8.1)
b. QSET SW TE TALE
k^s-9t=sx'^ 09 tel9
get.counted-C.TR\PFV=2SBJ FEM.DET money
‘You counted the money.’ (12.35)
c. NIL SE, TE Claire QESEN, (E TE TALE)
nii=S9? 09 Claire kas-srj (?9 09 teb)
3pred=FUT FEM.DET Claire get.counted-MlD[lPFV] OBL FEM.DET money
‘Claire’s going to be the one counting (the money).’ (7.1b, 7.1c, 8E.2)
(3.149) a. YÂSEN TE,LÂ,T 0SE XILNEN
ye?=S9n X@Ie?-t k'^ S9 x'^il-n-9q
gO=l SG.SBJ get.SOUght-C.TR[PFV] REM.DET gct.lost-NC.TR-PASS[PFV]
‘I’m looking for what I lost.’ (41.4)
b. TE,LA,EN SEN E 0SE XILNEN
k©le?-9g=s9n ?9 k'^s9 x'^il-n-9g
get.SOUght-MID[PFV]=lSG.SBJ OBL REM.DET gct.lost-NC.TR-PASS[PFV]
‘I’m looking for what I just lost.’ (41.5)
(3.150) a. LO,E SEN TE XTIT TTE COFI
Ia?9=s9n=t9 xti-t t09 kafi
GNRL.AUX=lSG.SBJ=PRS.DIR.EV get.prepared-C.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET Coffce
‘I made that coffee.’ (24.36)
b. ALE SEN XTI,EN E TTE COFI
?eb=s9n xti-og ?9 t09 kafi
PR0X.AUX=1 SG.SBJ get.prepared-MlD[PFV] OBL GNRL.DET coffcc
‘I made the coffee.’ (24.34)
In these examples, the middle form has an agent as its subject, and this same participant is
expressed as the subject of a corresponding transitive. There is also a use of the middle that
takes an undergoer as its subject, and this participant is expressed as the object of the
corresponding transitive. The following examples illustrate corresponding transitives (a)
and middles (b). For example, in (3.151) the words meaning ‘canoe’ are an object in (a)
and a subject in (b).^^
(3.151) a. YÀ, HILET TTE TA,E0EL
ye? hil-9t t09 teyok'^ol
go fall-C.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET racc.canoc
‘Knock that canoe down.’ (2.49e)
Note that the different words for canoe in (3.151a) and (b) bear no relevance on the transitive vs. 
middle verbs. The word teydk^di refers specifically to a canoe used in racing, while sndx^di is a 
generic word for canoe.
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b. HILEN E SE TTE SNEWEL
hil-9g=?9=S9? t09
fall-MID[PFV]=Q=FUT GNRL.DET canoe 
Ts the eanoe going to fall?’ (2.49a)
(3.152) a. COXET TTE PETE
cax^-9t t09 pata
melt-C.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET butter
‘She melted the butter.’ (V2.27, 9V.27)
b. COXEN TTE NE PETE
cax'^-ag t0o na pats
melt-MID[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS butter
‘My butter’s melting.’ (9V.15a)
None of these verb roots have been found on their own as bare unaceusatives.
Gerdts & Hukari (2006b) also discuss personal reflexives containing lexical
suffixes, where the lexical suffix denotes the patient of the event. These are normally body
parts:
(3.153) 0EJPOLESEN TE Katie
kH=6p-al9s-9g 09 Katie
PRF=close-EYE-MID[PFV] FEM.DET Katie
‘Katie closed her eyes.’ (10V.116a)
Another use of the middle is in motion verbs, normally also employing the
directional suffix (§3.1.2). Unsuffixed forms of this verb root are given in the (a) examples
of (3.154) and (3.155), and directional middles in the (b) examples.
(3.154) a. I,TWENAn EJ TTE SEL,SALES.
?i?=tx^9-ne~n@6 t09 . S9l~sel9s
CONTIN=INCH-IPFV~different[PFV] GNRL.DET PL~hand
NAJS QEN,TIS.
neô-s k'^9n-t-i-s
different-SPOSS see-C.TR-PERSIS[lPFV]-3P0SS
‘Her hands are doing other things than what she's supposed to be doing 
because she's looking somewhere else.’ (23.162)
b. sjAn l t e  UNEJILENOL,
s-cen=it9 ?u?=n9Ô-il-9g=?al
NMLZ-really= 1 PL. SBJ CONTR=different-DIR-MlD[PFV]=LIM
E TTE KAL LTE
?9 t09 q'^el=lt9
OBL GNRL.DET spcak[PFV]=lPL.SBJ
‘We really have gone in a different direction with what we are saying, 
we got sidetracked.’ (17.127a, 42.26)
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(3.155) a. SU,NOU,S TE Katie
s=u?=n9\^-s 09 Katie
NMLZ=C0NTR=get.in[PFV]-3P0SS FEM.DET Katie
‘Then Katie got inside.’ (1IV. 180a)
b. YÂ NUJLEN 
ye? na^-il-ag 
go get.in-DlR-MID[PFV]
‘Go in.’ (39.30)
Some verbs appear to contain a middle suffix, but the verb root does not appear 
without that suffix. Some of these are motion verbs; they also include bodily processes, 
verbs of speaking and other activities. These are all verb types which Gerdts & Hukari 
(2006b) list as containing the middle in Halkomelem.
(3.156) YÀ, SEN U, STEN OL,
ye?=s9n ?u?=st9g=?al
gO=lSG.SBJ CONTR=walk\PFV=LIM
‘I’m just going to walk.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
(3.157) EWE SENS I, LELA,NEW LETO,KENS
?9W9=s9n=s ?i?=l9len9x'^ i9ta?4^9g-s
NEG=lSG.SBJ=NMLZ COM-hcar snore[IPFV]-3POSS
‘I couldn’t hear her snoring.’ (V2.93, 10V.93)
(3.158) 0ÂCEN TE Janet
k^ecsg 09 Janet
shout[PFV] FEM.DET Janet
‘Janet yelled.’ (Turner 2007: 85)
I have not glossed the middle suffix in these words, however, as the suffix does not appear
to be productively used in these eases. First, the roots are completely bound to the suffix,
and second, the middles seem to be re-analysed as roots to which new valence-changing
morphology can apply. Compare (3.159) below with (3.156) above and (3.160) with
(3.158).
(3.159) STÂ YÀ, STENOSEN 
ste ye? st^g-as-ag
lets go walk-FACE-MID[PFV]
‘Let’s go for a walk.’ (38.23)
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(3.160) WINONET SEN 
x'^9y-na-g9t=s9n
wake.up-NC.TR-NC.REFL[PFV]=lSG.SBJ
0ENS 0E0CÀNES E TTE EON
k'^Gn-s k^9~k^ceq-s-s ?o tOs fan
C0MP;2P0SS-NMLZ IPFV~shout-C.TR-lSG.OBJ^^ OBL GNRL.DET phone 
‘I was still waking up when you ealled me on the phone.’ (1.53)
In addition, some words have what appears to be a middle suffix, but instead of the
Straits Salish -dij they have the form -dm used in other Central Salish languages.
(3.161) DILEMSE TE Janet
tilsm=s9? 09 Janet
sing[PFV]=FUT FEM.DET Janet 
‘Janet’s going to sing.’ (45.19)
(3.162) YÀ, E SW SQOM 
yé?=?9=sx'^ sk^am 
go=Q=2SBJ swim[PFV]
‘Are you going for a swim?’ (Turner 2007: 91)
The middle suffix in Halkomelem is -dm so these words may have been borrowed 
wholesale from Halkomelem. Alternatively, they may have been inherited from a previous 
stage of Northern Straits or from proto-Central Salish, as Northern Straits and Klallam /q/ 
is historically derived from proto-Central Salish *m (Galloway 1988).
3.3.6 Structured activity antipassive
Montler (1986: 175-176) describes the structured activity suffix -dla? (imperfeetive -els). 
He notes that it is similar to the middle but that it does not necessarily imply a controlling 
agent and is used to describe regular activities. However, in the examples I have recorded, 
the middle does not always imply a controlling agent (see (3.151) and (3.152) above) and 
the suffix -dla? is used in one-off situations (see (3.163 below). Thus, it appears that -dla? 
is similar to the antipassive function of the middle. Gerdts & Hukari (2005) argue that the 
Halkomelem suffix -els is used in antipassive constructions^'^, since it refers to events
We know that this is a control transitive and not a causative form because it has the control 
transitive object suffix for first person. When this suffix is used, the [t] of the control transitive never 
surfaces (Montler 1986: 153).
The Halkomelem suffix does not have the two distinct aspectual forms that the SENCOTEN 
antipassive has.
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which are semantically causative but which have only one direct syntactic argument, which 
is an agent. The patient may be optionally expressed in an oblique phrase.
(3.163) a. MEQUS! YÂ, SEN SU, TES
mGÊ^-i<?>-is ye?=s9n s=u?=t9s
be.awaited-PERSlS<lPFV>-lSG.OBJ go=lSG.SBJ NMLZ=CONTR=get.near 
‘Wait for me! I’ll be there.’ (23.99)
b. MEQELO, TE SLÂNI ET Claire
msk^-sla? 09 sien9y ?9=X Claire
be.awaited-ANTlP[PFV] FEM.DET woman OBL=PN.DET Claire
‘The lady’s waiting for Claire.’ (23.75a)
The middle suffix can also be used in antipassive constructions, and the Halkomelem -els is
used particularly to designate typical activities. Thus, Gerdts & Hukari (2005) use the term
‘activity’ to refer to this suffix. I gloss the SENCOTEN suffix as an antipassive, in general
wishing to make comparison of SENCOTEN with non-Salish languages easier. However, it
is worth noting that it often has a specialised use in referring to structured activities.
The bases to which the structured activity antipassive applies are generally
unaeeusative. The following example set shows an unaccusative (a), a control transitive
(b), an antipassive in the perfective aspect (e) and an antipassive in the imperfeetive aspect
(d), all with the same verb base.
(3.164) a. LO,ETE XEL, TTEN, SNA
la?9=t9 xol tOon sne
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV get.written[PFV] GNRL.DET;2poss name
‘Your name is written down.’ (2.17)
b. XEL,ETSEN TTEN, SNA
X9l-9t=s9n tOoh sne
get.written[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET;2poss name
‘I wrote your name down.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
c. SU, XELELO,S
S = U ? = X 9 l-9 la ? -S
NMLZ=C0NTR=get.written-ANTIP-3P0SS[PFV]
‘And she wrote.’ (23.31)
[describing picture series where Katie is marking papers]
d. XELAL,S TE Katie
xol-els 09 Katie
get.written-ANTlP[lPFV] FEM.DET Katie
1,0E TE<1TEN TTE WÀCS
?i?=kH=tint9n t09 wec-s
COM=PRF=ring[PFV] GNRL.DET eloek-3POSS
‘Katie was writing letters when her alarm rang.’ (21.54)
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This is identical to one of the uses of the middle suffix. Below are a perfective and an 
imperfeetive middle used in a similar way to the structured activity antipassive. ((3.165) 
describes the same scene as (3.164e) and (3.164d)).
(3.165) a. XEL,EN 0SE NE SIEE
xsl-sg k^s9 no siol
get.written-MlD\PFV REM.DET ISG.POSS older, sibling 
‘My older brother is writing.’ (26.30)
b. TINTEN TTE WÀCS
tintsn tÔ9 wec-s
ring[PFV] GNRL.DET eloek-3POSS
SU, HIS XEL,INEES
s=u?=hay-s xal-iq@&-s
NMLZ=CONTR=fmish[PFV]-3POSS get.written-MID\IPFV-3P0SS 
‘When her clock rang, she stopped writing.’ (21.57)
A structured activity antipassive was also used to describe someone who is a writer.
(3.166) NIL XEL,ÂL,S 0SE SWI,KE NE SIEE
nil xsl-eis k'^sa swoyqs? ns sial
3PRED get.written-ANTlP[IPFV] REM.DET man ISG.POSS older, sibling
‘My older brother is a writer.’ (20.9c)
There are not very many structured activity antipassives in my fieldwork data, and Montler
(1986: 175) suggests that the suffix is not particularly productive. Due to the lack of data, I
will not be considering structured activity antipassives in chapter 4.
3.3.7 Reflexives
SENCOTEN has two reflexive suffixes, -sat and -rjdt. Here I will argue, following Gerdts’s 
(2000) claims for Halkomelem, that the suffix -sat is used for two different verb types. The 
claim is that -sat may attach to a transitivized verbal base, yielding a “core” reflexive; or it 
may attach directly to a root, yielding a verb which does not have a core reflexive meaning. 
All verbs containing the reflexive suffixes are intransitive. This is claimed by Montler 
(1986: 184), various arguments are provided for Halkomelem by Gerdts (2000: 139-141) 
which extend to SENCOTEN, and Kroeber (1991: 32) asserts this to be true of Salish 
reflexives generally. One argument regards the use of the ergative agreement suffix -GS, 
which is found with all main clause transitives containing a third person subject (3.167).
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(3.167) QEN,TES TE WÂCs
i'^on-t-os 09 wec-s
See-C.TR[IPFV]-3ERG FEM.DET watch-3P0SS 
‘She was looking at her watch.’ (1 IV. 179a)
This suffix is not used with reflexives that have third person subjects (3.78).
(3.168) QEN,SET TE METULIYE LÀ,E TTE SQENOSEN
k'^9n-s9t 09 m9tuliy9 le?9 109 sk'^ GnasGq
see-C.TR;C.REFL[lPFV] FEM.DET Victoria LOC.PREP GNRL.DET mirror
‘Victoria’s looking at herself in the mirror.’
Therefore, the reflexives behave syntactically like intransitive verbs and not transitive
verbs.
3.3.7.1 Control reflexive
Both Montler (1986) and Gerdts (2000) argue on different grounds that there are 
two types of verb containing -sat (Halkomelem -Odt). Although they have different reasons 
for distinguishing the two types, the distinctions they make are the same, and so the 
Halkomelem evidence and the SENCOTEN evidence complement each other to provide a 
strong argument for distinguishing these two types. In what follows, I will refer to control 
reflexives, which have reflexive semantics, and inchoatives, which have inchoative 
semantics.
Gerdts (2000: 137-8) argues that control reflexives are derived from control 
transitive bases by addition of a reflexive suffix -sat. In Halkomelem, the /t/ of the control 
transitive and the initial /s/ of the reflexive suffix fuse to yield [0], as shown in (3.169).^^
This is a regular pattern occurring at a morphological boundary, found also when the 
control transitive is followed by /sZ-initial object suffixes (3.170).
Halkomelem:
(3.169) a. q '^aq '^  b. q '^ a q '^ -9 t c. q '^ a q ^ - 9 0 9 t  (> q " 'a q '^ -9 t-S 9 t)
club elub-TR elub-TR:REFL (>elub-TR-REFL)
‘get clubbed’ ‘club it’ ‘club self (Gerdts 2000: 137)
(3.170) ni? ^^aq^-aOanis-GS &9 sleni? (>q'^aq'^-9t-sams-9s)
AUX Club-TR:10BJ-3ERG DET woman (>club-TR-l0BJ-3ERG)
‘The woman clubbed me (on purpose).’ (Gerdts 2000: 137)
Gerdts (2000) does not eall these ‘eontrol’ transitives or reflexives, but just transitives and 
reflexives, sinee her position in that paper is that -dt is unspeeified for eontrol.
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In SENCOTEN, the /t/ of the eontrol transitive suffix and the /s/ of a following suffix also 
interact, but deletion rather than fusion occurs, as the /t/ does not surface. In the perfective 
aspect of stems with no full vowel it is possible to detect the presence of the eontrol 
transitive suffix by the presence of an extra schwa (Montler 1986: 185). Another way of 
looking at this is that the control reflexives in (3.171-3.172) have the perfective stem shape 
of inflectional class II, where a schwa is inserted after the first two consonants.
Control reflexives: [base + C.TR + sat\
(3.171) B0ESET TTE MO,EK
pk^-a-sat t09 ma?aq^
Surface-C.TR\PFV-C.REFL GNRL.DET duck 
‘The duck surfaced on its own.’
(3.172) WECESET TE Katie
x^ac-a-sat 0a Katie
wake.up-C.TR\PFV-C.REFL FEM.DET Katie 
‘Katie woke herself up.’
The fact that these verbs belong to inflection class II, despite the underlying full vowel of
the reflexive suffix -sat, suggests that the reflexive suffix is formally outside of
imperfeetive inflection.
Control reflexives are derived from eontrol transitives, and their roots are 
unaeeusative. Inchoatives, in contrast, are based on homogeneous states (or adjectives). 
Inchoative: [base + sat]
(3.173) ZEONESET TTE S0ÂCEL
tHaga-sat tOa sk'^ecal
COld-INCH[PFV] GNRL.DET day 
‘The days are getting colder.’
Gerdts (2000) argues that, unlike the core use of the reflexive suffix, this inchoative use
does not derive an intransitive from a eontrol transitive, sinee the roots with which it is
found do not otherwise take the control transitive.
However, as the inchoatives are formally identical to the core eontrol reflexives in 
Halkomelem, Gerdts is led to argue that there is a reanalysis of these forms, whereby -6dt 
is taken to be a single suffix with an inchoative use (p. 152). Fortunately, SENCOTEN 
provides evidence to support Gerdts’s claim, since its eontrol reflexives and inchoative 
reflexives are formally distinct, at least with respect to verb bases lacking a full vowel 
(Montler 1986: 185-6). Example (3.174) differs from the eontrol reflexives in (3.171-3.172)
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above in that it laeks the extra sehwa between the base (in this case a root) and the 
reflexive, and in that stress is found on the reflexive suffix, which thus surfaces with a full 
vowel. Again thinking in terms of inffeetional classes, the inchoatives belong to one of the 
full vowel classes. III, IV, or V.
Inchoative: [base + sat]
(3.174) CEKSOT TTE SKELÂLNEW
caq-sat t0a sqalelnax'^
big-INCH[PFV] GNRL.DET tree
‘The tree’s getting big.’
This is made more obvious when we consider the imperfeetive shapes of a control reflexive 
and an inchoative. The control reflexive again patterns like inflectional class II (sehwa after 
first consonant), and the inchoative like inflectional class IV (glottal stop after stressed 
vowel).
(3.175) WI,SET TE Katie
x'^oy-sot 09 Katie
Wake.up-C.TR;C.REFL\IPFV FEM.DET Katie
‘Katie was trying to wake up.’ (20.48)
(3.176) CEK,SO,ET TTE SKÂL "
C9q-sa<?9>t t09 sq^el
big-INCH<IPFV> GNRL.DET NMLZ-Spcak
‘The meaning/news is still getting bigger.’ (30.19)
These facts suggest that, while the reflexive suffix is formally outside the imperfeetive, the
inchoative suffix is inside. This is discussed further in §3.5.3.
As shown in (3.177), a full vowel base can also take -sat directly, but only the 
semantics and the nature of the verb base as homogeneous state tell us that this is an 
inchoative and not a eontrol reflexive (Montler 1986: 185).
(3.177) QÂSSET TTE SKEKEL, E 0SI,Â CELAKEE
k^es-SGt t09 sq'^aq'^ol ?o k^si?e coleqol
hot-lNCH[PFV] GNRL.DET sun OBL REM.DEM yesterday
‘The sun got hot yesterday.’ (21.40)
Montler’s (1986) examples of the reflexive suffix attaching directly to a root coincide
perfectly with the examples of the inchoative use of reflexives described by Gerdts (2000):
their roots are denote states rather than being unaeeusatives, and they have inchoative
meaning.
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Kiyota (2008: 43-44) also discusses inchoatives, though not in contrast with core
control reflexives. He shows that /-sat/ attaches to homogeneous states (Montler’s (2003)
adjectives) to provide an inchoative meaning, and that these derived forms behave like 
non-states with respect to a few of his aspectual tests. For example, (3.178) shows that an 
inchoative can appear with a punctual clause modification, something its root k^amk^dm 
‘strong’ cannot do.
(3.178) k'^amk^sm-sat tOs Jack k'^=s
Strong-INCH[PFV] GNRL.DET Jack COMP=NMLZ
kwi=k'^9n-9t-9q-s t09 stelgax'^-s
PRF=take-C.TR[PFV]-PASS-3P0SS GNRL.DET medieine-3P0SS
‘Jack felt strong when he took the m edicine.’ (Kiyota 2008: 44)
The following table summarizes the differences between control reflexives and inchoatives,
and shows that Montler (1986), Gerdts (2000), and Kiyota (2008) all provide evidence for
the same two-way distinction.
Table 3.3: Control reflexives vs. inchoatives
Control reflexive [base+C.TR+5'«/] Inchoative
[base+.sa/]
Montler
(1986)
• Contain eontrol transitive suffix 
(sehwa).
• Have “eontrol” meaning.
• Do not contain eontrol transitive suffix.
• Have “non-control” meaning.
Gerdts
(2000)
• Contain control transitive suffix.
• Have reflexive meaning.
• Contain unaeeusative roots.
•Are reanalyzed without control transitive, 
though its formal presence is detectable. 
•Have inchoative meaning.
• Contain stative/unergative roots.
Kiyota
(2008)
• Not discussed. •Are derived from homogeneous states. 
• Pattern with non-states.
When taken together, the arguments provided by these authors provide strong evidence 
that there are two verb types containing -sat. In chapter 4, we will see that the situation 
type tests support this distinction, since eontrol reflexives pattern with achievements, while 
inchoatives pattern with activities.
3.3.7.2 Non-control reflexive
Verbs containing the suffix complex -naijdt express an event in which there is a 
single participant with a limited amount of eontrol. Montler (1986: 178) calls it a
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non-control middle, presumably because of its “managed-to” readings described below. 
Here I follow Gerdts (2000: 153-155), who calls it a reflexive and argues that the reflexive 
use of the cognate Halkomelem suffix -namdt is primary. When this ending is used with 
unaeeusative roots, the verb describes an event which occurs either aeeidentally (3.179) or 
suddenly (3.180), or it may describe a reflexive event which was difficult to achieve but 
has now been suecesfiilly completed (3.181).
(3.179) MÂ0ELNONET TTE SPÂ,ET
mek^Gi-na-qat tOs spe?G0
get.injured-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL GNRL.DET bear 
The bear injured itself accidentally.’
(3.180) WINONET TE Katie
x’^ Gy-na-gGt Oa Katie
wake.up-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL FEM.DET Katie
‘Katie woke up.’ [context: phone suddenly wakes her up]
(3.181) CAE SEKNONET E TI,A SKAL ETE
cel SGq-na-gGt ?9 ti?e s-q"^el=lt9
finally gO.OUt-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL OBL PROX.DEM NMLZ-speak=lPL.POSS
‘Our words finally came out.’
Both Montler (1986) and Gerdts (2000) suggest that the non-eontrol reflexive suffix may
contain the non-control transitive suffix -n(ax^) followed by a reflexive suffix of some kind.
Henry Davis (p.e.) elucidates: the Proto-Salish limited eontrol suffix has an alternate *-nu,
which has developed into SENCOTEN -na due to a general change from [u] to [a] in some
Northern Straits dialects (L. Thompson et al. 1974, Galloway 1988). The reflexive part of
the suffix, -ydt, derives from the reflexive suffix *-mut of the M-object suffix set used with
causative and non-eontrol suffixes (Kiyosawa & Gerdts: 32, mentioned in footnote 1
above). This exhibits a general change from [m] to [q] in Straits Salish. The suffix
contrasts with *-sut, from the S-object suffix set, which is used with eontrol forms (and
developed into the SENCOTEN eontrol reflexive suffix -sat, §3.3.7.1). I have glossed
examples of non-control reflexives accordingly, with the non-control transitive followed by
a reflexive suffix.
The non-control reflexive suffix can also be used with unergative roots, in which 
ease the participant “manages to” do something, or “finally” achieves something. Sinee
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this use does not involve a causative semantics, where an agent acts on itself, Gerdts (2000: 
153-155) argues that it reflects an extension of the reflexive suffix outside of its core 
reflexive use. However, I will argue in chapter 4 that the non-control reflexive has the 
same situation type as its base, so that its semantics depend on whether it is built on an 
unaeeusative or an unergative. At any rate, there is no formal distinction among verbs 
containing -ydt, as there is with -sat, so there is nothing further to say about its form.
3.3.8 Reciprocals (control and non-control)
Parallelling the eontrol and non-control reflexive, there is also a eontrol and non-eontrol 
reciprocal, used to describe an event with two participants who are both agents and 
patients, normally engaged in a reciprocal action. The control reciprocal is -tal. As with the 
control reflexive, the control reciprocal is based on the eontrol transitive.
(3.182) QENETEL TTE NE SCÂLECE
k^sn-G-tGl t09 na sce<la>ca
see-C.TR-C.RECP[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS fficnd<PL>
su , NENICENS 
s=u?=na~nicag-s 
NMLZ=C0NTR=PL~laugh-3P0SS
‘My friends looked at each other and laughed.’ (20.32e, 26.61)
(3.183) TIRTEL TTE SNEWEL
ti4^-tal t0a snax'^al
get.bumped-C.TR;C.RECP[PFV] GNRL.DET canoe 
‘The canoes bumped into each other.’ (20.55)
(3.184) 0ENENI,TEL SW HALE 
k^anag-i<?>-tal=sx'^=hela 
help-REL<n»FV>-C.TR;C.RECP=2SBJ=2PL
‘You folks help one another.’ [command] (32.12)
The non-control reciprocal is -nsk^dl Montler (1986) argues that the underlying form is 
/nawal/ and that the glide is hardened to [k"^ ] in perfective aspect. In imperfeetive aspect, 
the resonant /w/ is glottalised to [w] (see §3.2.1) and the glottalisation prevents the 
hardening.
(3.185) a. KELNE0ELLTE
q^al-na-k^al=lta
speak-NC.TR-NC.RECP[PFV]=1 PL. SBJ
‘We’re speaking to each other; we’re going to talk to each other.’ (31.2e)
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b. KEL,NEWELESW 
q^ôl-nô-\^Gl=?a=sx'^
Speak-NC.TR-NC.RECP[IPFV]=Q=2SBJ
‘Were you talking to eaeh other?’ (V2.94, 10V.94)
(3.186) NÀJNE0EL TTE KEI,SENS
neô-ns-k^Gl t0a q'^laysan-s
different-NC.TR-NC.RECP[PFV] GNRL.DET shoe-3POSS
‘Her shoes were mixed up.’ [two different colours] (1 IV. 164d)
(3.187) 0LQEN,NE0EL 
k' l^=kwon-na-kw9l 
PRF=see-NC.TR-NC.RECP 
‘They saw eaeh other.’ (27b.37)
Similarly to the non-control reflexives, I analyse the non-eontrol reciprocal as -k^dl,
attaching to a reduced form of the non-eontrol transitive -nd.
3.3.9 Passive
The passive suffix in SENCOTEN -dy is formally identical to the middle suffix discussed 
above. Gerdts & Hukari (2006b) even claim that the Halkomelem middle and passive are 
the same suffix. However, the two are quite distinct in SENCOTEN for my purposes, sinee 
the middle suffix derives an atelic predicate from a telie predicate, while the passive does 
not (chapter 4). In addition, the middle is formally inside of perfective (it contributes to the 
verb’s stem for the purposes of inflectional class assignment), while the passive is formally 
outside of imperfeetive (see §3.5.3). The passive applies to any of the transitive verb types, 
and derives a clause with a single direct syntactic argument, which is a patient/eausee. 
Example (3.188) shows a passive of a eontrol transitive, (3.189) shows a passive of a non- 
eontrol transitive, and (3.190) shows a passive of a causative.
(3.188) QSETEN TTE TALE
t0G tela
get.counted-C.TR\PFV-PASS DET money 
‘The money got counted.’
(3.189) SEKNON TTE S,ILEN
SGq-n-aq t09 s?ilon
get.finished-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS DET food 
‘Somebody finished the food.’
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(3.190) DEQISTEN TE NE NENE
lak^-i-st-Gq Ga-na qans
g0 .home-PERS-CAUS[PFV]-PASS FEM.DET-lSG.POSS offspring
0S His TTE S0U0EL,
k'^=s hoy-s t09 sk'^uk'^ol
COMP=NMLZ finish[PFV]-3P0SS GNRL.DET school
T walked my daughter home after school.’ [lit. ‘My daughter got walked home 
after school.] .
As with the patient of an event described by an antipassive, the agent/eauser of an event
described with a passive can be optionally expressed in an oblique phrase, as in ‘Janet’ in
(3.191).
(3.191) CETNÂCTEN ET Janet TTE PIPE
k'^oOnec-t-oq ?@=k Janet tOo pipo
get.tumed-C.TR-PASS OBL=PN.DET Janet GNRL.DET paper
‘Janet turned her page over.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
I have found that passives are often given during attempts to elicit imperfeetive 
unaccusatives in SENCOTEN. That was the ease with (3.192).
(3.192) QESTEN, TTE XEZXOLES
k^GS-t-G  ^ t0G xGl®xabs
get.counted\lPFV-C.TR-PASS GNRL.DET egg
I, NEIE TTE ENA BEL
?i?=nGl®G t0G ?Gne pal
COM=one GNRL.DET come hatch
‘The eggs were getting counted when one of them hatched.’
This is probably due to the shared property of unaeeusatives and passives in taking a
patient subject.
Passives in Central Salish languages are used not only to demote an agent or focus 
on a patient in discourse, but are also used to avoid ungrammatical person combinations in 
transitive clauses (Hess 1973). Jelinek & Demers (1983) claim that Lummi has a 
restriction against third person subjects with first or second person objects. SENCOTEN 
does not generally allow clauses with third person subjects and second person objects 
(Montler 1986: 153-154). These situations are expressed with passives containing first or 
second person subjects.
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(3.193) a. k'^9ti-9-s-9s
see-C.TR[PFV]-lSG.0BJ-3ERG
*see-C.TR-2SG.OBJ-3ERG^^
‘He looked at me. / *He looked at you.’ (Montler 1986: 153)
b. k'^9n-ot-9g=sx'^
see-C.TR[PFV]-PASS=2SBJ
‘He looked at you; you were looked at.’ (Montler 1986: 153)
Montler (1986) shows that this restriction is influenced by syntax: unlike the main clause 
shown in (3.193), relative clauses with third person subjects and second person objects are 
acceptable. It also does not appear to be a total restriction, even with respect to main 
clauses. Montler (1986: 154) gives one example which his consultants agreed could have 
either a first or second person object reading.
3.3.10 Applicatives
There are three applicative suffixes in SENCOTEN, which are not discussed further in this 
thesis. They do, however, show up in several examples in the thesis, so I will list them 
here in order to clarify those examples. Montler (1986) does not use the term applicative 
to refer to these suffixes, but Kiyosawa (2009) and Kiyosawa & Gerdts (2010) show that 
these are cognate and similar in function to applicatives in other Salish languages. I follow 
Kiyosawa & Gerdts’s (2010) terminology here, and not Montler’s (1986). The most 
common SENCOTEN applicative in my fieldwork is the redirective applicative -si, which 
introduces a benefaetive or dative applied object. The applicatives are all transitive and the
first two described here must contain one of the transitive suffixes. In example (3 .194) the
eontrol transitive suffix is used.
(3.194) 0EL,SIT E TTE SKO,KO,
k^Gl-si-t ?G tOo sq"'a?q'^a?
Spill-RDR-C.TR[PFV] OBL GNRL.DET drink
0S KEKO,TS SE,
k^=s q'^oq^a?-t-s=so?
COMP=NMLZ drink-C.TR[PFV]-3POSS=FUT
‘Pour the drink for him/her that he/she’s going to drink.’
Montler (1986: 153) explains that these two verb forms would surface the same, but only the Ÿ 
person object translation is possible.
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SENCOTEN also has two relational applicative suffixes, which introduce an 
applied object which is a goal or stimulus. The first is -yiy, which Montler (1986: 172-174) 
calls a “relational factive” . The following example contains a causative suffix.
(3.195) SESI,NISTOL,W SW 
s9si?-qi-st-alx'^=sx'^ 
scared-REL-CAUS[PFV]-lPL.OBJ=2SBJ 
‘You seared us.’ (Montler 1986: 174)
According to Kiyosawa (2006: 115-116), this relational applicative is used with verbs of
facial expression in SENCOTEN.
The other relational applicative suffix in SENCOTEN is -nds, which Montler
(1986: 167) calls “purposive”. This suffix appears to indicate transitivity itself; it does not
require a separate transitive suffix, and takes pronominal object agreement directly.
(3.196) 0ENENOTNESANES SW
k'^ on9qat-n3S-aq9S=sx'^
run-REL[PFV]-l SG.0BJ=2SBJ
‘You ran after me.’ (Montler 1986: 168)
According to Kiyosawa (2006: 115-116), this relational applicative is used with verbs of
motion in SENCOTEN.
The following table summarises the valenee-ehanging morphology in SENCOTEN.
In the table, I have listed the term I will use in the thesis, the underlying form, the type of
base the suffix can apply to, the valence it introduces, and which thematic roles it takes.
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Table 3.4: Valence-changing morphology
Term Form Base to which it 
applies
Valence Thematic roles
Control
transitive
-9t telie intransitive 2 agent and patient
Non-control
transitive
-nax'^ telie intransitive 2 agent and patient
Causative -stax'^ atelie intransitive or 
adjective
2 depends on verb stem 
(causer and causee or 
agent and patient)
Effort -OS telie intransitive 2 agent and patient
Middle -GQ telie intransitive 1 agent (patient optional in 
oblique)
Antipassive -ola? / 
-els
telie intransitive 1 agent (patient optional in 
oblique)
Control
reflexive
-sat control transitive agent/patient
Non-eontrol
reflexive
-got non-eontrol transitive 
or atelic intransitive
1 agent/patient
Control
reciprocal
-tal control transitive agent/patient
Non-eontrol
reciprocal
-k'^ol / 
-wol
non-control transitive 2 agent/patient
Passive any transitive 1 patient or causee (agent 
optional in oblique)
Redirective
applicative
-si transitives compatible 
with a benefaetive or 
dative applied object
2 agent and
benefaetive/dative object 
(patient optional in 
oblique)
Relational 
applicative 1
-giy transitive verbs of 
facial expression
2 agent and goal/stimulus 
(patient optional in 
oblique)
Relational 
applicative 2
-nos transitive verbs of 
motion
2 agent and goal
In §3.5 I will split these suffixes into two types: one whieh changes the lexeme’s event 
structure and is inside grammatical aspect, and one whieh does not change the lexeme’s 
event structure and is outside grammatical aspect.
3.4 Aktionsart
The type of SENCOTEN morphology I will be focussing on in this thesis is morphology 
which derives a lexeme with a new situation type from its base, but does not affect the 
lexeme’s valence. In this section I include the morphology found in my fieldwork examples 
and discussed further in chapters 4 and 5: resultative, -sat inchoative, tx^d- inchoative, and
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persistent. The last of these is not discussed in detail in the following chapters, but it is 
found in several examples throughout the thesis.
3.4.1 Resultative
In chapter 4 ,1 will provide further evidence for Kiyota’s (2008: 46) claim that the 
resultative prefix s- derives individual-level states from stage-level situations. It is only 
used with telie verb bases (unaeeusatives) and is always intransitive, expressing only a 
patient subject (with no optional agent).
(3.197) a. 0EL, TTE NE TI
tOo no ti
spill[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS tea
‘My tea got spilled.’ (6.22)
b. S0OL,Et TTE KO,
s-k^aïsi tOo q""a?
RES-spillVRES GNRL.DET water
‘The water’s already spilled.’ (6.21.2)
(3.198) a. LO,ETE 0IL TTE NE SCÂCE
la?o=to k^il tOo no sceco
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV appear[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS friend
‘My friend turned up way over there.’ (10V.84a, 13.131)
b. JAN U S0I,WEL OL TTEN SCA
cen ?u?=s-kT~\^ôl=?aï tOon s-cey
really CONTR=RES-RES~appear=LlM GNRL.DET;2poss NMLZ-work
‘Your work’s just showing.’ [i.e., it has appeared and is now showing] (32.4)
(3.199) a. YÀ, LE, SEN ZÂ,
ye?=lo?=son l®e?
go=PST=lSG.SBJ go.on.top[PFV]
‘I went up.’ (6.24b)
b. SZÀZO, TTE KAK E TTE LETÀM
s-t®e~t®a? tOo qeq ?o tOo lotem
RES-RES~g0.on.tOp GNRL.DET baby OBL GNRL.DET table
‘The baby is on the table.’ (6.24)
Montler (1986) analyses forms like sk^aldi in (3.197a) as containing a stative
prefix S-, a resultative which is formed with non-eoneatenative morphology (ablaut in 3.196
and reduplication in 3.197-3.198), and a durative suffix -di. However, in previous work
(Turner 2006, 2007), I provided evidence that the shape resulting from ‘ablaut’ and the
suffix -di is the regular shape of imperfectives of CC stems (see also §3.1 above). In
addition, I argued that the stative prefix s- is found on all resultatives, and is only found
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with resultatives. Forms listed as resultative by Montler (1986) without an s- prefix are 
actually imperfectives; forms listed with s- and no internal imperfective-like stem are 
nominalisations. The approach I took in (2006, 2007) was to posit a resultative 
construction consisting of a stative prefix and an imperfeetive base, whieh is both formally 
and semantically compositional. However, the evidence for semantic compositionality 
whereby resultatives are formed on imperfectives is weak; therefore, in this thesis I take 
the approach that imperfectives and resultatives share a stem shape but have no semantic 
relationship.
Although I have found no further evidence for my previous claims regarding the 
semantic compositionality of resultatives, I have found further evidence that resultatives 
and imperfectives have the same shape. Many of the resultative listed in Turner (2006,
2007) are of the suffixation+vowel change shape, because resultatives are only found on 
unaeeusative bases, many of which are roots with the perfective shape CoC. I have sinee 
found more examples of resultatives with the reduplicated (3.200) and contrastive schwa 
insertion (3.201) shape. For these two examples I do not have an example of the verb root, 
and do not know if it can occur on its own; hence Fve contrasted the resultative with the 
transitive from whieh we can extrapolate the roots as *mibc (3.200) and *xtoy (3.201).
(3.200) a. MILEJET TTE ICS TTE SU0E TTE LISENS.
m il9c-Gt t,09 iks tOo suk'^o tOo lisons
get.mixed-C.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET egg GNRL.DET sugar GNRL.DET raisin
‘Mix eggs, sugar, raisins...’ [describing making muffins] (17.22)
b. SMI,MELJ TTE SPEW SEPLIL
s-mi~mGlc tOo spox'  ^ soplil
RES-RES~get. mixed GNRL.DET flour bread
‘The flour’s mixed; the flour was already mixed.’ (23.1)
(3.201) a. XTITSENLO, TTE COFI
xtGy-t=son=b? tOo kafi
get.prepared-C.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ=PST GNRL.DET coffee
‘I made coffee; I was going to make coffee.’ (18.22a, 46.41)
b. ÀEETI, SXETI, TTE COFI
?eb=ti? s-xGtsy tOo kafi
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV;CONTIN RES-get.prepared\RES GNRL.DET COffcc
‘The coffee’s ready.’ (24.37a)
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I will continue to refer to the forms in this section as resultatives rather than statives, even 
though the prefix s- has cognates in several Salish languages, and is normally ealled 
stative. Other descriptions suggest it is only used with resultative meaning in some Salish 
languages. The SENCOTEN (probably Straits) resultative seems to differ from resultatives 
in some other Salish languages in that it is restricted in its distribution to telie bases. It also 
differs from many of the other bases in that it makes use of an imperfeetive stem shape, 
although in Halkomelem the resultative also involves non-eoneatenative morphology such 
that the stem shape is sometimes identical with imperfeetive (Galloway 1993, Suttles 
2004).
3.4.2 Inchoative -sat
In §3.1.1.2,1 argued, following Gerdts (2000), Montler (1986), and Kiyota (2008) that the 
suffix -sat has two distinct uses. In that section, I focussed on the reflexive -sat. Here are a 
couple more examples of the inchoative -sat. The form of the inchoative is fairly 
straightforward. It retains its full vowel /a/ only when the base it attaches to has no full 
vowel of its own (3.202), in whieh case the suffix is stressed; otherwise, the /a/ of -sat 
reduces to schwa (3.203) and the suffix is unstressed.
(3.202) a. Aox'^
‘hard, strong, solid, tough’ (Montler 1991: 45, 51, #879, 898, 1009)
b. SKÀS TTE SEPLIL. ENON UTEXSOT
sqe-s t09 SGplil ?onan ?u?=X.Gx^-sat
take.out-EFF[PFV] GNRL.DET bread very CONTR=hard-lNCH[PFV]
‘Take out the bread. It’s getting too hard.’ (37.27)
(3.203) a. pq'^ey
‘rotten wood’ (Montler 1991: 20, #429)
b. PKA,SET SE, TTE SKELÂLNEW
pq^eÿ-SGt=S9? tOa sqalelqax'^
rotten-lNCH[PFV]=FUT GNRL.DET tree
‘The tree’s going to turn rotten (i.e., decompose).’ (23.56)
The inchoative suffixed verbs will be discussed in §4.1.2.1.
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3.4.3 Inchoative tx^d-
There is another formative which is used to derive inchoative events, the prefix tx^d-.
Kiyota (2008) shows how verbs containing tx^d- behave like verbs containing -sat, at least 
with respect to verbs derived fi-om individual-level states. This is why I depart from 
Montler’s (1986) terminology: he calls this suffix the mutative, while I eall it an 
inchoative.
The two inchoatives are used with similar kinds of meanings. However, they differ 
in their distribution: while -sat is restricted to adjectival bases representing underived 
individual-level states, tx^d- is used also with resultatives, verbs, nouns, nominalised verbs, 
and other functional predicates like negation, predicative pronouns, numerals, adverbs, and 
wh words. Below are examples with an imperfeetive verb (3.204), with an adverb (3.205), 
and with the predicate used for negation (3.206); further examples are found in §4.1.2.2.
(3.204) TWNENEYENES 
tx' -^n9~n3yog-9s 
INCH-IPFV~smile-3 SUB^ ^
Tt left him/her with a big smile.’ (9V.23n, 13.96)
(3.205) TWE HI SEN OL, 
tx^G-hay=son=?al 
INCH-alone[PFV]=1 SG.SBJ=LIM 
T’m the only one left.’ (lOV.Tlb)^*
(3.206) TWEWES HIT 1,0IL, TTE SPAKEN
tx^-?awG=s hiO ?i?=k'^il tOo speqoq
INCH-NEG=NMLZ long.timc COM=appear[PFV] GNRL.DET flower
Tt won’t be long and the flowers will show.’ (23.52)
Notice that the inchoative prefix sometimes has the form [tx'^o] and sometimes [tx' ]^. 
Montler (1986: 48) treats the prefix as /tx^/. The only examples with [tx'^o] appearing in his 
description are resultatives, so he analyses the schwa as part of the stative prefix (p. 44), 
which does have the form [?os] in some other Salish languages. However, the sehwa
I do not know why the suffix [-os] is used here. A suffix of that form is used for 3" person 
ergative, 2?^  person subordinate subjeet and 3'^ '^  person possessive (which is also used in subordinate 
clauses; see (3.19-3.22) in §3.1.1). Perhaps this is somehow interpreted as a subordinate clause. I 
will have to review the context in whieh it arose in order to see why this might be the ease.
Montler (2003: 120) shows that there is a syntactic difference between hay ‘finish’, which he 
classifies as an auxiliary, and hay ‘alone’, whieh he classifies as an adverb.
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appears with other bases as well, like the adverb above and the individual-level state in the 
following.
(3.207) JAN UTWEQÂ,LES TTE S0ÂCEL
cen ?u?=tx'^G-k^elGS tOo sk'^ecol
really CONTR=INCH-hot[PFV] GNRL.DET day
‘The days are getting warmer.’ (37.15)
It seems that the form of the inchoative prefix is not phonologieally or morphologically
predictable.
Jacobs (2007) considers the distribution of the cognate txw in Skwxwu7mesh^^, 
and argues that it indicates that the event was caused by someone/something other than the 
grammatical subject. This is based on the fact that Skwxwu7mesh txw is found with events 
and has a reading where the participant indicated by the subject performs some action that 
they did not originally intend to perform, or accidentally or suddenly performs the action. 
An example is given here:
Skwxwu7mesh:
(3.208) na men txw m ikw’-int-as ta Ihxénpten
RL just OOC elean-DRV-3ERG DET floor
‘He decided to wash the floor (even though he didn’t want to).’ (Jacobs 2007: 
262-263)
Jacobs (2007: 279-281) likens this use of txw to the ‘out of control’ morphology in Interior 
Salish languages, specifically comparing it to St’at’imeets. The translations of sentences 
with the inchoative prefix in SENCOTEN and/or the situations they describe are consistent 
with Jacobs’s characterisation of Skwxwu7mesh txw. (3.209), for example, was used to 
describe a scene where a woman accidentally knocks her orange into the sink while she’s 
washing dishes. Then she shakes it off before commencing to peel and eat it. She obviously 
did not originally intend to shake the orange, but is obliged to do so sinee it’s now wet.
(3.209) TWEWISETES TTE OLENCES
tx^G-xTs-Gt-GS t0G YabncGS
INCH-shake-C.TR\lPFV-3ERG GNRL.DET orange 
‘She’s shaking the orange.’ (10V.69g)
More work on this is required to see how close the two languages are in this respect.
Kuipers (1967: 116) treats Skwxwu7mesh txw as a prefix. However, Jaeobs (2007: 257) notes 
that he has found an example where a elitie intervenes between txw and the verb to whieh it 
attaehes. I am following Jaeobs in writing it as a separate word.
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3.4.4 Persistent
There may be other suffixes in SENCOTEN whieh affect event structure but have not been 
considered in detail in my research for this thesis. One in particular whieh occurs in a few 
examples in my fieldwork recordings is the persistent suffix Montler (1986: 54) calls it 
a ‘parasitic morpheme’, because it only ever appears right before another suffix which 
normally contains a schwa, like the control transitive -dt, the ergative -ds, or the middle 
-dy. Among the sentences appearing in my fieldwork recordings, the persistent is generally 
found with the three verb roots k^dn ‘see’, k^dn ‘grasp’, and xdc ‘come to know’, where 
the persistent verbs are ‘watch’, ‘hold’, and ‘know’. (3.210) is an example with ‘hold’. The 
persistent is also used with a verb meaning something like ‘be awaited’ (3.211). I have 
only seen examples of this with the antipassive (a) and the persistent (b), so I am unsure of 
the root meaning, if mdk^ does indeed occur as a root. There is a quantifier mdk^ ‘every’, 
but this seems semantically unconnected.
(3.210) a. 0ENET TTE OLENCES
k^on-Gt tÔG ?abnc9S
grasp-C.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET orange 
‘She grabbed/took the orange.’ (10V.69d)
b. 0EN,TISOL, TTE SKO,KO,S
k ^ G n -t-i-s= ? a l tOa s-q'^a?q"'a?-s
grasp-C.TR-PERSIS[PFV]-3ERG=LIM GNRL.DET NMLZ-drink-3POSS
‘She’s just holding her drinks.’ ( llV .1 6 1 e )
(3.211) a. MEQELO, TE SLÀNI ET Claire
mGk -^Gla? 09 slenoy ?o=X Claire
be.awaited-ANTlP[PFV] FEM.DET woman OBL=PN.DET Claire
‘The lady’s waiting for Claire.’ (23.75a)
b. MEQETI,EN TE Claire E TTE STIC
mGk -^Gt-i<?G>q 09 Claire ?9 t09 stic
be.awaited-C.TR-PERSlS<lPFV>-PASS FEM.DET Claire OBL GNRL.DET bus
‘The bus is waiting for Claire.’ (23.75c)
The persistent is also found with the middle and the suffix -di. This is the suffix Montler
(1986: 56) calls durative, but which is almost always found as an obligatory part of the
imperfeetive shape for CoC bases (§3.2).
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(3.212) a. JE0XENE0ECÂ
Ô9k^x-Gq=?9=k'^9ce 
get.fried\lPFV-MlD
Ts she frying (something)?’ (V2.14a)
b. JE0XINEL 0E STAN?
Sak^x-i-g-Gi k'^ G steq
get.fried\n»FV-PERSIS-MID-DUR COMP what
‘What are they frying?’ (V2.24, 9V.24)
It appears that it has some overlap with the imperfeetive, and it may be that all verbs with
the persistent suffix are in the imperfeetive aspect. It is difficult to tell based on the form in
(3.212b) whether the verb is in the perfective or the imperfeetive. I do not have any
contrasting perfective and imperfeetive examples containing the persistent suffix.
3.5 Aspect in relation to aktionsart and valence-changing morphology
In this section I will argue that aspect is distinct from both aktionsart and valence-changing 
morphology. Above, I treated aspect as inflectional and aktionsart and valence-changing 
morphology as derivational. This also follows the treatment of these categories by two 
previous works on Salish morphology (N. Mattina 1996, Willett 2003). I will start this 
section in §3.5.1 by showing that aspect is orthogonal to valence-changing morphology and 
aktionsart. In §3.5.2 I go through typologieally motivated criteria for inflection and 
derivation and argue that aspect is inflectional while valence-changing morphology and 
aktionsart are derivational. In §3.5.3 I show that the formal realisation of aspect versus 
valenee-ehanging morphology and aktionsart largely mirrors their morphological 
relationship.
3.5.1 Aspect as distinct from valence-changing and aktionsart morphology
Grammatical aspect and valence-changing morphology are orthogonal. Every kind 
of valenee-ehanging morphology can appear with either aspect, as can verbs lacking 
valenee-ehanging morphology (both unergative and unaeeusative). Examples of 
unergatives, eontrol transitives, and middles in both aspects have already been shown 
throughout this section, and in §3.3.6 I showed that the antipassive suffix has both 
perfective and imperfeetive forms. Other control forms also take both aspects. (3.213)
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through (3.215) show a control reflexive, a control reciprocal, and a control passive in each 
aspect.
(3.213) a. 0EL,ESET TTE TA,E0EL
k^Gl-G-sst t09 teyok^Gl
spill-C.TR\PFV-C.REFL GNRL.DET racc.canoc
‘The canoe’s going to tip over.’ (2.50)
b. I,0EL,SET TTE TA,E0EL
?i?-k^G l-SG t t09 teysk'^al
C0NTIN-Spill-C.TR;C.REFL\IPFV GNRL.DET racc.canoe 
‘The canoe is on the verge of tipping over.’ (5.2)
(3.214) a. kTn-tal
flght-C.TR;C.RECP[PFV]
‘They fought.’ (Montler 1986: 117)
b. k'^i~w9n-t9l
IPFV~flght-C.TR;C.RECP
‘They fought.’ (Montler 1986: 117)
(3.215) a. TXETEN OL, HÀLE
Ox-9t-9g=?al=heb
get.pushed-C.TR\PFV-PASS=LlM=2PL 
‘H ey you folks, this got pushed.’ (4.7)
b. ITEXTEN
? i? -0 9 X -t-9 f)
CONTIN-get.pushed-C.TR\lPFV-PASS 
‘It’s getting pushed.’ (5.7a)
Turner (2007) and Kiyota (2008) both suggest that unaeeusatives cannot take
imperfeetive aspect, and Kiyota tentatively extends that to all achievements. However, I
have now found many examples of unaeeusatives and non-eontrol transitives in the
imperfeetive aspect. In fact, I believe that all unaeeusatives and non-control forms have the
potential to take both aspects. That is, from the point of view of morphology, there are no
restrictions. The examples in (3.216)-(3.220) show an unaeeusative, a non-control
transitive, a non-control reflexive, a non-eontrol reciprocal, and a non-control passive,
respectively, in both aspects.
(3.216) a. LET TTE STEM,0ES
bt® tÔ9 stamk'^ Qs
fill[PFV] GNRL.DET car 
‘The ear is full.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
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b. ILÂZEL TTE NE A,LEN
?i?=let®si t09 no ?e?bq
CONTIN=fill\lPFV GNRL.DET ISG.POSS house
‘My house is getting full.’ (44.8)
(3.217) a. TE0NOW SW 0E, TTE SXEL,ÂL,S
t@k^-nax^=sx'^=k^9? tOs sxslels
get.broken-NC.TR[PFV]=2SBJ=PST.DlR.EV GNRL.DET peneil 
‘You aeeidentally broke the pencil.’ (2.32)
b. YOT SW OL, U,TE0NO,EW TTE SXEL,ÂL,S
ya0=sx'^=?al ?u?=tGk^-na<?G>x^ t09 sxalels
always=2SBJ=LIM CONTR=get.broken-NC.TR<IPFV> GNRL.DET pencil
‘You’re always breaking the pencil.’ (2.33)
(3.218) a. MÂ0ELNONET SEN SE
mek'^oi-na-q 9t=s9n=s9? 
get.hurt-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.RECP= 1 SG.SBJ=FUT 
‘I’m gonna hurt m yself.’ (35.5)
b. YOT SEN OL U MA,ME,0E,LN,ON,ET
ya0=S9n=?al ?u?=me~niGk^ôi-na-:^Gt
always= 1 SG.SBJ=LIM CONTR=IPFV~get.hurt-NC.TR-NC.RECP 
‘I’m always hurting m yself’ (30.14a)
(3.219) a. KELNE0ELSW
q'^9l-n9-k'^9l=sx'  ^
speak-NC.TR-NC.RECP[PFV]=2SBJ 
‘You go and talk to him/her.’ (10V.94b)
b. KJEL,NE,WEL E SW 
q'^9l-no-w9l=?9=sx'^
Speak-NC.TR-NC.RECP[PFV]=Q=2SBJ
‘Were you talking to eaeh other?’ (V2.94, 10V.94)
(3.220) a. LEZNON TTE SKO,TEN
bt®-n-aq tOa sq'^a?ton
get.full-NC.TR-PASS[PFV] GNRL.DET bucket
‘They filled the bucket up without you knowing.’ (33.21)
b. LEZNO,EN TTE SKO,TEN
lal®-n-a<?G>^ tOo sq^a?t9n
get.full-NC.TR-PASS<IPFV> GNRL.DET bucket 
‘They’re in the act of filling the bucket up.’ (33.22)
More examples are found throughout chapters 4 and 5. Although there is no morphological
restriction on aspect with unaccusatives and non-eontrol forms, there is still a tendency for
speakers to reject imperfectives of these forms in elicitation sessions, and they are
infrequent in texts (chapter 5). I suggest that some achievements are semantically
incompatible with imperfeetive because they are truly punctual, while others are just
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pragmatically odd, since they focus on the culmination of events. This is discussed further 
in chapter 4.
The other valenee-ehanging morphology also appears with both aspects. (3.221) 
through (3.223) show a causative, effort, and a causative passive with an applicative.
(3.221) a. I,TOWSEN TTE EN SLÂ,LE,SET
?Gÿ-tax^=sGn t09 ?on s-le~b?-s9t
gOOd-CAUS[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET 2P0SS NMLZ-IPFV~get.flXCd-C.TR;C.REFL 
T like what you’re doing.’ (37.38)
b. I,TO,EWSEN TTE EN SLÂ,LE,SET
?Gÿ-ta<?G>x^=SGn tOs ?on s-le~b?-s9t
gOOd-CAUS<IPFV>=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET 2P0SS NMLZ-IPFV~get.flXCd-C.TR;C.REFL 
T’m starting to like what you’re doing.’ (37.39)
(3.222) a. CO0ES TTEN, SKÀL,
cak^GS tOan sq'^el
use-EFF[PFV] GNRL.DET;2poss NMLZ-spcak 
‘Use your language.’ (5.0d)
b. CE,0,WES TTEN, SKAL,
c<G?>awGs tOsh sq'^el
Use-EFF<IPFV> GNRL.DET;2P0SS NMLZ-spcak
‘Keep using your language.’ (5.0e, 9V.2a)
(3.223) a. ELENISTEN TTE PELEC
?GiGn-i-st-Gq t0G psbk
eat-REL-CAUS[PFV]-PASS GNRL.DET Philip
‘Philip got fed.’ (23.136a, 27.24)
b. ELENI,STEN TTE METULIYE
? G iG n -i< ? > -s t-G g  t0G matuliys
eat-REL-CAUS<IPFV>-PASS GNRL.DET Victoria 
‘Victoria’s getting fed.’ (27b.7)
So we see that valenee-ehanging morphology is orthogonal to aspect and that there are no
grammatical restrictions regarding the eo-oeeurrenee o f the two.
Aktionsart and aspect are also basically orthogonal. Both of the inchoatives can
occur in both aspects. Example (3.224) gives a suffixed inchoative in perfective and
imperfeetive, and (3.225) gives a prefixed inchoative in both aspects.
(3.224) a. QÀS,SET
k'^es-SGt
hot-lNCH[PFV]
‘It’s getting hot; it got hot.’ (20.7d, 34.20)
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b. I QAQES,SET 
?i?-k'^e~k'^9s-s9t 
CONTIN-IPFV~hot-INCH 
Tt’s getting warm.’ (17.95)
(3.225) a. TWE HI SEN OL, 
tx'^9-hay=s9n=?al 
INCH-alone[PFV]=lSG.SBJ=LIM 
T’m the only one left.’ (13.120)
b. TWE HEHO,I SEN OL, 
tx'^9-h9~ha<?9>y=s9n=?al 
INCH-IPFV~alone<IPFV>= 1SG. SBJ=LIM 
T’m the only one left.’ (13.120)
There is not very mueh data with the persistent aspect, so I do not have any examples in
both perfective and imperfeetive aspects.
Resultatives, however, only occur with one form, and this looks like the
imperfeetive form. One approach to take, given their formal similarity, is to propose that
resultatives are built on imperfectives. This is the approach I took in Turner (2007), where
the resultative is analysed as a construction:
RESULTATIVE = STATIVE + VCrb[lMPERFECTIVE]
However, the semantic connection between the SENCOTEN imperfeetive and resultative
is tenuous. Most of the resultatives are derived from verb bases whieh are rare in the
imperfeetive (unaeeusatives) (§5.2).
Another approach is to say that aspect does not apply to resultatives, and that
resultatives simply have the same stem shape as imperfectives. This approach is superior in
that it does not rely on a semantically deeompositional analysis of resultatives for which
there is little independent evidence. It is also superior because it is supported by
independent evidence. Individual-level states in SENCOTEN also lack a distinction
between perfective and imperfeetive forms. Kiyota (2008) shows that resultatives behave
like individual-level states in terms of his situation type tests. Therefore, it makes sense
that resultatives would not distinguish perfective and imperfeetive if they are also
individual-level states.
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In §5.2,1 will suggest we ean go further and adopt Montler’s (2003) claim that 
individual-level states constitute a separate lexical part of speech, adjectives. Then the 
generalisation is that adjectives do not distinguish aspect. Neither do nouns. Thus, I 
hypothesise that the morphosemantic feature of aspect only applies to verbs. Also, if 
resultatives derive adjectives, and aspect does not derive a new part of speech, they belong 
to different systems. Thus, although aspect and resultative are not orthogonal, they are 
distinct.
3.5.2 Inflection and derivation
One of the main points made in this thesis is that we can identify two distinct 
morphological categories in SENCOTEN which are aspectual in the broad sense: 
grammatical aspect and aktionsart. In this I am following very closely the claims made by 
N. Mattina (1996) for Okanagan in her distinction between sentential aspect (grammatical 
aspect) and stem aspect (aktionsart and valence-changing morphology). However, there is 
at least one way in which I depart from Mattina's approach. She argues that stem aspect 
does not affect event structure in Okanagan (p. 126). So, for example, a state remains a 
state regardless of the stem aspect which is applied to it. This may be the ease for 
Okanagan. However, the work on control in Central Salish languages (Watanabe 2003; 
Bar-el, H. Davis & Matthewson 2005; Kiyota 2008) has shown that control and 
non-control transitives formed on the same verb base behave differently with respect to 
culmination entailment. Also, as Kiyota (2008) shows, states can be derived from 
non-states and non-states from states (through resultative, inchoative, middle, causative). 
This is explored further in chapter 4.
This section looks at the morphological differences between aspect and aktionsart 
in SENCOTEN. I argue that grammatical aspect is an inflectional feature in SENCOTEN, 
while aktionsart morphology is more derivational, though not as derivational as the affixes 
considered in §3.1.2.1.1 will go through the various properties used to distinguish 
inflectional from derivational morphology in the literature. A good summary is given Booij
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(2000), citing various properties used by different authors; I will also make use of some 
criteria discussed by Bauer (2004) and Corbett (2010a). These are listed here:
Table 3.5: Criteria fo r  inflection V5. derivation (based largely on Booij (2000))
Inflection Derivation
Obligatory Not obligatory
Relevant to syntax/adds morpho-syntaetic 
feature
Semantic relevance to stem/adds semantic 
predicate
Productive Not productive
Not recursive Recursive
Paradigmatic Not paradigmatic
Available to all lexemes Creates lexemes for nameworthy concepts
No syntactic category change Syntactic category change
First, aspect is obligatory with respect to verbs (stage-level predicates). Each verb (with 
one or two exceptions) has two forms, shown in §3.1, one plain and one more complex."^ ® 
In §5.1,1 will support the dominant analysis for Salish languages that the plain form is in 
the perfective aspect and the complex form is in the imperfective. Imperfeetive aspect is 
required when the speaker wishes to take an in-progress view of the situation, and is 
normally used in describing habitual situations. Kiyota (2008) gives some examples of 
punctual clause modification, which shows that perfective and imperfeetive aspects provide 
different interpretations of the temporal relation of events to the reference time provided by 
the punctual clause. In addition, imperfeetive is required for describing situations ongoing 
at the time of speech. This evidence shows that the perfective stem, although “plain” (not 
showing any overt signs of perfective morphology), is indeed in the perfective aspect.
Thus, each verb must be either perfective or imperfective.
Aktionsart is not obligatory. In fact, most verbs cannot take resultative 
morphology, since it only appears on unaeeusative bases. The inchoative suffix only 
appears on adjectival bases (individual-level states). The inchoative prefix is more widely
For a small number of lexemes, there appears to be syncretism between perfective and 
imperfeetive. E.g., ydyasdtj ‘play’ has the shape of an imperfective, but is used for both perfective 
‘He/she played/will play’ and imperfective ‘He/she is playing’.
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distributed, sinee it seems able to be used with any lexeme in the language. Nonetheless, it 
is not obligatory. Some adjectives normally take the inchoative suffix, and therefore do not 
need the inchoative prefix. When I asked about the possibility of the prefixed inchoative in
(3.226), one speaker said that it was possible, but that people would really say (3.227).
(3.226) JAN UTWEXIT TTE S0ÂCEL
cen ?u?=tx^9-x©yX. t0o sk'^ecol
really CONTR=lNCH-cool GNRL.DET day
‘The days have cooled down already.’ (37.17)
(3.227) JAN UXIT,SO,ET TTE S0ÀCEL
cen ?u?=xôyX.-sa<?5>t t0o sk'^ecol
really CONTR=cool-INCH<IPFV> GNRL.DET day
‘The days have cooled down already.’ (37.17)
In addition, the notion of inchoative (entrance into a state) is inherent to inchoative states
like ïecdq ‘get angry’ and telie intransitives like ‘get roasted/baked’. Thus, it seems
that the inchoative is not necessary even to express an entrance into a state.
Valence-changing morphology is obligatory in one sense. All SENCOTEN
transitive sentences require the use of a transitiviser, and for some lexemes, this must be
the causative suffix. However, the choice between the control transitive and non-eontrol
transitive suffixes is not grammatically obligatory, as both suffixes appear with the same
verbal bases in transitive clauses. The use of one of the transitives versus an unaccusative
with an implied agent or a middle with an implied patient also reflects speaker choice.
These affixes are however, in contrast with the passive suffix. The passive is arguably
obligatory in some contexts, sinee it is used to resolve a putatively illicit combination of a
third person subject with a first or second person object.
SENCOTEN aspect also does not align with the inflectional extreme of relevance
to the syntax, as it does not provide a morphb-syntactic feature. However, in this respect
SENCOTEN aspect behaves like aspect in other languages. Booij (1996) distinguishes
between contextual and inherent inflection, and only contextual inflection (agreement and
government) is relevant to syntax. Aspect is, in general, an inherent inflectional feature,
plays no role in the syntax, and is thus defined as morphosemantic, rather than
morphosyntactic by Corbett (2010b: 18). On the derivational end of this extreme is
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morphology which is semantically relevant to the stem (Bybee 1985) or adds a semantic 
predicate (Spencer & Luis fc, cited in Corbett 2010a). Like aspect in other languages, 
SENCOTEN aspect does not change the event structure of a predicate, but rather relates 
the predicate itself to a reference time.
Aktionsart on the other hand, does affect the semantics of the stem in that it 
changes event structure. The resultative derives states from non-states and the inchoative 
derives non-states from states. As discussed at the beginning of this section, this is where I 
depart from N. Mattina (1996), who claims that “stem-level” aspect (aktionsart and 
valenee-ehanging morphology) does not change event structure. Control also affects event 
structure, in that it specifies whether or not culmination is entailed by the predicate. 
Passive morphology, again, is different. Passivisation does not change the semantics of the 
base, but just the argument structure of the clause. This has long been recognised in the 
literature (Siewierska 1984: 6-7) and seems to be the ease for SENCOTEN as well.
I have not done any tests regarding productivity of aspect, aktionsart, or 
valence-changing morphology, but have found all three applying to borrowed words. The 
following are examples of English loans with imperfeetive and persistent (3.228), and 
imperfective and causative (3.229) morphology.
(3.228) TETU,STINEL SEN 
ta~tu<?>st-i-g-ai=son
n>Fy~toast<IPFV>-PERSIS-MID-DUR= 1 SG.SBJ
LA,E TTE SAKEL SONU,SE
le?o tOo seqoi sanowso
LOC.PREP GNRL.DET gO.OUt\RES fire
T’m toasting it on an outside fire.’ (V2.155) '
(3.229) EWES S0U0ELTW
?3wo=s sk^u~k^cl-tx^
NEG=NMLZ IPFV~School-CAUS
‘You’re not teaching them [schooling them].’ (V2.105)
This criterion needs to be investigated more thoroughly before any conclusions are drawn 
regarding productivity. It may be that some aktionsarten are more productive than others. 
Gerdts (2000: 152) suggests that the Halkomelem cognate of the -sat inchoative is not as
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productive as the cognate o f tx^d-. I do not know if  this is the case with SENCOTEN, or if  
it is just more restricted regarding base type.
There is no indication that SENCOTEN aspect is recursive. Once a verb is 
inflected for aspect, it is not possible to inflect it again. This is difficult to tell if we just 
look at form. Perfective aspect is expressed by a plain stem, so it is impossible to see, 
formally, if it has applied twice. Some verbs appear to have two realisations of imperfective 
aspect, namely those discussed above with both glottal infixation and reduplication. 
However, nothing in the semantics of these clauses suggests that this is a double 
imperfeetive, and it is more likely the product of two historically disinet formatives coming 
together (resulting in double exponenee). §3.2 above shows how both reduplication and 
glottal stop infixation are appropriate with verb bases containing a full vowel, rendering the 
imperfective stem of these bases unpredictable.
Aktionsart does not appear to be recursive either, but some valenee-ehanging 
morphology is recursive. Gerdts (2004) shows that in some morphological eontexs, the 
Halkomelem causative can apply twice within the same word:
(3.230) ni? eon ixilas-st-onoq-stox'^
AUX ISG.SBJ stand-CAUS-PEOPLE-CAUS
T made him stand the people up.’ (Gerdts 2004: 772)
I do not know if these “double causatives” are possible in SENCOTEN too, but it is likely
that they are, given the similarity between the two languages. Not all valenee-ehanging
morphology is recursive. One other potential recursive suffix is the middle. If we follow
Gerdts & Hukari (2006b) in treating the middle and passive suffixes as the same suffix,
then it is recursive as well, sinee a causative can be derived from a middle, and then
passivised. So for this criterion, we ean at least say that there is no recursion in the aspect
system, but some recursion among the valenee-ehanging suffixes.
In addition, valence-changing and aktionsart affixes are stackable (as shown in 
§3.3.1). While not recursion, this does show a distinction between aspect on the one hand, 
and aktionsart and valenee-ehanging morphology on the other.
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SENCOTEN grammatical aspect does appear to be paradigmatic, where the 
paradigm has two members: perfective and imperfective. As discussed in §3.2, it is 
appropriate also to talk about inflectional classes with regards to SENCOTEN aspect, sinee 
its shape is not entirely predictable based on phonology and not at all predictable based on 
semantics or morphology. Generally, the ability to be organised into a paradigm is a 
criterion of inflectional morphology. However, it appears that we could create a paradigm 
of the aktionsarten and valence-changing morphology, as in the abstract “paradigm” in 
table 3.6 (containing a subset of the affixes).
Table 3.6: Valence-changing and aktionsart arrangedparadigmatically: abstract
Intransitive X
Control transitive x-t
Non-control transitive X-nfax'^)
Causative X-st(ax'^)
Middle X-p
Resultative s-X[imperfective shape]
Inchoative X-sat
Notice, however, that when we consider real lexemes, this is not a good paradigm. There 
are many missing cells:
Table 3.7: Valence-changing and aktionsart arranged paradigmatically: examples
Intransitive k'^ol ‘spill, tip over’ ’tecoq ‘get/be 
angry’
coq ‘be big’
Control transitive k'^olot ‘pour it, tip it 
over’
Non-eontrol transitive k'^olnax'  ^‘spill it, 
manage to tip it over’
Causative fecoqtx'^ ‘make 
s.o. angry’
coqtax^ ‘make it 
big’
Middle k'^obp ‘fly’ -----
Resultative sk'^alol ‘tipped over, 
spilled’
Inchoative coqsat ‘get big’
Most aktionsarten and valenee-ehanging morphology is restricted with respect to which 
bases it appears on. N. Mattina (1996) treats the three columns in table 3.7 as three 
different base classes which form three distinct derivational paradigms, meaning that
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transitions always take one set of affixes, processes one set, and entities another/^ 
However, when we look at an individual verb base, it is not always predictable which 
affixes it will occur with. This is shown for Halkomelem in the recent work on 
combinatorial properties of affixes and verb roots by Gerdts (2006) and Gerdts & Hukari 
(2006a).
This brings us onto nameworthiness, a criterion proposed by Corbett (2010a: 146, 
citing Mithun & Corbett 1999). The idea is that derivational morphology applies when 
necessary. This appears to be the case with SENCOTEN aktionsart and valenee-ehanging 
morphology but not aspect. In SENCOTEN, as in Halkomelem (Gerdts & Hukari 2006a), 
some verb bases ean act like unergatives and unaeeusatives and take both control transitive 
and causative suffixes, while some verbs are restricted to one or the other. Some other verb 
bases have not been found without transitive morphology. H. Davis & Matthewson (2009: 
1103) discuss Gerdts & Hukari’s finding that some verb bases only ever appear with 
transitive morphology. They suggest that this results from the lack of an appropriate 
pragmatic context, and that if the appropriate context could be supplied, the bare 
unaccusative base would be used.
SENCOTEN grammatical aspect does not appear to change the syntactic category 
(i.e., part of speech) of a lexeme, while aktionsart and some valenee-ehanging morphology 
can. In §4.11 will outline some arguments made by Montler (1993, 2003) for a 
verb-adjeetive distinction in SENCOTEN. Given these arguments and the behaviour of the 
various aktionsarten and valence-changing morphology with respect to Kiyota’s (2008) 
situation type tests, there is evidence that resultatives derive adjectives from verbs and the 
inchoative suffix derives verbs from adjectives. In addition, the inchoative prefix, the 
causative suffix, and the middle suffix can all derive verbs from nouns, adjectives, and 
other parts of speech.
I do not have an exam ple o f  an entity in table 3 .7  but the individual-level state in the final eolum n  
illustrates the sam e point.
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The following table summarises the behaviour of aspect, aktionsart, and 
valence-changing morphology with respect to the various infleetion-derivation criteria 
considered in this section. Sinee the passive behaves differently from some of the other 
valenee-ehanging morphology, I have given it a separate column.
Table 3.8: Infleetion-derivation applied to SENCOTEN
Criterion Aspect Aktionsart Valence-changing Passive
Obligatoriness obligatory not obligatory not obligatory obligatory 
in some 
contexts
Relevant to 
syntax/adds 
morpho-syntactie 
feature vs. semantic 
relevance
neither semantic
relevance
semantic
relevance
neither
Productivity productive productive productive
Reeursivity not
recursive
not recursive some reeursivity possible
Paradigmatic paradigmatic not
paradigmatic
not paradigmatic
Nameworthiness n/a applies to
nameworthy
concepts
applies to nameworthy concepts
Syntactic category 
change
no change change with 
some affixes
change possible with some 
affixes
SENCOTEN aspect, aktionsart, and valenee-ehanging morphology are not distinguished in 
terms of all of the criteria considered. However, the general pattern is that aspect behaves 
more like inflection and aktionsart and valenee-ehanging morphology behaves more like 
derivation.
The passive is a special ease, which behaves more like inflection with respect to 
some of the categories. This makes it difficult to decide whether passivisation is inflectional 
or derivational. This difficulty is by no means a unique property of the SENCOTEN 
passive, and sparked much debate in the syntax literature of the 1970s on whether passives 
are lexically or syntactically derived (e.g., Wasow 1977, Bresnan 1982; also discussed in 
Siewierska 1984: 7). I do not wish to make any syntactic claims in this thesis. However, I 
do believe there is evidence to distinguish passive, reflexive, and reciprocal morphology 
from the rest of the valence-changing morphology in SENCOTEN. In addition to the 
properties discussed in this section, I will show in §4.3 that passive and reflexive
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morphology does not change the situation type of a lexeme. So, for example, control and 
non-eontrol transitives are generally distinguished in terms of telicity (weak 
telie/aeeomplishment vs. strong telie achievement), while control transitives and control 
reflexives behave the same as each other (they are both weak telic/accomplishments). In 
the next section, I consider the formal ordering of aspect, aktionsart and valenee-ehanging 
morphology, which again shows a distinction among the valenee-ehanging affixes.
3.5.4 Ordering of aspect, aktionsart, and valence-changing morphology
In Turner (2007), I argued that the imperfective applies not to verb roots but to verb stems, 
based on both formal and semantic criteria. By stem here, I am referring to the 
SENCOTEN equivalent of N. Mattina’s (1996) Okanagan verb stems: the verb with its 
derivational morphology, including valenee-ehanging affixes. This speaks to one of the 
more controversial criteria for inflection vs. derivation: inflection is said to be outside of 
derivation in the prototypical cases, or further from the verb root. In a process view of 
morphology, we could say that that derivation applies to a word first, and then inflection. 
Booij (1994) has argued against this view, showing that some inflectional morphology can 
feed derivation (specifically inherent inflection, which does include aspect). In 
SENCOTEN, there is evidence that both aktionsart and valence-changing morphology 
relevant to situation type are both formally inside aspect. So, although this alone is not 
evidence that aktionsart and valence-changing morphology are more derivational than 
aspect (given Booij’s findings), it provides some additional support for the evidence 
introduced in the previous section.
As argued in Turner (2007), it is the shape of the verb stem and not the verb root 
alone which determines the shape of an imperfective. For example, since transitive suffixes 
are included in the verb stem, a transitive verb may have a completely different 
imperfective shape from its simple intransitive counterpart. This is illustrated with the 
verbs in (3.231-3.232). The intransitive stem shown in the perfective aspect in (3.231a)
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indicates imperfeetive aspect with a change from [o] to the hill vowel [a] and the addition of 
[of]. This is found in (3.231b).
(3.231) a. TE0 SE, TTE SXEL,ÂL,S (stem:/tW ; aspect: perfective)
tok"'=so? t09 sxolels
break[PFV]=FUT GNRL.DET pencil 
‘The pencil is going to break.’
b. TO0EL TTE SXEL,ÂL,S (stem: /tk' /^; aspect: imperfeetive)
tak'^oi t09 sxolels
break\lPFV GNRL.DET pencil 
‘The pencil keeps breaking.’
The same verb root Vtk'^  meaning ‘break’ is used in (3.232), but this time there is a
different verb stem, one that includes the control transitive suffix -t. The aspect of the stem
in (3.232) is indicated by the placement of schwa. In the perfective aspect (a) the schwa is
found between the last two consonants of the word while in the imperfeetive (b), the schwa
is found between the first two consonants.
(3.232) a. T0ETSW TTE SXEL,ÂL,S (stem: /tk^t/; aspect:
tk'^-9t=sx'^ t09 sxolels perfective)
break-C.TR\PFV=2SBJ GNRL.DET pencil
‘You break the pencil.’
b. TE0T SW TTE SXEL,ÂL,S (stem: /tkn/; aspect:
tok"'-t=sx'^ t03 sxolels imperfeetive)
break-C.TR\lPFV=2SBJ GNRL.DET pencil
‘You’re breaking the pencil.’
The change from (3.232a) to (3.232b) has been called metathesis (L. Thompson &
M. Thompson 1969), but Leonard & Turner (2010) argue, following (Montler 1986), that
the schwa is not part of the stem and thus this is not a true case of metathesis. The
assumption made throughout the thesis is that most schwas in SENCOTEN arise
predictably, whether through reduction of unstressed full vowels, epenthesis to avoid illicit
consonant clusters, epenthesis to provide nuclei for words, or epenthesis to indicate
grammatical aspect (Kinkade 1998; Shaw, Blake, Campbell & Shepherd 1999; Leonard &
Turner 2010). Therefore, it is not significant in glosses like (3.232a) that the hyphen is
placed to the left of the schwa, as the schwa does not belong to the root or the suffix.
Aktionsart also appears to be formally inside aspect. The resultative does not take
aspect and I only have one example of a perfective-imperfective pair with the inchoative
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prefix which does not provide good evidence one way or the other. However, the 
inchoative suffix -sat affects the stem shape which determines which inflectional class the 
stem will fall into. Imperfeetives of all suffixed inchoatives, regardless of root shape, take 
the glottal stop infix, which is placed after the stressed [a] in the suffix:
(3.233) CEK,SO,ET TTE SKÀL
coq-sa<?9>t t09 sq'^el
big-INCH<IPFV> GNRL.DET NMLZ-Spcak
‘The meaning/news is still getting bigger.’ (30.19)
If it was the root shape which determined the inflection class of this lexeme, we would
expect the imperfective to fall in class I (vowel change and suffixation) and have the form
*ceqdisat.
There is one valenee-ehanging suffix which appears to be outside of aspect 
inflection. The control reflexive suffix -sat does not contribute to the stem shape which 
determines inflectional class assignment. This is most clearly seen by contrasting the 
imperfeetive -sat inchoative in (3.233) with the imperfeetive reflexive in (3.234). Recall 
that the inchoative is argued to consist of a verb root plus the suffix -sat, while the reflexive 
is a verb root plus the control transitive suffix -t plus -sat. This is reflected in the distinct 
way I have been glossing inchoatives and control reflexives.
(3.234) 1,0EL,SET TTE TA,E0EL
?i?-k^@I-s@t t09 teyok'^oi
C0NTIN-Spill-C.TR;C.REFL\IPFV  ^ GNRL.DET racc.canoe
‘The canoe is on the verge of tipping over.’ (5.2)
The verb in (3.235) falls into inflection class II (contrastive schwa insertion), because it is
derived from the control transitive base k^eldt ‘spill/tip it’, which has the imperfective form
in (3.236):
(3.236) 0EL,TSW TTE KO,
k^sl-t=sx'^ t0o q'^a?
spill-C.TR\IPFV=2SBJ GNRL.DET water
‘You’re tipping the water out.’ (5.22)
If the reflexive did contribute to the base shape, we would expect the imperfective in
(3.236) to be *kydldsa?dt.
In §4.3,1 will argue that reflexive formation does not affect the event structure of 
the predicate to which it applies. This is also argued for the passive, and likely true of
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reciprocals too, but they have not been investigated. This then looks like a parallel in the 
formal and semantic ordering of formatives and the morphological distinctions they 
express. Aktionsart, control, and probably middle and causative affect the shape of the 
stem with respect to aspect inflection and also affect the event structure of a predicate. 
Reflexive does not affect stem shape and does not affect event structure. It is not possible 
to tell whether passive morphology affects the stem shape that determines the form of 
perfeetives and imperfeetives. It consists of a single consonant -y, and any base it applies to 
is already minimally CCC. The extra -y would not put the lexeme into a different 
inflectional class, regardless of the base shape.
The fact that the shape of an imperfective, to the extent that it is phonologically 
determined, is affected by the shape of a verb stem and not a verb base is one I wish to 
emphasis here. Firstly, this is important to note because previous scholars have sometimes 
failed to take this fact into account in their phonological analyses of imperfeetives (Demers 
1974, Stonham 1994). Second, this fact makes my glossing of the non-eoneatenative 
imperfeetive rather tricky. The perfeetives of class I, III, IV, and V stems are all clearly 
plainer than the imperfeetives. Thus I represent them with the square brackets [ ] (see 
3.231a). These are used in the Leipzig Glossing Rules for “non-overt elements”. 
Imperfeetives using reduplication or inflxation are also fairly straightforward, and I indicate 
the imperfeetive using ~ for reduplication and <?> for inflxation.
Imperfeetives using both suffixation of [oi] and vowel change, which always go 
together, are indicated with the backslash \ (see 3.230b). The Leipzig Glossing Rules 
suggest using this for non-eoneatenative stem changes. Both perfeetives and imperfeetives 
of class II stems, the ones involving contrastive schwa insertion, are equally complex.
Thus, they are both indicated with the backslash (3.231 and 3.232).
Sinee the stem and not the root of derived forms determines inflection class 
assignment, I have decided to place the PFV or IPFV afler the stem and not afler the root. 
This applies to the infixed forms and the schwa insertion forms. Further inflectional
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morphology can then be added outside of aspect, which I indicate to the right of the aspect 
gloss, as in the ergative suffix in (3.237):
(3.237) QEN,TES 
k'^on-t-os
see-C.TR\lPFV-3ERG 
‘looking at if  (17.11)
This is not a perfect solution, but I feel that it is the best way to represent the nature of 
aspect forms.
3.6 Chapter 3 conclusion
This chapter has served two purposes. First, it has provided some background on 
SENCOTEN verb morphology. More substantively, I have made the following three claims 
regarding the morphological properties of SENCOTEN aspect, valenee-ehanging 
morphology, and aktionsart: 1)1 have argued that grammatical aspect is an inflectional 
morphosemantic feature on verbs, consisting of the two values perfective and imperfective, 
and these two values are realised by different stem shapes, which are conditioned by a verb 
lexeme’s membership in one of five inflection classes. 2) I have argued that 
valenee-ehanging morphology is divided into two types: valenee-ehanging morphology that 
affects event structure and is thus more derivational, and valenee-ehanging morphology 
which does not affect event structure (reflexive, reciprocal, passive) and is thus less 
derivational. 3)1 have argued that SENCOTEN has several productive derivational 
aktionsart formatives (resultative, -sat inchoative, tx^d- inchoative, and persistent) which 
are distinct fi*om grammatical aspect.
At the end of the chapter, I showed that lexemes of all valence types can appear in 
either aspect, and that the inchoatives and the persistent aktionsarten can as well. The 
resultative is argued to derive adjectives firom verbs and thus not to inflect for aspect at all.
I went through several criteria for inflection and derivation and found consistently that 
grammatical aspect behaves more like inflectional morphology and valence-changing 
morphology and aktionsarten behave more like derivational morphology. Still, if we think
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of inflection and derivation as a continuum, all three types of morphology are near the 
middle of the cline.
In the final section of the chapter, I provided evidence that the formal interaction of 
aspect, valenee-ehanging morphology, and aktionsart largely mirrors its morphological 
interaction. Membership of a lexeme in an aspectual inflectional class is based partially on 
its stem shape. I have shown (following Turner 2007 and Leonard & Turner 2010) that the 
shape of a stem is important, not the shape of a root. This lexeme includes aktionsart 
morphology, and it also includes the valence-changing morphology which affects event 
structure. However, that valence-changing morphology which does not affect event 
structure is outside of aspect: it does not contribute to the stem shape which determines 
which inflectional class a lexeme will fall into for the purposes of aspect formation.
We end up with a picture of the SENCOTEN verb which is very much like the 
representations of words in other Salish languages given by N. Mattina (1996) and Willett 
(2003), who both distinguish derivational aktionsart and valenee-ehanging morphology 
from inflectional perfective and imperfective. The next two chapters focus on these two 
types of morphology, chapter 4 on aktionsart and valenee-ehanging morphology, and 
chapter 5 on aspect.
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Chapter 4 Predicate classification
I
This chapter investigates the role of productive derivational morphology (aktionsart and 
valence-changing morphology) in determining situation type in SENCOTEN. Work on 
English predicate classification has emphasised the role of arguments in the telic-atelic 
distinction, going back at least to the work of Verkuyl (1972) and Dowty (1979). As noted 
by H. Davis & Demirdaehe (2000), Salish languages are useful languages to investigate in 
this respect, since they contain rich systems of obligatory morphology indicating argument 
structure and argument type. This is touched on in previous work on Salish situation type, 
which argues that the control transitive suffix (or equivalent) in Skwxwu7mesh, 
St’at’imcets, and SENCOTEN derives accomplishments (which lack culmination 
entailments) from achievements (which have culmination entailments) (Matthewson 2004, 
Bar-el et al. 2005, Bar-el 2005, Kiyota 2008). Kiyota (2008) and Jacobs (fc) additionally 
examine the non-eontrol transitive suffix in SENCOTEN and SkwxwTi7mesh, showing that 
it maintains culmination entailments. Lastly, Kiyota (2008) argues that the resultative 
derives individual-level states, while the inchoatives derive stage-level states. However, the 
extent to which derivational morphology can predict situation type in Salish languages has 
not been fully explored. This chapter provides an extension of the previous work, by 
looking at a wider range of derivational affixes and their contribution to situation type. The 
chapter is also intended as a useful comparison between different approaches to predicate 
and lexeme classification in Salish languages.
In §4.1,1 further my arguments from chapter 3 that the aktionsarten are not in the 
inflectional aspect system with perfective and imperfeetive aspects, by demonstrating that 
they affect the lexical semantics of the lexeme to which they apply. As argued for other 
Salish languages (Burton & H. Davis 1996, N. Mattina 1996), and following Binniek’s 
(1991) definition of aktionsarten, these focus on subparts of a situation. In doing so, they 
ean have the effect of deriving a lexeme denoting an individual-level predicate from one 
denoting a stage-level predicate (resultative), or deriving lexemes denoting stage-level
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predicates from those denoting individual-level predicate (inchoatives). Two 
valence-changing suffixes, causative and middle, ean also be used to derive stage-level 
predicates. I summarise previous arguments for a distinct lexical class of verbs in Salish 
languages, and particularly for distinguishing between verbs and adjectives in 
SENCOTEN. The changes from individual-level to stage-level predicates and vice versa are 
thus also changes from non-verbs to verbs and vice versa. These changes are significant in 
that they have an afreet on both situation type and aspect. Only lexemes denoting 
stage-level predicates (i.e., verbs) have an aspect distinction (chapter 5).
§4.2 looks at the situation type of intransitive verbs which are not derived from 
transitives, focussing on verb roots. It compares two approaches to the classification of 
intransitives: 1) unaceusativity, as developed for Halkomelem by Gerdts ((1988) to 
(2006)); and 2) situation type, as argued for in SENCOTEN by Kiyota (2008). Kiyota 
claims that intransitive achievements are unaeeusatives, but does not define unaceusativity. 
It is argued in §4.2 that Kiyota’s unaeeusatives are indeed unaeeusatives by Gerdts’s 
(2006) definition, and that Gerdts’s unergatives, plus middles and other derived 
intransitives carrying properties of unergatives, are either activities or inchoative states in 
Kiyota’s (2008) classification. In chapter 2 ,1 discussed the parallels between argument 
structure and situation type semantics which have been noted in the general literature and 
applied to Salish languages by N. Mattina (1996) and H. Davis & Demirdaehe (2000). 
Given the parallels between Kiyota’s situation types and Gerdts’s intransitive classes, it is 
worth considering whether unaceusativity can be subsumed under situation type, as argued 
for generally by Van Valin (1990). At this point, the question cannot be answered, since a 
wide enough range of verbs has not yet been tested.
§4.3 looks at CONTROL in SENCOTEN. The importance of control morphology to 
situation type distinctions has been shown in work on other Salish languages which 
focusses on event structure or situation types of predicates. This stems from the 
observation (originally made by J. Davis (1978) for Comox) that control transitives in 
various Salish languages do not necessarily indicate that the situation was sueeessfully
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completed, while non-eontrol transitives do. Several authors suggest that control and 
non-eontrol morphology is an indicator of aspect or situation type in other Salish languages 
(Hébert 1979, 1982; B. Carlson 1996; Watanabe 2003; Matthewson 2004; Bar-el et al. 
2005). N. Mattina (1996) includes control vs. non-control distinctions in her stem aspects 
(aktionsarten). Kiyota (2008) shows that SENCOTEN control transitives only implicate 
culmination, while non-control transitives entail culmination. He also finds that control 
transitives and non-control transitives differ in their interpretation with the SENCOTEN 
words for ‘almost’. Thus, he claims that control transitives form a class of accomplishments 
and non-eontrol transitives are achievements (along with unaeeusatives). This chapter 
extends Kiyota’s tests to other control and non-control pairs: passives and reflexives. The 
results of these tests provide evidence that situation type is affected by the distinction 
between control and non-control, but is not affected by a difference in valence. For 
example, control transitives and non-control transitives behave differently with respect to 
the criteria tested, and thus are argued to fall into different situation types (accomplishment 
vs. achievement), whereas control transitives and control reflexives behave alike with 
respect to the criteria (both are accomplishments). This corroborates recent work by Jacobs 
(fc) on Skwxwu7mesh.
4.1 Stage-level vs. individual-level predicates
This section looks at the stage-level vs. individual-level distinction in SENCOTEN. As 
discussed in §2.1.1, stage-level states are states which denote temporary states-of-affairs, 
and individual-level states denote more permanent qualities. This distinction is of particular 
relevance to grammatical aspect, as I will argue that only stage-level predicates inflect for 
aspect (perfeetive/imperfeetive). Montler (2003: 106) claims that “almost any word can be 
marked for tense or aspect”. Although this is true for tense, as discussed by Jelinek (1995: 
490) for Lummi, I have not found this to be true for aspect. The individual-level vs. 
stage-level distinction is also relevant for aktionsart. In this section, I will be looking at the 
resultative and two inchoatives, but there are a few others which may fall in this category.
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This section will further Kiyota’s (2008) evidence that these aktionsarten derive stage-level 
predicates from individual-level predicates and vice versa.
A question arising is whether this semantic distinction is reflected in a syntactically 
relevant distinction between lexical parts of speech. Montler (2003) has argued for a 
distinction between verbs, adjectives, nouns, and other parts of speech in Straits (Northern 
Straits and Klallam). Distinguishing between nouns, verbs, and adjectives, however, is not 
a trivial matter, especially in Salish languages and even more particularly in Northern 
Straits, where the existence of distinct categories of noun and verb has been questioned 
(e.g., Kuipers 1968, Kinkade 1983, Demers & Jelinek 1984, Jelinek & Demers 1994; 
Jelinek 1995, 1998). Nonetheless, linguists specialising in Salish languages now generally 
agree that there is indeed evidence of distinct noun and verb classes (H. Davis & 
Matthewson 2009). Several arguments have also been put forth for a distinct class of 
adjectives (Montler 1993, 2003; Demirdaehe & Matthewson 1995; H. Davis 2002, 2003).
This section begins in §4.1.1 by restating the arguments for distinct classes of 
nouns, verbs, and adjectives. I will compare Montler’s (2003) arguments for a 
verb-adjeetive distinction with H. Davis, Lai & Matthewson’s (1997) argument that only a 
semantic distinction between individual-level and stage-level predicates is necessary. In 
§4.1.2,1 will show how the aktionsarten ean derive new categories, and in §4.1.3,1 will 
argue that grammatical aspect is only applicable to stage-level predicates (verbs).
4.1.1 The existence of lexical categories: nouns, adjectives, verbs
The lexical category debate (or part of speech debate) within the literature on Salish 
languages has contributed to a wider debate in the linguistic literature on this topic, most 
notably through the work of Eloise Jelinek (Demers & Jelinek 1984, Jelinek & Demers 
1994, Jelinek 1995, 1998), which focussed on the Lummi dialect of Northern Straits Salish. 
The issue was discussed in other literature on Salish: Kuipers (1968), Kinkade (1983), and 
L. Thompson & M. Thompson (1992) have argued against a noun-verb distinction in the 
language, while Hébert (1983), Hess & van Eijk (1985), Demirdaehe & Matthewson
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(1995), H. Davis & Matthewson (1999), Beck (1995), N. Mattina (1996) and Montler 
(2003) have provided arguments that there is a contrast between nouns and verbs.
Before beginning the discussion, some clarification of what is meant by ‘verb’ and 
‘part of speech’ will be helpful here. There are three levels at which the distinction 
between nouns, adjectives, and verbs might be characterised. First, there is the level of 
pure lexical semantics, where some lexemes refer to entities, some to qualities, and some 
to situations. That all of these types of lexemes exist in Salish languages is not under 
dispute (Montler 2003: 106). I will not use the words noun, adjective, or verb to describe 
purely semantic categories. Second, there is the purely syntactic use of the words, referring 
to specific positions in the sentence. In this sense, syntactic verbs are heads of VPs, 
syntactic nouns occur in NPs (and possibly within DPs), and syntactic adjectives are 
modifiers of (syntactic) nouns (in APs). The existence of this kind of structure is again not 
in dispute. Even though Jelinek & Demers (1994, etc.) claimed that Lummi (Northern 
Straits) has non-configurational syntax whereby all DPs are adjuncts and only pronouns are 
arguments, they did not deny the existence of DPs (thus also NPs) as a different syntactic 
phrase from VPs. To avoid confusion, I will refer to the syntactic positions where 
predicative lexemes may occur as heads of VPs, NPs, and APs, rather than verbs, nouns, 
and adjectives. These labels are meant to be as basic and theory-neutral as possible.
Where the debate exists is in the link between the lexicon and the syntax, such that 
some scholars have argued that there is a single open class of lexemes, and there is no need 
to specify in the lexicon that a given lexeme is a verb, noun, or adjective, because the 
syntax does not distinguish these lexemes. The idea of an open class of lexemes is argued 
for in early work on several North American languages (Mithun 1999: 56-57). This 
proposal is found regarding the Wakashan languages, which neighbour the Salish 
languages, in the work of Boas (1947) on Kwakiutl (also called Kwak’wala), and of Sapir 
(1911) and Swadesh (1936-9) on Nootka (also called Nuuehahnulth) (cited in Mithun 
1999). It was extended to English in a proposal by Bach (1968). In Salish languages, the 
open class hypothesis follows from the observation that any of the main predicative
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lexemes (those denoting entities, qualities, or situations) ean go in any of the three 
syntactic positions (head of NP, AP, or VP) without any modification. This is shown quite 
clearly for Northern Straits by Jelinek (e.g., 1995). Additionally, the following arguments 
have been provided:
1. Object agreement suffixes can be used with noun-like lexemes in predicative 
position (Shuswap: Kinkade 1983: 28, citing S. Bell (p.e.)).
2. Noun-like lexemes can be used in imperatives (Kinkade 1983: 29, citing Saunders 
& P. Davis (p.e.)—presumably Bella Coola).
3. Noun-like lexemes can take the “continuative” aspect in Upper Chehalis and the 
stative prefix in Upper Chehalis and Halkomelem (Kinkade 1983: 29-31).
4. A native-speaker of Cœur d’Alene with linguistic training translates sentences as 
though their arguments are predicates:
xos-ilce? x^ G ci?
good-flesh the deer
‘Venison is delicious’ (‘They are good to eat those which are deer.’) 
(Nieodemus 1975, cited by Kinkade 1983: 34)
5. Both noun-like lexemes and verb-like lexemes can take plural and diminutive 
morphology (Demers & Jelinek 1984).
6. Northern Straits Salish lacks a copular verb (thus all lexemes ean head VPs) 
(Jelinek & Demers 1994: 703).
Despite this, several arguments have been made that verbs and nouns in Salish languages 
do differ in their syntactic behaviour, and thus must be specified as distinct categories in 
the lexicon.
1. Only nouns (including nominalised verbs containing the prefix s-) ean take
possessive morphology (St’at’imeets, Lushootseed: van Eijk & Hess 1986; Lummi: 
Jelinek & Demers 1994: 708"^ ;^ Okanagan: N. Mattina 1996: 162).
Jelinek &  D em ers (1 9 9 4 ) argue that there is a root-level d istinetion b etw een  nouns and verbs, 
w hereby on ly  nouns take p ossessive  m orphology, but that this d istinction is not relevant to the 
syntax, so there is no w ord-level d istinetion betw een  nouns and verbs.
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2. Only verbs can take aspect morphology (St’at’imeets, Lushootseed: van Eijk & 
Hess 1986; Okanagan: N. Mattina 1996: 173). See also §5.2 for SENCOTEN.
3. Certain derivational morphology is specific to either noun or verb (Okanagan:
N. Mattina 1996: 166).
4. The existence of morphological category conversion (Okanagan: N. Mattina 1996: 
169; probably all Salish languages have at least nominalizing morphology).
5. Certain Okanagan-specific restrictions: i. when nouns are used as VP-heads (in 
complex predicate nominals—see below) they take a different set of person 
inflections and a different future inffeetion from verbs, ii. only nouns take the 
preposition t=. iii. only clauses headed by verbs occur with certain subordinators 
(Okanagan: N. Mattina 1996: 175, 179, 208).
6. Nouns can be modified attributively by adjectives or by verbs, but verbs cannot be 
modified attributively by adjectives. (St’at’imcets: Demirdaehe & Matthewson 
1995; Okanagan: N. Mattina 1996).
7. For the Straits languages particularly, only verbs ean occur with the “zero-elass 
auxiliaries” YÀ, ye? ‘go’, ENA ?dne ‘come’, TA, Xe? ‘again’, and HI hay ‘finish’ 
(Montler 2003: 116)."^ ^
8. Only nouns can occur as, heads (modifiées) of complex predicate nominals 
(St’at’imcets, Shuswap: H. Davis et al. (1997); Straits: Montler 2003).
9. Nouns may appear “unmarked” in referential roles, while verbs are “marked”, in 
the sense that they must take a deictic—something they do not require in 
predicative or modifier position. Nouns always take a deictic, whether in 
predicative, referential, or modifier position. (Lushootseed and Bella Coola 
(Nuxalk), Beck 1999: 44).
As seen from the above lists, many arguments for a noun-verb distinetion have been made 
in recent years, and H. Davis & Matthewson (2009: 1127) declare “the issue of category
T hese are the SE N C O T E N  equivalents and c lo se  cognates o f  the K lallam  auxiliaries u sed  by  
M ontler (2003).
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neutrality in Salish...has largely now been settled in favour of recognising at least a 
noun-verb distinetion and probably an adjeetive-verb distinction as well”.
However, although the noun-verb distinetion has been argued for convincingly by 
many people, the adjeetive-verb distinetion has not been discussed as extensively. Both 
Beck (1999) on Bella Coola and Lushootseed, and Lai, H. Davis & Matthewson (1997) on 
St’at’imeets and Shuswap argue that there is no evidence for a distinct class of adjectives in 
those particular Salish languages. Beck (1999) focusses on the fact that verbs and nouns 
ean be used attributively without any special modification. I have found potential examples 
of this in SENCOTEN too. Examples (4.1) and (4.2) show verbs used attributively, 
example (4.3) shows a nominalised verb used attributively, and example (4.4) shows a 
noun used attributively.
(4.1) JEPITEN CI,IKEN
èspit-9g ci?iq'^on
squeeze-MID[PFV] light 
‘flashlight’ (16C.5b)
(4.2) YOTOL, U,CO,YU SOL
ya0=?al ?GW=ca<ÿ>9W sal
always=LIM CONTR=get.used<lPFV> door/road
‘That door/road’s always used.’ (23.81)
(4.3) SXEXLÂM KELOITEN
s-x9~xiem  q'^Gl-ay-0Gn
NMLZ-IPFV~watch Speak-CONNEC-INSTR(LS)
‘television’ (16C.5c)
(4.4) si?etn tsG sw@ÿq@? sieni? 
boss GNRL.DET man woman
‘The mannish woman is the boss.’ (Montler 1993: 247)
In addition, nouns ean be used attributively in the complex predicate nominal construction 
(see below). Thus, it appears that availability as an attributive modifier (head of AP) is not 
a clear criterion for lexical adjectives in SENCOTEN or other Salish languages for which 
this has been considered. This point has already been made above however: all open class 
lexemes can occur as heads of VPs, NPs or APs.
However, Montler (1993: 247) provides evidence that in a SENCOTEN attributive 
construction, there is a restriction on which type of word is interpreted as the modifier and 
which the modifiée. In both of the sentences below, the resultative meaning ‘dead’ must be
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the modifier. Below, I will show following (Kiyota 2008) that resultatives pattern like 
other individual-level states. Both are argued to be adjectives.
(4.5) a. ha?9q'^ tss s-4^a~4^i? sm@yaO
stink GNRL.DET RES-RES~die deer
‘The dead deer stinks.’ (Montler 1993: 247)
b. ha?9q'^ tsa smsyaO s-4'^a~4^i?
stink GNRL.DET deer RES-RES~die
‘The dead deer stinks.’ (Montler 1993: 247)
So this is one piece of evidence for a noun-adjective distinetion. We still need evidence for 
a verb-adjeetive distinction.
Many Salish languages allow what has been called a complex predicate nominal, 
whereby a noun and modifier(s) are found in the predicate position of a clause (i.e., head of 
VP). An example from Klallam is shown in (4.6).
(4.6) cGq=cx'^ swayqa?
big=2SBJ man
‘You are a big man.’ (Montler 2003: 129)
Montler (2003: 129-130) argues that the first element in these constructions is an adjective, 
for the following reasons: 1. It is not a verb because verbs cannot occur in complex 
predicates and it does not fit his main criterion for verbhood (compatibility with zero-class 
auxiliaries); 2. It is not a noun because it cannot occur as the final element in a complex 
predicate (where the word for ‘man’ appears in (4.6); and 3. It is not an auxiliary because it 
can take plural morphology. Demirdaehe & Matthewson (1995) argue similarly for 
St’at’imcets that adjectives and verbs must be distinguished sinee adjectives can appear in 
complex predicate nominals but verbs cannot.
However, H. Davis et al. (1997) argue that it is not necessary on the basis of 
complex predicate nominals to posit a distinction between verbs and adjectives, at least for 
St’at’imeets and Shuswap. They would treat the first element in (4.5) as a verb. Their 
reason that a predicate like coq ‘big’ ean appear in a complex predicate nominal and some 
other verbs cannot is semantic: it is an individual-level predicate. They show that nouns 
can also appear in this position, and give a plausible motivation for a restriction to 
individual-level predicates in this position: only attributive modification is possible in
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complex predicate nominals and stage-level predicates cannot be used as attributive 
modifiers
H. Davis et al.’s (1997) arguments ean apply to Klallam and Northern Straits, and 
in fact they consider data from Straits in their paper. This leaves two of Montler’s (2003) 
arguments for distinguishing between verbs and adjectives in SENCOTEN. The first is that 
only verbs occur with the zero-class auxiliaries. However, the inability of lexemes like 
CEK cdq ‘big’ to occur with the zero-elass auxiliaries meaning ‘go’, ‘come’, ‘again’, and 
‘finish’ ean also be explained by their semantics as individual-level predicates. Each of 
those auxiliaries assumes a stage-level situation, because it requires either a start point or 
end point.
It may still be possible to argue for a distinct class of adjectives in Straits based on 
Montler’s (2003) last criterion. He claims that adjectives in complex predicate nominals
(4.7) or in DPs (4.8) must take plural morphology if they modify a noun with plural 
morphology (p. 130)
Klallam:
(4.7) cayq=cx'^=hay s\W oyqa?
big\PL=2SBJ=2PL man\PL
*CGq=ex'^=hay svv^syqa?
big=2SBJ=2PL man\PL
‘You are big men.’ (Klallam, Montler 2003: 130)
(4.8) k'^Gn-nGx'^=en eo cayq / *coq sx^wayqa?
get.seen-NC.TR=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET big\PL / big man/PL
‘I see the big men.’ (Klallam, Montler 2003: 130)
Preliminary re-testing of this agreement with the speakers of SENCOTEN that I have been 
working with has yielded inconclusive but suggestive results. The following examples give
Note that this use of the word attributive does not refer to the distinetion attributive vs. 
predieative but rather refers to the semantie relationship between the modifier and modifiée. 
Attributive modifieation oeeurs when the quality of the modifier is judged by the standard of the 
modifiée: in (4.5) the man is big eompared to other men but not big eompared to anything in the 
world. This eontrasts with eonjunetive modifieation (Higginbotham 1985, eited in H. Davis et al. 
1997: 16-17).
If a noun has no overt plural morphology, the adjeetive may still take plural morphology, as 
shown in Montler (2003: 130) and in (4.7 below). In this ease the noun is interpreted as plural. One 
possible hypothesis is that the agreement between adjeetives and nouns is semantieally motivated: 
an adjeetive must be plural if it modifies a noun with a semantieally plural referent, regardless of 
whether the noun has plural morphology (reeall that nouns with no overt plural morphology may be 
interpreted as singular or plural). This hypothesis has yet to be tested.
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(a) clauses with non-plural nouns modified by non-plural adjeetives, and (b) plural nouns 
modified by plural adjectives. I am not totally sure that the (b) forms would be 
ungrammatical with non-plural adjeetives, but it is suggestive that when asked for all four 
possible combinations of plural and non-plural with noun and adjective, the speaker 
confirmed particularly that the clauses with agreement were acceptable:
(4.9) a. WOSÂLS TTE CEK SKAXE,
was-els t0G caq sqexs?
bark-ANTIP\lPFV GNRL.DET big dog
‘The big dog is barking.’ (47.28)
b. WOSÂLS TTE CIK SKELAXE,
was-els t0o cayq sq<al>exa?
bark-ANTIP\lPFV GNRL.DET big\PL dog<PL>
‘The big dogs are barking.’ (47.29)
(4.10) a. DEDI,LEM, TTE lY, SLÀNI,
’tG~’tilGtn t0G ?aÿ sienay
IPFV~sing GNRL.DET good woman  
‘The nice lady is singing.’ (47.30)
b. DEDI,LEM, TTE À,LI SLENLÂNI,
l;a~’tilom t0a ?e<la>y sian~ienaÿ
lPFV~sing GNRL.DET good<PL> PL~ woman 
‘The nice ladies are singing.’ (47.31)
Note that plural morphology is not obligatory for the noun itself; however, it appears that
with a plural referent it is necessary to use the plural form of the adjective anyway. Again,
this is for complex predicate nominals and determiner phrases (4.11)-(4.12).
(4.11) k'^9n-nGX'^=cn ca cayq swayqa?
see-N.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET big\PL man
‘I see the big men.’ (Montler 2003: 130)
(4.12) MELEMI,MEN, STEM,0ES 
mG<lG>mirhan stamk^as
small<PL> car
‘small, little ears’ (23.89)
Thus, it appears that the adjective must take plural morphology when it modifies a noun
referring to more than one entity in the real world, regardless of whether or not the noun
itself has a plural form.
The agreement patterns shown in (4.7)-(4.12) alone do not distinguish adjeetives
from verbs, however. First, consider complex predicate nominals. Sinee stage-level
predicates do not occur in complex predicate nominals, we cannot tell whether the
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agreement is required speeifieally with the lexeme elass of adjeetives, or whether plural 
agreement is always required in a eomplex predieate nominal. Reeall, though, that nouns 
ean also appear as modifiers in complex predieate nominals. If it is the construction that 
requires agreement, we would predict that nouns in modifier position would also have to 
take plural morphology if their modifiée was overtly plural. This would not provide very 
strong evidence because we could still say that verbs in complex predieate nominals agree 
with their modifiers but nouns do not. I have not yet been able to test this.
Second, consider DPs. Both stage-level and individual-level predicates ean occur as 
modifiers in DPs. If only adjectives take obligatory plural agreement, we would predict that 
verbs as modifiers in DPs would not have to agree with plural nouns. This does appear to 
be the case. Compare the individual-level predicates in (4.7-4.12) above with the 
stage-level predicates in (4.14). Unlike the lexemes of individual-level predicates above, 
these lexemes denoting stage-level predicates do not agree with the plural noun they 
modify.
(4.13) I,LEN TTE QÀQI SLENLÂNI
?i<?>loh tOo k'^e~k'^oy si9n~ienoy
eat<IPFV> GNRL.DET IPFV~hungry PL~woman 
‘The hungry ladies are eating.’ (47.19)
(4.14) I,EEN TTE CA,I S U ,W to
?i<?>ioh tGo ce<?o>y sowoyqo?
eat<IPFV> GNRL.DET work<IPFV> man\PL
‘The working men are eating.’ (47.25)"^ ^
This preliminary evidence is suggestive. It will be necessary to test many more stage-level
and individual-level predicates before drawing a firm conclusion, but this evidence does
suggest that agreement is necessary for individual-level predicates as heads of APs, but not
for stage-level predicates as heads of APs, thus supporting Montler’s (2003) argument that
there is a verb-adjeetive distinction in Northern Straits.
A nice piece of evidence for the adjective-verb distinction would be if adjectives
agreed in number with nouns even when in predicative position. However, this does not
This sentence w as cheeked  by Janet Leonard on m y behalf. She has a note that the speaker she  
asked said the senten ce w as fine, but difficult.
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appear to the ease, given (4.15), whieh shows an adjective with no plural morphology in 
predicative position whieh describes the referent of a plural noun in DP position.
(4.15) TEKTÂL TTE SU,WIK£
Xoqtei t03 sowoyqo?
tall GNRL.DET man\PL
‘Those men are tall.’ (47.10)
This is the only example I have found with a plural noun that is described by an adjective
in predicative position, and I have not carried out any rigorous testing of plural agreement
yet. It appears so far that the agreement may only be necessary in eomplex predicate
nominals and DPs, but I will need to test this further. Note that Montler (2003) only claims
that the agreement happens in eomplex predieate nominals and DPs, so (4.15) does not
provide any eounterevidence to his elaim."^ ^
H. Davis (2003: 40) also looks at plural agreement in St’at’imeets DPs, showing
that adjectives differ from both nouns and verbs. In certain extraction contexts, adjectives,
like nouns, but unlike verbs, require plural agreement with a plural extracted antecedent.
In St’at’imeets, this plurality is indicated by the use of a plural determiner. Verbs do not
require this agreement, a piece of evidence whieh Davis employs in an argument for the
existence of non-pronominal gaps in the language (whieh is not relevant to my discussion
here). Adjectives are distinguished from nouns in that they are unable to introduce a new
discourse referent.
. From my discussion here, it is clear that more fieldwork is required to see if 
adjectives do differ from verbs in their syntactic behaviour in a way whieh cannot be 
argued to be motivated by the semantics (i.e., the complex predicate nominal case 
discussed above). As noted by N. Mattina (1996: 160), the use of inflectional morphology 
constitutes strong evidence for a distinction between lexical categories. Agreement should 
be the best instance of inflectional morphology for this task, better than, e.g., aspect, since
H. D avis (2 0 0 2 ) also provides ev id ence for a elass o f  adjectives in St’at’im eets, in w h ieh  he  
includes individual-level and stage-level states. Individual-level adjectives and perfective stage-level 
adjectives are ungram m atical in certain types o f  relative clauses (postposed  relative clauses o f  the  
form head-determ iner-rel.clause). I have not yet b een  able to investigate w hether this test is relevant 
to SENC O TEN.
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it is directly relevant to syntax. It is also better evidence than Mattina’s (1996) derivational
morphology. As Jelinek & Demers (1994) and Jelinek (1998) point out, there is a semantic
difference between nouns and verbs, but the restriction o f derivational morphology does
not provide evidence that this distinction is syntactically relevant."*  ^Morpho-syntaetie
inflectional morphology does.
Whether or not there is a verb-adjeetive distinction, some distinction between
these two groups of lexical items is relevant for aspect. The alternative to positing a
verb-adjeetive distinction is working with the semantic distinction o f individual-level vs.
stage-level (as in H. Davis et al.’s 1997 account). In the remainder of the thesis I will
continue to consider Montler’s (2003) argument a hypothesis and speak generally of the
individual-level vs. stage-level distinction. Where relevant, I will provide a reminder that
this could be treated as an adjeetive-verb distinction.
These individual-level predicates whieh are not nouns, and may be adjectives, have
been identified as a distinct class by Kiyota (2008): one of his five situation types is the
homogeneous state. Homogeneous states are “simple states that have neither an inherent
intitial point nor an inherent final point” (p. 39). Kiyota (2008) argues that homogeneous
states are basically equivalent to individual-level states, and gives some evidence that they
are generally used to express a permanent quality, rather than a temporary one. For
example, it is odd to use QOMQEM k^amk^dm ‘strong’ to express a temporary strength.
(4.16) #k'^amk'^om to Jack k^ =^s
strong GNRL.DET Jack COMP=NMLZ
kwi=kwon-ot-og-s to stelqox'^-s
PRF=take-C.TR\PFV-PASS-3P0SS GNRL.DET medieine-3P0SS
attempt at ‘Jack felt strong when he took the m edicine.’ (Kiyota 2008: 43)
Kiyota (2008) also suggests that homogeneous states are distinct from all other
situation types terms o f their behaviour in two o f his situation type tests, the interpretation
with perfect 0L kH and with CE,LAL calel ‘almost’. While the readings with these two
T hey argue this on the basis o f  p ossessive  m orphology, w h ieh  is questionably derivational; 
how ever, I b elieve  the general point still stands, i f  derivational m orphology is taken to operate at the  
lexieal level, not the syntactie level.
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tests distinguish the other situation types from eaeh other (see chapter 2 and §4.2), 
homogeneous states “sound odd” with the perfect (4.17), and with ‘almost’ (4.18).
(4.17) ? M =coq tso no sqexo?
PRF=big GNRL.DET ISG.POSS dog (Kiyota 2008: 254)
(4.18) ? M = co le l ?i?=k'^amk'^om 
PRF=almost COM=strong (Kiyota 2008: 267)
Kiyota (2008) does not provide translations for these sentences, as they were rejected by
the speaker he worked with. If these individual-level states behaved like stage-level states,
I predict they would be translated something like ‘My dog’s getting big’ (4.17) and ‘He
almost got strong’ (4.18).
Interestingly I have recorded one example, which I did not elicit, of a
homogeneous state-like lexeme with the perfect.
(4.19) 0LU ,N E 0IM  TTE tOBEN 
k'^i=?ow=n9k'^im tOo lapon 
PRF=CONTR=red GNRL.DET ladle 
‘The ladle is red.’
It may be that the discourse marker U, ?dw ‘CONTRAST’ contributes some kind of non- 
stative reading to this statement whieh describes an inherent and permanent property of the 
ladle.
The elass of homogeneous states is also identified in Halkomelem by Gerdts 
(1991), who calls them simply states. She treats them as a sub-category of unaeeusatives 
which are able to take the causative suffix but not the desiderative suffix (see §4.2 on 
unaceusativity). She discusses the inability of these states to take the desiderative suffix, 
whieh is used with other unaeeusatives to express an “unavoidable future”, arguing that it 
is less relevant for states to refer to the entering into or leaving of that state (p. 241). This is 
also compatible with the individual-level nature of these kinds of states.
In contrast with homogeneous states, inchoative states are stage-level. The 
St’at’imeets equivalents of SENCOTEN inchoative states apparently cannot be used as 
modifiers in eomplex predicate nominals (H. Davis et al. 1997: 297), so they are candidates 
for the elass of verbs. H. Davis (2003: 40, fh 14) also mentions that stage-level states
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behave like verbs. In addition, example (4.13) above shows an inchoative state ‘hungry’, 
whieh does not agree with the plural noun it modifies. Since adjectives are reported to 
obligatorily agree with plural nouns, the inchoative state in (4.13) must be a verb.
SENCOTEN homogeneous states are often translated with English adjectives. 
However, like stage-level states in other languages (§2.1) they encode not only a 
stage-level state, but also the inception of that state (Bar-el 2005, Kiyota 2008). They 
behave like activities with respect to most of Kiyota’s (2008) situation type tests, and in 
§4.1.2.11 will suggest that the classes of activities and inchoative states should be split 
further into several classes of atelie, stage-level verbs.
In this subsection, I have compared a potential adjective-verb distinction in 
SENCOTEN with the semantic distinction between individual-level and stage-level 
predicates. This distinction is the most relevant lexieal distinction for the use of 
grammatical aspect. In §5.2,1 will show that individual-level predicates, both nouns and 
adjectives, do not show a distinction between perfective and imperfeetive.
4.1.2 Inchoatives and resultative
In this section I will show that the inchoative and resultative aktionsarten ean derive 
stage-level predicates from individual-level predicates and vice versa. Kiyota (2008) 
provides evidence for this, and I will add to his evidence. I will first discuss the two 
inchoatives, the suffix -sat (§4.1.2.1) and the prefix tx^- (§4.1.2.2) whieh ean both derive 
stage-level predicates from individual-level predicates. Then I will discuss the resultative, 
which derives individual-level predicates from stage-level predicates, namely stage-level 
unaeeusatives (§4.1.2.3). Lastly, in §4.1.2.4,1 will show that some valenee-ehanging 
suffixes can derive stage-level predicates from individual-level predicates: causative, 
middle, and non-control reflexive. I do not discuss all the aktionsarten in SENCOTEN 
here. In chapter 3 ,1 also outlined the persistent suffix -/, and there may be other 
aktionsarten. The reason I do not consider the persistent suffix here is first a lack of data
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regarding its semantic properties, and second it does not seem to be relevant to the 
stage-level vs. individual-level distinction among predicates.
If we accept the verb-adjeetive distinction (§4.1.1), then it appears that the 
aktionsarten considered in this section ean change the lexieal category of a lexeme. If so, 
the generalisation is that inchoatives are verbs and resultatives are adjectives, regardless of 
the lexieal category of their bases. This would then be further evidence that the 
aktionsarten are derivational rather than inflectional (§3.3).
4.1.2.1 Inchoative -sat
Chapter 3 argued, following Gerdts (2000) for Halkomelem, and Montler (1986) for 
SENCOTEN, that the suffix -sat is used in two distinct ways. First, it is suffixed to control 
transitives to form control reflexives (4.20). Second, it is suffixed directly to roots to form 
inchoatives (4.21).
(4.20) B0ESET TTE MO,EK
pk'^-o-sot tOo ma?oq'^
rise.to.surface-C.TR\PFV-REFL DET duck
‘The duck surfaced on its own.’ (6.16)
(4.21) CEKSOT TTE SKELÂLNEW
caq-sat tOo sqolelgox'^
big-lNCH[PFV] DET tree
‘The tree’s getting big.’ (21.42)
Gerdts (2000) argues that the first use is the original use of the suffix and is more 
productive. The second use has changed its function: it no longer has a reflexive semantics 
and no longer applies to transitive bases. It is this second, inchoative, use (4.16) which I 
am concerned with in this section.
Gerdts (2000) describes the inchoative use of Halkomelem -sat as “aspectual”. In 
this thesis, I consider the SENCOTEN inchoative -sat to be one of the derivational 
formatives whieh affects event structure, because it derives a verb representing a different 
situation type from its base. In particular, it derives atelie stage-level verbs from 
individual-level predicates. Kiyota (2008: 44-45) shows that this suffix applies to 
homogeneous states to yield a predicate whieh is more eventive. If we assume a distinction 
between adjectives and verbs in SENCOTEN (§4.4.1), then the inchoative -sat suffixes to
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adjectives to derive verbs. The root in (4.21) coq ‘big’ is an adjective according to 
Montler’s (2003) criteria. Consider also the following example, whieh contains the 
adjective meaning ‘long’.
(4.22) JAN UTEKSOT TTE S0ÂCEL
cen ?9w=Âoq-sat tOo sk^ecol
really CONTR=long-lNCH[PFV] GNRL.DET day
‘The days are getting longer.’
It appears that -sat as an inchoative suffix only appears on predicates whieh test as
homogeneous states, i.e., individual-level predicates. There are no examples in my
fieldwork of an inchoative use of -sat on any (stage-level) verbs or nouns. More fieldwork
is required to test this explicitly.
Kiyota (2008) also shows that when -sat attaches to homogeneous states, the
derived inchoative behaves more like the non-stative situation types, i.e., it is stage-level.
As seen in (4.21-4.22), -sat suffixed forms ean refer to temporary states. Also, Kiyota
(2008) shows that they ean take the perfect (as in (4.23)) and ‘almost’ (4.24).
(4.23) JAN U ,0tPE K SO T  TTE NE SI,ATEN
cen ?ow=k^t=pa^-sat tOo no si?eton
really CONTR=PRF=white-INCH[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS hair
‘My hair’s getting white.’ (7.10a)
(4.24) k'^l=c9lel ?i?=k^amk^om-sat 
PRF=almost COM=strong-INCH[PFV]
‘It’s just about getting strong.’ (Kiyota 2008: 267)
Thus, -sat derived verbs look more like one of Kiyota’s (2008) stage-level situation types 
than their adjectival roots. In addition, Gerdts (1991: 244) shows that the Halkomelem 
cognates of-sat inchoatives behave more like process verbs, in that they ean take the 
desiderative suffix (while their stative bases cannot).
Inchoatives with -sat pattern as atelie with the perfect and in out of context 
translations. The perfect sentences in (4.21) and (4.25-4.26) are all inceptive, and several 
more examples are found in Kiyota’s (2008) appendix.
(4.25) JAN U,0tSCUATSET TE SLÂNI,
cen ?9w=k^i=scuet-s9t Oo slenoy
really CONTR=PRF=be.smart-lNCH[PFV] FEM.DET woman
‘The woman’s getting really smart/really good at it.’ (7.18a)
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(4.26) k^i=x0m-sat ta qeq
PRF=heavy-lNCH[PFV] GNRL.DET baby
‘The baby is getting heavier.’ (Kiyota 2008: 254)
In out-of-the-blue tenseless sentences, -sat inchoatives have a similar interpretation and are
translated with English present progressive, as in (4.21) and (4.27-4.29).
(4.27) MIMENEKENSET 
miman-aqan-sat 
small-LSvoiee-lNCH[PFV]
‘getting a small voice’ (Fieldwork 2009)
(4.28) CEKSOT TTE SOL
caq-sat tOa sal
big-INCH[PFV] GNRL.DET road
‘The road is getting bigger.’ (6.35, 13.70)
(4.29) JAN U TEKSOT TTE S0ÂCEL
cen ?a^=Xaq-sat tOa sk'^ecal
really CONTR=long-INCH[PFV] GNRL.DET day
‘The days are getting longer.’ (37.19)
Since they have inceptive/ongoing interpretations with the perfect and in translations of
out-of-the-blue contexts, the -sat inchoatives I’ve looked at all appear to be atelie.
Within the atelie eventive predicates, Kiyota (2008: 53) distinguishes activities
from inchoative states in their semantic representation: activités are agentive and contain a
DO subevent, while inchoative states are not agentive, and do not contain a DO subevent.
The evidence he offers for this is that activities ean be used in commands, while inchoative
states cannot (pp. 52-53). I have not systematically tested to see whether -sat inchoatives
ean be used in commands. However, given the meanings of the -sat inchoatives I’ve
recorded (given in the following list), it would be surprising to find that they could.
CEKSOT coqsat ‘get big’
SCUÂTSET scuetsot ‘get smart, learn’
ZEMONESET l^omagasGt ‘get wet’
CIEKSET cioq'^sot ‘get light’
QÂSSET k'^essot ‘get warm (weather)’
ZENONESET l®9naqosot ‘get cold (drink)’
ZLONESET Maqosot ‘get cold, cool off (drink)’
I,SOT ?oysat ‘get better’
PKA,SET pq'^e?sot ‘turn rotten, decompose’
XITSOT xiXsat ‘get cool (weather)’
TEKSOT Xoqsat ‘get long’
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TOXSET tax'^sot ‘come to like’
TEXSOT Xox' s^at ‘get hard’
lYESSET ?iyoss9t ‘start to find fun’
PEKSOT poqsat ‘get white’
Thus they appear more like inchoative states. However, there is a difierenee between
inchoatives and inchoative states: inchoatives describe the entrance into a state even in the
imperfeetive:
(4.31) JAN UXIT,SO,ET TTE S0ÀCEL
cen ?u?=xiA-sa<?s>t t0o sk'^ecol
really CONTR=cool-lNCH<lPFV> GNRL.DET day
‘The days are getting cooler.’ (37.16)
Inchoative states, reeall, only describe the state itself in the imperfeetive^ This suggests it
might be useful to add to Kiyota’s (2008) five situation types. In addition to activities and
inchoative states, there are also inchoatives.
There is also evidence for another elass of atelie verbs: positional states. Unlike
inchoative states, these atelie verbs are agentive and stative. Agency alone should not be a
situation type criterion. However they also behave differently from both inchoative states
and activities with respect to aspect. Like inchoative states they describe the entry into a
state in their perfective (4.32, 4.34) and the resulting state in the imperfeetive aspect (4.33,
4.35). However, the resulting state reading is not found with the perfective.
(4.32) EMET TTE KAK LA,E TTE SWO,MET
?@m@t tOo qeq le?o tOo sx'^amot
sit[PFV] GNRL.DET baby LOC.PREP GNRL.DET bed
‘The baby’s getting up from the bed.’ (8.26c)
(4.33) 0,MET SEN 
?a<?>mst=son  
sit<IPFV>=lSG.SBJ
‘I’m sitting; I’m at home; I’m lazy.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
(4.34) TILENSW HALE 
0iiag=sx'^=heb 
stand.up[PFV]=2SBJ=2PL
‘Stand up everyone.’ (Turner 2007: 47)
(4.35) TETILEN SEN 
0o~0il9g=s9n  
IPFV~stand.up=1 SG.SBJ
‘I’m standing up.’ [in a standing position, NOT assuming a standing position] 
(Turner 2007: 47)
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During elicitation in 2006, one of the speakers observed that (4.35) describes a state not a 
process. This was further confirmed in my 2008 fieldwork by showing someone standing 
up extremely slowly in a video, and asking whether the imperfeetive could be used to 
describe this. It could not, and the perfective form was used instead.
Positional statives may look like inchoative states because they describe the 
inception of a state. However, they differ from inchoative states in two ways. First, in the 
perfective aspect, while inchoative states can describe the entrance into a state or the state 
itself, positionals ean only describe the entrance into a state. Second as seen in (4.34) 
above and (4.36 below), positionals ean be used in commands.
(4.36) EMET 
?omot
become, seated
‘Get up.’ (from lying down) (2006)
Positionals thus are like activities in that they are agentive, but they are like inchoative 
states in that they describe a stative situation (and its inception).
Now we have examples of agentive atelie verbs which are stative (positionals), 
agentive atelie verbs whieh are non-stative (activities), non-agentive atelie verbs which are 
stative (inchoative states) or inchoative (inchoatives). What about atelie verbs whieh are 
neither agentive nor stative? These also exist in SENCOTEN, in the form of involuntary 
bodily processes, such as those in (4.37-4.40).
(4.37) WAKES 
weqos 
yawn[PFV]
‘yawn’
(4.38) WA,KES SEN OL,
W8?q9s=s9n=?al 
yawn<lPFV>=1SG. SB J=LIM 
‘I’m just yawning!’ (6.13a)
(4.39) HÀSEN SEN 
hes3q=son
sneeze[PFV]=1 SG.SBJ
‘I just sneezed.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
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(4.40) HÀ,SEN SEN 
he<?>soq=S9n 
sneeze<IPFV>=1 SG. SB J
T m  sneezing.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
Sinee several possibilities are covered, I suggest that we should fine-grain Kiyota’s 
distinction and distinguish between several types of atelie predieate: agentive activities, 
inchoative states, inchoatives, positional states, and involuntary bodily processes.
In this section, I showed that the inchoative suffix -sat is used to derive stage-level 
predicates from individual-level predicates. In particular, forms with -sat are atelie and 
stative, and they vary in whether or not they ean take agentive subjects. If an adjeetive-verb 
distinction is made in SENCOTEN, then inchoative -sat derives verbs from adjectives. In 
the next section I will look at a similar affix whieh has a wider distribution.
4.1.2.2 Prefixed inchoatives
The prefix tx^- is called mutative by Montler (1986: 48), who states that it ean be 
used to describe a gradual change of state or coming into possession of something. Along 
with inchoative -sat, it is discussed by Kiyota (2008: 45) with respect to its use with 
homogeneous states. It is able to turn an individual-level state into a stage-level verb 
describing a change into the state. For this reason I call it an inchoative. A s  noted in 
chapter 3, this prefix ean have the form [tx' -^] or [tx'^o-]. Normally the latter occurs before 
fricatives, but there are exceptions to this.
(4.41) SÀCEN TI,A NE DÀLU,
secsq ti?e no lelow
be.in.pain PROX.DEM ISG.POSS arm
‘My arm is sore, my arm hurts.’ (19.6)
(4.42) TWESA(^EN TTE NE DÀLU,
tx^o-secoq tOo no telow
INCH-be.m.pain[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS arm
‘My arm got sore.’ (19.6a)
A s d iscussed  in § 3 .4 .3 , Jacobs (2 0 0 7 ) argues that the Skw xu 7m csh  cognate to this prefix is  u sed  
to con vey  ‘out o f  control’ m eaning, w here the causer o f  the event is not the subject participant (p. 
281). This m ay also be the ease in SE N C O T E N , but further data is required to investigate this. 
Particularly, it w ould  be necessary to record m ore exam p les o f  the prefix w ith  perfective verbs, 
since it is w ith  perfective verbs that the Skw xw u 7m esh  prefix gets its ‘out o f  eontrol’ readings.
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However, this prefix is not just used with individual-level states (adjectives). As shown in 
Montler (1986), it is also used with nominalised verbs (4.44) and resultatives (4.45, 4.46).
(4.43) LO,ETE T\VE SJE0XT
la?9=to tx^s-s-Sok^x-t
GNRL.AUX=NREM INCH-NMLZ-get.fried-C.TR\lPFV 
‘It’s fried; it got fried.’ (9V.26b, 13.101)
(4.44) TWE SW0ÂKEL 
tx'^ o-s-x'^ k'^ eqol 
INCH-RES-Open\RES
‘It’s open; it’s now open.’ (23.93)
(4.45) TWSKOL,EL TTE SKÀUT
tx^-s-4^aloi tOo sqewO
lNCH-RES-get.roasted\lPFV GNRL.DET potato 
‘The potatoes are getting cooked.’ (6.12a)
It is also used with non-derived nouns.
(4.46) tx '^o-spaal^® 
iNCH-raven
‘So he became a raven.’ (Montler 1986: 257 (in story “Raven abandons his son”)) 
It may appear from these examples that the inchoative prefix is only used to derive 
a verb from a noun or adjective, or at least an event from a non-event. However, it is also 
used with verbs:
(4.47) TW LETET SEN 
t x '^ - b ’t® -o t= S9n
INCH-get.filll-C.TR\PFV-l SG.SBJ
‘I was going to fill it up.’ (Fieldwork 2006)
(4.48) XENÂN ET ESE UTW HA,EQOL,
x^^oneq ?o=Â ? q sq  ?ow=tx^-he<?ô>k^=?al
like, that OBL=PN.DET ISG.PRED CGNTR=INCH-remember<IPFV>=LIM
‘Just like me, just thinking about it (remembering).’ (17.101, 23.58, 43.8)
Example (4.49) has an inchoative of a resultative and an inchoative of an imperfeetive.
^  This is the H ul’q ’um i’num  (Island H alkom elem ) w ord for ‘raven’, but it is u sed  in the context o f  a 
SE N C O T E N  story, and the prefix has the SE N C O T E N  form.
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(4.49) TU I, SMO0EL0E 
tow ?i?-s-mak'^oi=k'^9?
a.bit CONTlN-RES-get.bent\lPFV=REM
SU 0S ENÂÂÂ TILEN
s=u? k'^=s ?9neee Gibq
NMLZ-CONTR COMP=NMLZ com e(slow ) stand.up[PFV]
EN SU TW STOQEL
?9n s=u? tx’^ -s-Gak^si
2P0SS NMLZ=CONTR INCH-RES-straighten\RES
EN su  TWE TETILEN,
?9n s=u? tx"^9-09~0ii9g
2P0SS NMLZ=CONTR INCH-IPFV~stand.Up
‘She was bent and then stood up (slowly) and then she got straightened up, and 
now she’s standing.’ (V2.2)
It is also used with other parts of speech, such as auxiliaries, adverbs, and numerals.
Example (4.50) shows it used with a numeral.
(4.50) TWCESE S0ÀCEL I, YÀ SEN JÂNNGNET
tx^ c@s@ sk'^ecol ?i?=ye?=son ceq-naqot
INCH-two day COM=go=l SG.SBJ be.home-NC.TR;NC.REFL[PFV]
‘It’ll be two days before I manage to get home.’ (21.49)
Example (4.51) shows the inchoative used with an adverb, an auxiliary, and an
imperfeetive with habitual interpretation.
(4.51) U, QENINET SEN E 0S 0ECILS
?u?=k'^oniqot=son ?o k'^=s k^ocil-s
CONTR=run[PFV]=l SG.SBJ OBL COMP=NMLZ morning-3POSS
I, TWE LO,E 0E  TWE SQA TTE NE SKÀ0EN
?i?=tx^9-la?G=k^a? tx^a-sk^ey tOo no sqek^^oq
COM=INCH-GNRL.AUX=REM INCH-cannot GNRL.DET ISG.POSS knee
SU, TWE ÉETEN OL,
s=u? tx^-s9tog=?al
NMLZ=CONTR INCH-walk\lPFV=LIM
‘I used to run, but my leg got sore so now I walk.’ (26.11)
As with -sat inchoatives, Kiyota (2008) shows that the tx^- inchoatives derived
from homogeneous states behave like eventive verbs. They ean be used with punctual
clauses to describe temporary (stage-level) states, they ean take the perfect, and they ean
be used with ‘almost’. No examples are given for the punctual clause modification, but
(4.52) shows a tx^- inchoative with perfect and (4.53) one with ‘almost’.
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(4.52) k'^i=tx'^9-m9mim9n ti?9 no sqexo?
PRF=INCH-small PROX.DEM ISG.POSS dog
‘M y dog is getting smaller.’ (Kiyota 2008: 254)
(4.53) colei ?i?=tx"'o-s-le~lo? tso no snox'^ol
almost COM=INCH-RES-RES~get.fixed GNRL.DET ISG.POSS canoc 
‘M y canoe is almost fixed.’ (Kiyota 2008: 267)
There is not enough data available to determine what kind of stage-level situations the tx^-
inehoatives are. It seems they may not be a homogeneous class, since they vary with
respect to their interpretation with the perfect. Compare the ongoing/inceptive reading
(typical of atelie verbs) in (4.52) with the completed reading (typical of telie verbs) in
(4.54).
(4.54) k^f=tx^o-Oak'^og tso ?oitonoq
PRF=lNCH-sweet GNRL.DET berries
‘My berries have turned sweet.’ (Kiyota 2008: 254)
In addition, the fact that the inchoative prefix ean be used on such a wide variety of bases 
means that some tx^- inchoatives have agentive subjects and some not.
4.1.2.3 Resultatives
While inchoatives derive stage-level predicates firom individual-level predicates, the 
resultative derives individual-level predicates from stage-level predicates (Kiyota 2008:
46). Turner (2007) argues that resultatives are always derived from unaeeusatives. I have 
still found no evidence to contradict that claim. The following examples show unaeeusative 
bases and their resultatives. See §4.2 for arguments that these bases are unaeeusatives. See 
Turner (2007) for more examples of unaeeusative/resultative pairs.
(4.55) 0ECIL I, WISEN
k'^ocil ?i? x^ay=son
morning CONTIN wake.up[PFV]=l SG.SBJ 
‘I woke up early this morning.’ (1.51)
(4.56) SWIEE SEN 
s-x'^ayoi=son
RES-wake.up\RES=lSG.SBJ 
‘I’m awake.’ (1.55)
(4.57) 0EL, TTE NE TI
k^ @I tÔ9 no ti
spill[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS tea 
‘My tea got spilled.’ (6.22)
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(4.58) S0OL,EL TTE KO,
s-k^aloi t0o q'^a?
res-get.tipped\lPFy GNRL.DET water
‘The water’s already spilled.’ (6.21.2)
Since the resultative is used to describe the result state of some event, it also has to be
derived from a verb describing an event which has a natural result state, namely a telie
verb. Thus, the base of a resultative is both telie and unaeeusative. In §4.2,1 will discuss
whether there are any unaeeusatives whieh are not telie.
Turner (2007) treats resultatives as a third aspect, comparing them to perfeetives
and imperfeetives, and arguing that they are derived from imperfeetive bases. However,
sinee they are used to change the event structure of a predieate, and possibly its part of
speech (if an adjective-verb distinction is maintained), they must be in a different category
from the perfeetive-imperfeetive contrast. They are derivational in the sense that they affect
lexieal semantics and apply only to a very narrow set of verbs. It does not make sense to
define verbs that don’t have the resultative formative as “non-resultative”, especially sinee,
for example, inchoative states (which don’t take resultative) ean describe a state whieh has
come about through change. However, all (stage-level) verbs must inflect for aspect,
appearing as either perfective or imperfeetive.
The resultative usually has the same stem shape as the imperfeetive, with an
additional s- prefix, whieh is why I argued in Turner (2007) that it is derived from the
imperfeetive. Compare the imperfeetive in (4.59) with the resultative in (4.58) above.
(4.59) I,0OL,EL TTE TA,E0EL
?i?-k^ala& tOo teyok'^oi
CONTIN-get.tipped<IPFV> GNRL.DET racc.eanoc 
‘The canoe is on the verge of tipping over.’ (5.3)
However, there is no reason other than the similarity in form to make this argument. In
addition, a few resultatives have different forms from their corresponding imperfeetives.
Compare (4.60) and (4.61).
(4.60) BÀ0EL 
pek'^ of
rise.to.surface\lPFV
‘surfaces every now and then’ (e.g., a buoy) (Turner 2007: 55)
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(4.61) SBO0EL TTE KEÂ,
s-pak'^ai 103 q^ i^eÿ
RES-rise.to.siirface\RES GNRL.DET log
‘The log is floating (in one plaee).’ Turner 2007: 55)
In the elosely related Halkomelem, many resultatives differ from their corresponding 
imperfeetives; this led Galloway (1993: 283) to abandon his earlier claim (1977) that 
resultatives and imperfeetives are derivationally related in that language. I am now 
following him in arguing that resultative is not synehronieally derived from imperfeetive, 
though there is clearly a historical relationship given the near identical forms, which are 
very distinctive in their shape and variation (§3.2).
What is clear is that resultatives do not have distinct perfective and imperfeetive 
forms, and their stem shape happens to be generally the same as the imperfeetive. This will 
be discussed further in §5.2, where I argue that only (stage-level) verbs inflect for aspect.
4.1.3 Valence changing morphology deriving stage-level predicates
In addition to the derivational formatives described in §4.1.2, some of the valence-changing 
morphology (see chapter 3) ean be applied to bases representing individual-level 
predicates. These include (and are possibly limited to) the causative and the middle. In all 
of these cases, the derived lexemes are (stage-level) verbs. Some examples of causatives 
derived from individual-level predicates are found in (4.62-4.64).
(4.62) CEKTOWSEN TTE NE SLIL
csq-tax^=S3n t03 no slil
big-CAUS[PFV]=l SG.SBJ GNRL.DET ISG.POSS gift
‘I’m making the gift mean more.’ (31.7)
(4.63) NE0IMTW 
nok'^ im-tx'^  
red-CAUS[PFV]
‘Paint it red.’ (37.42)
(4.64) NONU HITTES
nan=?u? hiO-t-as
very=CONTR long-CAUS[PFV]-3ERG
‘He’s making too long of a job out of it.’ (37.45)
This use of the causative with individual-level states is also discussed by Gerdts (1991,
2006) for Halkomelem, who reports that these causatives have meanings like “‘have it V’,
‘keep it V’, and ‘find it V’” (1991: 241). These translations presumably result from the fact
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that the direct object of these causatives is a patient, not an agent. I also have an example of 
a -sat inchoative with a similar meaning.
(4.65) JAN ENON UIYESSET 
cen ?onan ?u?=?iy@s-s@t
really very CONTR=fun-lNCH[PFV]
TTE EN SLÂ,LE,SET
t09 ?on s-le~b?-s3t
GNRL.DET 2P0SS NMLZ-IPFV-do-C.TR;C.REFL 
T m  starting to find [what you’re doing] fun.’ (37.41)
In this ease the subject of the sentence is a patient, so perhaps a literal translation of (4.65)
would be ‘what you’re doing is starting to get fun’.
The middle suffix is normally used to derive intransitives with agent subjects from
intransitives with patient subjects (see chapter 3). It is also used with individual-level
states, sometimes also with the directional suffix, as seen in (4.66-4.67).
(4.66) LE,LILEN O,?
l3~lil-3q ?a?
lPFV~far.away-MlD eh
‘A long ways, eh?’ (23.170)
(4.67) IY,ILEN TTE S0ÀCEL
?3y-il-oq t03 sk'^ecsl
gOOd-DIR-MID[PFV] GNRL.DET day 
‘The weather’s getting better.’ (32.1)
Thus, it appears that the causative and middle suffix ean both be used to derive verbs from
adjectives, just like the inchoatives. I have not yet carried out any investigation into their
eharaeteristie situation type. However, I predict that middles at least will behave like
activities. There are four reasons for this. 1) Bar-el (2005: 49-50) notes that all of her
examples containing DO (i.e., activities and accomplishments) have either the eontrol
transitiviser or the eontrol intransitiviser (i.e., cognate to the SENCOTEN middle); sinee
accomplishments all contain the eontrol transitive, this suggests that activities contain the
middle. Bar-el does caution however, that she has found some achievements with the same
suffix. 2) Many of Kiyota’s (2008) activities contain a frozen middle suffix. 3) H. Davis
(1997) shows the similarities between underived (i.e., zero-derived) unergatives and
middles in St’at’imeets, and below I will show that underived unergatives tend to denote
activities. Gerdts & Hukari (2005: 52) note that antipassives (formed with the middle or
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the activity suffix) containing oblique objects normally refer to patients whieh are third 
person, inanimate, and non-individualized or non-specific. This points to them being non­
quantized (Krifka 1989) and thus atelie. Further investigation is required to test different 
types of middles and to test causatives with respect to situation type.
This section has re-visited some of the evidence given by Kiyota (2008), making 
the claim that the inchoative aktionsarten ean derive stage-level predicates from 
individual-level predicates, and the resultative derives individual-level predicates from 
stage-level predicates. I compared Kiyota’s (2008) individual-level states to Montler’s 
(2003) adjectives, and argued that there is some evidence for a verb-adjective distinction in 
SENCOTEN, but that further investigation is required in order to be sure. If we assume 
that there is a verb-adjeetive distinction, we are able to say that the inchoatives derive 
verbs from adjectives while the resultative derives adjectives from verbs, and this would 
provide supporting evidence for their derivational status (§2.3). I showed that there is some 
valenee-ehanging morphology, namely the middle and causative suffixes, whieh ean also 
derive verbs from adjectives and nouns.
In the course of my discussion of individual-level states, I compared these to 
inchoative states and activities, suggesting that they constitute a separate elass from either.
I also looked at positionals and bodily processes, two other types of atelie predicates whieh 
do not appear to fit in with the classes of activity or inchoative state. I thus suggested that 
we distinguish more types of atelie verbs than those discussed in Kiyota (2008), so that 
there are at least five types. Now that I have discussed individual-level states and some 
distinctions among atelie verbs, the next section looks at the distinction between atelie 
verbs and other intransitives.
4.2 Classification of base-level intransitives
Kiyota (2008) claims, following work by Matthewson (2004) and Bar-el et al. (2005), that 
SENCOTEN unaeeusatives are achievements. Other intransitive verbs in his work fall into 
the classes of inchoative states and activities. However, unaceusativity remains undefined
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in his work. As discussed in chapter 2, a syntactie distinction between unaeeusatives and 
unergatives has been proposed within Salish languages by Gerdts (1988, 1991) for 
Halkomelem. Gerdts & Hukari (2006a) and Gerdts (2006) report on their application of the 
unaceusativity tests to hundreds of verb roots and argue that they need to refine their 
elassifieation, such that there are four types of roots in Halkomelem. The purpose of this 
section is to compare Kiyota’s approach with that of Gerdts & Hukari, arguing that they 
target some of the same distinctions between intransitive verbs. The first subsection 
(§4.2.1) looks at Kiyota’s (2008) intransitive telie verbs (achievements), showing that they 
compare to Gerdts’s (2006) process unaeeusatives and patient-oriented transitive roots. As 
shown in §4.1, Gerdts’s (1991, 2006) stative unaeeusatives are equivalent to the 
homogeneous states/adjeetives. The second subsection (§4.2.2) looks at Kiyota’s 
intransitive atelie verbs (activities and inchoative states), showing that they compare to 
Gerdts’s (2006) unergatives and agent-oriented transitive roots. There are also derived 
atelie intransitives bearing middle, antipassive, or directional suffixes, whieh also seem to 
pattern with unergatives. §4.2.3 contains a discussion of how to combine the two 
approaches.
4.2.1 Unaccusatives as telie intransitives
Gerdts (1988, 1991, 2006) and Gerdts & Hukari (2006a) outline three distinctions between 
unaeeusatives and unergatives. In Gerdts (1988, 1991) these are presented in the 
framework of Relational Grammar as syntactic tests, whieh target a fundamental syntactic 
distinction between the verb classes: unaeeusatives have a subject whieh is a 2 in the initial 
stratum, while unergatives have a subject whieh is an initial 1.
In this section I will first show some preliminary evidence that Gerdts’s tests for 
Halkomelem do apply to SENCOTEN (§4.2.1.1). There is also a large number of 
transparent cognates between SENCOTEN and Halkomelem. Given these two facts, I 
believe it is possible to compare Kiyota’s (2008) SENCOTEN verbs with Gerdts’s (2006) 
Halkomelem verbs. In §4.2.1.2,1 consider a list of the verbs Kiyota (2008) calls
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unaccusatives (i.e., telie intransitives/aehievements) and show that the cognates in 
Halkomelem fall into Gerdts’s (1991, 2006) categories of process unaeeusatives and 
transitive roots with patient subjects. I will also look at a few roots whieh I have tested for 
unaceusativity in SENCOTEN.
4.2.1.1 Unaccusatives in SENCOTEN
Gerdts’s (2006) canonical unaeeusative roots have the following properties: 1) they are 
able to take the eontrol transitive suffix; 2) they either do not take the causative suffix, or 
use it to form ditransitives; 3) they either do not take the desiderative suffix, or use it to 
describe an inevitable event about to happen; and 4) when they appear with the non-eontrol 
reflexive, it has either reflexive semantics or describes an event which has “finally” 
occurred. In addition, all the verb roots that have this combinatorial behaviour take a 
subject whieh is a semantic patient.
Preliminary application of these criteria to SENCOTEN yields similar results. The 
following verb, for example, tests as canonically unaeeusative according to criteria 1-3. It 
has not been tested for criterion 4. Example (4.68) shows the bare root and (4.69) shows 
that it takes the eontrol transitive suffix. The root was rejected with the causative suffix 
(4.70) and the desiderative suffix (4.71).
(4.68) W0EK TTE SOL
x^k^Qq tOo sal
open[PFV] GNRL.DET door
The door opened on its ow n.’ (34.6)
(4.69) W0EKET TTE SOL
xwkwgq.gt t03 sal
open-C.TR\PFV GNRL.DET door
‘Open the door.’ (34.1)
(4.70) *x'^k'^aq-tx'  ^
open-CAUS[PFV]
‘He/she caused it to open; he/she made him/her open it.’ (34.8)
(4.71) *x'^k'^9q-elq3n 
open-DESlD[PFV]
‘It wants to open; it’s about to open.’ (34.8)
The following root has a cognate found among Gerdts’s (1991) unaeeusatives. In 
SENCOTEN they also test as unaeeusatives according to the first two criteria.
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(4.72) 0EL, TTE NE TI
k'^sl t09 ns ti
get.tipped[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS tea 
‘M y tea got spilled.’ (6.22)
(4.73) YÂ, 0EL,ET 
ye? k^9l-Gt
go get.tipped-C.TR\PFV 
‘Go and spill it out.’ (31.10)
(4.74) *k'^3l-stx'  ^
get.tipped-CAUS[PFV]
‘He/she caused it to tip/spill; he/she made him/her spill/tip it.’ (31.10)
Gerdts (2006) also argues for a elass of transitive roots, some of whieh have an 
agent subject and look more like unergatives, and some of whieh have a patient subject and 
look more like unaeeusative. The latter, patient-oriented ones, test as unaeeusatives but 
only occur as a bare root in specific constructions Gerdts calls “pseudo-transitive 
imperatives”. These are commands whieh are syntactically intransitive. At least two of the
roots on her list look like they might behave the same way in SENCOTEN. For the first
(4.75) I have tried several times to get the root in an intransitive sentence, but always a 
passive is used (4.76).
(4.75) QSETSEN0E, 
k'^ s-3t= S9n = k '^ 3?
get.counted-C.TR\PFV=lSG.SBJ=lNF 
‘I already counted it.’ (2006)
(4.76) QSETEN TTE XEZXOLES
k'^s-3t-3q t03 X3t®xabs
get.eounted-C.TR\PFV-PASS GNRL.DET egg
‘The eggs are going to be counted.’ (1.34)
However, the speakers confirm that it is a word in the language (4.77).
(4.77) QES
k'^ QS
get.eounted[PFV]
‘got counted’ (6.20)
The next step will be to see if this ean be used in a command.
The second cognate among Gerdts’s patient-oriented transitive roots that I have
some information for in SENCOTEN is shown in (4.78) as a transitive.
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(4.78) TIMO,T SEN SE, TTE SCANEW
0ima?-t=s9n=s3? tOa s-ceynax"^
freeze-C.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ=FUT GNRL.DET flsh
T’m going to freeze the fish.’ (7.21)
Again, attempts at elieiting the root have yielded passive sentences.
(4.79) TIMO,TEN TTE KO,
0ima?-t-3g t03 q"^ a?
freeze-C.TR[PFV]-PASS GNRL.DET water
‘The water froze.’ (1.1)
Again, I have not tried to use this root in a command, but predict that it will behave like its
Halkomelem cognate. This root behaves like a Halkomelem unaeeusative or transitive root
with respect to the causative criterion as well. Recall from above and from §2.2.1 that
some unaeeusative roots ean use the causative suffix in forming ditransitives.
(4.80) TIMO,TW SEN TTE SCANEWS TTE NE MAN
0ima?-tx'^=s3n t03 scenax^-s t0s na men
freeze-CAUS[PFV]=l SG.SBJ GNRL.DET fish-3P0SS GNRL.DET ISG.POSS father
‘I froze the fish that belonged to my dad.’ (12.27)^^
Note that both of these roots do occur without the transitive suffix in resultatives 
(4.81-4.82) and nominalised forms (4.83-4.84).
(4.81) SQOSEE TTE NE TALE
s-k^asGl t03 ns teb
RES-get.eounted\RES GNRL.DET ISG.POSS money
‘The m oney’s been counted.’ (7 .Id)
(4.82) STETI,MO, TTE NE SXENE
s-09~0ima? t03 no sxono
RES-lPFV~freeze GNRL.DET ISG.POSS lowcr.lcg 
‘My leg’s frozen.’ (6.22e)
(4.83) STAN TTEN, SQES
step t03n s-k^9s
what GNRL.DET;2p0SS NMLZ-get. counted
‘What’s your number?’ (6.20a)
(4.84) STIMO, 
s-0ima?
NMLZ-freeze 
‘ice’ (6.19)
In this section, I have shown how a few SENCOTEN roots ean be classified as 
unaeeusative or patient-oriented transitive according to Gerdts’s criteria for Halkomelem.
Som e causatives in SE N C O T E N  have this kind o f  benefaetive reading. G erdts &  Hukari (2006e:  
141) note this possib le  use o f  causative in H alkom elem  too.
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Obviously it would be better to have tested many more roots in SENCOTEN, but this is a 
large task, and will have to wait for future research.
4.2.1.2 Comparing unaccusatives and achievements
In the previous section, I argued that the Halkomelem classes of unaeeusatives and 
patient-oriented transitives ean be extended to SENCOTEN. Assuming that this is correct, 
and given that there are many cognates in the two elosely related languages, it is plausible 
to expect most of the SENCOTEN verb roots to behave like their Halkomelem cognates 
with respect to unaceusativity. Therefore, in this section, I compare Kiyota’s (2008) 
unaeeusatives, which he argues are intransitive achievements, to the Halkomelem verb 
roots tested in the works of Gerdts (1988, 1991, 2006) and Gerdts & Hukari (2006a). I find 
that all of the Halkomelem cognates of the SENCOTEN intransitive achievements which 
are found in these sources are classified as unaeeusatives or transitive roots with patient 
subjects. For example, the verb in (4.96-4.97) behaves like an achievement with respect to 
all of the tests. Here I reproduce the perfect (4.85) and culmination cancellation tests 
(4.86).
(4.85) kT=q'^oy Oa spe?9s
PRF=die[PFV] FEM.DET bear
‘The bear is dead (the bear has died).’ (Kiyota 2008: 256)
(4.86) # q^oy to spe?9s ?i?=?awa s-q'^aqT^  ^
die[PFV] GNRL.DET bear COM=NEG RES-RES~die 
‘The bear died but it is not dead.’ -  Contradiction! (Kiyota 2008: 58)
Its Halkomelem cognate qay is listed among the unaeeusatives in Gerdts & Hukari (2006a:
10).
The following list of roots are included among Kiyota’s (2008) achievements and 
Gerdts & Hukari’s unaeeusatives or transitives with patient subjects.
This is transcribed w ith  plain (non-ejective) [q] in K iyota  (2008: 5 8 ), but e lsew h ere is listed  w ith  
[q], and is alw ays ejeetive in m y fieldw ork. I assum e the [q] is sim ply a typographical error.
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Table 4.1: SENCOTEN cognates o f Halkomelem unaccusatives
SENCOTEN (APA) Halkomelem meaning Halkomelem source
b ’t® be get full (container) Gerdts (1991)
moq mqo get full (person, of food) Gerdts (2006)
X9& XOi get hurt Gerdts (2006)
q'^al q'^ol get cooked, ripen Gerdts (2006)
coq"^ yGq^ catch fire Gerdts (1991)
fit® fie get cut Gerdts (1991)
k^es k^es get burned Gerdts (1991)
tecsl teesl arrive Gerdts (1991)
This is an unfortunately short list at the moment. Further research is required to see if the 
two approaches to classifying roots really do line up as they appear to from this 
comparison. However, there is only one potential mismatch. The following is listed as an 
achievement in Kiyota (2008) but as an unergative in Gerdts & Hukari (2006a: 5).
(4.87) calel ?i?=ie\v to Jack
almost COM=eseape GNRL.DET Jack
‘Jack is almost healed.’ (Kiyota 2008: 270)
This verb only appears with respect to the ‘almost’ test. It may be that further testing will
find this verb is not an achievement after all, or it may be that in this ease the SENCOTEN
and Halkomelem cognates do not line up and it is an unaeeusative in SENCOTEN, or it
may be that this is a true counterexample to my claim that situation type and unaceusativity
line up. Only further fieldwork can determine which of these possibilities is correct.
4.2.2 Unefgatives as atelie intransitives
Contrasting with unaeeusatives is the elass of unergatives. Gerdts’s (1988, 1991, 2006) and 
Gerdts & Hukari’s (2006a) canonical unergative roots have the following properties: 1) 
they do not take the control transitive suffix; 2) they do take the causative suffix and it is 
used as a transitiviser; 3) they do take the desiderative suffix, with the meaning ‘want to’; 
and 4) when they appear with the non-eontrol reflexive, the clause has a ‘managed to’ 
interpretation whieh is not reflexive.
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4.2.2.1 Unergatives in SENCOTEN
As with the unaceusativity criteria, there is some evidence that Gerdts’s (1991, 
2006) criteria apply to SENCOTEN verbs as well. For example, the root in (4.88) ean take 
the causative (4.89) and not the control transitive (4.90). Also, it can take the desiderative 
(4.91), and it yields a ‘managed to’ reading with the non-control reflexive (4.92).
(4.88) YÀ, SEN DOQ
ye?=s9n
g o = l SG.SBJ go.home[PFV]
‘Fm going home.’ (1.6)
(4.89) YÀSEN DEQ,ISTW TE NE NENE
ye?=s9n bkM-stx^ 09 n9 p9n9?
gO=l SG.SBJ g0 .home-REL-CAUS[PFV] FEM.DET ISG.POSS offspring 
‘Fm taking my daughter home (after school).’ (31.4)
(4.90) *’tak-t 
go.home-C.TR[PFV]
‘take him/her/it home’ (2008)
(4.91) DOQ,ÂL,NEN 
tak'^-elqon
go. home-DESID[PFV]
‘He wants to go home.’ (34.10)
(4.92) DOQNONET SEN 
tak'^-na-g9t=s9n
g0 .home-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL=l SG.SBJ 
‘I finally made it hom e.’ (29.1)
There are also several SENCOTEN verbs whieh take the causative as a transitiviser, whose
cognates in Halkomelem are unergatives according to this and the other criteria. Again, I
predict that these SENCOTEN verb roots will behave like their Halkomelem cognates.
As discussed in §2.2, H. Davis (1997) argues that all verb roots in Salish
languages, and by hypothesis all languages of the world, are underlyingly unaeeusative (see
also H. Davis & Matthewson 2009, who uphold the claim). This claim does not affect the
discussion of unergatives in SENCOTEN. Davis does not claim that unergative is not a
meaningful class to distinguish in Salish languages. He only claims that unergatives are all
derived. Here I will assume, following the treatment of Halkomelem by Gerdts (1988,
1991, 2006) and Gerdts & Hukari (2006a), that some unergatives in SENCOTEN are not
derived. However this assumption is not necessary for the claims made in this thesis.
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When I talk about ‘underived unergatives’ or ‘unergative roots’, I eould as easily talk about 
‘zero-derived unergatives’.
4.2.2.2 Comparing unergatives and intransitive atelics
As with the unaccusatives and patient subject transitives in §4.2.1,1 will assume that 
SENCOTEN cognates of Halkomelem unergatives are also unergatives. This should allow 
me to compare verbs which are listed in Gerdts (& Hukari)’s work with verbs which are 
found in Kiyota’s work. Kiyota’s (2008) stage-level atelic verbs, both activities and 
inchoative states, appear to be equivalent to the unergatives. Unfortunately none of the 
atelic verbs listed in Kiyota’s (2008) thesis appear in Gerdts & Hukari’s list of unergatives 
or any of the other lists of roots they tested. Two of the verbs which I have tested as atelic 
have cognates in Gerdts & Hukari’s unergative lists. The unergativity tests are shown 
above in (4.89-92). The following examples show that these verbs are atelic according to 
Kiyota’s (2008) perfect test as well. (4.93) and (4.94) both refer to situations which have 
begun and not been completed. These reflect the inceptive reading of the perfect, which 
Kiyota argues is only available to activities and states (atelic predicates).
(4.93) 0LDOQ TE NE NENE
k'^ f=%ak'^  09 no gang?
PRF=go.home[PFV] FEM.DET ISG.POSS offspring 
‘My child is going home/heading hom e.’ (34.29)
(4.94) 0LILEN ESW  
k f^=?i&9n=?9=sx'^
PRF=eat[PFV]=OBL=2SBJ
‘Are you starting to eat?’ (6.50)
In addition, I can confirm that several atelic intransitives take the causative as a 
transitiviser, a canonically unergative trait. A list is given here. The atelic roots were tested 
by Kiyota (2008) and in my fieldwork; unless otherwise indicated the causatives come 
from my fieldwork.
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Table 4.2: Atelic verbs taking the causative suffix
Atelic verb Root meaning Causative Causative meaning
k^ey ‘get hungry’ k'^eytag (passive) ‘be starved by someone’
x'^ag ‘cry’ x'^agstag (passive) ‘be made to cry’
tecoq ‘get angry’ tecoqtx'^ ‘anger someone’
?il9n ‘eat’ ?9l9nistx'^ ‘feed someone’
tak'^ ‘go home’ lak^istx^ ‘take someone home’
xi?xa? ‘get embarrassed’ xe?x9?tx'^ ‘embarrass someone’ (Montler 
1986: 166)
The verbs in table 4.2 test as atelic and also take the causative suffix, with a normal 
causative reading. This provides further evidence that unergative verbs are generally atelic, 
since Kiyota’s and Gerdts’s tests pick out the same group of intransitives.
4.2.3 Classifying intransitives: comparison of approaches
In the previous two subsections, I provided some evidence that Kiyota’s telic intransitives 
are unaccusatives or patient subject transitives according to Gerdts & Hukari’s criteria; and 
that his (stage-level) atelic intransitives are unergatives. Setting aside for a moment the 
obvious need to consider a far greater number of verbs, I wish to consider whether it would 
be possible to conflate the two classes. We eould not give up the situation types, since the 
unaccusativity criteria only classify intransitive verb roots. However, perhaps it is possible 
to give up the unaccusativity distinction. This would be in line with the approach of Van 
Valin (1990), who argues that the unaccusative-unergative distinction generally is 
unnecessary, as all behaviour of unaccusative vs. unergative verbs can be predicted on the 
basis of event structure (see §2.2).
If we take that approach, we would be saying that all of the criteria for canonical 
unaccusatives are really criteria for intransitive telic verbs, and all of the criteria for 
canonical unergatives are really criteria for intransitive atelic verbs. There are two 
differences between the event structure and the unaccusativity approach. First, the former 
defines predicate types according to their semantic structure, while the latter defines verbs 
according to their syntactic argument structure at a level deeper than the surface. H. Davis
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& Demirdache (2000) have argued that argument structure parallels event structure in 
Salish languages. Howett (1993: 28, 40), in her thesis on predicate classification in 
Thompson, remarks that “aspect” (i.e., telicity) appears to have an effect on a verb’s 
behaviour as unaccusative or unergative. The extent to which unaccusativity and situation 
type are conflated then depends on assumptions about the syntax-semanties interface.
The second difference between the situation type and the unaccusativity approach 
is that situation type in SENCOTEN distinguishes verbs based on their temporal properties 
of telicity and possibly stativity. Unaccusativity distinguishes verbs based on agentivity. 
There is a class of verbs with non-agentive subjects which take the causative suffix but not 
the control transitive: this is the class of inchoative states. In this respect they appear to be 
unergatives. Although Gerdts (1991, 2006) and Gerdts & Hukari (2006) look at individual- 
level states and positional statives, they do not discuss the Halkomelem cognates of 
inchoative states with respect to unaccusativity. It will be necessary to test them according 
to the other criteria in order to determine their behaviour. If they are more like unergatives, 
but have non-agentive subjects, it seems that atelicity, and not agentivity, is important in 
distinguishing intransitive verbs. Inchoative states are atelic like activities and both behave 
the same way in many respects.
One reason not to conflate the unaccusativity and situation type approaches is that 
they both make distinctions that the other does not make. The refined unaccusativity 
approach of Gerdts (2006) distinguishes the two classes of transitive roots, one with agent 
subjects and one with patient subjects. These roots are not distinguished in the situation 
type account as it currently stands. The situation type account, as mentioned above, 
distinguishes among transitive verbs as well as intransitives.
Lastly, theoretically, the situation type and unaccusativity should apply at different 
levels. Unaccusativity is taken to define verbs, while situation type is often argued to apply 
to predicates which include the verb, its arguments, and sometimes some adverbs or other 
modifiers. The problem with Salish languages is that there is very little evidence yet that 
situation type distinctions apply at any level other than the verb, since so much information
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about the arguments is given by the valenee/control suffixes appearing on the verb itself. 
Kiyota (2008: 227) suggests that situation type applies at the lexical level in SENCOTEN, 
but that it can be shifted at the morphological or syntactic level. For now, I will continue to 
treat unaccusativity and situation type as two separate classification systems for 
SENCOTEN, and that unaccusativity (like argument structure generally) is relevant to 
situation type. However, it is hoped that the comparison made in this section will provide 
the groundwork for further research on this question.
4.3 Control
In §2.2, we saw that the control vs. non-control distinction has been of 
considerable interest in the literature on Salish languages, generating several different 
views of its role. There are four previous approaches to Salish control. 1. Control verbs 
indicate that the subject participant has some normal amount of control over the situation, 
while non-control verbs indicate that the subject participant has less than the normal 
amount of control (Beaumont 1977; Galloway 1978; Thompson 1979a, b, 1981, 1985; 
Saunders & P. Davis 1982; L. Thompson & M. Thompson 1992). 2. The control suffix is 
actually a perfective suffix (Hébert 1979, 1982). 3. Control verbs describe situations that 
need not successfully culminate, while non-control verbs describe situations which need to 
successfully culminate (B. Carlson 1996; Watanabe 2003, citing Davis’s 1978 observation 
and Kroeber’s unpublished work; Bar-el et al. 2005; Kiyota 2008; Turner 2010; Jacobs fc). 
4. Control verbs describe situations which proceed as normal, while non-control verbs 
describe situations which are noteworthy or have unexpected results (Gerdts 2008). In this 
section, I will provide further evidence for the third proposal, that control vs non-control 
distinction in SENCOTEN is one of event structure, and thus affects situation type.
There are two types of control distinction I am not discussing. I am not discussing , 
the phenomenon o f‘out of control’ found in several other Salish languages (B. Carlson &
L. Thompson 1982; Demirdache 1996, 1997; Jacobs 2007; H. Davis, Matthewson &
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Rullman 2009; see §2.2.2). This phenomenon is probably not found in SENCOTEN.The 
second type of distinction I am not discussing is the phenomenon of control and 
non-control roots discussed by L. Thompson (1985) and L. Thompson & M. Thompson 
(1992). As discussed in §2.2.2, these distinctions are based on ideas of agency, and the 
control vs. non-control distinction among roots is roughly the same distinction as that of 
unaccusativity. Unaccusativity (unlike the root-level control distinction) has been subject to 
large-scale empirical testing Gerdts (1988, 1991, 2006) and Gerdts & Hukari (2006a) and 
theoretical analysis (H. Davis & Demirdache 2000). The relationship of unaccusativity to 
situation type was covered in §4.2, so I do not need to discuss it further here.
In all previous work, to my knowledge, focussed investigations of the situation 
type nature of the control vs. non-control distinction have only dealt with transitives. 
However, both the control and non-control transitives can be subject to further 
de-transitivising morphology: reflexive, reciprocal, and passive. Jacobs (fc) and Turner 
(2010) have taken the investigation of control and culmination further, looking at control 
vs. non-control pairs of derived intransitives in Skwxwu7mesh and SENCOTEN 
respectively. In doing the fieldwork which informed Turner (2010), I found that control 
and non-control reflexives with core reflexive semantics behave like their control and 
non-control transitive counterparts with respect to situation type: control reflexives 
behaved like Kiyota’s accomplishments and non-control reflexives like Kiyota’s 
achievements. I also found that when the semantics of the reflexives was less classically 
reflexive, this dichotomy was far less clear.
In this section I expand on Turner (2010) by considering also control and 
non-control passives. Each subsection focusses on a control non-control pair: §4.3.1 on 
transitives, §4.3.2 on passives, and §4.3.3 on reflexives. I have not yet been able to test 
reciprocals, so they will not be included here. The conclusion reached is that the control
Though see Jaeobs’s (2007) analysis of Skwxwu7mesh txw- as an ‘out of eontrol’ affix. This is 
presumably eognate to the SENCOTEN inchoative prefix (§4.1.2.2) and it may be that Jacobs’s 
analysis applies to this as well, given further investigation.
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feature contributes specifically to the situation type of predicates, but that valence change 
itself does not. The evidence presented here supports the findings in much of the recent 
work on control: that really the distinction between control and non-control in Central 
Salish languages is not about agent control, but rather is one of situation type '^ :^ non-control 
verbs entail culmination, while control verbs encode intention but do not entail 
culmination.
4.3.1 Transitives
This section looks at control and non-control transitives in SENCOTEN. The 
control and non-control transitive suffixes are two of the three main suffixes used to 
indicate syntactic transitivity in the language, the third being the causative. This thesis 
leaves consideration of the typical situation type of causatives to further research. If we 
extend Gerdts & Hukari’s (2006a) characterisations to SENCOTEN, we can say that the 
control transitive suffix is typically used to transitivise unaccusatives. This is also assumed 
by Bar-el et al. (2005), Bar-el (2005) and Kiyota (2008). The non-control transitive, on the 
other hand, can be used with unaccusative or unergative roots.
This section recaps and confirms Kiyota’s observations regarding the situation type 
of control and non-control transitives: section 4.3.1.1 discusses how control transitives 
typically denote accomplishment predicates, and section 4.3.1.2 how non-control 
transitives typically denote achievement predicates.
4.3.1.1 Control transitives
The verb stems analysed in this section all contain the control transitive suffix -t.^  ^
As illustrated in chapter 3, regardless of the bases on which they are formed, all eontrol 
transitive stems have a subject which denotes an agent and an object which denotes a
^  Thanks to H enry D avis for situating this im plication o f  m y findings in the Salish  literature and to 
Paul K roeber for pointing m e to m uch o f  the Salish and A ustronesian  literature on the topic.
A s d iscu ssed  in chapter 3, and detailed in M ontler (1 986 , 1989) and Leonard &  Turner (2 0 1 0 ) , a 
schw a appears in perfective form s, e .g ., k^dn-dt ‘look  at som eth ing’.
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patient acted on by the agent.K iyota (2008) tested several control transitives for situation 
type and found that they all patterned similarly with respect to his criteria. In this they 
pattern with SkwxwuVmesh control transitives (Bar-el 2005, Bar-el et al. 2005) and 
St’at’imcets directive transitives (Matthewson 2004, Bar-el et al. 2005). These authors call 
the situation type of control transitives accomplishments.
Kiyota’s (2008) tests were outlined in §2.1.2. He first shows that accomplishments 
are distinct from the atelic situation types (states and activities) in their out of the blue 
translations and in their interpretation in the perfect. When presented with out of context 
perfective, tenseless sentences, speakers tend to translate atelic predicates using the 
English present tense (progressive for non-statives) (a) and telic predicates using the 
English past non-progressive (b).
(4.95) qek'^-sg ti?e Jack
rest-MlD[PFV] PROX.DEM Jack
‘Jack is resting. / * Jack rested.’ (Kiyota 2008: 31)
(4.96) X9c-9t=s9n tOs sceenox"^
get.dried-C.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET Salmon
‘I dried the salmon.’ (Kiyota 2008: 250)
When the perfect clitic kH is used, atelic predicates can have a perfect o f  inception
reading, while telic predicates cannot, and normally get a perfect o f  result or perfect o f
recent past reading.
(4.97) k'^i=x'^9q 09 Mary
PRF=cry[PFV] FEM.DET Mary
‘Mary is crying (Mary has just begun to cry).’ (Kiyota 2008: 255)
(4.98) k'^f=l9U-at=s9n ts9 no sk'^aton
PRF=get.full-C.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET ISG.POSS bucket 
‘I have filled up my bucket already.’ (Kiyota 2008: 35)
As seen in the above sentences, control transitives test as telic.
As discussed in chapter 2, the characterising quality of accomplishments found in
these sources is that they are generally interpreted as culminated or culminating (i.e..
^  I use the term  agent here as in D o w ty ’s (1 9 9 1 ) proto-agent (or the R ole and R eferenee Gram m ar 
actor, som ething m ore agent-like than that w h ieh  is acted upon (the patient or undergoer) (V an  
V alin  &  LaPolla 1997). T hese term s are useful in describing an opposition  b etw een  tw o  broad  
classes o f  participants, but I do not m ean agent to  im ply volitionality , eontrol, or anim acy, s in ce  not 
all agents have th ese eharaeteristies.
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telic), but this culmination can be cancelled, even in the perfective. Thus they are 
compatible with statements that the event was not completed or that it has not been 
completed yet.
(4.99) WECETSEN TTE Jack
x^sc-9t=S9n to Jack
get.woken-C.TR\PFV=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET Jack
I, EWE 0S WIS
?i?=?awa k'^=s x'^ay-s
COM=NEG COMP=NMLZ get.W0ken[PFV]-3P0SS
T woke up Jack but he did not wake up.’ (Kiyota 2008; 265; checked in 16.1)
Notice that the translations of control transitives with cancelled culminations are
sometimes infelicitous in English (as in 4.99). These are literal translations whieh are
intended to make the point that SENCOTEN and other Salish languages differ from English
with respect to cancellation requirements in the perfective aspect. However, when the
speakers I worked with provided their own translations for such sentences, the translations
were often less literal and perfectly felicitous in English (e.g., T was trying to wake up
Jack’). This is reflected in §4.3.2 on passives and §4.3.3 on reflexives.
Replications of Kiyota’s (2008) tests in my fieldwork with two different
SENCOTEN speakers has yielded variable results. I found that straight felicity judgements
of cancelled phrases, such as that shown in (4.99), usually prompted a comment that the
imperfective form of the verb would be better, as in (4.100) below.
(4.100) WIT SEN TTE Jack
x^ay-t=s9n tOo Jack
get.woken\lPFV-C.TR=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET Jack
I, EWE 0S WIS
?i?=?9W9 k'^=s x'^oy-s
COM=NEG COMP=NMLZ get.W0ken[PFV]-3P0SS
T was waking Jack but he wouldn’t wake up.’ (16.1a)
I believe this does not undermine Kiyota’s claims, but rather is consistent with his
argument that the control transitive aecomplishments have a strong implicature of
culmination. What is relevant to this chapter, too, is that it is consistent aeross predicates.
Every time I asked for a cancellation of a perfective control transitive, the speakers did one
of two things: 1. they aceepted it outright as grammatical, or 2. they did not reject it but
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said they preferred the imperfective. This is in contrast with attempted cancellations of 
non-control transitive (see §4.3.1.2 below) whieh were either rejected outright or were 
transformed into sentences not involving culmination cancellation.
Also, with an example that provided a bit more context, the culmination 
cancellation was fine.
(4.101) LO,ESEN0E, CEKET TTE SZOZEE,
la?9=S9n=k^9? caq^-at tOo s’t®a’t®l9?
GNRL.AUX=lSG.SBJ=REM burn-C.TR\PFV GNRL.DET leaf
I, EWE 0SE CEKs
?i?=?9W9 k'^sa csq'^-s
COM=NEG REM.DET get.burned-3POSS
NIL 0S IO,MENs
nil k'^=s Uamsq-s
3pred com p=nm lz  wet-3poss
T burned the leaves but they did not burn because they were wet.’ (16.6, based 
on Kiyota 2008: 265)
This suggests that the reason the speakers I work with do not really like cancelled
sentences like that in (4.99) is that there is no context attached to them which would make
the non-culmination plausible.
Kiyota (2008) shows that control transitives behave differently from non-control
transitives also with respect to the ‘almost’ test. Control transitives are ambiguous with
cdlel ‘almost’: they can have a reading where the event is almost started or where the event
has been started and is almost finished. In either case, we do not know whether the event
actually will finish.
(4.102) C9lel=s9n ?i?=le-t tsa latem
almost=lSG.SBJ COM=get.fixed-C.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET table
‘I almost fixed the table.’
Reading: VI didn’t start fixing the table / VI started fixing the table, but didn’t 
finish. (Kiyota 2008: 63)
The reading which control transitives do get and non-control transitives do not is the first
reading, where the agent did not start carrying out the event. I have found this reading
possible with the control transitives I have tested too.
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(4.103) CE,LÂLSEN I T0ET TTE LETÀM
C9lel=s9n ?i? tk^-at tOa b tem
almost=lSG.SBJ CONTIN get.broken-C.TR GNRL.DET table
I almost broke the table. (I was just thinking about it, but didn't) (29.33)
I did not check to see whether (4.103) can also be interpreted as meaning that I started
breaking the table but did not finish. The important interpretation here is that ‘almost’ gets
the “event cancellation” reading, where I did not even start breaking the table. This is the
one which non-control transitives do not get, according to Kiyota (2008). This shows that
with control transitives, it is enough that the agent participant has the intention to carry out
the event. This point is revisited in the discussion on control reflexives, both with the
‘almost’ test and the culmination cancellation test.
Since Kiyota (2008) spends a lot of time discussing the situation type of control 
transitives, I will not repeat various examples here. I replicated the eulmination 
cancellation test for six of the ten control transitives he tested and listed in his thesis and 
the ‘almost’ test for two of the four control transitives he tested and listed. I had trouble 
replicating the ‘almost’ test, and so I am largely relying on Kiyota’s findings with respect 
to this test.
In this section I have summarised Kiyota’s findings regarding the event structure of 
control transitives: it is enough that an event is initiated in order for a perfective control 
transitive to be used. My re-cheeking of some verbs with the culmination cancellation test 
has provided support for Kiyota’s (2008) claim (following Matthewson 2004, Bar-el 2005, 
Bar-el et al. 2005) that control transitives do not entail culmination but carry a culmination 
implicature. In the next section, I discuss how non-control transitives differ in this respect.
4.3.1.2 Non-control transitives
The suffix -n(9x' )^^  ^was identified in chapter 3 as the non-control transitive suffix 
(Montler’s (1986) non-control transitive). Typically, non-control transitives derived from 
unaccusatives have a subject which is an agent and an object which is a patient, while
As discussed in chapter 3, Montler (1986: 166) argues that the [ox'^ j is deleted before following 
consonant initial suffixes. See also Wiltsehko (2003) for arguments that [ox'^ j is not part of the 
non-control transitive suffix in Halkomelem.
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non-control transitives derived from unergatives have a subject which is causer and an 
object which is a causee.
(4.104) KELNOWSEN0E, TTE SKÂUT
q'^9l-nax'^=san=k'^9? tOa sqewO
get.roasted-NC.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ=PST.DIR.EV GNRL.DET potato
T finally managed to bake/roast the potatoes.’ (2.6)
(4.105) NEKNOWSEN TTE KAK
naq'^-nax'^=S9n tOa qeq
go.to.sleep-NC.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET baby
T finally made the baby go to sleep.’ (1.50)
As discussed in §2.2.2 and at the beginning of this section, the traditional characterisation
of non-control transitives is that they involve a less than usual degree of control on the part
of the agent, such that an event is achieved through difficulty or accidentally (e.g.,
L. Thompson 1985). However, several more recent sources have shown that control and
non-control transitives differ in their culmination requirements. Non-control transitives, it
is argued, entail culmination (J. Davis 1978, B. Carlson 1996, Watanabe 2003, Bar-el et al.
2005).
Kiyota (2008) extends this argument to SENCOTEN by showing that non-control 
transitives behave like unaccusatives with respect to other situation type tests. Thus, he 
classifies them as aehievements. First, they are telic: they have a past perfeetive translation 
in out of the blue sentences (4.106) and a completed interpretation with the perfect (4.107).
(4.106) X9l-n9x'^=s9n to Jack
get.hurt-NC.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET Jack 
T hurt Jack.’ (Kiyota 2008: 252)
(4.107) kH=q'^9y-n9x’^ =s9n 09 spe?9s
PRF=die-NC.TR=lSG.SBJ FEM.DET bear
T have killed the bear.’ (Kiyota 2008: 257)
Non-control transitives behave like achievements, not accomplishments. First, they 
cannot have their culmination cancelled or eontinued.
(4.108) b ’t®-n9x'^=s9n k'^si?9 pool
get.filled-NC.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ REM.DEM pool
#?i?=?awa k' s^ b ’t®
COM=NEG COMP=NMLZ get.fllled[PFV]
T filled the pool, but it did not get full.’ (Kiyota 2008: 266)
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Second, they are unambiguous with CE,LÂL cdlel ‘almost’, yielding only an interpretation 
where the event started and almost finished.
(4.109) C9lel=s9n ?i?=le-n9x'^ tb  no snox'^ol
almost=lSG.SBJ COM=get.fixed-NC.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS canoe 
‘I almost fixed (up) the canoe.’
Reading: *I didn’t start fixing my canoe / VI started fixing my canoe, but didn’t 
finish it. (Kiyota 2008: 63)
I have not replicated the culmination cancellation test or ‘almost’ test for non-control
transitives in my fieldwork. Two non-control transitives with CE,LAL cdlel ‘almost’ do
appear in my corpus of fieldwork data, but it is not clear what their interpretation is. Both
are verbs meaning ‘finish, stop, quit’, and it is not clear from a basic translation what the
difference is between starting to finish something and finishing finishing something.
(4.110) CE,l AL I, SEKNOWETE TTE SCA ETE
colei ?i?=soq-nax'^=ito tOo s-cey-ito
almost COM7=get.fmished-NC.TR[PFV]=lPL.SBJ GNRL.DET NMLZ-work-lPL.POSS
‘We're nearly finished our work.’ (5.42)
Thus, these examples do not provide support for Kiyota’s claims, but they do not provide
evidence against them either.
The ‘almost’ test does not provide particularly strong evidence of the difference
between accomplishments and achievements. First, very few verbs are cited in Kiyota’s
work and I have not added to this number significantly for control or non-control
transitives. I also found that the test was very diffieult to run, as it was not always clear
even to me what the difference would be between the ‘almost started’ and ‘almost finished’
interpretations. Bar-el (2005) also notes how difficult the test is to run, and suggests
(following Pustejovsky 1991 and Wilhem 2003: 82) that the test distinguishes eomplex
from non-complex events, rather than accomplishments from achievements. Bar-el finds
that the test does not distinguish situation types in SkwxwuVmesh at all. Another
possibility is that it distinguishes intentional from non-intentional situations in
SENCOTEN. This idea is revisited in §4.3.3 when I look at non-control reflexives.
This section has summarised Kiyota’s (2008) classification of control and
non-control transitives as accomplishments and achievements. I showed that, although
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more verbs will need to be tested to make a strong claim, replication of his tests with the 
same and other verbs has not yielded any counter evidence. Control transitives in general 
appear to behave as accomplishments, with a culmination implicature; non-control 
transitives in general appear to behave as achievements, with a culmination entailment. 
However, recall that non-control transitives constitute a more varied group than control 
transitives, since they may be formed on both unaccusative and unergative verb roots. All 
of the non-control transitives tested by Kiyota (2008) have unaccusative roots, or roots that 
can behave like unaceuatives or unergatives (Gerdts & Hukari’s (2006a) “swingers”).
Since unaccusatives are argued to denote achievement predicates (Kiyota 2008; §4.2), it 
may be that non-control transitives simply behave like the roots from which they are 
derived. Section 4.3.3 will show that non-control reflexives behave differently depending 
on whether they have unaccusative or unergative roots. Thus, it may be that non-control 
transitives based on unergative roots (activities) will also behave differently and pattern as 
activities or accomplishments, rather than achievements.
4.3.2 Passives
All three transitive types (control, non-control, and causative) can be passivised. As shown 
in chapter 3, the verb of a passive sentence always carries a passive suffix -9ij, which 
follows the transitivising suffix. There are two general uses of the passive. One use is based 
on pragmatic context: the passive may be used when the agent of an situation is unknown 
or the speaker does not want to specify the agent, as in (4.111) or when the actual situation 
took place without the speaker knowing about it, as in (4.112).
(4.111) xl-ot-og=son 
get.hurt-C.TR\PFV-PASS=lSG.SBJ
‘Somebody hurt me.’ (Montler 1986: 181; gloss mine)
(4.112) LEINON TTE SKO,TEN
b ’t®-na-g t0o sq'^a?ton
get.filled-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS GNRL.DET bucket
‘They filled the bucket up without you knowing.’ (33.21)
Watanabe (2003: 288) notes that the Comox passive in used in this way and thus also in
generic sentences with no specified agent.
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The second use of the passive is syntactic: the passive is used where an active 
sentence would be ungrammatical due to constraints on subject-object combinations. This 
is discussed by Jelinek & Demers (1983) for the Lummi dialect of Northern Straits Salish 
and for other Central Salish languages by various authors (Hess 1973, L. Thompson &
M. Thompson 1971, Hukari 1976, Kuipers 1967; all cited in Jelinek & Demers 1983). The 
exact nature of the restriction varies from language to language, but basically it involves 
restrictions on active sentences with third person subjects and first or second person 
objects. In Lummi, the restriction is against an active sentence with a third person subject 
with a first or second person object and thus a corresponding passive must be used (4.113).
(4.113) a. xc-i-t-g=son
eome.to.be.known-PERSlS-C.TR[PFV]-PASS=lSG.SBJ 
T am known (by som eone).’ (Jelinek & Demers 1983: 168)
[active sentence is ungrammatical]
b. xc-i-t-g=sx'^
come.to.be.known-PERSlS-C.TR[PFV]-PASS= 2sbj
‘You are known (by someone).’ (Jelinek & Demers 1983: 168)
[active sentence is ungrammatical]
There is also a restriction against full DP subjects with 3*^  ^person pronominal objects.
(4.114) xc-i-t-og ?o co swoy?qo?
come.to.be.known-PERSlS-C.TR[PFV]-PASS QBE GNRL.DET man
‘It is known by the man.’ (Jelinek & Demers 1983: 168)
[active sentence is ungrammatical]
In my fieldwork, there are no example sentences with the illicit person combinations
reported for Lummi by Jelinek & Demers (1983). In addition, when I have asked for
sentences which happen to have a third person agent and first or second person patient,
these have been given as passives.
(4.115) 0CÂNETENSEN ET Janet
k'^ceg-9t-og=son ?a=X Janet
yell-C.TR[PFV]-PASS=1 SG.SBJ OBL=PN.DET Janet
‘Janet yelled at me.’ (2006)
[translation by speakers was from English to SENCOTEN]
^ There is a eonverse restriction against passives with local (1®‘ and 2"^  person) pronouns in 
obliques, however it is possible to form a passive with a local agent whieh is realised using a 
predicative pronoun. This is used to emphasise the local agent. (Jelinek & Demers 1983: 173).
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However, as discussed in §3.3.9, Montler (1986: 153-154) states that the restriction in 
SENCOTEN is only against third person subjects with second person objects, and that 
even this is not a total restriction.
The passive does not appear to be used to describe a different event from its 
corresponding transitive. Of course with passives motivated by person hierarchy 
restrictions (4.113-4.115), there is no active sentence to compare the passive with, but the 
passive is used to describe the same type of a situation that the expected (but 
ungrammatical) active sentence would describe. Montler (1986: 179) notes that passive 
does not affect the “control status” of a verb. The passive thus is not predicted to affect the 
event structure of a predicate and I predict that passives should behave like their transitive 
counterparts with respect to Kiyota’s situation type tests.
In this section, I will show how the prediction is home out in the verbs I have 
tested. So far, it appears that control and non-control passives behave like their transitive 
counterparts with respect to Kiyota’s situation types. Thus, control passives are 
accomplishments and non-control passives (at least those with unaecusative roots) are 
achievements. It is expected that causative passives behave like causatives and pattern like 
activities, but this has not been tested. As with the previous section, this section is split 
into two subsections: 4.3.2.1 deals with control passives and 4.3.2.2 with non-control 
passives.
4.3.2.1 Control passives
In the introduction to this section, I have predicted that control passives will 
behave like control transitives. The reason for this prediction is that passive seems to be 
used for discourse focus purposes and to describe person combinations which are 
ungrammatical in the active; and not to describe a different event from a corresponding 
active sentence. The opposite prediction is also possible: if the difference between control 
transitives on the one hand and unaccusatives and non-control transitives on the other is 
fundamentally to do with the eontrol exerted by the subject participant, we might expect
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that control passives also behave like achievements, since they, like unaecusatives, have a 
subject which is a patient and thus lacking control over the event. However, control 
passives do behave like control transitives with respeet to situation type. They are 
accomplishments and not achievements according to both the culmination cancellation and 
‘almost’ tests. First, they are compatible with an assertion that they did not culminate or 
have not yet culminated.
(4.116) WEC,ETEN TTE Jack
x'^oc-ot-og t09 Jack
wake.up-C.TR\PFV-PASS GNRL.DET Jack
I EWE 0S WIS
?i?=?9W9 k'^=s x^oy-s
CONTIN=NEG COMP=NMLZ wake.up[PFV]-3P0SS
‘Somebody was waking Jack up and he wouldn’t wake up.’ (32.7)
[lit. ‘somebody woke Jack up but he didn’t wake up’]
(4.117) SKETEN I WU,A SE SEKNON
sq-ot-og ?i?=x'^owe=S9? soq-n-ag
get.fmished-C.TR\PFV-PASS COM=not.yet=FUT get.finished-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS
‘They’re trying to finish it but they haven’t finished it yet.’ (33.16)
[lit. ‘it got finished but it didn’t manage to get finished’]
(4.118) LEIETEN TTE SKO,TEN
b ’t®-ot-og t09 s-q'^a?-ton
get.filled-C.TR\PFV-PASS GNRL.DET NMLZ-watcr-INSTR(LS)
I WU,A SE SLAIEE
?i?=x'^owe=so? s-lelbl
COM=not.yet=FUT RES-get.filled\RES
‘They’re trying to fill the bucket but it’s not full yet.’ (33.27)
[lit. ‘the bucket got filled but it’s not full yet’] ^
(4.119) LA,TEN TTE SNEWEL
le?-t-og t03 snox'^oi
get.fixed-C.TR[PFV]-PASS GNRL.DET canoc
I WU,A SE l A,t e n
?i?=x'^owe=s9? le?-t-og
COM=not.yet=FUT get.fixed-C.TR[PFV]-PASS
‘They're working on it but they haven't fixed it yet.’ (33.35)
[lit. ‘the canoe got fixed but it hasn’t been fixed yet’]
In this they behave like their control transitive bases. Compare (4.116) with (4.99) above.
When it comes to the ‘almost’ test, control passives are able to have an
interpretation where the the agent almost started to carry out the event. Recall that this
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0reading was argued by Kiyota (2008) to be only available to accomplishments, i.e., control
transitives.
!
(4.120) CE,LAL IWECETEN TE Katie
colei ?i?=x'^oc-ot-og Oo Katie
almost COM=wake.up-C.TR\PFV-PASS FEM.DET Katie
They almost woke her up. (they were going to wake her up and decided not to)
(38.19)
(4.121) C,ELAl  ILEZETEN
colei ?i?=lot®-ot-og
almost COM=get.filled-C.TR\PFV-PASS
‘They almost filled (my bucket).’ (could be they thought about it but didn’t OR 
the bucket is almost full) (37.55)
(4.122) CE,LAL ILA,TEN TTE SNEWEE
colei ?i?=le?-t-og tOo snox^ol
almost COM=get.fixed-C.TR[PFV]-PASS GNRL.DET canoe
‘They almost fixed the canoe’ OR ‘They almost got the eanoe fixed.’ (38.26)
(4.123) CE,l AL IQSETEN TTE TALE
colei ?i?=k'^s-ot-og tOo telo
already COM=get.counted-C.TR\PFV-PASS GNRL.DET money
‘W e’re going to count the m oney pretty soon.’ (37.51)
The translations given in (4.120-4.123) were provided by one of the speakers I worked 
with. Some of these translations point to an ambiguity whereby the control passive could 
describe an event which has almost started or almost finished. Crucially, all of the above 
examples show that an interpretation where the event has almost started is possible. For 
this reason they behave like the control transitives tested by Kiyota (2008) and pattern as 
accomplishments, not achievements.
43.2.2 Non-control passives
I predicted that non-control passives would behave like their non-control transitive 
active clauses, because, again, we would not expect passivisation to affect event structure. 
So far, this prediction is borne out. Non-control passives are not compatible with an 
assertion that they have not or have not yet culminated. Compare the non-control passives 
below with the control passives in (4.120-4.123) above.
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(4.124) #WI,NON TE Katie
x'^ey-na-g 09 Katie
wake.up-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS FEM.DET Katie
I WU,A SE WI
?i?=x'^9we=s9? x'^oy
COM=not.yet=FUT wake.up[PFV]
They managed to wake her up, but she’s not awake yet.’ (38.21)
(4.125) #SEKNON I EWE SKETEN
S9q-na-g ?i?=?0W9 sq-at-ag
get.finished-NC.TR-PASS COM=NEG get.fmished-C.TR-PASS
T h ey ’re trying to finish it but they haven’t finished it yet.’ (33.16)
(4.126) #LEZNON TTE SKO,TEN
la’t®-na-g tOa s-q'^a?-tan
get.filled-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS GNRL.DET NMLZ-water-INSTRUMENT
I WU,A SE s l Axel
?i?=x'^awe=sa? s-leUal
COM=not.yet=FUT RES-get.filled\RES
T h ey  finally filled it up but it’s not lull yet.’ (33.27)
(4.127) #l A,NEN TTE SNEWEL
le?-n-ag tOa snax'^al
get.fixed-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS GNRL.DET canoe
I WU,A SE l A,t e n
?i?=x'^awe=sa? le?-t-ag
COM=not.yet=FUT get.fixed-C.TR[PFV]-PASS
They're working on it but they haven't fixed it yet.’ (33.35)
Thus, in terms of culmination cancellation, the non-control passives I have tested behave
like their non-control transitive bases (compare 4.126 with 4.108 above), and appear to
entail culmination.
With Cdlel ‘almost’, non-control passives always refer to an event which has been 
started but not yet completed.
(4.128) C E ,lA l I WI,NON TE Katie
calel ?i?=x'^ay-na-g Oa Katie
almost COM=wake.up-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS FEM.DET Katie
‘They almost woke Katie up.’ (they tried, they made lots o f noise and she still 
wouldn’t wake up, NOT they were going to and decided not to) (38.22)
(4.129) C,ELAL ILEZNON
calel ?i?=lat®-na-g
almost COM=get.filled-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS
‘They almost filled it up.’ (they were picking (fruit) and filling up your bucket
and it’s almost full) (38.6)
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(4.130) CE,LÂL I LÀ,NEN TTE SNEWEE
calel ?i?=le?-n-ag tOa snax'^al
almost COM=get.fîxed-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS GNRL.DET canoe
‘They almost got the canoe fixed.’ (C.Tumer: “They thought about it?” Speaker: 
“W ell, they’re doing it.”) (38.27)
(4.131) CE,LAL IXEL,NON TTE PU0
calel ?i?=xal-na-g tOa puk'^
already COM=get.written-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS GNRL.DET book
‘They almost managed to sign the book.’ (they were working on it, they weren't 
finished signing it yet) (38.14)
It seems from the discussion I had with the speaker that (4.128-4.131) cannot refer to
events which were almost started, but only events which were almost or are almost
finished. If this is the case, non-control passives behave like their non-eontrol transitive
bases. Again, compare (4.130) with (4.109) in §4.3.1.
As with non-control transitives, it is especially necessary to test more non-control 
passives to see how robust this generalisation is. All of the non-control passives I have 
tested so far have unaccusative verb roots. It may be that non-control passives with 
unergative or adjectival roots behave differently. This is what we find with non-control 
reflexives, as will be shown in the next section.
The findings shown in this section provide support for the idea that the control 
distinction is fundamentally one of event structure and not one of agentivity. The reasoning 
behind this is as follows. Unaccusatives and control passives are both used to describe 
events with an agent and a patient in the real world. In fact, H. Davis & Demirdache 
(2000) have even argued that unaccusatives have an underlying causative event structure, 
which includes an agent that gets suppressed at the surface level. However, unaecusatives 
and control passives differ in their situation type properties: unaecusatives are 
achievements and control passives are accomplishments. Even though control passives do 
not have a subject which is an agent, they still behave like control transitives. Thus, it 
appears that the feature of control affects event structure, but that valency and voice do not. 
This hypothesis is supported in §4.3.3 on reflexives.
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4.3.3 Reflexives
. \
This section looks at one more control/non-eontrol pair. Like passives, reflexives 
are another type of intransitive verb derived from a transitive base. This derivational 
relationship between reflexives and transitives is argued for by Gerdts (2000) for 
Halkomelem and Turner (2010) for SENCOTEN and was discussed in §3.3.7. There are 
both control and non-control reflexives.
(4.132) YÀ, SENSE, TSESET E TTE STEM,0ES
ye?=san=sa? tsa-sat ?a tOa stamk'^as
go=lSG.SBJ=FUT get.near-C.TR;C.REFL\PFV OBL GNRL.DET car
T’m going to go closer to the car.’ (7.27a)
(4.133) TESNONET TTE NE SCÂCE
tas-na-nat tOa na sceca
get.near-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL GNRL.DET ISG.POSS friend
E TTE SWOIS
?a tOa gx^ais
OBL GNRL.DET flnish.line
‘My friend managed to reach the finish line.’ (2.45)
Unlike with passives, the event which a reflexive describes is different from its
corresponding transitive, since with a reflexive there is an identity between agent and
patient, both of which are expressed by the syntactic subject. With a transitive, the subject
and object represent two distinct participants. However, I have still found that reflexives
behave like their corresponding transitives with respect to the situation type tests. This will
be shown for control reflexives in §4.3.3.1 and non-control reflexives in §4.3.3.2.
4.3.3.1 Control reflexives
We saw in §4.1 that the suffix -sat, originally a reflexive suffix, is used to derive 
inchoative verbs from stative adjectives. These inchoative verbs are atelic. For this reason 
particularly, it is important to show that true control reflexives are not atelic. They test as 
telic according to two of Kiyota’s (2008) tests. First, when used with the perfect, they are 
able to get the perfect of result or perfect of recent past reading. This was usually translated 
with English past perfective.
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(4.134) 0LWECESET TTE KAK
k i^=x^ac-G-s@t 109 qeq
PRF=wake.up-C.TR\PFV-REFL GNRL.DET baby 
‘The baby woke himself/herself up.’ (24.72)
(4.135) 0E0EL,ESET TTE TA,E0EE
k^l=k^@l-9-S9t 109 tey9k'^9l
PRF=get.tipped-C.TR\PFV-REFL GNRL.DET race.canoe
‘The eanoe tipped over.’ (24.74)
(4.136) 0LMELEJSET TTE OLENCES
k^i=m9l9Ô-s9t 109 ?al9nc9S
PRF=get.mixed-C.TR;C.REFL\PFV GNRL.DET orange 
‘The orange(s) rolled; the orange(s) is/are rolling’ (24.76)
(4.137) 0EB0ESET TTE MO,EK
k^i=^k^-9-S9t 109 ma?9q'^
PRF=rise-C.TR\PFV-C.REFL GNRL.DET duck
‘The duck came up to the surface; the ducks are surfacing.’ (27b.27)
(speaker 1 : first translation, speaker 2: second translation)
Notice that some of the sentences with perfect and control reflexive can be interpreted with
a completed (perfect of result/recent past) or an ongoing (universal perfect) reading. This is
contrary to Kiyota’s findings that only imperfectives and resultatives could get an ongoing
reading with perfect. Thus, I have modified the interpretation of Kiyota’s test with respect
to my data: telic verbs can have a perfect of result/recent past or a universal perfect
reading, while atelic verbs can have a perfect of inception or a universal perfect reading.
All of the -sat inchoatives in §4.1.2.1 only have ongoing or inceptive readings, while all of
the control reflexives have a completed reading for at least one of their translations. Tlius, I
maintain that control reflexives pattern as telic verbs.
When it comes to out of the blue perfective sentences, control reflexives also
pattern as telic verbs. Of the verbs I tested, all received perfective, past tense translations
into English.
(4.138) WECESETSEN
X '^9C -9-S9 t= S 9n
wake.up-C.TR\PFV-C.REFL=l SG.SBJ 
‘I woke m yself up.’ (12.38)
(4.139) 0EL,ESET TTE TA,E0EL
k^@l-9-s9t t09 teyok'^oi
get.tipped-C.TR\PFV-REFL GNRL.DET race.canoc
‘The canoe got tipped over, the canoe tipped over.’ (5.1)
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(4.140) KXESET LÂ,E TTE STU,ÂCEN
qx-G-SGt l e ? 9  109 s’t® 9 w e c 9 n
g0 .down-C.TR\PFV-REFL DEM GNRL.DEM c h a i r
‘He h i d  b e h i n d  a  e h a i r . ’ (27.43)
(4.141) JENELSET TE Claire ET LNINEL
èsnai-sat 09 Claire ?9=X iniqel
go.between-C.TR;C.REFL\PFV FEM.DET Claire OBL=PN.DET IPL.PRED
‘Claire squeezed in between us.’ (23.155d, 27.22)
The results of the perfect test and the out of the blue translation test show that the control
reflexives I tested are not activities or inchoative states. They are telic predicates and could
be either accomplishements or achievements.
When it comes to the tests which distinguish achievements from accomplishments,
control reflexives behave like their control transitive bases. This was not clear at first, sinee
straight culmination cancellation was rejected or questioned by the speakers I worked with.
(4.142) ? pk^-9-s9t=s9n 
SUrface-C.TR\PFV-C.REFL= 1 SG.SBJ
?i?=?9W9 k^-n9=s s-pak'^9l
COM=NEG COMP-lSG.POSS=NMLZ RES-rise\RES
‘I’m surfacing but I can’t seem to reach the surfaee.’ (27b.29)
(speaker 1: accepted; speaker 2: rejected)
(4.143) ? x^9c-9-s9t 09 Katie
wake.up-C.TR\PFV-C.REFL FEM.DET Katie
? i? = ? 9 W 9  k'^=s x '^ 9 y -s
COM=NEG COMP=NMLZ wake.Up[PFV]-3P0SS
‘Katie woke up but she’s not awake.’ (20.48)
(4.144) 0EL,ESET TTE TA,E0EL
k^9l-9-S9t 109 tey9k'^9i
get.tipped-C.TR\PFV-C.REFL GNRL.DET race.canoe
SU, EWES 0EL,
s = u ?  ? 9 W 9 = s  k '^ a l
NMLZ=CONTR NEG=NMLZ get.tipped[PFV]
‘The eanoe tipped over but it (another canoe) is not tipped.’ (27b.24)
(only okay if  w e are talking about two canoes)
(4.145) ? ts-9-s9t=s9n ?9 109 st9mk'^9s
get.near-C.TR\PFV-C.REFL=l SG.SBJ OBL GNRL.DET car
? i? = ? 9 W 9  k '^ -n 9 = s  l9S
COM=NEG COMP-lSG.POSS=NMLZ get.near[PFV]
‘I was trying to get close to the car but I couldn’t get near.’ (20.49)
However, recall that culmination cancellation of control transitives was not always
straightforwardly accepted either. This is likely due to the culmination implicature whieh
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accomplishments are argued to bear (Matthewson 2004, Bar-el 2005, Bar-el et al. 2005, 
Kiyota 2008). Jacobs (p.c.) suggested a modification of this test, using the wox&sk^ey 
‘cannot’. He suggests that with control verbs the important thing is that there was some 
intent to carry out the event, something non-control verbs lack. Sure enough, eontrol 
reflexives are compatible with an assertion that the event could not be completed, as shown 
in (4.146-4.148).
(4.146) B0ESET SEN
^k ^ -G -S G t= S 9 n
SUrface-C.TR\PFV-REFL= 1SG. SB J
ISQA 0NES BE0
?i?=s-k'^ey k'^-n9=s pok"^
COM=NMLZ-cannot COMP-lSG.POSS=NMLZ surface[PFV]
‘I'm trying to get up on top and I can’t get out of the water.’ (35.8)
(4.147) WECESET TE Katie
?x^ Gc-G-sGt Oo Katie
wake.up-C.TR\PFV-REFL FEM.DET Katie
ISQA 0S WIS
?i?=s-k^ey k'^=s x'^oy-s
COM=NMLZ-cannot COMP=NMLZ wake.up[PFV]-3P0SS
‘Katie’s trying to wake up but she can’t.’ (35.9)
(4.148) QENESET SEN
k ^ s n -9 -S G t= S 9 n
get.seen-C.TR\PFV-C.REFL= 1 SG.SBJ
I SQA 0S CQEN
?i?=s-k'^ey k'^=s c-k'^an
COM=NMLZ-cannot COMP=NMLZ have-get. seen[PF V]
‘It was trying to tip over but it wouldn’t really tip over.’ (35.11)
It is interesting that culmination cancellation is more restricted with control reflexives than
it is with control transitives and passives. I hypothesise that this is because of the identity
between agent and patient that a control reflexive has. The patient of a control reflexive is
just as important to the situation as the patient of an unaccusative, and it is perhaps
unlikely that a speaker would talk about a situation where the patient did not end up
affected.
The results of the ‘almost’ test were clearer. The control reflexives whieh I was 
able to test all behave like accomplishments. They generally have the interpretation that the 
participant is getting ready to initiate the event.
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(4.149) CELÂL I,(ZEL,ESET TTE TA,E0EE
calel ?i?=k'al-9-sst 103 teÿ3k«3i
almost C0M=get.tipped-C.TR\PFV-REFL GNRL.DET race.canoe
‘The canoe just about tipped over (going back and forth).’ (24.75) OR ‘The canoe 
almost tipped over, (motions with hands 90 degrees “It didn't really tip over, it 
just almost tipped over.”) (29.25)
(4.150) CELÂL I, B0ESET TTE MO,EK
colei ?i?=^k -^G-SGt tOa ma?9q'^
almost C0M=surface-C.TR\PFV-REFL GNRL.DET duck
‘The duck’s ready to surface (looking for food, getting ready).’ (27b.28)
(4.151) CELÀL I, ZÀ0ESET SEN
calel ?i?=t® ek^-G -SG t=S9n
almost COM=wash-C.TR[PFV]-REFL= 1 SG. SB J
‘It’s almost time for me to wash up.’ (27b.31)^^
(4.152) CELÂL I, MELEJSET TTE OLENCES
calel ?i?=mGla6-sat tOa ?alancas
almost COM=roll-C.TR-REFL GNRL.DET orange
‘The oranges almost rolled out.’ (24.77)
In this, control reflexives behave like control transitives and eontrol passives. In the next 
section, we see that non-control reflexives behave like their non-control transitive bases 
and like non-control passives.
4.33.2 Non-control reflexives
This section describes stems with the suffix -rjdt, non-control reflexives which were 
argued in chapter 3 to be derived from non-control transitives, yielding the ending naydt. 
Gerdts (2000) and Gerdts & Hukari (2006a) have argued that the cognate ending namdt in 
Halkomelem, like -sat, has both a reflexive use and an “aspectual” use. The true 
non-control reflexives, according to this view, are derived from non-control transitives with 
unaccusative verb roots. Like non-control transitives, these can have an “accidental” 
reading, or a “managed to/finally” reading. Since non-control reflexives, unlike non-control 
transitives, describe events with a single participant, they can also have a “suddenly” 
reading. Both readings are found in SENCOTEN too:
(4.153) MÂ0ELNONET TTE SPÂ,ET
mek^ai-na-gat tOa spe?a0
get.injured-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL GNRL.DET bear 
‘The bear injured itself accidentally.’ (27.2)
The speakers told me that this verb is a bit odd with a human subjeet.
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(4.154) ENÂ TLEKNONET E TI;Â SKÂLLTE
?ane 0iaq^-na-gat ?a ti?e s-q'^el4ta
corne COme.OUt-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL OBL PROX.DEM NMLZ-Speak-lPL.POSS 
‘Our words finally came through.’ (17.80)
(4.155) WINONET TE Katie
x^sy-na-gat • 0a Katie
wake.up-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL FEM.DET Katie
‘Katie woke up.’ (context: phone suddenly wakes her up); ‘Katie woke herself up 
(on her own, without an alarm)’ (lOV. 129b; 30.18)
The “aspectual” verbs with -namdt, on the other hand, are ultimately derived from
unergative roots and always have a “managed to” reading. Their meaning is generally less
clearly reflexive than that of the non-control reflexives with unaccusative roots.
(4.156) TItENNONET TE NE TAN
0iian-na-gst Oo no ten
Stand.up-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL FEM.DET ISG.POSS mother
‘My mother finally stood up, my mother’s managed to stand.’ (20.44)
(4.157) JAN U,CESE S0ÂCEL 
cen ?u?=coso sk'^ecol
really CONTR=two day
I, YÂ, SEN DOQNONET
?i?=ye?=son tak^-na-gat
COM=gO=l SG.SBJ g0 .home-NC.TR[PFV]-REFL
‘It took me two days before I finally got home.’ (5.61a, 8.60, 21.47)
(4.158) JTEN,NONET0E 
ctog-na-got=k'^o?
crawl-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL=PST.DIR.EV 
‘He managed to crawl.’ (28.2a, 34.5)
However, I do not think it is necessary to treat these two suffixes as distinct. The
non-control transitive suffix can be used with atelic verbs (which are perhaps unergatives)
on its own too. Example (4.159) is a non-control transitive of an inchoative state and
example (4.160) is a passivised non-control transitive of an inchoative state.
(4.159) NEKNOW SEN TTE KAK
noq'^-nax^=son tOo qeq
go.to.sleep-NC.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET baby 
‘I finally made the baby go to sleep.’ (1.50)
(4.160) DÂJEKNEN 
lecoq-n-og
get.angry-NC.TR[PFV]-PASS 
‘(Someone) got her mad.’ (18.14b)
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These non-eontrol transitives (and passives) do not eontrast with any control transitives, 
since the control transitive sutFix does not appear with unergative verb roots. Rather, they 
eontrast with causatives, as in (4.161).
(4.161) DÂJEKTW 
lecoq-tx"^
get.angry-CAUS[PFV]
‘You made that person mad.’ (37.28)
In this section, I will treat the non-control reflexive suffix as one suffix, and I hypothesise
that non-control reflexives behave like their non-eontrol transitive bases. What I find is that
non-eontrol reflexives with unaceusative roots behave like non-eontrol transitives with
unaecusative roots: they are achievements. Non-eontrol reflexives with unergative roots
behave a bit differently from those with unaceusative roots. They behave like achievements
with respect to culmination cancellation, but like accomplishments with respect to the
‘almost’ test. As pointed out in §4.3.1.2, Non-eontrol transitives with unergative roots have
not been tested with respect to Kiyota’s situation types. As also pointed out earlier, the
‘almost’ test may not target the same property as the culmination cancellation test; it may
in fact target intention.
Regardless of their verb root, non-eontrol reflexives test as telic predicates, with
respect to Kiyota’s (2008) perfect test and out of the blue translation. In both, they have a
past tense, completed translation.
(4.162) 0L 0ÀLNONET TTE HOLES
k^i=k^el-na-q3t tOa halas
PRF=hide-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL GNRL.DET Horace
‘Horace managed to hide; Horace got a chance to hide.’ (24.80, 30.2)
(4.163) LO,E TE 0 h  LÀU,NONET SEN 
la?a=ta k"^i=ie\^-na-q9t=san
there=VIS PRF=escape-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL= 1 SG.SBJ 
‘I’m better.’ (8V.70c)
(4.164) 0L NEKNONET TE Katie
k^l=naq^-na-g at 0a Katie
PRF=falI.asleep-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL FEM.DET Katie
‘Katie fell asleep.’ (24.78)
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(4.165) LÀU,NONET 
lew-na-qat
escape-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL 
‘escaped, got away’ (8V.70a)
(4.166) SCUÂTNONET TTE STELITKEE
scuet-na-gat t0a sÂ<al>i?Xqal
be.smart-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL GNRL.DET ehildren<PL>
‘The children got smarter.’ (21.45)
(4.167) MÀ0EENONET SEN 
mek"'al-na-qat=san
get.injured-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL= 1 SG.SBJ
‘I hurt myself.’ (e.g., stubbed my toe by tripping over a piece of wood) (29.5) 
With respect to the culmination cancellation tests, non-eontrol reflexives with both 
unaceusative and unergative roots behave like achievements. They are not able to have 
their culmination cancelled or continued.
(4.168) #mek'^ai-na-qat=san 
get.injured-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL= 1 SG.SBJ
?i?=?awa k'^=na=s mek^al
COM=NEG COMP=lSG.POSS=NMLZ gct.injured
speaker: “He admits he hurts himself and then says he’s not hurt?!” (29.8)
(4.169) XIL,NONET TTE STITETKJEE
x'^il-na-qat t0a sXiXaXqal
get.lost-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL GNRL.DET child
I EWE 0S XILS
?i?=?awa k^ s^ x'^il-s
COM=NEG COMP=NMLZ get.lost[PFV]-3POSS
‘The young boy got lost. He doesn’t usually get lost.’ (Note: this is not interpreted 
as a culmination cancellation, but rather as two separate situations.) (29.20)
(4.170) #0iian-na-q9t=son
Stand.Up-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL= ISG.SBJ
?i?=?ow9 k'^-no=s 0o~0il9n
COM=NEG COMP-lSG.POSS=NMLZ IPFV~stand.up
‘I stood up but I’m not standing.’ (20.57)
(4.171) #n@q^-na-q9t 0o Katie
fall.asleep-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL FEM.DET Katie
?i?=?9wo k'^=s noq'^-s
COM=NEG COMP=NMLZ fall.asleep[PFV]-3P0SS
‘Katie fell asleep but she’s not sleeping.’ (27b.26, 32.8)
Even with SQÂsk^ey ‘cannot’, non-eontrol reflexives with cancelled culminations were
rejected.
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(4.172) #x'^9y-na-q9t 09 Katie
wake.Up-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL FEM.DET Katie
?i?=s-k^ey k"'=s x'^ay-s
COM=NMLZ-eannot COMP=NMLZ wake.up[PFV]-3P0SS
‘Katie’s trying to wake herself but she couldn’t wake up.’ (35.10)
(has to be imperfeetive)
(4.173) #naw-na-q9t tOa palak
get.in-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL GNRL.DET Philip
?i?=s-k'^ey k^ =^s naw-s
COM=NMLZ-cannot COMP=NMLZ go.in-3POSS
‘Philip’s trying to get in but he can’t make it in.’ (35.12) (has to be imperfeetive)
One non-eontrol reflexive with an unaecusative root looks like an accomplishment with 
respect to the culmination cancellation test.
(4.174) 0ÂLNONET TTE HOLES I, EWES S0Â0EL,
k^el-naqat tOa halas ?i?=?awa-s s-k'^e~k'^al
hide-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL GNRL.DET Horace C0M=NEG-3P0SS RES-RES~hide
‘Horace was trying to hide, but wasn’t hidden.’ (27b.25)
(S0I,WEL OL, sk'^iwal ?al ‘he’s showing.’)
However, the comment given after (4.174), that ‘he’s showing’ tells us that Horace’s 
hiding event did culminate, but he just didn’t do a very good job. This sentence refers to a 
video where Horace hides behind a chair and thinks he is hidden, but is still visible to the 
audience. Thus, in terms of culmination entailments, all non-eontrol reflexives tested 
behaved like achievements, in eontrast with the control reflexives from §4.3.3.1.
With the ‘almost’ test, however, non-control reflexives derived from unergative 
roots behave like accomplishments.
(4.175) CELÂL I, DÀJEKNONET TE Katie
calel ?i?=te6a(^-na-qat 0a Katie
almost CGM=get.angry-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL FEM.DET Katie
‘Katie almost got mad, Katie’s darn near getting mad.’
(4.176) CE,LÂL IDOQNONET SEN
calel ?i?=lak^-na-gat=san
almost COM=g0.home-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL=l SG.SBJ
‘I almost made it home.’ (still sitting here OR on the way but someone keeps
stopping me from going by talking to me) (29.3)
(4.177) CE,LAL ITILENNONET TE NE TAN
calel ?i?=0iiag-na-gat 0a na ten
almost COM=stand.up-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL FEM.DET ISG.POSS mother 
‘My mother was almost able to stand up; my mother’s almost standing up.’
(29.23)
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One non-control transitive which has a root that is a “swinger” (i.e., patterns like an 
unaceusative or unergative) also behaves like an accomplishment with respect to the 
‘almost’ test: it has the interpretation of an event which almost began.
(4.178) CE,LÂL I0ÀLNONET TTE HOLES
calel ?i?=k^el-na-qat t0a halas
almost COM=hide-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL GNRL.DET Horace
‘It's almost time for Horace to hide; Horace almost got a chance to hide.’ (he's not 
hidden yet) (29.30)
Non-eontrol reflexives derived from unaceusatives were harder to test, because I found it 
hard to distinguish the two possible interpretations o f‘almost’ in English.
(4.179) CE,LAL INU,NO,NET TTE PELEC
calel ?i?=naW-na-qat tOa palak
almost COM=get.in-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL GNRL.DET Philip
‘Philip just about got in.’ (something is blocking him) (30.5)
(4.180) CE,LAL I MÀ0ELNONET SEN
calel ?i?=mek^ai-na-gat=san
almost COM=get.injured-NC.TR[PFV]-NC.REFL=l SG.SBJ 
‘I almost hurt myself’ (29.7)
In §4.3.11 noted that the ‘almost’ test may not actually distinguish verbs which entail .
culmination from verbs which implicate culmination. Instead, it may target complexity (as
suggested by Bar-el 2005) or intentionality. This again points to the possibility that other
distinctions are relèvent to SENCOTEN predicate classification than those made by Kiyota
(2008).
4.3.4 Control affects situation type
This section has shown that control affects the situation type of predicates. It has built on 
Kiyota’s (2008) findings regarding control and non-eontrol transitives to argue that control 
predicates are accomplishments regardless of their valence. Non-eontrol predicates with 
unaceusative roots are achievements regardless of their valence. Some preliminary 
evidence from reflexives suggests that non-eontrol predicates with unergative roots behave 
differently, at least with respect to the ‘almost’ test. I suggest that culmination cancellation 
and the ‘almost’ test actually target different properties of the semantics of a telic event. 
Culmination cancellation shows us whether or not an event entails culmination, as argued 
by Matthewson (2004), Bar-el (2005) and Bar-el et al. (2005). The ‘almost’ test rather,
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seems to target something else, perhaps complexity (Wilhelm 2003, Bar-el 2005) or 
intentionality. This suggests that further distinctions are relevant to SENCOTEN predicates 
than the ones considered by Kiyota (2008). When I consider the use of aspects with the 
various situation types in §5.2,1 will show that imperfeetive aspect is also sensitive to a 
punctuality which is not carried by all achievements (and not necessarily evident from the 
verb’s morphology). Thus, it may be necessary to distinguish a class of punctual 
achievements (which may be transitive or intransitive) distinct from Kiyota’s achievements 
and accomplishments.
The results of the culmination cancellation test, and the telicity tests (perfect and 
out of the blue), are fairly clear. Control predicates have culmination implieatures and 
non-control predicates have culmination entailments, regardless of the volition or agency of 
their subjects. Thus, this section provides,support for the view that “control” is really about 
situation type (“aspect”), and not agency (Watanabe 2003, Kiyota 2008, Jacobs fc). It also 
demonstrates that while control affects situation type, valence change does not. Thus, the 
control transitive and non-control transitive suffixes seem to be portmanteaux suffixes, 
expressing both situation type and syntactic valence.
4.4 Chapter 4 Conclusion
In this chapter I have compared and evaluated several different approaches to predicate 
classification in Salish languages. I began by comparing the adjective-verb distinction 
argued for by Montler (2003) with the individual-level vs. stage-level distinction discussed 
in H. Davis et al. (1997) and Kiyota (2008). As I will show in §5.2, such a distinction is 
relevant for aspect, as only stage-level predicates/verbs have distinct perfective and 
imperfeetive forms. It is also relevant for aktionsarten, since inchoatives derive stage-level 
predicates from individual-level predicates, and resultatives derive individual-level 
predicates from stage-level predicates. If the verb-adjeetive distinction is present, then 
inchoatives derive verbs from adjectives and resultatives derive adjectives from verbs. This 
adds support to my treatment of them as derivational and distinct from aspect.
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The next comparison this chapter made was between Gerdts’s (1988, 1991, 2006) 
unaeeusativity approach and Kiyota’s (2008) situation type approach to classifying 
intransitive verb roots (§4.2). I argued, through some application of Gerdts’s tests to 
SEN0OTEN, and some comparison of cognates in Halkomelem, that the two approaches 
target the same distinction among intransitives. Kiyota’s (2008) intransitive.telie verbs 
(intransitive achievements) appear to be equivalent to Gerdts’s canonical unaceusatives. 
while his intransitive atelic verbs (activities and inchoative states) appear to be equivalent 
to Gerdts’s unergatives. This is summarised in the following table:
Table 4.3: Situation type compared to unaeeusativity
Situation Type Telicity
Unaceusative Achievement Telic
Unergative Activity 
Inchoative State
Atelie
I considered the possibility that unaeeusativity could be subsumed by situation type and 
that it may be unnecessary to refer to the classes of unaceusative and unergative. However, 
I concluded that it was best to maintain the distinction, since unaeeusativity and situation 
type operate at different levels (syntax vs. semantics; verb vs. predicate) and since there is 
not enough data on a wide variety of intransitive verbs to properly investigate the 
correspondence between the two classification schemes.
The last comparison this chapter provided, in §4.3, was between the control vs. 
non-control distinction (Thompson 1972) and the aeeomplishment-aehievement distinction 
(Kiyota 2008). An extension of Kiyota’s (2008) tests to control and non-control pairs of 
reflexives and passives corroborated recent findings by Jacobs (fc) that the control vs. 
non-control distinction in general is one of culmination implieature vs. culmination 
entailment.
Throughout the chapter, I made some suggestions to amend Kiyota’s (2008) 
classification of situation types and make more distinctions among the predicates. One 
reason for this is that some atelie predicates do not appear to fit into the class of activities 
or the class of inchoative states. Another reason is that the ‘almost’ test and the culmination
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test seem to target different properties of the predicate, and some verbs thus do not pattern 
perfectly with Kiyota’s accomplishments or achievements. In the course of discussing my 
research at conferences and with other scholars, several people have questioned calling 
Kiyota’s achievements achievements, since they are not punctual, and not non-causal. 
Thus, I will now outline a suggestion for expanding and renaming the classes discussed in 
this chapter.
It is becoming increasingly clear that Vendler’s (1957) classes drawn up for 
English are not sufficient to categorise even English verbs, let alone verbs in other 
languages (Dowty 1979, Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1998, Tatevosov 2002, Wilhelm 2007). 
A typological approach to situation type (what he calls actional type) has been suggested 
by Tatevosov (2002). I find that this type of approach can be applied to SENCOTEN. 
Tatevosov distinguishes between situation types which are eross-linguistieally relevant and 
those which are language-specific. Cross-linguistieally relevant situation types are “clusters 
of actional eharaeteristies of verbs that regularly show up across genetically and areally 
unrelated languages” (Tatevosov 2002: 375). In his study, he compares four unrelated 
languages and comes up with ten eross-linguistieally relevant situation types. He 
emphasises that this is a first attempt only, as he has only consulted four languages. 
Interestingly, the SENCOTEN classes argued for by Kiyota and those noted above appear 
on his list. I compare his list with the SENCOTEN verb types in the following table. It is 
also important to note that Tatevosov defines his situation types in terms of their behaviour 
with both aspects.
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Table 4.4: Tatevosov s {2002: 376) actional types applied to SENCOTEN
Situation type Perfective Imperfeetive SENCOTEN verb 
class
stative (state) (state) none
atelie (process) (process) none
strong telic (entry into a state) (process) achievements
weak telic (entry into a state, 
process)
(process) accomplishments
punctual (entry into a state) n.a. punctual 
achievements 
(cannot have the 
event cancellation 
reading with 
‘almost’; cannot take 
imperfeetive aspect)
strong
ineeptive-stative
(entry into a state) (state) positional
weak
ineeptive-stative
(entry into a state, 
state)
(state) inchoative states 
(emotional states)
strong
ingressive-atelic
(entry into a 
process)
(process) none
weak
ingressive-atelic
(entry into a process, 
process)
(process) activities
multiplicative (multiplicative 
process, entry into a 
state)
(multiplicative
process)
none
Some of the SENCOTEN event types are not on this list. That is not a problem for 
Tatevosov’s approach, because under the approach languages have their own 
language-specific actional types that are not eross-linguistieally relevant. Also, as stated 
above, this list was only created on the basis of four languages.
I have not included Kiyota’s (2008) homogeneous states in the table. I have been 
treating them as adjectives, and thus not subject to the same kind of situation type analysis. 
However, they do occur predieatively, as do nouns. We could perhaps put them in the top 
line “stative”, but they behave slightly differently from the characterisation of stative given 
in the table: they do not distinguish aspects. I also suggested that agentivity may be 
relevant, if we wish to include the availability as a command (“imperative”) as a test 
between inchoative states and activities, as Kiyota (2008) does. This would then 
distinguish between two types of weak ingressive-atelic (agentive activities and bodily 
processes). However, if we are able to come up with some other test for activities and
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inchoative states, preferably one which targets stativity, then we would not need to make 
this distinction.
I have interpreted Tatevosov’s strong and weak atelics as targetting 
accomplishments which must culminate (“achievements”) and accomplishments which do 
not need to culminate (“accomplishments”). I have suggested that there are punctual 
situations in SENCOTEN, and that these are those telie verbs which do not take the ‘event 
cancellation’ reading o f‘almost’. Of the verbs discussed in §4.3, all those which definitely 
could not take the ‘event-eaneellation’ of ‘almost’ were also those which entailed 
culmination. However, the opposite is not true. Some verbs which entailed culmination 
could take the ‘event-eaneellation’ reading o f ‘almost’. This makes sense: punctual telic 
verbs must be strongly telie, as it is not possible for them to have begun but not yet 
culminated. On the other hand, a strongly telic verb need not be punctual.
Since this thesis is not couched in a formal framework, I will not attempt a formal 
analysis of all the distinctions between these classes. However, this would be a very 
interesting avenue for further research, especially given the current interest in 
non-culminating accomplishments (Koenig & Muansuwan 2000, Soh & Kuo 2005, Koenig 
& Chief 2008, Tatevosov 2008) and the ongoing development of theories of 
telicity/quantization (Hay, Kennedy & Levin 1999; Beavers 2006; Filip 2008; Kennedy & 
Levin 2008; Rappaport Hovav 2008).
Chapter 5 will look at the use and distribution of grammatical aspect in 
SENCOTEN, and make reference to the predicate classes outlined in this chapter. I will 
continue to use Kiyota’s (2008) terms to refer to the various situation types, but it is 
important to remember that Kiyota’s achievements are not all punctual (though they are all 
strongly telic) and Kiyota’s accomplishments are all non-culminating accomplishments 
(i.e., they are weakly telie, or quasi-telic to use Kiyota’s term). I will show that there is 
some evidence from the behaviour of grammatical aspect to distinguish inchoative states 
and positional states, and to distinguish punctual predicates from other achievements.
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The arguments made in this chapter regarding the contribution of unaeeusativity 
and derivational morphology to situation type will be largely adopted in chapter 5. Most 
scholars working on situation type agree that at least some situation type distinctions must 
be made at a higher level than the verb (the VP or clause). I have not been able to do a 
systematic study of the contribution of elements outside of the the verb to situation type in 
SENCOTEN, so I am following Kiyota’s (2008: 227) approach in referring to the situation 
type of predicates denoted by particular types of verbs.
It seems that the verb does provide a high contribution to situation type, as a 
consequence of all of the information about arguments that is indicated through verbal 
morphology: pronominal object agreement, valence, and ‘control’. Notice in particular that 
telicity is distinguished through argument structure and valence morphology: plain 
unaceusatives and non-eontrol transitives are strongly telic (achievements), control 
transitives are weakly telie (accomplishments), and unergatives (and possibly middles) are 
atelie (activities and inchoative states). Note that the distinctions among the atelics are not 
related to argument structure, but rather to their use with grammatical aspect and with 
imperatives. Similarly, a potential distinction within the strongly telie achievements is one 
of durativity (§5.2.2); this also is evident through grammatical aspect use. These patterns 
are predicted by Wilhelm’s (2007) claim that telicity operates at the VP-level and is 
relevant to argument structure, while durativity operates at a higher clausal level and is 
relevant to aspect.
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Chapter 5 Grammatical aspect
The relationship between grammatical aspect and situation type remains one of the major 
areas of discussion in the literature on aspect. There is good cause for this: on the one 
hand, grammatical aspect and situation type clearly interact. Some of the diagnostics for 
situation type involve the use of predicates with different aspects. It has been observed for 
English that stative and punctual predicates cannot take progressive aspect without some 
kind of shift in meaning (§2.1; Vendler 1957, Dowty 1979; Comrie 1976; Smith 1997; 
Rothstein 2004). Another way in which situation type and aspect are connected is in the 
parallel semantics and function of telicity and perfeetivity (§2.3). Telie verbs are found 
more frequently in the perfective aspect than the imperfeetive aspect in both learner and 
adult/Ll speech (Shirai & Anderson 1995, Bardovi-Harlig 2000, Wagner 2009). In 
languages with neutral aspects, telie verbs tend to be given perfective interpretations and 
atelic verbs imperfeetive interpretations (Smith 1997, Bohnemeyer & Swift 2003). Telicity 
and perfeetivity both target the endpoints of events. Since imperfectives represent internal 
portions of events (not including their endpoints), some authors have claimed that 
imperfeetive aspect actually shifts the situation type properties of accomplishments and 
achievements, rendering them atelie (de Swart 1998).
On the other hand, there is good evidence that grammatical aspect and situation 
type are independent categories, since one situation type can occur in either grammatical 
aspect. It is possible to have telie imperfectives and atelic perfeetives. This point was made 
with respect to French by Garey (1957) when he introduced the terms telic and atelic, and 
has been stressed for other languages in subsequent works (Comrie 1976, Smith 1997, 
Bertinetto 2001). This evidence leads to the “viewpoint” analysis of aspect, characterised 
by Smith’s (1997) work, where properties like telicity are inherent features of situations, 
and grammatical aspects provide different perspectives on these situations.
SENCOTEN is a useful language to consider in understanding further the 
relationship between grammatical aspect and situation type. There is a productive
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perfective-imperfective contrast (chapter 3, §5.1), while situation type can also be largely 
predicted on the basis of overt derivational morphology (chapter 4). In chapter 3 ,1 showed 
that aspect is orthogonal to aktionsart and valence-changing morphology in SENCOTEN. 
The correlation between event-strueture changing morphology (aktionsarten and control) 
and situation type was addressed in chapter 4. In this chapter I aim to show that in 
SENCOTEN 1) there is a perfeetive-imperfeetive contrast similar to that of other 
languages, and 2) there is a correlation between aspect and situation type.
The only previous work on the semantics of Northern Straits aspect (as opposed to 
its form) is that of Turner (2007) and Kiyota (2008). Kiyota gives some good evidence for 
a semantic distinction between perfective and imperfeetive aspect in the context of 
punctual clause modification and provides formal semantic definitions of perfective and 
imperfeetive in SENCOTEN, but does not provide a long or thorough description of the 
contexts in which the two aspects are used, since this is not the focus of his thesis. §5.1 
expands on Kiyota’s (2008) description by providing examples of the different contexts in 
which perfective and imperfeetive aspects can be used. I confirm Kiyota’s (2008) analysis 
of the distinction as one of perfeetive-imperfeetive and not of neutral-imperfeetive, by 
extending Bar-el’s (2005) arguments for the Skwxwu7mesh perfective, which also has no 
overt formal realisation, to SENCOTEN. In §5.21 address the distribution of grammatical 
aspect with respect to different predicate types, focussing on the individual-level vs. 
stage-level distinction (or noun/adjective vs. verb distinction), on punctual predicates, and 
on achievements, which were previously claimed to be totally incompatible with 
imperfeetive aspect (Turner 2007, Kiyota 2008). §5.3 confirms the patterns discussed in 
§5.2 regarding situation type: I argue based on evidence from texts and video descriptions 
that there is a correlation between perfeetivity and telicity.
5.1 Perfective-imperfective distinction
This section provides support for the argument that SENCOTEN has a 
perfeetive-imperfeetive distinction (Kiyota 2008). In §5.2,1 will argue that this distinction
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is obligatory and that aspect is an inflectional feature on SENCOTEN verbs. Every 
(stage-level) verb is inflected for aspect, and is either perfective (5.1) or imperfeetive (5.2).
(5.1) YÀSEN DOQ 
ye?=son
go = l SG.SBJ go.home[PFV]
T went home.’ (CT fieldwork 2006)
(5.2) 0L I, DODEQ SEN 
k '^ l= ? i? -ta ~ t9 k ^ = S 9 n  
PRF=CONTIN-IPFV~g0 .home= 1 SG.SBJ
T’m on my way home.’ (CT fieldwork 2006)
I will first describe imperfeetive (§5.1.1) and then perfective (§5.1.2). In each subsection, I 
will start by considering Kiyota’s (2008) formal semantic definition of the aspect and 
providing further evidence in support of this definition. I will then show how the aspect fits 
in with typological definitions. In §5.1.1, particular attention will be given to showing that 
SENCOTEN imperfeetive is used to describe habitual events. In §5.1.2, particular attention 
will be given to evidence that shows SENCOTEN perfective is not a neutral viewpoint.
5.1.1 Imperfeetive
Following Bar-el’s (2005) treatment of SkwxwuVmesh, Kiyota (2008) defines the 
SENCOTEN imperfeetive as representing the reference time within the event time (Klein 
1994). This definition of imperfeetive is what Kiyota calls ‘standard’; it captures the use of 
imperfeetive aspect to describe the internal stages of an event and not its beginning and 
endpoint. This is illustrated by the example below, where imperfeetive and not perfective 
can be used:
(5.3) Context: The consultant’s house had some problem and she had to fix it by herself.
It took three days from Tuesday to Thursday.
Question: What did you do on Wednesday?
ce<?9>ÿ=lo?=s9n ?o k^ s^o no ?e?loq
WOrk<IPFV>=PST=l SG.SBJ OBL REM.DET ISG.POSS housc
?0 tSG sfix'^s
OBL GNRL.DET Wednesday
‘I was working on my house on Wednesday.’ (Kiyota 2008: 93)
Again following Bar-el (2005), Kiyota uses Kratzer’s (1998, 2004) formal definition for the 
SENCOTEN imperfeetive:
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[[Imperfeetive]] = XQ.X/.3e.[ i Q x(e) & Q(e)]
(Kiyota 2008: 92; based on Kratzer 1998, Bar-el 2005) 
Boneh & Doron (2009) provide a niee prose description of Kratzer’s formula: imperfeetive 
aspect is “a mapping from properties Q of an event e (either a dynamic event or a state) to 
those intervals i {reference time) which stand in particular inclusion relations to the event 
time x(e), the time of e” (p. 339). So any interval time serving as the reference time must 
be included in the running time of the event in order for the imperfeetive aspect to be used.
This definition neatly captures the progressive use of the SENCOTEN 
imperfeetive. In §2.1.2,1 discussed the distinction between imperfeetive and progressive. 
Two main distinctions are drawn: imperfectives tend to be used also in describing 
situations which happen habitually, and imperfectives tend to be applied to stative 
situations (Dahl 1985). I will show below that both of these characteristics are true of the 
SENCOTEN imperfeetive. Lastly, SENCOTEN imperfeetive is used to describe iterative 
oeeurrenees of a situation. This use of imperfeetive is also found eross-linguistieally 
(Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuea 1994: 126-127). Thus, the SENCOTEN imperfeetive has three 
uses: progressive, habitual, and iterative. I will consider each of these in turn here. In §5.2, 
I show that SENCOTEN imperfeetive can apply to stative situations.
Kiyota (2008) shows some of the progressive uses of imperfeetive. He 
demonstrates the progressive use in (5.3) above, which provides as the reference time an 
interval (Wednesday) within the running time of the event (Tuesday-Thursday). He also 
considers the imperfeetive modified by punctual clauses. In these contexts, the punctual 
clause provides the reference time, and again it must be included within the event time of 
the situation denoted by a predicate in the imperfeetive. The following is an example 
provided by one of the speakers during my fieldwork:
(5.4) I, TATI, I, K3ELKELILETEN SEN
?i?-te~t9y ?i?=qal~q9l-il-9t-9q=son
CONTlN-lPFV~canoe.race COM=go.bad-C.TR[PFV]-PASS=l SG.SBJ 
‘He spoiled me when I was pulling [in the canoe race].’ (5.13)
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The speaker is describing a situation when he was in a canoe race (tetdy ‘canoe-raeing’) 
and one of the other people in the boat caused him to lose his timing. There are also several 
other examples from elicitation. Here are two:
(5.5) XEL,TENLO, TTE NE SNA
x@l-t-@q=l9? t09 na sne
get.written-C.TR\lPFV-PASS=PST GNRL.DET ISG.POSS name
I, TE0 TTE SXEL,AL,S
?i?=t9k'^ t09 sxalels
COM=break[PFV] GNRL.DET pencil
‘My name was getting written down when the pencil broke.’ (2.19)
(5.6) YÂ, SEN I, TOTEN E TTE SNÂNET
y e ? = S 9 n  ?i?=0a~0aq ? a  t0 a  s g e n a t
go=l SG.SBJ COM=IPFV~ascend OBL GNRL.DET m o u n t a in
I, 0L LEMEW 
? i? = k '^ i= l9 m 9 x '^
COM=PRF=rain[PFV]
‘I was climbing the mountain when it started to rain.’ (1.28)
In these examples, the progressive use of imperfeetive indicates that the punctual situation 
(in the second clause) took place during the time that the first situation was running (like 
the English translation). Compare this with the perfective (§5.1.2). This is also an example 
of the backgrounding use of imperfectives in discourse (§5.3.1).
SENCOTEN imperfeetive is also used to describe events which are ongoing at the 
time of speech. One of Dahl’s (1985: 92) sentence frames for progressive use was 
employed in my fieldwork to test the use of imperfeetive. I used the frame ‘Don’t disturb 
Janet/Katie. She X.’ The idea is to see what form X takes. In order to get the desired 
meaning that she’s engaged in some action or has some ongoing emotional state, X is 
imperfeetive every time, as in (5.7) and (5.8).
(5.7) EWES U, SETKT TE Janet
?9W9=s ?u?=S9tq-t 09 Janet
NEG=NMLZ C0NTR=get.disturbed\lPFV-C.TR FEM.DET Janet
XEL,TES TTE PU0S
xol-t-GS ti?e k'^9cil
get.written\lPFV-C.TR-3ERG PROX.DEM morning
‘Don’t disturb Janet. She’s writing her book.’ (16.12a)
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(5.8) EWES U, SETKT TE Katie
?9W9 =s ?u?=s9tq-t 09 Katie
NEG=NMLZ CGNTR=get.disturbed\lPFV-C.TR FEM.DET Katie
DEDA,YEK TI,Â 0ECIL
l9~tey94 ti?e k'^9cil
n>Fv~get. angry PROX.DEM morning
‘Don’t disturb Katie. She’s angry this morning.’ (16.12a)
When the perfective aspect is used, the meaning no longer refers to an event ongoing at the
time of speech, but rather to a predicted future event:
(5.9) EWES U, SETKT TE Katie
?9W9=s ?u?=S9tq-t 09 Katie
NEG=NMLZ CONTR=get.disturbed\lPFV-C.TR FEM.DET Katie
DÂJEK TI,A 0ECIL
teÔ94 ti?e k"'9cil
get. angry [PFV] PROX.DEM morning
‘Don’t disturb Katie. She’ll be mad [angry] this morning.’ (16.12)
The use of progressive to refer to events ongoing at the time of speech is found in texts too. 
In (5.10), from Montler’s (1986) Raven Abandons His Son, Raven is talking to his son,
telling him that there is a seagull eating at that moment somewhere in the distance.
(5.10) “k^9n-9t t09 q'^oni
look-C.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET SCagull
ni?=k'^9 qa<?>-9t-9s” ^
AUX=PST.DIR.EV get.eaten<lPFV>-C.TR-3ERG 
‘ “Look at the seagull. He’s eating something.” ’ (Montler 1986: 242)
In contrast, perfective aspect is not used like a progressive, and rarely to describe
something as it’s occurring. Kiyota (2008) claims that perfective activities and inchoative
states are given a present tense interpretation out-of-eontext, while telie situations
(accomplishments and achievements) are not. However, in context, I have found that
activities and inchoative states are in the imperfeetive if they are being used to describe
ongoing situations. The following is from one of the short (joking) conversations between
the two speakers I worked with (here A and B).
^  This looks like it contains the Halkomelem auxiliary ni?, a proximal deietie auxiliary (Suttles
2004). Most speakers of SENCOTEN also speak the Island dialect of Halkomelem 
(Hul’q’umi’num’), and they occasionally incorporate Hul’q’umi’num’ words into their SENCOTEN 
speech.
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(5.11) A: JANSEN U,XIXEXO,
cen=s9n ?9w =xi-xexa?
really=l SG.SBJ CONTR=lPFV-embarrassed
E TTEN, SLÂLESET
?9 t09-n s-le-l9-s9t
OBL GNRL.DET-2P0SS NMLZ-IPFV-get.done-C.TR;REFL 
T’m really embarrassed by what you’re doing.’ [my translation]
B: w A ,]^S SE N O L , 
we<?>q9s=s9n=?al 
yawn<IPFV>=1 SG.SBJ=LIM 
T’m just yawning!’ [my translation]
All three verbs, an inchoative state ‘be embarrassed’, a control reflexive (weak telie
accomplishment) ‘doing’ in a subordinate clause, and an unergative activity ‘yawn’, are in
the imperfeetive aspect here.
In chapter 2 ,1 mentioned that the imperfeetive aspect in Northern Straits has been
called by various names in the literature: in addition to imperfeetive, we see actual,
continuative, and progressive. However, we see that in SENCOTEN, at least, the
imperfeetive is not just a progressive. First it is used with stative situations which are
stage-level: inchoative states and positional states. This is shown in §5.2. Second, it is used
to describe habitual situations:
(5.12) NIL UCE,GW,ES TTE PETE
nil ?u?=c<G?>aW -^9s t09 pota
3PRED CONTR=USe<IPFV>-EFFORT GNRL.DET butter
E TTE SKA.UT
?9 t09 sqew0
OBL GNRL.DET potato
‘We cook our potatoes with butter.’ (12.20a)
(5.13) DEDI,LEMLE TE Janet
t9~til9iA=l9? 09 Janet
lPFV~sing=PST FEM.DET Janet
IELOLEL E TTE STEM0ES
? I ? = ? 9 la l9 l  ? 9  t0 9  St9m k'^9S
COM=go.aboard\lPFV OBL GNRL.DET car 
‘Janet used to sing in the ear.’ (12.22)
(5.14) N it  TTE SWIKE, NE ÉIEt XEL,ÂL,S
nil t09 sw9yq9? no siol xal-els
3PRED GNRL.DET man ISG.POSS older, sibling get.written-ANTIP\lPFV
‘My older brother is a writer.’ (20.9)
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(5.15) I,YOTLE U, CÂI TTE SKIMEQ
?i?-ya0=b? ?aw ce<?>aÿ 109 sqim9k'^
CONTIN-always=PST CONTR work<IPFV> GNRL.DET octopus
‘He [Oetopus] worked every day.’ (SNHS 2007: 25)
Bar-el (2005) also uses habituality as a eriterion for arguing that the aspectual clitic wa7 in
Skwxwu7mesh is imperfeetive. In fact, the SENCOTEN imperfeetive appears to be very
similar in its distribution and semantics with the Skwxwu7mesh imperfeetive wa7, and not
with the Skwxwu7mesh progressive reduplication.
Bybee et al. (1994: 140-144), discuss how progressive grams can develop into
present tense grams or imperfeetive grams. The SENCOTEN non-coneatenative stem
augmentation described in this section may have evolved from a progressive, which would
explain its formal similarity with the Skwxwu7mesh progressive reduplication just
mentioned. We know that SENCOTEN imperfeetive is not a present tense because it can
be used with the overt past tense, as in (5.13) and (5.15) above, and with the overt future
tense, as in (5.16).
(5.16) CA,ISE, TE Claire I, TACEL SEN
ce<?9>y=s9? 09 Claire ?i?=tec9l=S9n
work<lPFV'>=FUT FEM.DET Claire COM=arrive[PFV]=l SG.SBJ
‘Claire will be working when I get there.’ (18.17,46.18)
Another gram discussed by Bybee et al. (1994) in relation to imperfeetivity is the 
iterative. This describes a situation which oceurrs multiple times on one occasion, and can 
often involve multiple participants (pp. 160-161). This gram type is also expressed by the 
SENCOTEN imperfeetive, as in (5.14).
(5.17) WI,TES
X'^9y-t-9S
wake.up\lPFV-C.TR-3ERG
‘keep waking him/her up’ (18.14a, 46.5)
More examples of iterative imperfectives are given in §5.2.
This section has discussed the semantics and the use of the formally complex
member of the SENCOTEN grammatical aspect pair. I have furthered Kiyota’s (2008)
arguments that it is an imperfeetive aspect by providing examples of its typical
imperfeetive uses: progressive, habitual, and iterative. The next section addresses verbs
which are not in the imperfeetive aspect, arguing that they are perfective.
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5.1.2 Perfective
It is relatively straightforward to show that there is an imperfeetive aspect in SENCOTEN. 
Most imperfeetive verbs are clearly morphologically complex, with reduplicated, 
metathesised, infixed, or suffixed stems. Imperfectives are used in speeifieally imperfeetive 
contexts, as shown in §5.1.1. It is more difficult to argue for the SENCOTEN perfective. 
First, perfective verbs have a plain verb stem, and in relation to imperfeetive appear to have 
no overt expression. Traditionally, the imperfectives have been seen as derived from the 
perfective, which is a plain verb stem (see §3.1 and phonological analyses by Montler 
1986, 1989; Stonham 1994, Kurisu 2002). Compare the very simple CsC perfective in
(5.18) with the imperfeetive in (5.19), which clearly has more phonological material.
(5.18) 0EL, TTE NE TI
tOa na ti
get.spilled[PFV] GNRL.DET ISG.POSS tea
‘My tea got spilled.’ (6.22)
(5.19) SQA TTE STIHÂLE 
sk'^ey tOa stihela 
bad GNRL.DET teapot
YOT OL U, 0OL,EL OL
ya0=?al ?aw=k^al@l=?al
always=LlM C0NTR=get.spilled\IPFV=LlM
‘That’s a bad teapot because the tea spills.’ (24.27)
Also, Kiyota (2008) shows that certain event types can get an English progressive
translation when they are in the perfective. This can yield ambiguity in out of context
translations.
(5.20) DILEM TE Janet
tilam 0a Janet
sing[PFV] FEM.DET Janet
‘Janet sang; Janet is going to sing; Janet is singing.’ (18.3, 45.18)
Lastly, some predicates do not entail culmination in the perfective (namely, control 
transitives and their derivatives; see §2.1.2, §4.3):
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(5.21) WECETSEN TTE Jack
x^9c-9t=san t0a Jack
wake.up[PFV]=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET Jack
I, EWE 0S WIS
?i?=?awa k'^=s x'^ay-s
COM=NEG COMP=NMLZ wake.Up[PFV]-3P0SS
T woke up Jack but he did not wake up.’ (16.1; based on Kiyota (2008))
This looks similar to a property associated with progressives in English, called The
Imperfeetive Paradox (Dowty 1977), where a progressive statement of an accomplishment
does not entail its non-progressive: I  was waking Jack up does not entail /  woke Jack up.
Given these properties of SENCOTEN perfeetives, it looks like the aspect may not be a
perfective, but actually a neutral aspect, which can have perfective or imperfeetive-like
readings, depending on event type and context. Neutral aspect has been proposed for other
languages, such as Inuktitut (Bohnemeyer & Swift 2003) and Mandarin (Smith & Erbaugh
2005).
However, Bar-el (2005) gives compelling arguments against analysing the 
Skwxwu7mesh plain verb forms as neutrals, and her arguments can be extended to 
SENCOTEN plain verbs as well. In particular, perfeetives do not provide access to the 
event’s internal stages like imperfectives do. This is shown in Kiyota’s (2008) punctual 
clause modification tests.
(5.22) til9m=s9n k'^=s k^l=tecol-s to Jack
sing[PFV]=l SG.SBJ COMP=NMLZ PRF=arrive[PFV]-3P0SS GNRL.DET Jack
T started singing when Jack arrived.’ (Kiyota 2008: 261)
In (5.22), the perfective verb Uhm ‘sing’ can only describe a situation where Jack arrived
and then I started singing, and not one where I was already singing when Jack got there. In
this respect, SENCOTEN perfeetives look similar to English perfeetives (/ sang when Jack
arrived). They are different from Smith’s characterisation of Mandarin neutral verbs,
which can have either a closed or open interpretation in a similar sentence frame:
Mandarin:
(5.23) Zhangsan dao jia de shihou Mali xie gongzuo baogao
Zhangsan arrive home DE time Mali write work report
‘When Zhangsan arrived at home, Mali began to write the work report.’
‘When Zhangsan arrived home, Mali was writing the work report.’
(Smith 1997: 278)
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Therefore, SENCOTEN perfeetives do not behave like they have neutral aspect.
The interpretation of stage-level states also mirrors that of some languages with 
overt perfeetives. In SENCOTEN, stage-level states (i.e., inchoative states) can get an 
inceptive reading in the perfective, but only a stative reading in the imperfeetive.
(5.24) icik'^os=s9n 
get.tired[PFV]=lSG.SBJ
T am/got tired.’ (Kiyota 2008: 51)
(5.25) LCI,USSENLO E 0SI,A CELAKEE
iciws=s@n=l@? ?G k'^si?e coleqal
get.tired\lPFV=lSG.SBJ=PST OBL REM.DEM yesterday
T was tired yesterday. / * I got tired yesterday.’ (12.4)
This pattern is found also in some Romance languages, such as Italian (5.26), and in Greek
(5.27), where stage-level states can also have either inceptive or stative readings in the
perfective.
Italian:
(5.26) a. La sua squadra preferita aveva perso. Gianni ne ebbe un forte mal di pancia,
ehe gli duro per il resto del pomeriggio
‘His preferred team had lost. Because of this, G. had (= got) a belly ache, that 
lasted for the rest of the afternoon’
b. Non fu possibile parlare eon lui; Gianni ebbe mal di paneia per tutto il 
pomeriggio
‘Speaking with him proved impossible; G. had (= suffered from) a belly ache 
for the whole afternoon’ (Bertinetto 2001: 12)
Greek:
(5.27) a. ebasileusa déka été
‘I reigned for ten years.’
b. ebasileusa
‘I became king, ascended the throne.’ (Comrie 1976: 19)
Even in Mandarin, which has an overt perfective, some states also have an inceptive
reading.
Mandarin:
(5.28) Mali bing-le 
Mali siek-PRF
‘Mali got sick.’ (Smith 1997: 70)
It seems that SENCOTEN perfective is more like Mandarin perfective than it is like 
Mandarin neutral aspect.
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It remains to explain the facts cited above which point to a neutral aspect in . 
SENCOTEN. First, there is the fact that telie events are interpreted with past perfective 
tense in out of the blue contexts, and atelie events with present progressive tense (Kiyota 
2008). Matthewson (2006: 676) argues that this variability in perfective verbs results only 
from temporal variability. English lacks a perfective present tense, so when activities are 
interpreted with the present tense, they get a progressive translation. This still does not 
explain the difference in the way telic events are interpreted vs. atelic events. However, 
this may be explained if we look at studies in the field of language acquisition research. 
These have shown that learners and native speakers use perfective aspect and past tense 
with telic predicates, and imperfeetive aspect and present tense with atelie predicates, more 
frequently than the other way around (Shirai & Andersen 1994, 1995; Wagner 2009). In 
translating a present perfective into English, the SENCOTEN speakers must choose 
between changing the aspect to progressive or specifying the tense as other than present 
(past or future). Their choices may reflect their intuitions about the SENCOTEN verbs or 
about the English equivalents; either way they choose the prototypical pattern: telie past 
perfective and atelie present progressive.^^
Another fact about SENCOTEN which may suggest that it has neutral aspect rather 
than perfective is the lack of a culmination entailment for accomplishments. However, as 
Bar-el (2005) and H. Davis, Louie, Matthewson, Paul, Peterson & Silva (f.e.) argue for 
Skwxwu7mesh and St’at’imeets, there are several reasons that this does not provide good 
evidence for neutral aspect. First, only accomplishments and not achievements lack 
culmination entailments; thus it is not the aspect as a whole, but one particular situation 
type which has this property. Koenig & Chief (2008) make the same argument for 
Mandarin. Second, accomplishments still have a strong implieature of culmination in the 
perfective, which they lack in the imperfeetive. In addition to these arguments, recent 
research has shown that several other languages contain a sub-class of telie verbs which do
This questions the validity o f  the ‘out-of-the-blue’ translation test, since it m ay reflect the  
sem antics o f  E nglish  predicates, rather than SE N C O T E N  predicates.
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not entail eulmination: Hindi, Tamil, Thai, Mandarin (Koenig & Chief 2008, Tatevosov 
2008). It is also worth noting that in Sliammon, non-control transitives in both perfective 
and imperfeetive aspect entail that some result obtains, while control transitives do not 
entail this in either aspect (Watanabe 2003: 208). I have not yet tested if this is the ease for 
SENCOTEN, but if it is, it provides further evidence that the culminating vs. 
non-eulminating distinction itself is not a grammatical aspect distinction.
Kiyota (2008) suggests that the SENCOTEN perfective be given a “non-standard” 
definition, because it can be used to describe only the inception of an activity or state. He 
thus modifies Kratzer’s (1998) formula, which states that perfective places the event time 
within the reference time, and instead gives the following:
[[Perfective]] = XQ.X/.3e.3e’[e’ E e & x(e) c / & Q(e)]
(Kiyota 2008: 92; based on Kratzer 1998, Bar-el 2005)
This definition states that perfective aspect is a mapping from properties Q of an event e to 
intervals i (reference time) such that an atomic sub-part of e is included in i. Kiyota (2008: 
92) explains that the atomic part-of relation ensures that at least one whole sub-event of the 
entire event is included in the reference time. For activities and inchoative states, this is the 
initial BECOME subevent, and thus the perfective represents the inception of an activity; 
for accomplishments and achievements this is the final BECOME subevent, and thus the 
perfective represents the completion of an accomplishment or an achievement. Actually, 
this characterisation is not quite right for accomplishments or achievements. 
Accomplishments do not need to culminate. Kiyota’s definition could still account for this, 
since maybe the perfective only needs to place the initial DO subevent of an 
accomplishment in the reference time. Achievements only consist of a BECOME event in 
Kiyota’s model, so actually the whole of an achievement event is inside the reference time 
of a perfective. This is still consistent with Kiyota’s definition, since the sub-event need not 
be a proper sub-part of the whole event; it can be equal to the whole event.
Where I think Kiyota (2008) is not quite right is in characterising this as a 
“non-standard” perfective. As we have seen above and in §2.1.2, the inceptive use of
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activities and inchoative states and the phenomenon of non-culminating accomplishments 
are both found in several unrelated languages. It is also interesting to note that, while 
Kratzer (1998) calls her definition “in the spirit of Klein”, Klein (1994) actually did not 
define the perfective as placing the event time within the reference time. He defined 
perfective aspect as involving an AT relation: it places TT AT TSit (p. 108). This means that 
the topic time is interpreted as including all or part of the situation time. He suggests that 
this varies among languages, and varies among situation types within a language. Kiyota’s 
(2008) definition thus appears to capture the SENCOTEN facts, but these facts are not 
unusual at all; they are paralleled in other languages, and even fit with Klein’s (1994) 
original intuitions regarding perfeetivity. In addition, Bar-el (2005) shows that English 
activities behave like SkwxwuVmesh (and SENCOTEN) activities with respect to punctual 
clause modification, so it is not clear that English and SENCOTEN need a different 
definition for perfective.
In summary, it appears that there are several reasons to consider the SENCOTEN 
plain verbs as bearing perfective aspect, and any apparent arguments for a neutral 
viewpoint can be explained by other means. SENCOTEN perfeetives cannot occur in 
explicitly imperfeetive contexts, they produce culmination entailment with strongly telie 
predicates (achievements), and they behave similarly to both overt and non-overt 
perfeetives in other languages. In the next section, I will show a particular context where 
the SENCOTEN aspect distinction again looks like that of other languages. This is in 
positive and negative commands.
5.1.3 Aspect in commands
One area in which SENCOTEN perfective and imperfeetive aspect are used distinctively is 
in commands, where perfective aspect is used in positive commands and imperfeetive 
aspect is used in negative commands. This distinction holds regardless of event type. It has 
not been discussed in any previous work on Northern Straits, but Tom Hukari and Donna 
Gerdts (p.e.) report that imperfeetive aspect tends to be used in negative commands in
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Lushootseed and Halkomelem as well, although in Halkomelem this depends on verb elass. 
In addition, a similar pattern is found in the Interior Salish languages (N. Mattina 1999) 
and outside the Salish family in some Slavic languages and at least one other language, 
Kerek (Kucera 1985, Volodin 2001, Timberlake 2004). These similarities are discussed at 
the end of §5.1.1 will discuss positive commands in §5.1.1 and negative commands in 
§5.1.2.
5.1.3.1 Positive commands
SENCOTEN has no grammatical imperative mood, and positive commands can 
have the same form as declarative sentences with third person subjects, as in (5.29).^^
(5.29) KA0EN 
qek^-oq 
rest-MID[PFV]
‘Rest; He took a rest.’ (1IV. 151b, 19.36)
Montler (1986: 203) states that commands with this syntactic structure are very weak, and 
have the force of requests.
Besides the simple sentence structure illustrated in (5.93), commands can also have 
a second person subject clitic, as in (5.30), in which ease they are still ambiguous between 
command and declarative.
(5.30) LEZET SW TTE CLAS ET Katie
b ’t®-ot=sx'  ^ tOo kies ?o=X Katie
flll.Up[PFV]=2SBJ GNRL.DET glass OBL=PN.DET Katie
‘Fill up Katie’s glass.’ (V2.159, 1IV. 159)
According to Montler (1986: 203), the strongest form of command uses the specific
‘command’ clitic =ca, as in (5.31).
(5.31) k'^9n-ot-alx'^=c9 
see-C.TR[PFV]-lPL.OBJ=CMD 
‘Look at us!’ (Montler 1986: 203)
^  Jelinck (1987: 2 ) notes that the m ost polite w ay  to g ive  eom m ands is indireet, using a 
eonstruetion m eaning ‘It is good  that...’. She eites B oas (1911: 4 4 ) as eom m enting on this as a 
general feature o f  languages o f  the N orth Paeifie Coast. T hese indireet eom m ands are rare or 
nonexistent in m y fieldw ork reeordings, and I w ill not eonsider them  here.
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I have not recorded any examples with this clitic, but I have recorded one with a 
similar-looking clitic, =cdi. This is listed Montler (1986:198) as ‘immediate past’, but here 
it is used as a command.
(5.32) WI,ÂM,CEL uncle, WI,ÂM, CEL
x'^oyeih=col uncle, x^oyem=cGl
tell. story [PFV]=RECENT. PST uncle tell, story [PFV]=RECENT.PST 
‘Tell us a story, uncle, tell us a story.’ (1 IV.Op)
In Russian, the past tense can also be used as a command in some verbs meaning ‘go’
(Forbes 1964: 281). However, I have not yet found any other SENCOTEN examples like
(5.32). A proper investigation of tense in SENCOTEN, which has not yet been undertaken, 
would need to explore this further.
Notice that all of these commands have verbs in the perfective aspect. This is the 
general situation for SENCOTEN positive commands. There are some cases, however, 
where imperfective is used. In these cases, it seems to have a habitual function, where the 
speaker is commanding the addressee to carry out an event regularly. Compare the 
perfective command in (5.33) with the imperfective command in (5.34).
(5.33) CO0ES TTEN, SKAL,
cak^GS tOon sq'^el
use[PFV] GNRL.DET;2poss language 
‘U se your language.’ (5.0d)
(5.34) CE,0,WES TTEN, SKAL,
c<G?>awos tGoh sq^el
use<lPFV> GNRL.DET;2poss language
‘Keep using your language; Use your language.’ (5.0e, 9V.2a)
Another example of an imperfective positive command is (5.99), which again has a 
habitual function.
(5.35) ENA SW 0E0I,ILET
? G n e = sx '^  k '^ o ~ k '^ i< ? i> l-G t
come=2SBJ lPFV~appear<lPFV>-C.TR
‘Come and see him/her now and then.’ (1 IV.Ob, 15.16)
This habitual reading is found with all of the examples of imperfective positive commands 
in my fieldwork data.
The use of perfective with positive commands transcends situation type. Here are 
examples of an inchoative state, an activity, and an accomplishment in commands.
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(5.36) U EMET OL 
?u?=?GmGt=?al 
CONTR=sit.down[PFV]=LIM 
‘Just sit down.’ (42.4)
(5.37) ILEN 
?i&Gn 
eat[PFV]
‘Eat.’ (39.18)
(5.38) XEL,ET
XOl-Gt
get.written-C.TR[PFV]
‘Write it down, mark it down.’ (39.22)
Achievements don’t tend to be used in positive commands, since they usually involve
subjects with restricted or no volition, or are used to describe unexpected completion of an
event. They are used in negative commands, and will be discussed in the next section.
In this section, I have shown that positive commands in SENCOTEN tend to be in
the perfective aspect, regardless of situation type. When they are imperfective, they refer to
habitual events. In the next section, I turn to negative commands.
5.1.3.2 Negative commands
Like positive commands, negative commands in SENCOTEN have no dedicated 
imperative morphology. They are formed with the negative auxiliary followed by a 
nominalised clause. Most of these clauses are introduced with the contrastive clitic =?u?.
(5.39) EWES U,LELI,LEN
?GWG=S ?U?=lG~liTGp 
NEG=NMLZ CONTR=IPFV~far-MID 
‘Don’t go too far!’ (5.0m, 13.42)
Notice that (5.39) is in the imperfective aspect. In general, negative commands in
SENCOTEN are imperfective.
As with perfective aspect in positive commands, the pattern of imperfective aspect
in negative commands holds for inchoative states (5.40, compare with 5.36), activities
(5.41), and accomplishments (5.42, compare with 5.38).
(5.40) EWES UO,MET
?GWG-s ?u?=?a<?>m9t
NEG-NMLZ CONTR=sit.down<IPFV>
‘Don’t sit down.’ (39.28)
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(5.41) EWES USETEN
?9WG-S ?U?=SGtGg
NEG-NMLZ CONTR=walk\lPFV 
‘Don’t walk.’ (39.31)
(5.42) EWES UXEL,T
?GWQ-S ?U?=XGl-t
NEG-NMLZ CONTR=get.written\lPFV-C.TR
‘Don’t write it down.’ (39.23)
So the general pattern is that negative commands take verbs in the imperfective aspect.
There are some exceptions to this, as in (5.43) through (5.45), which are negative
commands with perfective aspect.
(5.43) EWES XIL,NEW TTEN, SWELNIWO,L SKÀL,
?GWGS t09n sx'^Glgix'^a?! sq'^el
NEG-NMLZ get.lost-NC.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET;2poss first.nations language
‘Don’t lose your Indian [First Nations] language.’ (5.0)^^
(5.44) EWESW KXITEN
?9WG=sx'  ^ qxi-t-oq
NEG=2sbj fail.backward-C.TR[PFV]-PASS 
‘Don’t slip.’ (6.45)
(5.45) EWES TU 0ETÀ, TENONESET
?G W 9=s tow kH=Xe? t®onag-osst
NEG=NMLZ little PRF=again cold-DSrCH
‘D on’t let it get cold again!’ (23.48) [referring to coffee]
These examples all have something in common. They were used in context by one of the
speakers and each gives a warning; rather than instructing the addressee to not do
something, the command is instructing the addressee to not let something happen.
The Interior Salish languages also distinguish between positive and negative
commands. N. Mattina (1999) discusses commands in Moses-Columbian, and shows that,
while positive commands make use of a special imperative clitic, negative commands lack
this clitic and use the ‘unrealized’ form of the verb. The use of an unrealized form in
Moses-Columbian bears some similarity to the use of imperfective morphology in
SENCOTEN. Both are used outside of commands to describe events which do not
necessarily culminate, or for which an endpoint is not visible.
^  The w ord ‘Indian’ w as used by the SE N C O T E N  speakers to translate this w ord, h ow ever its u se  
by non-First N ations is eonsidered offensive in Canadian soeiety . P lease note I intend no offenee in  
ineluding it here, but w ish  to be true to the speaker’s translation.
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Interestingly, the pattern of grammatical aspect found in SENCOTEN commands is 
very similar to the pattern found for imperatives in northern Slavic languages. According to 
Timberlake (2004: 374-375), Russian negative imperatives normally take imperfectives, 
but can take perfectives to “give a warning against an event the speaker considers 
imminent”. Russian positive imperatives generally take perfectives. One exception to this 
generalisation is the same as the SENCOTEN exception: “to express the usual senses of 
the imperfective, for example, a generalized action or habit” (p. 374). There are a few 
other exceptions to this generalisation not found in SENCOTEN so far: they are used for 
invitations, to grant permission, or to insist that the addressee perform some action which 
the speaker is worried might not be performed. Perhaps SENCOTEN does not need to use 
a special construction (i.e., imperfective positive command) to distinguish these three uses 
from regular positive commands because the language already has three levels of strength 
available for positive commands: the plain verb, the verb with 2"^  person subject 
agreement, and the verb with the ‘command’ clitic. Alternatively, it may be that these 
exceptions can occur in SENCOTEN, but they are just not found among my fieldwork 
recordings.
Kucera (1985) discusses negative imperatives in the northern Slavic languages, 
using Czech examples. He observes that some verbs more naturally take imperfective 
aspect in negative imperatives, but some verbs more naturally take perfective. The verbs 
that more naturally take perfective are all achievements. He suggests this is due to both a 
lack of volitionality on the part of the addressee, and to a short duration of the event.
Again, the idea of non-volitionality parallels the SENCOTEN pattern as observed so far.
The negative commands in the imperfective aspect are not all achievements according to 
Kiyota’s (2008) tests, nor are they punctual, but they do involve a lack of volitionality.
In some other languages there is also a correlation between aspect and polarity in 
commands. In most of the southern Slavic languages, negative imperatives do not normally 
take perfective aspect at all (Kucera 1985: 118). The Chukotko-Kamchatkan language 
Kerek is reported to have the same pattern: positive imperatives can take either aspect, but
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negative imperatives can only take imperfective (Volodin 2001: 153, cited in van der 
Auwera et al. 2008).
Thus, the use of aspect in commands appears to be another way in which the 
SENCOTEN perfective-imperfective distinction resembles that of other languages. This 
adds to the evidence from default translations, punctual clause modification, presently 
occurring situations, statives, and non-culminating accomplishments. In all of these areas, 
SENCOTEN perfectives and imperfectives appear to be used like perfectives and 
imperfectives in other languages.
5.2 Aspectual restrictions with different predicate types
Perfective and imperfective are sometimes found to be restricted with respect to situation 
type. In particular, two kinds of situations are sometimes found to lack a distinction 
between perfective and imperfective: states and achievements. In SENCOTEN, 
individual-level states are expressed with truly stative predicates, which are arguably 
adjectives (Montler 2003; §54.1). Also, since nouns can easily appear in the head of a VP 
in SENCOTEN and other Salish languages, it is worth considering whether the aspect 
distinction applies to them. Both nouns and adjectives represent individual-level events. In 
§5.2.1, the relevance of the individual-level vs. stage-level distinction to aspect is 
considered, and it is argued that aspect is only relevant to stage-level predicates.
The second situation type which may not take an aspect distinction is the 
Vendlerian achievement. English achievements are argued to be incompatible with 
progressives (without coercion or type-shift) on the grounds that they have no internal 
stages (Dowty 1979, Smith 1997, Mittwoch 1991, Rothstein 2004). Recall from chapters 2 
and 4, however, that the Salish achievements argued for by Bar-el (2005) and especially 
Kiyota (2008) are not the same as Vendlerian achievements, since they are not all 
punctual. They are characterised instead by their strong telicity (culmination entailment). 
Therefore, we have two types of predicate to consider: strong telic predicates and punctual 
predicates. Many SENCOTEN predicates which are achievements in Kiyota’s (2008)
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terminology, i.e., the strong telic predicates, are only used marginally with the 
imperfective aspect. In §5.2.2,1 will show that there is no strict incompatibility between 
these strong telic achievements and the imperfective, but rather that these forms are rare. I 
suggest that this rarity results from the absence of a need to use these forms in ordinary 
discourse. The strong telic achievements are normally exploited for their telicity, and a 
progressive achievement does not allow that telicity to be realised, since it does not refer to 
the situation’s culmination. There are other situation types built on the same base available 
to be used in progressive contexts, i.e., accomplishments and middles. Punctual predicates, 
on the other hand, do appear to be infelicitous with at least the progressive use of the 
imperfective aspect. It may be that punctual predicates are a sub-class of strong telic 
predicates; all of the examples I have recorded so far contain the same verbs.
5.2.1 Individual-level vs. stage-level predicates
In SENCOTEN, stage-level states are expressed with verbs (§4.1), and include the 
inchoative states discussed by Kiyota (2008: 39-47) and the positional states discussed in 
§4.1. Both types of stage-level state are compatible with both perfective and imperfective 
aspects. An inchoative state is given in the following examples, in the perfective (5.46), 
imperfective with progressive use (5.47), and imperfective with habitual use (5.48).
(5.46) QA SEN 
k^ey=son
get.hungry[PFV]=1 SG.SBJ
CNES QEN,NEW TTE S,ILEN
k'^=no=s k'^on-nox'  ^ tOo s-?iIon
COMP=lSG.POSS=NMLZ SCe-NC.TR[PFV] GNRL.DET food 
T got hungry when I saw the food.’ (CT Fieldwork 2006)
(5.47) QA,QI,LE,SEN I JAN SEN
k^e~k^9y=lo?=s9n ?i?=ceg=son
IPFV~get.hungry=PST=lSG.SBJ COM=get.home[PFV]=l SG.SBJ 
T was hungry when I got hom e.’ (CT Fieldwork 2006)
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(5.48) YOT LE OL U QÂQI TTE NE
ya0=b?=?al ?u?=k^e~k'^aÿ t09 no
always=PST=LIM CONTR=n>FV~get.hungry GNRL.DET ISG.POSS
NENNENE E0S SEKS E TTE S0ULÂTW
gon~gono ?o=k'^=s soq-s ?o t0o sk'^uletx'^
PL~offspring OBL=COMP=NMLZ finish[PFV]-3P0SS OBL GNRL.DET school
‘My kids always used to be hungry after school.’ (12.23)
A positional state in the perfective and imperfective aspects is given here:
(5.49) U, EMET SW OL,
?u?=?omot=sx'^=?al
CONTR=sit/be.home[PFV]=2SBJ=LIM
‘Please sit down.’ (respectful way to offer a seat) (CT Fieldwork 2006)
(5.50) 0L 0,MET SEN 
kH=?a<?>mot=son 
PRF=sit/be.home<lPFV>=lSG.SBJ 
‘I’m home now .’ (1.12)
With both inchoative states and positional states, the imperfective aspect views the state
when it is already underway, while the perfective aspect views the whole situation of
assuming a state and being in that state.
Individual-level states (i.e., homogeneous states), in contrast, only ever express a
stative situation (Kiyota 2008: 41-43), not the assumption of that state, and do not have a
choice of form. For underived individual-level states (adjectives) this is a plain form, which
resembles the zero-marked perfective of verbs. It is used in all contexts. Even in (5.52),
where an imperfective might be expected due to the habitual and temporary nature of the
situation, the same plain form is used.
(5.51) TÀ U, NE0IM TTE LOBEN
ÂC? ?u?=nak^im t0o lapon
also CONTR=red GNRL.DET ladle
‘The ladle is red too.’ (V2.58, 9V.58)
(5.52) NE0IM TTE S0ÂCEL E0S 0ECILS
nokrim t0 9  sk'^ecol ?o=k'^=s k"^ocil-s
red GNRL.DET day OBL=COMP=NMLZ day-3P0SS
‘The sky’s red in the morning.’ [habitual reading] (40.5)
This is also true of derived individual-level states, i.e., resultatives. The single form
resembles verbal imperfectives, but is used in both perfective and imperfective contexts.
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(5.53) STETI,MOLO TTE KO E 0SI,Â CELAKEL
s-0s~0M a?=b? t0o q"^ a? ?o k'^si?e coleqol
RES-RES~freeze=PST GNRL.DET water OBL REM.DEM yesterday
‘The water was frozen yesterday.’ (12.10)
(5.54) TU WE SKA.KU, SEN
tow wo s-qe~qo’v^=son
a.bit indeed RES-lPFV~rest=lSG.SBJ
‘I’m just resting, I’m having a little rest.’ [progressive reading] (5.25i)
(5.55) U, YOT OL, STETI,MO, TTE KO,
?u?=yaO=?aï s-0o~0M a? tOo q'^a?
CONTR=always=LIM RES-RES~freeze GNRL.DET water
‘The water’s always frozen.’ [habitual reading] (1.3)
One way to analyse this distribution would be to say that individual-level states are always
perfective and resultatives are always imperfective. This was the approach taken in Turner
(2007), where I argued that resultatives are built on imperfective verbs. This approach
would then predict that derived and non-derived individual-level states have different
semantics. Such a prediction in itself is not undesirable. Resultatives do seem to differ from
non-derived individual-level states in that they refer to states resulting from prior telic
situations. This is predicted by Koontz-Garboden’s (2007, 2008) monotonicity hypothesis,
which states that operators can only be added, and not deleted, as a result of added
derivational morphology.
Another way to account for this lack of formal variation is to posit that aspect is not
relevant to adjectives; that is, aspect is a verbal feature. In §4.1,1 outlined Montler’s (2003)
argument that individual-level states are adjectives in Klallam and Northern Straits, and
provided some evidence to support this claim. Montler (2003) claims that almost any
lexeme can take aspect, however I have not found that to be the case, and I have been
unable to elicit forms of adjectives with imperfective shapes or resultatives with perfective
shapes.
Another type of individual-level predicate describes entities. These nouns also 
show no distinction between perfective and imperfective aspect. This property of nouns has 
also been recognised for Lushootseed and St’at’imcets (van Eijk & Hess 1983), and was 
discussed in §4.1. The word siensy ‘woman’ has the same form in different contexts.
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(5.56) SLA,NI TI,Â WU,CI,S,TENEK
sienoÿ 0i?e x'^owci?stonoq
woman PROX.FEM.DEM teacher
‘This teacher’s a female.’ (40.16)
(5.57) YOT U SLÂ,NI TTE WU,CI,S,TENEK
yaO ?ow sienoÿ tOo x"^owci?stonoq
always CONTR woman GNRL.DET teacher
‘The teacher is always a woman.’ (40.14)
As with adjectives (underived individual-level states), I have been unable to elicit any 
different aspectual form of a noun, and there is no perfective-imperfective contrast among 
nouns found in any of the non-elicited discourse I have consulted.
However, there are some nominalisations which appear to be inflected for 
imperfective aspect. These fall into two groups: relative/subordinate clauses and deverbal 
nouns. H. Davis (1997: 65) mentions in a footnote that the nominalisation in subordination 
is inflectional and the nominalisation in deverbal nouns is derivational. '^^ This is the 
grammatical nominalisation vs. lexical nominalisation distinction discussed in the general 
linguistics literature (the enemy’s destroying the city vs. the enemy’s destruction o f  the 
city (Chomsky 1970, cited in Muysken 1999)).
Both relative and subordinate clauses in SENCOTEN involve nominalisations of 
entire clauses, as shown by Montler (1993) and Czaykowska-Higgins & Leonard (fc). 
When they contain verbs as their heads, the verb can be used in either aspect. Example
(5.58) shows a perfective (a) and imperfective (b) relative clause. (5.59) shows an 
imperfective subordinate clause. Perfective subordinate clauses are found throughout the
thesis (e.g., (5.46)).
(5.58) a. ?u?=xc-i-t=S9n
CONTR=know-PERSIS-C.TR[PFV]=lSG.SBJ
k S^G swsyqG? tsni-Gt
REM.DET man get.hit-C.TR[PFV]
‘I know the man who hit it.’ (Montler 1993: 254)
^  D avis d oes not m ention  relative elauses. H is elaim  is for Salish languages generally , and M ontler  
(2 0 0 3 ) suggests that not all Salish  languages have relative elauses.
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b. k'^Gn-nGx'^=S9n tsa swaÿqG?
see-NC.TR[PFV]=l SG.SBJ GNRL.DET man IPFV~escape 
T saw the man who was getting away.’ (Montler 1993: 252)
(5.59) SEK SEN 
sG q=SG n
fmish[PFV]=l SG.SBJ
0NES XEL,T TTEN, SNA
k'^=nG=s xsl-t t0Gn sne
COMP=lSG.POSS=NMLZ . get.written-C.TR\lPFV GNRL.DET;2poss name 
T finished writing your name.’ (6.9)
Relative and subordinate clauses are not really examples of nouns, since they are whole
clauses containing VPs and inflectable not only with aspect, but also with object
agreement, perfect, mood, and other categories which appear on heads of VPs.
Deverbal nouns provide more of a problem for my claim that individual-level
predicates do not inflect for aspect. An example of a deverbal noun is in (5.35), derived
from the verb root -^ck^dx ‘get fried’.
(5.60) SJ0EX
S-ck'^ GX 
NMLZ-get. fried 
‘fried bread’
Some nouns have the form of an aspect-inflected verb, prefixed with a nominaliser.
(5.61) SU, KES E TTE
S=U? qGS ?G t0G
NMLZ=CONTR g0 .int0 .water[PFV] OBL GNRL.DET
STE0I,ILES
S-t®Gk -^i<?>ÜG-S
NMLZ;LOC-get.washed-CONTAINER<IPFV>-3POSS
‘Then it fell into her sink.’
Comrie (1980: 213) discusses a similar phenomenon in Russian. Russian deverbal nouns 
can sometimes use the perfective form of the verb, and sometimes the imperfective; 
however, Xoxlaceva (1969: 51, cited in Comrie (1980)) shows that the distinction between 
the two is not systematic. In Polish, on the other hand, aspect can be systematically 
distinguished in nominalisations (Rozwadowska & Spencer 2001). Tom Hukari (p.c.) notes 
that most of the imperfective-looking nouns in Halkomelem denote instruments, and that 
seems to be the case in SENCOTEN too. Therefore it seems that there is some 
systematicity in the use of different aspects in nominalisations. The SENCOTEN examples
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are nominalisations of habitual situations (i.e., for (5.61) Tt fell into the container where 
things are washed’ and not Tt fell into the place which is being a sink’).
Spencer (2010: 139) notes that category-changes sometimes derive lexemes which 
preserve morphological distinctions of the base category. He discusses German de­
ad] ectival nouns, which decline like adjectives. The SENCOTEN nominals could thus be 
retaining some of the morphological distinctions of their verbal bases. However, they do 
not really maintain the perfective-imperfective distinction of verbs. One nominalisation has 
either a perfective shape or an imperfective shape, and does not alternate between the two. 
The word for ‘sink’, for example, is always sfsk^iîild  and never s fdkHh,  and the word for 
‘fried bread’ cannot be scdk^x (which is actually a resultative ‘it’s fried’). Therefore, since 
aspect on nominalised verbs is neither productive, distinctive, nor regular, I do not 
consider it a problem for my claim that nouns do not distinguish aspect.
Non-derived (lexical) nouns are always plain, even when in verbal position. We 
could say that all nouns are in the perfective aspect, then, but this seems odd given that 
perfective is used to place the time of the situation within a reference time (nouns are more 
like imperfectives in this respect). An alternative is to claim that nouns in any position, 
including predicate position, do not take grammatical aspect. Hess & van Eijk (1985: 2) 
claim that in Lushootseed (Central Salish) and Lillooet (St’at’imcets, Interior Salish), verbs 
can take aspect morphology and nouns cannot. Beck (1995: 5) compares Bella Coola 
(Salish) to several other languages, showing that it is not unusual to use a noun as a 
predicate. This does not provide evidence, he argues, that Salish has no verb-noun contrast. 
Building on these two previous arguments for a noun-verb contrast in Salish languages, I 
argue that in SENCOTEN too, nouns can be in predicative position but cannot take 
grammatical aspect.
The observation that lexemes denoting entities and individual-level states do not 
distinguish aspect is not enough to argue for a lexical category distinction between nouns, 
adjectives, and verbs. It is likely that this aspectual restriction exists because nouns and 
adjectives denote individual-level predicates and not stage-level predicates. Arche (2006:
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179-187) shows that Spanish individual-level predicates only occur in the imperfective 
(with habitual use) when they are coerced into stage-level interpretations. However, 
independent arguments were summarised in §4.1 that there is a noun-adjective-verb 
contrast in SENCOTEN.
In contrast, all stage-level predicates do inflect for aspect. That is, all verbs have 
both a perfective and an imperfective form^ .^ However, for some predicates, the 
imperfective is rare and often rejected or questioned by speakers. These events are 
discussed in the next section, where it will be argued that the marginality of such 
imperfective forms results from pragmatic oddness and not ungrammaticality or semantic 
incompatibility.
5.2.2 Achievements: strong telicity and punctuality
In Turner (2007), I claimed that imperfectives could not be used with unaccusatives. Two 
examples of imperfectives of unaccusative-like verbs were given in that article, but they 
were argued to fall into the group of verb roots Gerdts & Hukari (2006a) call “swingers”, 
which have both unaccusative and unergative properties.
(5.62) YOT OL U KÀSEL TTE SIOILE
yaO=?al ?u?=qesQl tOs s’t®a’t®b
always=LlM C0NTR=fall.in.water\lPFV GNRL.DET leaf
E TTE KO,
?G tÔG q^ a?
OBL GNRL.DET water
‘The leaf is always falling in the water.’ (Turner 2007: 48)
(5.63) BÂ0EL 
pek'^ ol
rise.to.surface\lPFV
‘surfaces every now and then’ [e.g., a buoy] (Turner 2007: 55)
Kiyota (2008: 89) confirms that he did not find imperfectives of unaccusatives in his 
fieldwork, though this was not the primary focus of his research. He suggests that 
imperfectives of achievements are not felicitous in SENCOTEN. Recall (chapter 4) that 
Kiyota’s achievements include both unaccusatives and non-control forms. Indeed, I have
^ As noted in §3.5.2, a few verbs show syneretism between perfeetive and imperfeetive forms.
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found that non-control forms are often rejected in the imperfective (5.64), just as 
unaccusatives often are (5.65).
(5.64) ? NENONEW ETE 0E, TTE CESE MO,EK
? pG~ga-nGX'^=itG=k'^G? t0G cgsg ma?9q"'
IPFV~get.eaten-NC.TR=lPL.SBJ=PST.DIR.EVID GNRL.DET two duck
‘We’re managing to eat the two ducks.’ (2.16)
(rejected by one speaker)
(5.65) ? I, BEBELNONET 
? ?i?-pG~p9l-na-qGt 
CONTIN-IPFV~hatch-NC.TR-NC.REFL 
‘It’s hatching.’
However, through further fieldwork and setting up pragmatically more likely contexts for 
imperfective use, I have found that imperfectives of both types of achievements are 
possible.
(5.66) 0L  I, TO0EL TTE SDÀCEN
kH=?i?-tak'^Gl t0G s’tecsq
PRF=CONTlN-get.broken\lPFV GNRL.DET tide 
‘The tide is breaking.’ (2.28)
(5.67) I, TO,TE,LNEW SW 
?i?-ta~tGl-nGX'^=sx'^
C0NTIN-IPFV~learn-NC.TR=2SBJ 
‘You’re starting to learn.’ (20.21c)
Since imperfective achievements are acceptable in the right contexts, there is clearly not an
absolute restriction against them. They are not infelicitous as a class, but there still must be
a reason they are often rejected by speakers. Bar-el (2005: 269) also notes the variable
acceptability of Skwxwu7mesh achievements with the progressive and notes that
imperfective achievements are normally interpreted as habitual, not progressive.
English achievements, traditionally considered incompatible with progressive, do 
take progressive in some contexts, but this is argued by some to involve coercion (Smith 
1997) whereby the progressive does not target the event itself but some stages external to 
the event, or to involve shift in situation type from achievement to accomplishment 
(Mittwoch 1991) or to something similar to an accomplishment (Rothstein 2004). English 
progressive achievements are not a good comparison with SENCOTEN imperfective 
achievements, because the English progressive is different from the SENCOTEN 
imperfective and the English achievement is different from the SENCOTEN achievement.
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First, the English progressive is often incompatible with achievements because it is 
used only in progressive contexts, not in habitual contexts. Imperfectives like the 
SENCOTEN imperfective are not only used as progressives, but also as habituais. The 
habitual use of the imperfective is available to many SENCOTEN achievements, both non­
control forms and unaccusatives.
(5.68) YOT SEN OL NO,ENEW TTE MO,EK
ya0=SG n=?al ga<?a>-nax^ t0G ma?Gq'^
always=lSG.SBJ=LIM get.eaten<lPFV'>-NC.TR GNRL.DET duck
T have ducks all the time.’ (24.71b)
(5.69) YOT OL, U QÀNNES
ya0=?al ?u?=k^en-n-as
always=LIM C0NTR=see\lPFV-NC.TR-3ERG
TTE SMÂLMEL ET PELEC
t0G s-melmol ?g=X pobk
GNRL.DET NMLZ-makc.mistakc OBL-PN.DET Philip
‘She always sees Philip’s mistakes (every tim e).’ (27.9)
(5.70) YOT OL, U, TO,0EL TTE SXEL,ÂL,S
yaO=?al ?aw tak^al tOa sxolels
always=LlM CONTR breakVffFV GNRL.DET pencil
‘You’re always breaking the pencil; The pencil is always breaking.’ (13.7a, 44.1)
(5.71) 0E0ÂL TTE HOLES 
k^9~k^el t09 habs 
n»FV~hide GNRL.DET Horace
TU, ENAS 0IL TE Katie
tow ?Gne-s k' i^l Og Katie
little come-3POSS appear[PFV] FEM.DET Katie
‘Horace hides whenever Katie visits us.’ (24.82a)
Examples (5.62) and (5.63) above from Turner (2007) are also habitual achievements.
Second, the English progressive is traditionally considered to be incompatible with
achievements because they are punctual. Truly punctual events in SENCOTEN are also
incompatible with the progressive use of the imperfective.
(5.72) CE,LAL I, TÀCEL 0TE NE SCÂCE
cgIcI ?i?=tecGl k'^ 0G no scecG
almost COM=arrive FEM.REM.DET ISG.POSS friend
‘My friend has almost/just about arrived.’ (V2.83, 10V.83)
(given when asked for ‘My friend is arriving’ #te<?>cGl (imperfective) here.)
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When these same verbs are used to describe events which are not punctual, imperfective as 
a progressive is acceptable. In the following example, a plural subject allows either an 
iterative interpretation of the event or a progressive interpretation.
(5.73) I, ALE TE 0 tI,T Â ,C E L
?i?-?eb=tG k^i=?i?-te<?>csl .
CONTIN-PROX.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV PRF=CONTIN-arrive<IPFV>
TTEN, SCÂLECE
t09h sce<b>c9
g n r l .det;2poss ffiend<PL>
‘Your friends are arriving one by one; Your friends are just arriving.’ (10V.82a) 
Another way an imperfective can be used with a normally punctual event is when it 
describes a series of iterative events with the same subject participant.
(5.74) 0I,WEL TTE SKJEKEL
t0a sq'^ Gq'^ Gl
IPFV~appear GNRL.DET sun
‘The sun shines and then goes away again.’ (32.4b)
(5.75) NEK,NON,ET 
nGq'^-na-q<?>at
fall.asleep-NC.TR-NC.REFL<lPFV>
‘She’s falling asleep; She keeps falling asleep.’ (32.8b)
(5.76) TO0EL TTE SXEL,AL,S
tak^ai t09 sxolels
get.brokenVlPFV GNRL.DET pencil 
‘The pencil keeps breaking.’ (2.29)
This last sentence had originally been rejected by the speakers when I asked if it meant
‘The pencil is breaking right now.’
We could say that examples like those above involve coercion or a change in
situation type from an achievement to an accomplishment. However, SENCOTEN
achievements are not characterised by punctuality, but rather by telicity, and many
SENCOTEN achievements are not used to describe punctual events. These also are
compatible with the progressive use of the imperfective.
(5.77) I, LÂLU, TTE STÀS0ELS
?i? ie~b'9^ t0G stesk'^Gi-s
CONTIN n»FV~escape GNRL.DET back-3POSS
‘Her back’s getting better.’ (13.82)
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(5.78) I, KO,Kl, TTE SPÀ,ET
?i? t09 spe?90
CONTIN n>FV~die GNRL.DET bear
‘The bear is dying.’ (6.27)
Thus, it appears that only punctual achievements, and not the whole class of achievements
are really incompatible with progressive. Another approach is to split the class of
achievements (strong telic predicates) into a class of punctual and non-punctual predicates.
Then we can either say that (5.73) above has shifted or been coerced into a non-punctual
reading, or that situation type applies at the clausal level and (5.72) is punctual while
(5.73) is non-punctual.
Although all achievements referring to non-punctual events are compatible with a
progressive interpretation of the imperfective, many achievements are marginal in their
imperfective use. What I term marginal imperfectives are those imperfectives with one or
more of the following properties.
1. The imperfective is rejected out of context but used in context.
2. The imperfective is accepted out of context but the speakers are reluctant to use it in 
pragmatically appropriate contexts, preferring another form (usually a control passive).
3. The imperfective is accepted by one speaker but rejected by another or is accepted in one 
fieldwork session but rejected in another.
4. The speakers are unsure of the form of the imperfective, sometimes using reduplication, and 
sometimes a glottal infix.^ ^
Examples of each of these properties at work are given here. First, imperfeetive
achievements are often rejected during elicitation sessions, when I ask the speakers 
whether or not the form is possible. Some of these same imperfective forms were then 
uttered by the same speakers in context. For example, (5.79) was rejected in elicitation, but
(5.80) and (5.81) are attested examples.
(5.79) # x e b i  
get.hurt\lPFV
‘be hurting; be sick (i.e., ill)’
^  This only applies to the stem shapes which do not have an entirely predictable imperfeetive form. 
Variability in form is not found with CoC or CCoC stems, which always get suffixed and 
metathesised imperfectives, respectively (Turner 2007, Leonard & Turner 2010).
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(5.80) XÂLELSEN E TI,Â 0ECIL
xebi=SGn ?9 ti?e k'^ Gcil
get.hurt\lPFV=l SG.SBJ OBL PROX.DEM morning 
T’m sick this morning.’ (17.66b)
(5.81) X Â tE t TTE SKONI,S
xel@& tOa sq^agi?-s
get.hurt\n>FV GNRL.DET head-3P0SS
‘Her head is siek [she has a headache].’ (V2.117)
Example (5.80) was used by one of the speakers during a conversation about the
inappropriateness of using the SENCOTEN equivalent o f‘how are you’ as a greeting.
Example (5.81) was used in the video descriptions (see more discussion of this sentence in
§5.3).
The opposite situation also occurs. Some imperfeetive achievements are accepted 
out of context, but there seems to be resistance to their use.
(5.82) LO,ETE I,XÀL,EL TTE PU0
la?o=tG ?i?-xelsi tOo puk'^
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV CONTIN-get.written\lPFV GNRL.DET book
‘The book is getting written.’ (7.4b)
One speaker said that (5.82) was okay and gave the translation above, but every time he 
went to repeat it he switched to the following control passive form.
(5.83) LO,E TE I, XEL,TEN TTE PU0
la?o=to ?i?-x@l-t-@4 tOa puk'^
GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EV CONTIN-get.written\lPFV-C.TR-PASS GNRL.DET book
‘The book is getting written.’ (7.4e)
Several imperfective achievements have been accepted by one speaker and rejected 
by another, or accepted on one occasion but rejected on another.
(5.84) NO,ENEW ETE 0E, 
ga<?9>-nsx^=lto=k'^G? 
get.eaten<lPFV>-NC.TR= 1 PL.SBJ=PST.DIR.EV
TTE CESE MO,EK
tOa CGSG ma?Gq'^
GNRL.DET two duck
‘We’re managing to eat the two ducks.’ [produced by speaker 2, rejected by 
speaker 1] (2.16a)
Lastly, many of the imperfeetive achievements are variable in form. (5.85) is an alternate 
form to (5.84). Another variable form is shown in (5.86) and (5.87).
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(5.85) NENONEW ETE 0E, 
q9~ga-n9x^=ft9=k'^9? 
n*FV'~get.eaten-NC.TR= 1 PL.SBJ=PST.DIR.EV
TTE CESE MO,EK
t0G CGSG ma?9q'^
GNRL.DET two duck
‘We’re managing to eat the two ducks.’ [produced by speaker 2, rejected by 
speaker 1] (2.16)
(5.86) I,0EL,NO,EW SEN TTE KG,
?i?-k^9l-na<?9>x^=SGn tOo q"^ a?
CONTlN-get.spilled-NC.TR<lPFV>=lSG.SBJ GNRL.DET water 
‘I’m just about managing to tip the water out.’ (5.18b)
(5.87) LO,E0E, I, 0E0EL,NO,EW SEN
la?G=k'^o? ?i?-k^G~k^al-na<?o>x^=son
GNRL.AUX=PST.DIR.EV CONTIN-IPFV~get.Spilled-NC.TR<IPFV>=lSG.SBJ 
‘I’m spilling the water (just about finished).’ (5.19a)
I suggest that all of these properties of marginal achievements points to them being 
rare. First, their variable acceptance may indicate that the speakers have to stretch their 
imaginations to think of a context where uttering an imperfective achievement is likely. 
Second, the variable form of the imperfeetive achievements suggests that they are 
infrequent. This follows from the observed pattern that irregular words in language are 
often the most freqent forms, and evidence that frequent words are stored in the lexicon, 
while infrequent words are more likely to be generated (as discussed by Bybee 1985; 
Stemberger & MaeWhinney 1988; Baayen, Dijkstra & Sehreuder 1997; Pinker 1999; 
Pierrehumbert 2001). If the SENCOTEN imperfeetive achievements in (5.60) through
(5.63) were stored, the speakers would be familiar with their form, and it is unlikely they 
would produce it variably. This is what we find with imperfeetive activities, 
accomplishments, and inchoative states with the same shape. Although the stem shape 
CVCoC can form the imperfeetive with reduplication or glottal infixation (Leonard & 
Turner 2010), (5.88) always takes reduplication (not glottal infixation), and (5.89) always 
take glottal infixation (and not reduplication).
(5.88) DEDI,LEM, TE Janet
tG~libm Og Janet
IPFV-Sing FEM.DET Janet
‘Janet’s singing; Janet’s already singing.’ (CT Fieldwork 2006; 45.20)
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(5.89) HÂ,SEN, SEN 
he<?>SGr)=S9n 
sneeze<IPFV>=l SG.SBJ 
T’m sneezing.’ (CT Fieldwork 2006)
Compare these with the imperfective achievements in (5.84) through (5.87), which are
sometimes given as glottal infixed forms (5.84, 5.86) and sometimes as reduplicated forms
(5.85, 5.87). I suggest that the imperfective achievements are mostly generated by the
speakers, who maybe cannot recall ever having heard the forms spoken.
In this section I have argued that SENCOTEN perfective and imperfeetive aspects
can be used with all stage-level events, but not with individual-level events. I have
discussed the marginal aeeeptanee and variability of certain imperfeetive achievements, and
hypothesised that this marginality and variability results from them being rare. The next
section tests this hypothesis by counting frequency of occurrence in discourse, and finds
that discourse supports the hypothesis, showing that imperfective achievements are indeed
rare.
5.3 Aspect use in non-elicited discourse
This section has two aims. The first is to show that aspect is used in SENCOTEN discourse 
in a way similar to that in other languages. Numerous authors (e.g., Forsyth 1970; Hopper 
1979; Kamp 1979, Kamp & Rohrer 1983; Dry 1981, 1983; Aristar & Dry 1982;
Fleischman 1985, 1991; Smith 1997) have noted that perfeetive aspect tends to be used to 
foreground events in the discourse, and that this involves both introducing new events and 
narrating sequences of events, among other functions. Imperfective aspect tends to be used 
to background events in the discourse, in order to provide elaboration on previously 
mentioned events and/or to talk about events which occurred concurrently. I will show in 
§5.3.1 that SENCOTEN aspect has this function as well.
The second aim of this section is to show that the distribution of SENCOTEN 
aspect with respect to different situation types described in §5.2 is not only evident in 
elicitation contexts but supported by frequency in the discourse. In §5.2,1 claimed that 
individual-level predicates (nouns and adjectives/individual-level states) show no
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perfective-imperfective distinction. In the discourse considered in this section, I have found 
no occurrences of individual-level predicates with imperfective forms. I also claimed in 
§5.2 that achievements in the imperfeetive were marginal. The symptoms of this 
marginality were shown in that section: they are variably accepted in elicitation contexts, 
and the speakers seem unsure about their form. I hypothesised there that the reason for this 
marginal acceptability of imperfective achievements was that, in the days when 
SENCOTEN was spoken by the whole Saanich community, they were used rarely 
compared to perfeetive achievements and compared to imperfectives of other event types. 
§5.3.2 will show that this hypothesis is bom out by data from non-elieited discourse.
This section is based on two types of “non-elieited” discourse: texts and video 
descriptions. I use the term “non-elicited” loosely, as both types result for the most part 
from linguistic fieldwork, and the video descriptions in particular are a form of elicitation. 
However, these discourse types differ from the elicited material focussed on in the rest of 
this chapter in two crucial respects: they did not involve the use of a meta-language 
(English), and they were produced in context. The texts consist of Northern Straits texts 
from four dialects: SENCOTEN (Montler 1986, Saanich Native Heritage Society 2007), 
Sooke (Efrat 1969), Songish (Raffo 1972), and Samish (Galloway 1990). All of these come 
from linguistic descriptions of the dialects in question, with the exception of a collection of 
stories put together by native speakers and published by the Saanich Native Heritage 
Soeiety (2007).^^ The video descriptions were made during the 2008 fieldwork sessions. 
These are described in detail in the methodology section (§1.2). I put together videos 
specifically aimed at eliciting different aspects and showed them to the speakers.
5.3.1 Grammatical aspect in discourse
In both types of discourse. Northern Straits has a significantly higher percentage of 
perfective verbs than imperfective verbs overall. Out of all verbs inflected for aspect, the
I kindly thank John Elliott (Chair, Saanich Native Heritage Soeiety) for giving me permission to 
cite this publication in my thesis.
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overall percentage of perfectives in the five Northern Straits texts consulted is 69% 
(245/357), compared to 31% imperfectives (112/357). This seems to be the ease in other 
languages as well. For example, in Aaron’s (1999) study of Obolo (Bantu), there are more 
perfectives than imperfectives in all discourse types he considers; e.g., in one narrative 
there are 140 perfeetive verbs and only 20 imperfeetive verbs (Aaron 1999: 93). In 
Davidson & Werle’s (2010) analysis of a short Ditidaht (Southern Wakashan) story, there 
are ten instances of the ‘momentaneous’ aspect, which is indicated morphologically and 
which Davidson (2002) and Rose (1981) argue is a perfeetive. There appear to be 16 
predicates in the story, and so the momentaneous is used in 62% of elauses.Josselson 
(1953) counted more perfectives (53.1%) than imperfectives (46.9%) in a corpus of 
Russian conversational texts (cited in Greenberg 1966/2005: 49; numbers not given). I 
should note that aspect in these four languages is unlikely to be exactly equivalent. We 
have already seen (chapter 2) that Slavic aspect has been the subject of much debate. 
Southern Wakashan languages also seem to have a much more complex aspect system than 
that of SENCOTEN, possibly involving both inherent and morphological aspect (Sapir & 
Swadesh 1939, Bach 2005). However, the comparison suggests that, in texts, the contexts 
where perfeetive aspect is used are more numerous than those where imperfeetive aspect is 
used.
Many authors have discussed the use of grammatical aspect as a device for 
grounding in discourse. In particular, in several languages perfeetive aspect is used in 
foregrounded events, while imperfective aspect is used in backgrounded events. Hopper 
(1979) asserts that this is the primary fimetion of aspect. In the Discourse Representation 
Theory of Hans Kamp (e.g., Kamp 1979, Kamp & Rohrer 1983), the French passé 
composé (past perfeetive) and imparfait (past imperfeetive) are defined in terms of their 
role in discourse. Chvany (1985) and Fleischmann (1985) discuss the use of reversals (i.e., 
foregrounded imperfectives and backgrounded perfectives) for narrative effect.
^ Note: this is my count, based on the interlinear glossing and sentence divisions given in Davidson 
& Werle (2010).
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Another related idea is that perfeetive aspect is used to describe events in 
sequence, where one event is interpreted as having finished before the next begins. 
Imperfective, on the other hand, is used to describe simultaneity of events. This goes along 
with the backgrounding fimetion of imperfective, where a backgrounded event may take 
place simultaneously with a foregrounded event. Both of these ideas are evidenced in the 
“punctual clause modification” tests discussed in §5.1 and used by Bar-el (2005) and 
Kiyota (2008) in their descriptions of SkwxwuTmesh and SENCOTEN aspect, 
respectively.
(5.90) ?i<?>bn tso ns qon~qGnG
sing<IPFV> GNRL.DET ISG.POSS PL~ehild
k'^=nG=s ceg
COMP=lSG.POSS=NMLZ get.homc[PFV]
‘My children were already eating when I came home.’ (Kiyota 2008: 261)
In the sentence My children were eating when I  came home, the eating event is taken as a 
backdrop for the coming home event. There is thus temporal overlap between the two 
events, and the progressive (imperfective) is used. In My children ate when I  came home, 
on the other hand, the coming home event and the eating event occur in sequence.
Perhaps the grounding and sequencing functions of grammatical aspect cause the 
imbalance in the use of the two aspects in discourse. Certainly in SENCOTEN, the pattern 
of aspect use throughout the texts and descriptions is to start with a few clauses in the 
imperfeetive aspect, which describe the background for the storyline, and then to use 
perfeetive aspect for most of the rest of the clauses in the narrative. The only times 
imperfectives are used throughout the story are when new backgrounds are set, 
simultaneous events are described, or habitual events are described. Also, some of the 
backgrounding clauses have individual-level predicates as their heads, so this cuts down on 
the number of imperfectives even more. In the two subsections of §5.5.1,1 will show this 
pattern of aspect use in SENCOTEN texts (5.5.1.1) and video descriptions (5.5.1.2).
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5.3.1.1 Grounding and sequencing in texts
In the texts eonsidered, SENCOTEN aspect appears to have the same correlation 
with backgrounding/foregrounding discussed for other languages. Each text begins with 
several elauses setting up the background for the story, and these elauses are headed by 
individual-level predicates or imperfectives. For example, of the first four lines of the text 
Raven Abandons His Son (Montler 1986), three are headed by imperfeetive verbs, and one 
by a complex predicate nominal. Two examples are given here: lines 1 and 4.
(5.91) mok"^  k'^Gcil ?i=Gw=k'^9’9^syk  ^ tso spaal
every day C0M=C0NTR=fish\lPFV GNRL.DET raven
‘Every morning he’d go out fishing, the Raven.’ (Montler 1986: 242, 258)
(5.92) k^e~k^i?=?al ?9wo-no? step s-?ibn-s 
IPFV~get.hungry=LIM NEG-EXIST what NMLZ-eat-3P0SS
‘They were hungry but they didn’t have any food.’ (Montler 1986: 242, 258)
When the storyline starts, perfectives are used. Lines 5, 8, and 10 are given here. The 
intervening lines are also headed by perfeetive verbs, but involve near-repetition (i.e., 6 is a 
near repetition of 5, and 9 of 8).
(5.93) no’tb? sk'^ecol ?i?-?sxri-t-ss
one day C0NTlN-be.swept-C.TR-3ERG[PFV]
?3 tso snGx'^Gl tsQ men-s
OBL GNRL.DET canoc GNRL.DET father-3P0SS
‘One day his son was sweeping his father’s canoe.’ (Montler 1986: 242, 258)
(5.94) ?i?=k'^l=tal-n9x"^ k'  ^ s=u? ?i<?>bh-s
COM=PRF=leam-NC.TR[PFV] COMP NMLZ=CONTR cat<IPFV>-3P0SS
tsG men-s ?g k" s^i?9 s-hewo
GNRL.DET fathcr-3P0SS OBL REM.PROX.DEM NMLZ-away 
‘He found out his father eats when he’s away.’ (Montler 1986: 242, 258)
(5.95) ?aai ?o tso snox'^Gl tso men-s
go.aboard[PFV] OBL GNRL.DET canoe GNRL.DET father-3P0SS
s=u? k^eyl-s ?g tso k'^Gcil
NMLZ=CONTR hide-3P0SS[PFV] OBL GNRL.DET morning
‘He got on the canoe and hid early in the morning.’ (Montler 1986: 242, 258)
Notice that these four perfectives also depict a string of four sequential events: the son
swept the canoe, then found out about his father, then went on board the canoe, then hid.
There is an imperfective among these four lines as well: ?i<?>i9n ‘eat<lPFV>’ in
(5.70). This describes a background event which has been going on for some time, during
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the time before the son discovers that it has been going on. Recall the discussion above of 
imperfectives used to elaborate on previously mentioned events; we already know from the 
first line of the story that Raven goes out fishing. Now we know that while he’s out fishing 
he eats. Another example of this is in line 14, where the verbs ‘go aboard’ and ‘hide’ are 
now used in the imperfective, as they are now background events.
(5.96) ?9wo-no? s-xc-i-t-s k'^=s
NEG-EXIST NMLZ-eome.t0.know-PERSIS-C.TR[PFV]-3POSS COMP=NMLZ
k'^l=?slal?9i-s tsG swiwlos
PRF=go.aboard\IPFV-3POSS GNRL.DET young.man
?o tSG snox'^Gi tsG s-k^G~k^eyl
OBL GNRL.DET canoc GNRL.DET NMLZ-IPFV~hide
‘He didn’t know his son was hiding on the canoe.’ (Montler 1986: 243, 258)
The new, foregrounded, event in (5.96) is that Raven doesn’t know about his son’s actions,
and the verb describing this xcit ‘know’ is perfeetive here.
While perfectives are used to describe sequences of events, imperfectives are used
to describe simultaneous events, as in the crying and singing events here.
(5.97) x^a<?9>4 tsG swiwlGS sow tG~tilGid-s
cry<lPFV> GNRL.DET young.man SEQ IPFV~smg-3P0SS
‘The young man cried and he sang.’ (Montler 1986: 248, 259)
Notice these are imperfeetive in SENCOTEN, even though they are non-progressive in the
English translation.
I have focussed on Montler’s (1986) text for the discussion here, because Montler 
has provided an interlinear gloss for the text and also because it is in SENCOTEN, so I 
have been able to re-analyse it in light of more recent research in order to eonfirm/eorreet 
the aspectual values given in his glosses. However, the other Northern Straits texts appear 
to follow a similar pattern. They start with imperfectives and individual-level predicates 
giving a background context for the story, and then they use perfectives to narrate the main 
events of the story. Imperfectives are used throughout to elaborate on previously 
mentioned events and/or to describe simultaneity of events.
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5.3.1.2 Grounding and sequencing in video descriptions
The way aspect is used in the video descriptions depends on the type of video clip played. 
The first three video clips I played were fairly long with a sequence to them. The 
descriptions the speakers gave those videos patterned similarly to the texts discussed in the 
§5.3.1.1. The initial clauses are in the imperfective aspect, if the predicate is inflectable for 
aspect (i.e., a verb). These elauses describe events which are already underway when the 
video begins and provide background:
(5.98) LEM,WYEWO 
bihx'^=yox'^=?a? 
rain\lPFV=CONJECT=Q
‘It’s raining, eh?’ (VI.20; video 2 ‘Katie arrival delayed’)
(5.99) UQEN,TES TE WÀCS
?u?=k'^Gh-t-os 00 wec-s
CONTR=see-C.TR-3ERG[lPFV] FEM.DET wateh-3P0SS
‘She’s looking at her watch.’ (V I.26; video 3 ‘Katie arrival expected’)
(5.100) 0IL ISETENS TE KÀ,NI eh
k' i^l ?i?=sot94'S Oo qepoy eh
appear[PFV] C0M=walk\lPFV FEM.DET young.lady eh
‘The young lady appeared walking, eh .’ (VI. 12; video 1 ‘Katie arrival normal’)
This last one is headed by the verb kHl ‘appear’ in the perfeetive aspect, but it is conjoined
to a verb in the imperfective aspect {sdtdy ‘walking’). But when k^il is the only verb, it is
used in the imperfeetive aspect at the beginning of a description:
(5.101) 0I,WEL,S TTE CO,LEK
k^i~wol-s tOo ca?laq'^
lPFV~appear-3P0SS GNRL.DET upstream, area
‘It’s showing way up the hill.’ (VI.29; screensaver of Wales photos)
The clause in (5.101) was uttered when my screensaver came on and one of the speakers 
thought it was another video playing.
After these imperfective elauses, the sequential events which occur are described 
using the perfective aspect. This is illustrated here with a description of a sequence of 
events from video 2 ‘Katie arrival delayed’.
(5.102) WISETES TTE KELEJENS
xris-ot-os tOo qalocon-s
get.shaken-C.TR-3ERG[PFV] GNRL.DET umbrella-3 POSS 
‘She shook her umbrella.’ (VI.2la)
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(5.103) WILNES0E TTE LECLIS
x^il-n-@s=k^9? t09 lakli-s
get.S0Ught-NC.TR-3ERG[PFV]=PST.DIR.EVID GNRL.DET key-3POSS
‘She’s looking for her keys.’ (V I.22)
(5.104) Oh! LG,ETE 0ENNES
oh la?9 =to k^sn-n-ôs
oh GNRL.AUX=PRS.DIR.EVID grab-NC.TR-3ER0[PFV]
‘Oh! She’s got them.’
Here’s another example from the deseription of video 1 ‘Katie arrival normal’.
(5.105) SU SKAS TTE LECLIS
s=u? sqe-s tOo lokli-s
NMLZ=CONTR take.OUt-EFFORT[PFV] GNRL.DET key-3P0SS 
‘Then she took out her keys.’ (V I. 14)
(5.106) SU W_0BJŒTS TTE SOL
s=u? x^k^aq-9t-s tOo sal
NMLZ=CONTR be.opened-C.TR-3ERG[PFV] GNRL.DET door
‘Then she opened the door.’ (VI. 15)
Again, these clauses are in the perfective aspect. Thus, the descriptions of the slightly
longer videos, which had a clear storyline, patterned similarly to texts: imperfeetive aspect
is used in backgrounding clauses at the beginning of the deseription, and perfective aspect
is used to describe sequences of events which make up the main action of the story.
In descriptions of shorter videos, it is harder to see if the same pattern holds.
Sometimes only one clause is used to describe the video. However, where they could, the
speakers invented connections between the videos and elaborated on the context in order to
provide a short storyline for even the single-event videos. In these eases, the same pattern
of imperfeetive and perfective aspect is observed. The following clauses describe a video of
butter melting in a frying pan.
(5.107) JE0XEN E 0ECÂ?
5ak^x-9q=?3=k'^9ce
get.fried\IPFV-MID=Q=REQ
‘Is she frying something?’ (V2.14a)
(5.108) MEQELO, 0S
mok^-ôla? k'^=s
be.awaited-ANTlP[PFV] COMP=NMLZ
ÔOXENS TTE PETE
cax^-aq-s tOo poto
get.melted-MID-3P0SS[PFV] GNRL.DET butter 
‘She’s waiting for the butter to melt.’ (V2.17)
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(5.109) SU COXENSSE TTÀ,E SU...
s=u? cax^-9g-s=sa? tOe? 9  s=u?
NMLZ=CONTR get.melted-MID-3P0SS[PFV]=FUT DIST.DEM NMLZ=CONTR...
Tt’s going to melt, and then...’ (V2.18)
Again, the speakers begin with an imperfeetive verb to describe the context (someone’s
frying something), and then use perfective aspect to describe subsequent events.
Throughout this section (5.3.1), I have showed how perfective and imperfeetive 
aspects have a fairly consistent pattern in their distribution throughout both texts and video 
descriptions, and that this pattern follows that of other languages. Imperfeetive aspect is 
used in backgrounding and describing simultaneous events; perfective aspect is used in 
foregrounding and describing sequences of events. In the next section, I will discuss the 
patterning of different event types in discourse, and how they interact with grammatical 
aspect.
5.3.2 Event types in discourse
Correlations between grammatical aspect and situation type have been discussed in a 
number of different domains, such as language acquisition (Andersen & Shirai 1994, Shirai 
& Anderson 1995, Wagner 2009), realisation of neutral aspect (Smith 1997, Bohnemeyer 
& Swift 2003), and formal models which make use of similar mechanisms for telieity and 
perfeetivity (Kratzer 2004, Borer 2005).
In SENCOTEN too, there is already some evidence for this correlation: in 
perfective clauses with no overt tense, atelie verbs are often interpreted as presently 
occurring events, while telie verbs are almost always interpreted as either finished (not 
necessarily completed) events in the past, or events to occur in the future (Kiyota 2008). 
When present time reference is given to telie events, the verbs describing the events almost 
always take imperfeetive aspect. The fact that this aspect is not obligatory in describing 
presently occurring atelie events shows that there is some correlation between atelicity and 
imperfeetivity.
Another area of SENCOTEN where the correlation is apparent is in the marginal 
aeeeptanee of achievements in the imperfeetive (§5.2). Achievements are the most telie
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situation type in SENCOTEN, entailing culmination when used with perfective aspect 
(Kiyota 2008). And yet these correlations are not absolute: we know that telieity 9  ^
perfeetivity because it is possible to have imperfeetive achievements (§5.2) and when the 
appropriate contexts are set up (i.e., punctual clause modification), atelie verbs obligatorily 
take imperfeetive aspect. The aim of this section, then, is to show that, while telie 4^ 
perfective, there nonetheless is a correlation between telieity and perfeetivity in 
SENCOTEN, and this is most apparent in discourse, where there is a higher frequency of 
atelie imperfeetive and telie perfective verbs than telie imperfeetive and atelie perfective 
verbs.
As I mentioned in §5.3.1, the proportion of perfective verbs in discourse is much 
higher than imperfeetive verbs. In the five Northern Straits texts I considered, 69% 
(245/357) of verbs in main and subordinate clauses are perfective, while only 31%
(112/357) are imperfeetive. In the video descriptions, 76% (140/184) of verbs are 
perfective, while 24% (44/184) are imperfeetive. This is summarised in the following table:
Table 5.1: Percentages o f  verbs in perfective and imperfeetive aspect
Perfective Imperfeetive Total
# % # % #
Texts 245 69% 1 1 2 31% 357
Video descriptions 140 76% 44 24% 184
Total 385 71% 156 29% 541
However, these proportions are not the same for all situation types. In particular, there 
appears to be a correlation between perfeetivity and telieity such that the most telie verbs 
(achievements) are almost all perfective, while the least telie verbs (activities) make up the 
greatest proportion of imperfeetives.
Note that I was not able to count situation types directly for this analysis, as not all 
of the verbs found in the discourse have been tested according to Kiyota’s (2008) tests. 
Instead, I counted aktionsarten—the morphologically defined verb classes of unaeeusative, 
control transitive, middle, non-eontrol reflexive, etc.—and made assumptions regarding 
their situation type based on the discussion in chapter 4. If the assumptions are right, the
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patterns discussed in this section truly tell us about correlations between telieity and 
perfeetivity (between situation type and grammatical aspect).
The following chart gives the proportions of perfective and imperfeetive aspect 
with different event types in Montler’s (1986) text ‘Raven Abandons His Son’.
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Figure 5.1 Aspect and Event Types in ‘Raven Abandons His Son’
Achievements include unaecusatives and non-eontrol transitives (no other non-eontrol 
forms appear); accomplishments include control transitives (including those with the 
persistent infix), control reflexives, and control reciprocals; activities include unergatives, 
middles, and -sat inchoatives; and inchoative states include positional statives like OiidJj 
‘stand up’. As shown in Figure 5.1, there are quite a few verbs which I have not included 
in one of the four stage-level situation types. First, the status of inchoatives derived with 
the prefix tx^d- is unclear as regards situation type or grammatical aspect. The prefix 
appears to be derivational, deriving verbs from non-verbs, but it can also appear with 
perfective and imperfeetive verbs. With imperfeetives, the inchoative meaning scopes over 
the imperfeetive meaning (i.e., to start doing x and not to be starting to do x).^  ^Although I
69 A n example of this is 
tx'^-sotog=?al ?o=k'^=s k'^ocil-s
INCH-walk\lPFV=LIM OBL=COMP=NMLZ morning-3POSS 
‘I just walk now in the mornings.’ (from 20.3d)
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claim that the inchoative prefix can derive verbs from non-verbs, I have not seen any 
examples of inchoatives derived from non-verbs that have any indication of imperfeetive 
aspect. Therefore, for the purposes of the frequency count, I have included prefixed 
inchoatives derived from non-verbs as perfective. However, the situation type and 
morphological status of the inchoative prefix, and its relation to grammatical aspect, are 
areas which would benefit from further investigation.
Motion verbs and verbs of quotation were also counted outside of the situation 
types. Gerdts & Hukari (2000) and Montler (2008) have discussed the use of treating 
motion verbs as a separate class in Halkomelem and Klallam, respectively. At this point, I 
do not know which class to put them in. I also counted separately the verbs used to 
introduce quotes in the story. I counted causatives separately because, as discussed in 
chapter 4, there is not enough data to associate them with one of the situation types. Lastly, 
there were a few verbs I was not sure how to classify. Their number is relatively small ( 6  
out of 186 total verbs in the story), so they should not make much difference to the 
frequency information. Having now explained the existence of the extra categories in figure 
1 , 1 will limit the following discussion to the four main stage-level situation types.
Notice first that there is a very low frequency of imperfeetive achievements. In 
fact, there is only one:
(5.110) ?GW9-no? s-xc-i-t-s k'^=s
NEG-EXIST NMLZ-eome.t0.know-PERSIS-C.TR-3POSS[PFV] COMP=NMLZ
k'^f=?olal?oi-s tso swiwlas
PRF=go.aboard\lPFV-3POSS GNRL.DET young.man
?o tso snoxof tso s-k^o~k^eyl
OBL GNRL.DET canoc GNRL.DET NMLZ-IPFV~hide
‘He didn’t know his son was hiding on the canoe.’ (Montler 1986: 243, 258)
This verb k^eyl ‘hide, become hidden’ is counted as an unaeeusative since it can take the 
control transitive suffix k^eyl-dt ‘hide something’ and the resultative prefix s-k^e~k^dl ‘be 
hidden’. However, it can also have an agentive subject, as indeed it has in (5.86), where 
the subject is tsd swiwlds ‘the young man’. It also has a ‘managed to’ reading with the non­
control reflexive suffix k^el-naijDt ‘manage to hide’, a reading which typically goes with
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non-control reflexives of unergatives (§4.3.3.2). So it is not a typical unaeeusative, and thus 
perhaps not a typical achievement.
Kiyota (2008) has shown that achievements are the only fully telie situation type; 
he calls accomplishments quasi-telic due to their failure to entail culmination in the 
perfective aspect (chapter 2, §4.3.1.1). There is a much higher number of accomplishments 
in the imperfeetive aspect. There is admittedly a much higher number of accomplishments 
than achievements overall in the text, but even the percentage of imperfeetives among 
accomplishments (18%; 8/44) is higher than the percentage of imperfeetives among 
achievements (5%; 1/21). Accomplishments still favour the perfective aspect, with 82% 
(36/44) of accomplishments taking perfective.
Atelie verbs, on the other hand, occur in much larger proportions in the 
imperfeetive aspect. 55% (18/33) of activities are imperfeetive, and 56% (14/25) of 
inchoative states are imperfeetive. These numbers are very high considering there is such a 
low proportion of imperfeetives to perfeetives in the text overall. Here is another way of 
illustrating this imbalance between situation type and grammatical aspect: although the 
atelie situation types together only make up 31% (58/186) of the total verbs, they make up 
65% (32/46) of the imperfeetives in the text. The count of verbs of each situation type in 
each aspect is summarised in the following table.
Table 5.2: Situation type and aspect counts in Raven Abandons his Son
Situation Type Perfective Imperfeetive Total
Achievement 2 0 1 2 1
Accomplishment 36 8 44
Activity 15 18 33
Inchoative State 11 14 25
Other 55 8 63
Total 137 49 186
In summary, when sheer numbers are considered, there is a correlation between telieity 
and perfeetivity. All but one of the strong telie verbs (achievements) are perfective, and a 
large majority of quasi-telie verbs (accomplishments) are perfective; the atelie situation 
types (activities and inchoative states) have a roughly equal proportion of perfeetives and
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imperfeetives, despite the faet that only a minority of the overall verbs in the text are 
imperfeetive.
Now I will consider the video descriptions. The correlations here are not as strong 
as in the text, but a similar general pattern is found. With achievements, the most telie 
situation type, again only a small minority are imperfeetive (4/24 or 17%), and with 
activities, arguably the most typical atelie situation type (see below), a majority are 
imperfeetive (20/34 or 59%), again despite an overall scarcity of imperfeetives in the 
descriptions (39 out of 182 verbs, or 21%).
With the texts, I suggested that the one example of an imperfeetive achievement 
may not be an achievement after all, or at least is not a typical achievement since it has 
both unaeeusative-like and unergative-like properties. With the descriptions, I cannot use 
the same explanation. However, two of the four imperfeetive achievements found in the 
descriptions may not be achievements and/or may not be imperfeetive. My best guess is 
that they are, but I am not sure about their morphological structure. For example, for
(5.111), I have analysed the verb as imperfeetive because the lexical suffix for body is 
listed as -ik^ds in the perfective and -iws in the imperfeetive in Montler (1986: 75). I have 
tagged it as an achievement due to the root xdi ‘get hurt’, which behaves like an 
unaeeusative/aehievement. However, the effect of lexical suffixes on situation type has not 
been studied, and I have not tested the whole verb x b î b w s  for situation type.
(5.111) XELOU,S0E TTE STÂS0ELS
xa&-Gi^s=k^9? t09 stesk'^ol-s
get.hurt-BODY\lPFV=PST.DIR.EV GNRL.DET baek-3P0SS
‘Her back is hurting.’ (V2.16)
This leaves only two good examples of imperfeetive achievements in the descriptions:
(5.112) ÂJETSW 0E TTE STALE
?ec-ot=sx'^=k'^o? t09 slab
get.wiped-C.TR=2SBJ=PST.DlR.EVlD GNRL.DET place
0ENS LÂLE TTE S,ILEN
k'^=on=s le~ b ?  t0o s-?ibn
C0MP=2P0SS=NMLZ IPFV~get.done GNRL.DET NMLZ-cat 
‘Wipe the area where you were cooking [preparing the food].’ (V2.41)
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(5.113) XÂLEL TTE SKONI,S
x eia i t09 sq"'aqi?-s
get.hurt\IPFV GNRL.DET head-3P0SS
‘Her head is siek [she has a headache].’ (V2.117)
Interestingly, (5.113) is still what I would call a marginal imperfeetive, because it was
rejected when I presented this sentence to the speakers for translation in another session.
They said instead I should use the resultative form in (5.114).
(5.114) SX Â tE t TTE SKONI,S
s -x e b i t09 sq'^aqi?-s
RES-get.hurt\RES GNRL.DET head-3POSS
‘Her head is siek [she has a headache].’ (10V.117a)
So it seems there is a very small number of clear imperfeetive achievements, showing
again that there is a correlation between perfeetivity and telieity. Accomplishments, the
quasi-telie aspect, follow this pattern also, since there is a majority of perfeetives (85%
(67/79) of all accomplishments in the descriptions).
Although a high percentage of activities are in the imperfeetive aspect, this is not 
the ease with inchoative states. Only 8 % (3/13) of inchoative states in the descriptions are 
in the imperfeetive. Again, I believe this is due to the content of the videos themselves. 
Another test I was performing in showing the videos was to see if the imperfeetive of an 
inchoative state can be used to describe the internal stages of the inchoative process, in the 
way that English progressives of positional statives can. To this aim, I showed a video of a 
person standing up slowly. I found that in SENCOTEN, the imperfeetive could not be used 
to describe the internal stages of standing up slowly, and instead sentences like the 
following were used.
(5.115) 0,CEN SEN OL 0NES TIEEN
?a?C9g=S9n=?al k'^=n9=s 0ibr)
slow=lSG.SBJ=LIM COMP=lSG.POSS=NMLZ stand.Up[PFV]
‘I slowly stood up.’ (V2.1)
I think the first person was used because the video depicted me, and the speakers were
telling me what I should say to describe my actions. It also may not be appropriate for me
to have included positional statives under inchoative states. In faet, none of Kiyota’s (2008)
inchoative states appear in the text or the video descriptions. I include positional statives as
inchoative states due to their interpretations with respect to the two grammatical aspects,
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since in the perfective they describe entering into a state and in the imperfeetive they
describe a state. However, they differ from true inchoative states in that their perfeetives
cannot also describe the state itself. So in (5.116), the inchoative state can mean ‘be tired’
or ‘get tired’, in (5.116), the positional stative in (5.115) can only mean ‘stand up’.
(5.116) icik'^9s=s9n
get.tired=lSG.SBJ
‘I am/got tired.’ (Kiyota 2008: 51)
As discussed in §4.2, it may be better to treat positional states and inchoative states as two
distinct situation types.
So it seems that when it comes to achievements, accomplishments, and activities,
at least, there is a correlation between telieity and perfeetivity in both discourse types.
Most of the achievements are perfective, despite the faet that I was attempting to elicit
imperfeetive achievements. A large majority of accomplishments are perfective. Just over
half of the activities are imperfeetive, despite the faet that less than a third of the overall
verbs were in the imperfeetive aspect. Due to a lack of clear inchoative states in the text
and descriptions considered here, it is better to leave any consideration of that situation
type for further work. Positional statives appear to differ between the two discourse types
regarding their distribution, but this is perhaps due to the nature of the videos shown.
The correlation betwen aspect and situation types found in SENCOTEN discourse
probably results from the role of both perfeetives and telie predicates in describing
sequences of events and of both imperfeetives and atelie predicates in describing
simultaneous or overlapping events. This is discussed in the work of Dry (1981, 1983) and
Dowty (1986).
5.4 Chapter 5 conclusion
This chapter has made two main claims. First, it has claimed that the SENCOTEN 
perfeetive-imperfeetive distinction is similar to that of other languages. I have followed 
Kiyota’s (2008) definition of the imperfeetive as referring to an interval of time inside the 
running time of the situation. This definition is standardly used for imperfeetives in the
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general theoretical and typological literature (e.g., Comrie 1976, Klein 1994, Kratzer 
1998). Kiyota (2008) has shown that the definition is accurate through examples of 
modification by punctual clauses. I showed that, like imperfeetives in other languages, the 
SENCOTEN imperfeetive is used with progressive, habitual, and iterative interpretations. 
Again like imperfeetives in other languages, SENCOTEN imperfeetive is used with 
stage-level states to refer to an interval of time within the time that the state holds (i.e., a 
“stative” interpretation) and the progressive use of imperfeetive is incompatible with 
punctual events.
The perfective was also found to behave like perfeetives in other languages. 
Although Kiyota (2008) provides a modified logical formula, rather than the one used by 
Kratzer (1998), his definition is actually closer to the original one given by Klein (1994). 
Klein suggests that perfective aspect is used to indicate that the reference time includes all 
or part of the situation time. Specifically, Kiyota notes that the reference time of a 
SENCOTEN perfective can include one subevent of the whole event (either the initial or 
the final subevent). This is shown in the use of perfective aspect with activities and 
inchoative states, where it views the inception of the activity or state and some of its 
running time. Again, perfective aspect in SENCOTEN is like perfective in other languages 
in this respect.
Perfective and imperfeetive were shown to be similar to other languages in their 
fiinetion as well. I looked through several Northern Straits texts and SENCOTEN video 
descriptions and found that perfeetives were normally used with a foregrounding function 
and imperfeetives with a backgrounding function. One particular grammatical use which 
parallels that of Russian and some other Slavic languages is the general use of perfective 
aspect with positive commands and imperfeetive aspect with negative commands. Both 
SENCOTEN and Russian have particular contexts in which perfective aspect is used with 
negative commands and imperfeetive aspect is used with positive commands. Even these 
exceptional contexts appear to be almost identical between the two languages.
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The second main claim of this chapter is that there is a correlation between telieity 
and perfeetivity in SENCOTEN. First, the strong telie predicates are only marginally 
accepted in the imperfeetive aspect by speakers in elicitation. Second, telie predicates are 
normally translated with past or future tense in clauses presented out of context. Lastly, in 
Montler’s (1986) SENCOTEN text, there is a higher percentage of telie verbs in the 
perfective aspect than atelie verbs, and there is a higher percentage of atelie verbs in the 
imperfeetive aspect than telie verbs. This correlation between telieity and perfeetivity has 
been established in the literature on first and second language acquisition, where it has 
been shown that both learners and native speakers more frequently use telie-perfeetive 
combinations and atelic-imperfeetive combinations. Situation type distinctions have been 
found to play a role in English discourse which is parallel to the role of aspect (Dry 1981, 
1983; Dowty 1986), where telie situation types are used to represent sequential events and 
atelie situation types are used to represent events which temporally overlap the event 
denoted by the prior sentence.
This chapter has followed up on the claims made in previous chapters. It has 
provided some more evidence that aspect is an inflectional feature on verbs, by showing 
that verbs of all situation types are able to take the imperfeetive (though some are rarely 
used to to infelicitous contexts); while no non-verbs take the imperfeetive aspect. It 
complements chapter 4, which looked at the contribution of unaeeusativity, aktionsart, and 
control morphology to situation type. This chapter has looked at the contribution of 
situation type to grammatical aspect.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
This thesis has investigated the interaction of various factors affecting the temporal 
interpretation of the SENCOTEN clause: aspect, aktionsart, ‘control’, valenee-ehange, 
unaeeusativity, and in some eases the verb’s arguments. I began with observations that 
certain verbs seemed to be incompatible with the imperfeetive aspect. This led to the first 
research question: are there any restrictions on aspect based on predicate class? If so, what 
is the nature of the class which is incompatible with imperfeetive aspect? In order to 
answer this question, it was necessary first to determine what SENCOTEN aspect includes 
and what types of predicate classes are relevant in the language.
On the basis of previous research on aspect in the world’s languages, I took the 
approach that aspect would be an inflectional feature. In SENCOTEN, verbs in general 
tend to take one of two forms: a plain form, and a form exhibiting non-eoncatenative 
changes. Previous work on SENCOTEN also argued for a perfeetive-imperfeetive 
distinction (Kiyota 2008), in keeping with the general Salish pattern (Kinkade 1996), but 
the possibilities of a progressive vs. non-progressive distinction or a neutral-imperfeetive 
distinction had not been considered. Bar-el (2005) has looked at this in another Salish 
language, SkwxwuTmesh, but the languages clearly differ in their aspectual values, since 
Skwxwu7mesh has three aspects, while SENCOTEN has two. In chapter 5 ,1 provided 
further evidence for a perfeetive-imperfeetive distinction, arguing explicitly against both a 
progressive or a neutral aspect analysis. Comparison with other languages showed that the 
SENCOTEN aspect distinction is actually similar to that of other languages with perfective 
and imperfeetive.
In previous work, I had argued that there is a three-way aspect distinction in 
SENCOTEN, between perfective, imperfeetive, and resultative (Turner 2007). In this 
thesis, I have argued against including resultative with the other two groups, showing that 
resultative and other “aspectual” morphology beyond perfective and imperfeetive such as 
inchoative and persistent is actually best considered as a separate category. I showed that
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these categories are more derivational in nature, and that they are either inside aspect 
formally and semantically (inchoatives) or are irrelevant to aspect (resultative). I adopted 
the traditional term aktionsart to refer to this class of morphology which affects the event 
structure of a predicate. In chapter 3 ,1 also provided a detailed discussion of SENCOTEN 
verb morphology, and proposed to account for the form of perfeetives and imperfeetives in 
terms of inflectional classes.
Having determined what to include in aspect and what not to include, I 
investigated the various ways in which predicates have been classified in Salish languages.
I showed in chapter 4 that these classifications line up to a large extent, with 
morphologically driven classifieation and semantically driven classification often 
pinpointing the same groups of predicates. The distinction between nouns, adjectives, and 
verbs (Montler 2003) was found to parallel the semantic distinction of individual-level 
predicates and stage-level predicates (Kiyota 2008), with adjectives falling into Kiyota’s 
class of homogeneous states (individual-level stative predicates). In the literature on Salish 
situation type, unaecusatives are said to be achievements (Bar-el, H. Davis & Matthewson 
2005; Kiyota 2008). Here I compared the morphologieally/syntaetieally motivated classes 
of unaeeusative and unergative argued for by Gerdts (1988, 1991, 2006) with Kiyota’s 
(2008) situation types, and found that they did indeed largely line up, unaecusatives testing 
as achievements (telie intransitives) and unergatives testing as activities or inchoative states 
(atelie intransitives). Lastly, I investigated the category of control. Despite the general 
characterisation found in most descriptive work on Salish, many authors have shown that 
the ‘control’ distinction is not about agent control. Rather, it appears to directly encode 
telieity distinctions, where control predicates are weakly telie and non-eontrol predicates 
are strongly telie (B. Carlson 1996, Watanabe 2003, Bar-el et al. 2005, Kiyota 2008, Jacobs 
fc). I provided further evidence for this by testing the situation type of control and non- 
eontrol intransitives (passives and reflexives).
In chapter 5 ,1 investigated the original research question, showing the restrictions 
on aspect. I found that there are at least three ways in which predicate class affects aspect
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use. First, aspect is only relevant to verbs. Nouns, adjectives, and resultatives (derived 
adjectives) do not reflect a difference in aspect. This is probably a result of the faet that 
they denote individual-level predicates, which are atemporal, lacking a beginning and an 
end point. Second, imperfeetive aspect is infelicitous in describing punctual situations. This 
incompatibility has been observed in other languages (e.g., Comrie 1976, Wilhelm 2007), 
and is said to result from the faet that imperfeetives view internal stages of a situation while 
punctual situations have no internal stages (Comrie 1976, Smith 1997). Third, strong telie 
predicates (predicates which entail culmination) are marginal in the imperfeetive; that is, 
they are dispreferred in elicitation contexts and rare in discourse. These are Kiyota’s 
(2008) class of achievements, and generally contain unaecusatives or non-eontrol verbs. I 
argued that this results from a general eross-linguistie tendency to group telie predicates 
with perfective aspect and atelie predicates with imperfeetive aspect. There is some 
evidence that this pattern holds generally in SENCOTEN: a frequency count of both a 
SENCOTEN text and recordings of speakers describing videos found that a strong majority 
of telie predicates were in the perfective aspect, while the imperfeetive aspect tended to be 
used mostly with atelie predicates.
All of the results of this investigation have pointed to ways in which SENCOTEN 
aspect and predicate classification is like that of other languages (though not necessarily 
English). SENCOTEN has a perfeetive-imperfeetive aspect distinction which fits perfectly 
with the theoretical models of perfective and imperfeetive (Klein 1994) and the behaviour 
of various classes of predicates with aspect follows that of perfective and imperfeetive in 
other languages with this distinction. SENCOTEN stage-level states look similar to states 
in a variety of languages with a perfeetive-imperfeetive distinction, where the perfective 
denotes both the entrance into the state and the state itself (Smith 1997, Bertinetto 2001). 
The phenomenon of non-eulminating accomplishments has been found to exist in several 
other languages (Koenig & Chief 2008, Tatevosov 2008). Salish languages are of interest 
in this respect, because they indicate the culminating vs. non-eulminating (or strong telie
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vs. weak telie) distinetion in their morphology; some Austronesian languages also exhibit 
this behaviour (Dell 1983/1984, Kroeger 1990).
I hope that this thesis has highlighted various areas of future research in Salish 
predicate classification. Over the years, more finegrained analyses of English event 
structure have shown further distinctions within the classes proposed by Vendler (1957). 
Levin & Rappaport Hovav (2005) in particular have shown that different predicate 
classification tests pick out different components of meaning along which verbs 
systematically differ. Another research trend has been the critical examination of the 
application of situation types proposed for English to other languages, particularly those 
outside Indo-European (Tatevosov 2002; Wilhelm 2003, 2007; Bar-el 2005). I have largely 
stuck to Kiyota’s (2008) proposed five situation type classes, which are based on English 
classes proposed by Vendler (1957), Dowty (1979), and Rothstein (2004). In the course of 
my investigation into aspect, I found that these five classes may not be adequate in 
capturing the patterns of SENCOTEN predicates. In particular, the behaviour of perfective 
and imperfeetive shows that it may be useful to distinguish punctual from non-punetual 
predicates and to distinguish positional states from emotional states. In addition, I found 
that Kiyota’s tests for situation type sometimes produced mismatches. The limited control 
reflexives of unergative verb roots behaved like strong telies with respect to one of the tests 
(culmination) and like weak telies with respect to another (‘almost’). This suggests that 
non-culmination and the ‘almost’ test pick out different properties of predicates. Further 
fine-tuning of Kiyota’s (2008) tests would yield further insight into these distinctions.
Another property of situation type that has long been recognised is the faet that it is 
affected by more than just the verb (e.g., Vendler 1957, Verkuyl 1972, Dowty 1979, Bach 
1981). The affect of arguments and adverbials on situation type classification in 
SENCOTEN has still not been investigated. I did find some small evidence of an effect 
with respect to punctual predicates. Punctuality appears to be determined on the basis of 
the predicate as a whole, and not just the verb. This fits in with Wilhelm’s (2007)
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observations that punctuality is a clause-level phenomenon and thus grammatical aspect is 
sensitive to it.
Lastly, both Kiyota (2008) and I have investigated a very small number of 
predicates. I have relied heavily on comparisons across the Salish family and in some eases 
made assumptions that patterns held in other languages hold in SENCOTEN, in order to 
move forward with the investigation. Unfortunately, SENCOTEN is spoken by very few 
people as a native language, and most of these people are elderly. A further investigation of 
the patterns we have identified in our theses would yield much stronger and more useful 
insights into the way aspect and predicate classification interact in Salish languages, and 
language in general.
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